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From the Editor-in-Chief

Stephen R. Miller

Planning for this issue began in late May. Objectively, 
it was just a few short months ago; it feels like a life-
time has passed. 

Earlier in the year, the coronavirus had up-ended 
lives the world over. Stay-at-home orders first extended 
spring breaks (fun!), then sequestered a whole genera-
tion of children inside with little recourse to educa-
tion but by Zoom (less fun). Homes became offices; 
restaurants closed; theaters went silent. Amidst these 
changes, the CARES Act brought otherwise unimagi-
nable bipartisan policy agreement on issues like a 
short-term universal basic income and an eviction 
moratorium. 

In late May, many states were re-opening, and hope that life would 
return to normal was palpable. At that time, I envisioned this issue of the 
Journal as a time capsule, a place where those from the future might look 
to better understand the implications for housing policy caused by a pan-
demic that played out over the course of a season. 

As we close this issue in late August, the only thing palpable is despair: 
at the pandemic’s ongoing threat to life, that partisan gridlock hampers a 
much-needed second round of policy solutions, that normal life’s return is 
ever-distant and uncertain. I realize that what we offer in this issue is not 
a time capsule of a past event, but rather a first offering of how housing 
policy will play out in what will be an extended and ongoing crisis. 

In addition, the pandemic has exposed long-established fractures in 
American life that also affect housing policy. None is more notable than 
renewed attention to racial inequities after the death of George Floyd in 
Minneapolis. Because this issue of the Journal was planned prior to the 
Floyd killing and ensuing calls to action, no articles in this issue directly 
reflect on those events. However, the editorial board has already decided 
that the next issue of the Journal will focus on race and housing policy, 
which I think will be of great interest to our readers.

Whatever its limitations, I believe even the casual reader of this issue 
will find an extraordinary collection of articles providing insights about 
how housing policy has changed—and should change—in response to the 
pandemic. Further, our organizational profile of the National Church Resi-
dences gives us a look at what it means to operate affordable housing in a 
pandemic and what it means to do so with a good dose of humanity.

Our Literature Digest offers its usual stellar array of summaries of must-
read articles and reports. For the first time ever, we invited law students to 
write drafts of these summaries. Students from across the country partici-
pated, including students at the law schools of the University of Virginia, 

Stephen Miller
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the University of Michigan, the University of Maryland, and the University 
of Idaho. If you know of law students with superior writing skills who 
might benefit from work on the Literature Digest with leading attorneys 
in the affordable housing field, please contact me at millers@uidaho.edu.

Law students are also profiled in this issue through inclusion of two 
notable articles submitted through the Forum’s annual writing competition. 
Publication here honors the students’ contribution to advancing the field of 
affordable housing and community development law. It also reflects the 
Forum’s commitment to grow the next generation of leaders by providing 
recognition and encouragement. 

Finally, we are honored to offer our recurring Heard from HUD column 
in which counsel for the agency give us insights on HUD’s many responses 
to the coronavirus pandemic. Thanks to HUD, as well as this issue’s many 
contributors, for helping us contextualize where affordable housing and 
community development law are going in these unprecedented times. 

Stephen R. Miller
Boise, Idaho
August 2020
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From the Chair

Kelly Rushin Lewis

Notwithstanding my disappointment that we all 
could not gather in May as we have always done, it 
has been a privilege to serve as Chair this year, in no 
small part to witness yet again the dedication and per-
severance of our Forum staff and our members. Once 
we knew that the May conference must be cancelled, 
we called on various members to put together a series 
of COVID-focused virtual webinars throughout the 
month of June. We were able to quickly provide con-
tent that was both well attended and well received.  
Given the panelists that were involved all have very 
busy personal and professional lives, not to mention 
dealing with the challenges of working remotely, it was truly remarkable to 
see them willing to give their time and expertise so enthusiastically. Several 
further panels are planned for the summer and fall so that the Forum may 
continue to provide the same thoughtful and timely content to which its 
members and followers have become accustomed.  

I am sure many of you have wondered why the Forum did not make a 
public statement with respect to the recurring social justice issues over the 
past few months. Unfortunately, we are restricted as to what statements we 
may make on behalf of the Forum by the ABA without certain approvals.  
While we have not yet been able to make a more public statement, we are 
working to do something we hope is even more meaningful. Toni Jack-
son, our diversity liaison, is working on a plenary for later this year that 
will be reminiscent of the panel on the events in Ferguson that she moder-
ated at the May meeting a few years ago.  Her panel plans to take a fresh 
look at the topics discussed then, but with a renewed focus on where we 
were at that time, the progress we have made (and more notably perhaps 
not made), and how we might learn from recent events such as the death 
of George Floyd (and sadly many others since). I am confident that she will 
lead the panel in taking an insightful look at these issues in order to help 
our group think through what we can do differently that might result in 
actual change. We hope to continue to advance this dialogue at the plenary 
during our annual bootcamp. As we all know, affordable housing and com-
munity development are fundamental to many of the social justice issues 
at hand so I am pleased to see the Forum host these discussions. While this 
year has been challenging for everyone in a myriad of ways, perhaps the 
hidden gift is that it can give us a fresh perspective and allow meaningful 
and overdue change to finally occur. 

I would be remiss if I did not announce that the Forum has, by the time 
you read this, inducted two new Governing Committee members, Randy 
Schorr and Karol Robinson. Dan Rosen is the incoming Forum Chair, 

Kelly Rushin Lewis 
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Michal Hopkins will be Chair Elect and Ian Adams is Vice Chair. I have no 
doubt that, through their leadership, the Forum will continue to thrive and 
will be at the forefront of the issues that are so important to all of us. Lastly, 
I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the unfailing guidance, 
dedication, and leadership that Dawn Holiday provides (and has provided 
for so many years) to all of us. She seamlessly guides us through the laby-
rinth of ABA rules and policies, while also patiently managing the person-
alities, egos, and opinions of the group. We would be lost without her, so 
truly appreciate all that she does and has done.  

Thank you again for the opportunity. While it certainly was not the year 
I had planned, I am forever grateful for the friendships and network that 
the Forum has given me, all of which I am certain will last well beyond 
2020. 

Stay safe and healthy and look forward to seeing you in person in 2021, 
if not sooner. 
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HEARD FROM HUD

The U.S. Department of Housing  
and Urban Development Response  
to COVID-19 and the Coronavirus  
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 

(“CARES”) Act
Helen C. Huang, Elizabeth M. Davis, Hugh Lutz,  

and Amy L. Brown

In late December 2019, a novel Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) out-
break was identified by the World Health Organization (WHO), leading 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex Azar to declare a Public 
Health Emergency in the United States on January 31, 2020, pursuant to his 
authority under section 319 of the Public Health Service Act.1 The COVID-
19 outbreak grew to pandemic status as of March 11, 2020, according to the 
WHO.2 On March 13, 2020, President Donald J. Trump declared a national 
emergency beginning March 1, 2020 (Emergency Declaration)3 under 
the under the National Emergencies Act4 and issued a Determination of 

1. 42 U.S.C. § 247d.
2. See Tedros Adhonom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General, WHO Director-General’s  

Opening Remarks at the Media Briefing on COVID-19 (Mar. 11, 2020), https://www 
.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media 
-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020.

3. Pres. Donald J. Trump, Proclamation on Declaring a National Emergency Concern-
ing the Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Outbreak (Mar. 13, 2020), https://www 
.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-declaring-national-emergency 
-concerning-novel-coronavirus-disease-covid-19-outbreak.

4. 50 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq. 

Helen Huang is a recent Legal Honors graduate in the Multifamily Mortgage Divi-
sion of the Office of Insured Housing; Elizabeth Davis is the Deputy Assistant General 
Counsel for the Single Family Mortgage Division in the Office of Insured Housing; Hugh 
Lutz is an Attorney-Advisor in the Assisted Housing Division of the Office of Assisted 
Housing and Community Development; and Amy Brown is the Deputy General Counsel 
for Housing Programs in the Office of General Counsel at the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development.
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Emergency5 under section 501(b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief 
and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act)6 in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. With the Emergency Declaration, the various federal agencies, 
including the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD 
or Department), increased efforts to provide relief to the many Americans 
being impacted by COVID-19.7 HUD itself was soon forced to evacuate its 
offices and adapt as an organization to working in a fully remote environ-
ment to better ensure the health and safety of its employees and stake-
holders, while maintaining normal operational levels to the greatest extent 
possible. 

In the midst of these efforts, Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act,8 which was signed into law by 
the President on March 27, 2020. The CARES Act authorized a vast array of 
federal initiatives to protect homeowners, tenants, and the housing market 
at large from the financial impacts of COVID-19.9 HUD’s Office of Gen-
eral Counsel (OGC) quickly analyzed the authorities and requirements 
of the CARES Act to lend support for the Department and the Office of 
Housing-Federal Housing Administration (Housing or FHA) as it moved 
to implement the various provisions of the CARES Act. OGC also remained 
focused on exploring additional administrative flexibilities to support the 
both the housing market and HUD’s program participants throughout the 
COVID-19 emergency. A description of these efforts and initiatives are set 
forth below.

I. Multifamily Housing

A. Contingency Planning
In the early days of the pandemic, various “hot spots” of COVID-19 activ-
ity began to disrupt normal operations for major cities across the country. 
FHA’s Office of Multifamily Housing (Multifamily) and OGC recognized 
that members of the affordable housing industry, including the affordable 
housing bar, were already being negatively impacted in terms of productiv-
ity as they adjusted to a remote work model. In anticipation of a potential 

5. Letter from President Donald J. Trump to Sec. Wolf, Sec. Mnuchin, Sec. Azar & 
Adm’r Gaynor, Emergency Determination Under the Stafford Act (Mar. 13, 2020), 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/letter-president-donald-j-trump 
-emergency-determination-stafford-act (noting that “the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant an emer-
gency determination under section 501(b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the “Stafford Act)).”

6. 42 U.S.C. §§ 5121–5207.
7. President Trump also invoked emergency powers pursuant to the Defense Produc-

tion Act through an Executive Order issued March 18, 2020.
8. Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act), Pub. L. No. 116-

136 (Mar. 27, 2020).
9. See id.
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nationwide closure of offices, the General Counsel issued an OGC-wide 
memorandum on March 16, 2020, authorizing necessary flexibilities to 
ensure continuity of multifamily and healthcare closings throughout the 
pandemic. The General Counsel also took steps to protect HUD employees 
and stakeholders by restricting in-person closings and shifting emphasis 
to an electronic review and closing process relying on the minimal paper 
submissions necessary for closing. This critical departure from standard 
operating procedures was implemented at the same time that the volume 
of closings increased because of historically low interest rates. To increase 
awareness of the flexibilities now authorized, OGC and Multifamily pre-
sented answers to frequently asked questions10 as part of HUD’s consoli-
dated COVID-19 webpage11 detailing the Department’s response to the 
COVID-19 emergency.

B. Mortgage Forbearance and Eviction Moratoriums  
Under Section 4023 of the CARES Act

With the passage of the CARES Act, certain eligible multifamily borrow-
ers12 financially impacted by the COVID-19 emergency were extended 
the ability to request mortgage forbearance for a period of up to ninety 
days until the earlier of the end of the Emergency Declaration or Decem-
ber 31, 2020.13 To be eligible, the borrower must have been current on the 
insured mortgage as of February 1, 2020, and must have been financially 
impacted—directly or indirectly—by the COVID-19 emergency.14 These 
multifamily borrowers were then required to provide certain renter protec-
tions for the duration of the period of forbearance. Specifically, any mul-
tifamily borrower accepting forbearance pursuant to section 4023 of the 
CARES Act was prohibited both from taking action to evict any tenant for 
failing to pay rent and from charging any late fees or penalties relating to 
the tenant’s late payment.15 Additionally, at the end of the multifamily bor-
rower’s forbearance period, notice had to be provided by the multifamily 
borrower at least thirty days before any tenant could be required to vacate 
the property.16 

Though the provisions of section 4023 are self-implementing and no fur-
ther action was required by Multifamily to implement the forbearance or 

10. FAQ, HUD Office of Multifamily, Questions and Answers for Multifamily Housing 
Stakeholders (July 31, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents 
/HUD_Multifamily_Corona_QA_FINAL.pdf.

11. HUD, Coronavirus, https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus (last visited Aug. 21, 
2020).

12. Section 4023(f)(3) of the CARES Act defines multifamily borrower as “a borrower of 
a residential mortgage loan that is secured by a lien against a property comprising 5 or 
more dwelling units.”

13. See id. § 4023(a); id. § 4023(f)(5).
14. See id. § 4023(a).
15. See id. § 4023(d).
16. See id. § 4023(e).
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rental protections, to support a consistent implementation of the CARES 
Act, Multifamily issued Mortgagee Letter 2020-09 (ML 2020-09), Imple-
mentation of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
Forbearance,17 to provide guidance on standard forbearance protocols and 
comprehensive guidelines to support multifamily borrowers in need of 
mortgage relief options for properties that experience cash flow shortages 
as a result of the COVID-19 emergency. ML 2020-09 not only summarized 
the standards for requesting forbearance relief under the CARES Act for 
FHA-insured, risk share, and HUD-held loans, but also provided guidance 
on post-forbearance repayment, release of project reserves, and other con-
tinuing program obligations. Multifamily actively engaged with industry 
participants to streamline its review and processing of CARES Act forbear-
ance and ultimately approved use, without further review, of a variety of 
sample forbearance agreements. In reviewing these agreements, OGC and 
Multifamily confirmed compliance with HUD’s requirements and strove 
to ensure that the agreements were consistent with the self-implementing 
requirements of the CARES Act.18 

Additionally, Multifamily anticipated that multifamily borrowers 
and lenders may seek to negotiate extended forbearance relief beyond 
the period of forbearance provided under the CARES Act. Because prior 
approval would have been required to grant such further forbearance, 
Multifamily issued Housing Notice 20-07, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Eco-
nomic Security (CARES) Act Eviction Moratorium, to detail the conditions 
under which Multifamily would approve additional periods of forbear-
ance beyond that authorized in the CARES Act.19 To take advantage of this 
additional forbearance, multifamily borrowers were required to agree to 
extend the tenant protections set forth in the CARES Act and ML 2020-09.20 

C. Multifamily Eviction Moratoriums Under Section 4024 of the CARES Act
While section 4023 of the CARES Act provided tenant protections in con-
nection with forbearance, a 120-day eviction moratorium21 was separately 
imposed on all multifamily projects,22 including HUD-held and Risk-Share 

17. Mortgagee Letter (ML) 2020-09 (Apr. 10, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites 
/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2020-09hsngml.pdf.

18. For example, the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) provided a sample 
CARES Act forbearance agreement to Multifamily for review in April 2020. Multifamily 
and OGC reviewed the draft forbearance agreement and determined that they had no 
objections to the use of the agreement in connection with FHA-insured multifamily 
mortgages that have reached final endorsement. Multifamily then authorized the use of 
any similar forbearance agreement without further review and approval.

19. Housing Notice 20-07 (July 1, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-07hsgn.pdf.pdf.

20. See id.
21. CARES Act § 4024(b). 
22. Id. § 4024(a) Pub. L. No. 116-136 (defining covered properties as all properties that 

have a “Federally backed multifamily mortgage loan”).
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projects by section 4024 of the CARES Act.23 Like section 4023, the section 
4024 eviction moratorium precluded any action to evict for failure to pay 
rent and also prohibited the charging of late fees or penalties relating to 
nonpayment. Following the expiration of the moratorium on July 24, 2020, 
notice of at least thirty days was required before any tenant could be made 
to vacate a project.24 

Though also self-implementing, OGC worked closely with Multifam-
ily and other HUD offices to prepare transmittals of critical information 
to tenants covered by section 4024 through published guidance and other 
channels. ML 2020-09, published on April 10, 2020, alerted multifamily 
borrowers, lenders, and servicers of these protections and explained the 
moratorium on eviction and renter protections under the CARES Act.25 
Additionally, Housing Notice 20-07, published on July 1, 2020, extended 
the moratorium on eviction, along with other renter protections under 
the CARES Act, and introduced new renter protections for as long as the 
borrower is under any forbearance arrangements.26 Specifically, Housing 
Notice 20-07 required multifamily borrowers under extended forbearance 
to inform all residents of the prohibition against eviction solely for non-
payment of rent, prohibited the multifamily borrower from demanding 
any back rent payments in a lump sum after the expiration of the evic-
tion moratorium, prohibited the imposition of late fees or penalties for the 
duration of the moratorium and repayment period, and required the mul-
tifamily borrower to offer a reasonable period of time in which to repay 
any payments missed during the forbearance period. 

In addition to ML 2020-09 and Housing Notice 20-07, other HUD efforts 
to promote understanding of the requirements and protections afforded 
by the CARES Act section 4024 included publishing a brochure for tenants 
titled Addressing Tenant Concerns During the COVID-19 National Emergency,27 
creating a new search tool on its website for properties participating in 
multifamily housing programs, and increasing accessibility of information 
through posts on the official social media accounts. 

D. Underwriting Considerations
Beyond responding to the needs of program participants, Multifamily 
Housing and OGC responded to the increased risk posed by the impacts 
of COVID-19 to the FHA insurance funds. For example, after the Emer-
gency Declaration, HUD questioned the ability of lenders to affirm that no 

23. See id. § 4024.
24. See id. 
25. ML 2020-09, supra note 17.
26. Housing Notice 20-07 (July 1, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 

/documents/20-07hsgn.pdf.pdf.
27. HUD Office of Housing, Addressing Tenant Concerns During the COVID-

19 National Emergency, https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/MF 
_Tenant_Concerns_COVID-19_Brochure.pdf (last visited Sept. 8, 2020).
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material adverse change (MAC) had occurred between the issuance of the 
Firm Commitment and endorsement of the mortgage for insurance. OGC 
anticipated that this clause could present an insurmountable obstacle for 
stakeholders unless modifications were permitted to detail the potential 
impacts of COVID-19 on the project. In response, HUD quickly revalu-
ated its underwriting requirements to offset the additional risks posed by 
COVID-19. HUD published ML 2020-11, Section 223(f) Underwriting Miti-
gants for Multifamily Housing Projects Due to Economic Impact of COVID-19 
Emergency, on April 20, 2020.28 In ML 2020-11, HUD recognized that the 
COVID-19 emergency will result in material changes in real estate mar-
kets and that market-rate refinance transactions may experience increased 
vacancy, rent collection losses, and income disruption. Thus, in ML 2020-
11, HUD set forth additional mitigants for Section 223(f)/207 refinanc-
ing transactions that have been issued a Firm Commitment but have not 
obtained endorsement. These mitigants include increasing the debt service 
reserve requirements to offset the COVID-19-related risks. In the same 
vein, for residential care facilities, HUD also developed revised firm com-
mitment special conditions to address stakeholder concerns over the MAC 
certification. 

E. Other Relief for Multifamily Borrowers and Healthcare Programs
FHA and OGC also worked to develop new policies for providing other 
forms of relief to program participants during the COVID-19 emergency. 
Through a series of waivers, FHA relaxed the financial reporting deadlines 
for owners of multifamily projects and residential care facilities by extend-
ing the financial reporting deadline to September 30, 2020. This extension 
is in addition to the forbearance relief provided by the CARES Act and 
provided additional time for Mark-to-Market (M2M) and other borrowers 
with HUD-held mortgages to make surplus cash payments. 

For hospitals and residential care facilities, the Office of Healthcare 
Programs (OHP) expedited requests for mortgage reserve fund relief and 
requests to use mortgage reserve funds for mortgage payments. FHA also 
developed streamlined procedures for secondary financing approvals to 
facilitate participation in federal emergency relief programs, including the 
SBA’s Paycheck Protection Program and Economic Injury Disaster Loans. 
Additionally, in COVID-19 hot spots, such as New York, OGC and OHP 
also worked diligently with local officials to provide necessary approvals 
for the conversion and creation of additional beds for COVD-19 patients in 
vacant or underused space within HUD-insured healthcare facilities. 

Finally, aware that most residential care facilities prohibited non- 
healthcare workers from entering the premises, OHP also issued ML 
2020-10, Interim Procedures to Address Site Access Issues Related to Section 232 
Mortgage Insurance Applications During the COVID-19 Pandemic, to address 

28. ML 2020-11 (Apr. 10, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-11hsngml.pdf.
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site access issues related to section 232 mortgage insurance applications.29 
The interim procedures in ML 2020-10, and as extended by ML 2020-15 
and ML 2020-25, pertain to third-party site inspections for property capital 
needs assessments (PCNA), appraisals, Phase I environmental site assess-
ments, asbestos surveys, and radon testing. 

II. Single Family Housing

FHA’s Office of Single Family Housing (Single Family) responded to the 
Emergency Declaration immediately with administrative actions tailored 
to aid homeowners, while also helping to ensure the single-family insured 
housing market continues in a responsive and fiscally sound manner. 
Additionally, Single Family undertook a variety of administrative efforts 
to assist homeowners and industry stakeholders, including waiving exist-
ing regulations and policy to remove various in-person requirements 
made impossible by various state and local “stay-at-home” orders, rapidly 
deploying modernized electronic processes on an accelerated timeline in 
support of a shift to a largely remote work environment, and streamlining 
and supplementing loss mitigation policies to deal directly with the special 
circumstances and financial hardships resulting from the COVID-19 pan-
demic and CARES Act requirements.

A. FHA Single Family Foreclosure and Eviction Moratoriums
On March 18, 2020, before passage of the CARES Act, Single Family pro-
vided a foreclosure and eviction moratorium to borrowers experiencing 
financial hardships resulting from the pandemic through ML 2020-04, Fore-
closure and Eviction Moratorium in connection with the Presidentially Declared 
COVID-19 National Emergency.30 Single Family’s efforts leveraged past 
practices usually deployed in connection with Presidentially-Declared 
Major Disaster Areas to impose foreclosure and eviction moratoriums and 
to immediately provide relief to impacted homeowners. 

Specifically, ML 2020-04 provided for an initial sixty-day foreclosure 
moratorium, a sixty-day moratorium on evictions of persons from prop-
erties secured by FHA-insured single-family mortgages, and extensions 
of timelines for lenders to file first legal actions to foreclose and to com-
plete foreclosure and acquire possession of the foreclosed property.31 
OGC worked to ensure the COVID-19 moratorium guidance comported 
with FHA’s past administrative practice and also complied with the 

29. ML 2020-10 (Apr. 10, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-10hsngml.pdf. ML 2020-10 was extended by ML 2020-15 (May 28, 2020), 
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2020-15hsngml.pdf (ML 2020 
-15), and ML 2020-25 (July 31, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-25hsgml.pdf (ML 2020-25).

30. ML 2020-04 (Mar. 18, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-04hsgml.pdf.

31. See id.
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later-enacted CARES Act foreclosure moratorium and consumer right to 
forbearance requirements in Section 4022 of the CARES Act.32 The provi-
sions of ML 2020-04 were extended to December 31, 2020, with an amend-
ment that narrowed the scope to exclude vacant and abandoned properties 
in MLs 2020-13, Extension of Foreclosure and Eviction Moratorium in Connec-
tion with the Presidentially-Declared COVID-19 National Emergency and New 
Reporting Requirements Related to FHA Single Family’s CARES Act Loss Miti-
gation Options,33 2020-19, Extension of Foreclosure and Eviction Moratorium in 
Connection with the Presidentially-Declared COVID-19 National Emergency,34 
and, 2020–27, Extension of Foreclosure and Eviction Moratorium in Connection 
with the Presidentially-Declared COVID-19 National Emergency.35 Through ML 
2020-13 and ML 2020-19, FHA also addressed the relationship between the 
moratoriums and CARES Act requirements for FHA-insured single-family 
mortgages, which fall under the definition of “federally backed mortgage 
loans” covered by Sections 4022 and 4024 of the CARES Act.36

FHA’s Single Family MLs do not specifically address the temporary 
moratorium on eviction filings imposed on individual homeowners in 
Section 4024 of the CARES Act because FHA’s guidance is directed to the 
FHA-approved mortgagees holding the contract of mortgage insurance 
with FHA and not individual homeowners who are not parties to any FHA 
mortgage insurance contract. Nonetheless, the provisions of section 4024 
are self-implementing and apply to FHA-insured borrower-landlords by 
their own terms.

B. Regulatory and Policy Waivers and Modifications to Support Remote  
Work Environments

In addition to the implementation of foreclosure and eviction morato-
riums, OGC and FHA worked closely to identify any FHA regulation or 
policy that required in-person contact or in-office functions and to develop 
socially distanced or remote alternatives to those requirements. Through 
these efforts, FHA published ML 2020-05, Re-verification of Employment 
and Exterior-Only and Desktop-Only Appraisal Scope of Work Options for FHA 
Single Family Programs Impacted by COVID-19;37 ML 2020-14, Extension of 

32. Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) 4022, Pub. L. 
No. 116-136 (Mar. 27, 2020).

33. ML 2020-13 (May 14, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-13hsngml.pdf.

34. ML 2020-19 (June 17, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-19hsngml.pdf.

35. ML 2020-27 (Aug. 17, 2020), http://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-27hsgml.pdf.

36. See ML 2020-13 (May 14, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-13hsngml.pdf; ML 2020-19 (June 17, 2020), https://www.hud.gov 
/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2020-19hsngml.pdf; see also CARES Act §§ 4022, 4024.

37. ML 2020-05 (Mar. 27, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-05hsgml.pdf.
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the Effective Date of Mortgagee Letter 2020-05, Reverification of Employment and 
Exterior-Only and Desktop-Only Appraisal Scope of Work Options for FHA Sin-
gle Family Programs Impacted By COVID-19;38 and ML 2020-20, Re-extension 
of the Effective Date of Mortgagee Letter 2020-05, Re-verification of Employment 
and Exterior-Only and Desktop-Only Appraisal Scope of Work Options for FHA 
Single Family Programs Impacted By COVID-19,39 to provide for exterior-only 
or desktop-only appraisals. Additionally, FHA waived in-person regula-
tions and policy requirements, such as the waiver of the face-to-face con-
tact with mortgagor requirement in 24 C.F.R. 203.604 and waiver of the 
in-person housing counseling requirement in HUD Housing Counseling 
Handbook 7610.1 Rev. 5 Chapter 3-1 (c) and 24 C.F.R. 214.300(a)(3).40 

Moreover, recognizing that most lenders had shifted to a remote work-
ing environment, FHA rapidly mobilized its modernization efforts to 
facilitate the continuity of single-family insurance operations despite the 
unavailability of primary office locations and in-person processing sup-
port. Specifically, FHA issued MLs 2020-07, FHA Catalyst: Case Binder Mod-
ule—Single Family Forward and Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) 
Electronic Submission;41 2020-08, FHA Catalyst: Claims Module—Single Fam-
ily Forward Supplemental Claims Digital Submission;42 2020-18, FHA Cata-
lyst: Claims Module—Single Family Forward Loss Mitigation Home Retention 
Claims;43 and 2020-26, FHA Catalyst: Electronic Appraisal Delivery (EAD) 
Module,44 to help modernize systems to provide electronic submission alter-
natives for supplemental claims and other expanded functionality through 
the FHA Catalyst system for filing loss mitigation home retention claims, 
case binders, and electronic appraisals. With respect to FHA’s quality 

38. ML 2020-14 (May 14, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-14hsngml.pdf.

39. ML 2020-20 (June 29, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-20hsngml.pdf, which was recently extended to October 21, 2020, by 
ML 2020-28.

40. See FHA Info 20-20, Continuation of FHA Single Family Business Operations 
Related to COVID-19, and Temporary Partial Waiver of Servicing Requirements Regard-
ing Face-to-Face Contact with Borrowers (Mar. 13, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites 
/dfiles/SFH/documents/SFH_FHA_INFO_20-20.pdf.

41. ML 2020-07 (Apr. 6, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-07hsngml.pdf.

42. ML 2020-08 (Apr. 6, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-08hsngml.pdf.

43. ML 2020-18 (June 12, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-18hsngml.pdf.

44. ML 2020-26 (Aug. 18, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-26hsgml.pdf. FHA continues to make available additional com-
ponents of FHA Catalyst through various MLs, including ML 2020-29 (Aug. 31, 2020) 
(which provided expanded case binder module functionality and case binder submis-
sion for post-endorsement loan reviews), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/2020-29hsgml.pdf, and ML 2020-32 (Sept. 28, 2020) (concerning reacquisition 
claims), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2020-32hsgml.pdf.
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control functions, FHA Single Family has waived in-person requirements 
in HUD Handbook 4000.1, Section V.A.3.c.ii(C)(1)(b), and provided safer 
alternatives for targeted field reviews of appraisals.45 

C. CARES Act Forbearance and FHA COVID-19 Loss Mitigation Flexibilities
Single Family has long employed its loss mitigation authorities in sections 
204 and 23046 of the National Housing Act to craft disaster-specific loss miti-
gation options for insured mortgages in Presidentially declared major disas-
ter areas. With the increased financial strain posed by the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic, OGC and Single Family worked closely to streamline existing 
policies and develop new flexibilities in connection with these authorities 
to respond appropriately to the risk posed by the COVID-19 pandemic to 
both homeowners, stakeholders, and FHA’s Mutual Mortgage Insurance 
Fund. The uncertainties surrounding the duration and overall impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic have posed unique challenges to these efforts. 

An additional complication to FHA’s normal loss mitigation efforts, 
which are designed to be deployed within the first four months after a 
missed payment,47 was the extended duration of the forbearance afforded 
by section 4022 of the CARES Act.48 In accordance with section 4022, for-
bearance must be provided for a period of up to approximately one year 
upon request of the borrower, based only on the borrower’s attestation of 
a financial hardship caused by the COVID-19 national emergency.49 Thus, 
one key challenge was to help develop adequate loss mitigation options 
that would be deployed not at four months of missed payments, but at 
the end of a twelve-month period of forbearance, with the increasingly 
large payment deficit arising during the period of CARES Act forbear-
ance. FHA needed to ensure that relevant loss mitigation options would be 
made available so that borrowers would not be shocked with a lump sum 
payment obligation upon expiration of the forbearance. Through ML 2020-
22, FHA’s COVID-19 Loss Mitigation Options, FHA created additional loss 
mitigation options and guidance tailored to more efficiently resolve post-
CARES Act forbearance defaults for owner-occupant and non-occupant 
borrowers and provide home retention and home disposition alternatives 

45. See FHA Info 20-44 (June 22, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/SFH 
/documents/SFH_FHA_INFO_20-44.pdf.

46. 12 U.S.C. §§ 1710, 1715u.
47. See 24 C.F.R. § 203.605(a), which requires mortgagees to begin evaluating loss 

mitigation options “[b]efore four full monthly installments due on the mortgage have 
become unpaid,” and to then take the appropriate option.

48. Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) § 4022, Pub. L. 
No. 116-136 (Mar. 27, 2020).

49. See id. § 4022(b) (providing the borrower with the ability to request forbearance 
for up to 180 days initially, and the ability to request an additional period of forbearance 
of up to 180 days with no documentation required beyond the borrower’s affirmation of 
hardship relating to the COVID-19 pandemic).
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that will protect the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund from a high volume 
of foreclosure-related losses.50

III. Assisted Housing

In addition to the efforts underway to support the FHA’s insured portfolio, 
significant efforts were dedicated to assisting stakeholders and program 
participants in HUD’s Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher (HCV), Public 
Housing, Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA), Section 202, 
and Section 811 programs. The CARES Act included significant waiver and 
funding provisions that focus on responding to coronavirus and mitigating 
its effects with respect to these assisted housing programs. OGC provided 
significant assistance in the processing of necessary waivers and the pro-
cessing of additional funding.

With respect to the HCV and Public Housing programs, the waiver 
language in the CARES Act is broad and provided HUD with significant 
latitude in waiving and establishing alternative requirements51 for these 
programs. The fundamental test with respect to any waiver or alternative 
requirement is whether it is necessary for the safe and effective administra-
tion program funds to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.52 
PIH Notice 2020-13 (HA), REV-153 comprehensively addresses the waivers 
relevant to the two programs. 

PIH Notice 2020-13 reflects HUD’s view on a number of issues with 
respect to the statutory language. First, as summarized in Attachment 1 
of the notice, fifty waivers and alternative requirements cover HCV, Pub-
lic Housing, or both programs. In addition, these waivers and alternative 
requirements address major substantive areas (e.g., required Housing 
Quality Standard inspections in the HCV program). The relevant statutory 
text provides HUD with authority to address the tremendous disruption 
in program operations caused by coronavirus. With respect to HCV and 

50. ML 2020-22 (July 8, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/20-22hsgml.pdf.

51. A waiver means that a PHA does not have to comply with a particular statutory 
or regulatory requirement. The alternative requirement generally is the standard that 
replaces the existing statutory or regulatory requirement. 

52. The specific waiver and alternative requirements language slightly varies based 
on the program. As an example, for Public Housing, the CARES Act provides that “the 
Secretary may waive or specify alternative for, any provision of any statute or regula-
tion that the Secretary administers in connection with the use of such combined total 
amount or funds made available under the headings ‘Public Housing Operating Fund’ 
and ‘Public Housing Capital Fund’ in prior Acts (except for requirements related to fair 
housing, nondiscrimination, labor standards, and the environment), upon a finding by 
the Secretary that any such waivers or alternative requirements are necessary for the 
safe and effective administration of these funds to prevent, prepare for, and respond to 
coronavirus.” 

53. PIH Notice 2020-13 (HA), REV-1, https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/PIH 
/documents/PIH2020-07.pdf. 
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Public Housing, HUD did not view a circumspect approach, with limited 
waivers focused entirely on technical matters, as serving this purpose.54 
Second, the use of any waiver and alternative requirement is as the dis-
cretion of the Public Housing Agency (PHA). PHA may use some, all, or 
none of the flexibility provided by the notice. This flexible approach allows 
PHAs to make determinations based on how coronavirus has affected their 
programs. HUD did not believe a rigid approach (e.g., requiring the PHA 
to use all of the waivers or none of the waivers) was consistent with the 
basic purpose of the CARES Act waiver language.

It is important to note that the CARES Act does not mandate that HUD 
issue coronavirus waivers. Thus, the different approach taken by the Office 
of Housing with respect to its programs, where it has not issued a detailed 
waiver notice, is simply a discretionary determination. Nor is this to say 
that nothing has been done in this area with respect to the Office of Hous-
ing programs. For instance, the Questions and Answers for Multifamily 
Stakeholders address a number of significant issues, such as REAC inspec-
tions and the concerns with on-site inspections.55

With respect to coronavirus funding, Congress appropriated 
$1,250,000,000 for the HCV program; $685,000,000 for the Public Housing 
Operating Fund; $1,000,000,000 for Section 8 PBRA assistance; $50,000,000 
for Section 202 assistance; and $15,00,000 for Section 811 assistance. HUD 
has issued comprehensive guidance on all of this assistance.

HCV supplemental assistance consisted of $850,000,000 for admin-
istrative funding and $400,000,000 in supplemental housing assistance 
payments (HAP) to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. 
Administrative fee funding was addressed in two separate notices—PIH 
Notice 2020-08 and PIH Notice 2020-18. The first notice addressed the dis-
tribution of $380,000,000, with PIH Notice 2020-18 focusing on the remain-
der of the administrative fee funding. One unique issue involved here is 
that the CARES Act divided this funding between standard administra-
tive fee costs and new eligible activities defined by HUD that maintain the 
health and safety of assisted individuals and families, and costs related 
to the retention and support of participating owners. HUD’s analysis 
focused on costs that are not properly considered regular administrative 
fee expenses but met the broad CARES Act standard.56 

54. HUD may expand the waiver and alternative requirements list via another notice. 
PIH Notice 2020-13, for instance, superseded PIH Notice 2020-05, in part by adding to the 
existing waiver list.

55. HUD, Implementation of Supplemental Guidance to the Federal Fiscal Year 2020 
Operating Fund Appropriations (Apr. 28, 2020), https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus 
/property_owners.

56. A partial listing of eligible items includes the following: sourcing and purchasing 
personal protective equipment for PHA staff and for residents visiting the PHA offices or 
premises for program related reasons; expenses incurred because of coronavirus restric-
tions impacting PHA operations (e.g., paying for transportation expenses for PHA staff 
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Under the CARES Act, supplemental HAP funding is only available to 
PHAs that either (1) experience a significant increase in voucher per unit 
costs (PUC) due to extraordinary circumstances, or (2) despite taking rea-
sonable cost saving measures, as determined by the Secretary, would oth-
erwise be required to terminate rental assistance for families as a result 
of insufficient funding. The statutory standard raises issues such as the 
following: What constitutes a significant increase in PUC? What are rea-
sonable cost savings measures? How is the “terminate rental assistance 
families” standard met? PIH Notice 2020-17 addresses these key subjects, 
while comprehensively detailing how the supplemental HAP funding will 
be allocated.

Congress provided HUD with significant flexibility with respect to 
HCV in terms of waiver authority, additional funding, and the ability to 
define new eligible activities with administrative funding. However, HCV 
funding fungibility (an area of significant interest) was not provided. 

More funding flexibility is provided with respect to Public Housing 
funding than HCV funding. Generally, supplemental Operating Funds 
provided through the CARES Act, and Operating Funds and Capital 
Funds provided through prior Appropriations Acts, may be used for eli-
gible Operating Fund and Capital Fund activities, or for coronavirus pur-
poses. PIH Notice 2020-07 comprehensively lists eligible “coronavirus 
purposes.” More generally, the notice provides guidance on the allocation 
and eligible uses of the supplemental Public Housing Operating funding 
provided pursuant to CARES Act, as well as the additional flexibilities pro-
vided pursuant to the CARES Act to use previously appropriated Capital 
and Operating Funds to enable PHAs to prevent, prepare for, and respond 
to coronavirus.

Finally, Notice H 20-8 focuses on CARES Act funding for Section 8 PBRA, 
Section 202, and Section 811 projects. The notice specifically addresses 
the fact that a majority of CARES Act funding for Section 8 PBRA, and 
lesser proportions of Section 202 and Section 811 CARES Act funding, are 
being utilized to maintain normal operations as amounts due to owners 
under the terms of current rental assistance agreements are expected to 
increase and may continue at an elevated level throughout 2020. The notice 
reflects HUD’s recognition that many owners are also incurring additional 
operational costs to maintain their properties in decent, safe, and sanitary 

who rely on public transit that is no longer available); testing costs for PHA Staff and par-
ticipating families; physical improvements to office space including expansion, remodel-
ing, or space rental; procuring cleaning supplies and/or services to maintain safe and 
sanitary HCV units including common areas and in-unit cleaning of all project-based 
voucher (PBV) assisted units; and relocation of PHA staff and participating families to 
health units or other designated units for testing, hospitalization, or quarantine, or trans-
portation to these locations to limit the exposure that could be caused by using mass 
transportation. A full listing of all other eligible expenses is contained in PIH Notice 2020-
18, supra note 42.
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conditions when owners have reason to believe that coronavirus is or may 
be present in the community. To the extent that rent receipts and other proj-
ect funds are inadequate to address these needs and meet other ongoing 
financial obligations, Notice H 20-8 makes available additional CARES Act 
funds for supplemental payments to offset recent property expenditures 
made to combat the effects of coronavirus and details the process for own-
ers to receive payment that is in addition to amounts available to them 
under the terms of their current rental assistance contracts.57 

IV. Ongoing Efforts

While OGC and the Department have been steadily providing assistance 
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, OGC continues to search for addi-
tional avenues to support the housing market, stakeholders, and program 
participants. OGC, in particular, continues to seek innovative approaches 
to delivering services to its clients and stakeholders and has attempted to 
find a positive outcome even in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic in 
the improved functions and lessons learned that may be carried forward 
even after the return to normal operations in the future.

57. All notices and documents discussed in this section may be revised by HUD at any 
time. In addition, HUD continues to provide additional funding implementation infor-
mation and waivers for Assisted Housing programs. For example, PIH recently issued 
PIH Notice 2018-20, which details the allocation of additional hap funds for the Section 
8 Moderate Rehabilitation program, as well as waivers and alternative requirements for 
the program. In addition, PIH provided comprehensive funding information, along with 
additional waivers and alternative requirements, for Mainstream Vouchers that serve 
non-elderly persons with disabilities via PIH Notice 2020-21. Finally, PIH Notice 2020-24 
addresses multiples subjects, including extension of the period of availability for CARES 
Act supplemental Public Housing and Housing Choice Voucher Funds, guidance on 
CARES Act financial reporting requirements, and other CARES Act provisions.
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Fighting the Coronavirus & Protecting  
the Unhoused: Policies & Polling

Leo Beletsky and Sterling Johnson

This article begins by explaining that federal government data indicates 
that more than 500,000 people in the United States are homeless, and the 
magnitude and consequences of homelessness have been highlighted dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic. Homeless populations are at a higher risk 
for contracting and transmitting COVID-19, because they are more likely 
to come into contact with potentially infected surfaces and people. Home-
less individuals’ increased risk stems from the difficulty in effectively prac-
ticing “social distancing” while homeless and the inability to follow the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines to stay home. 
Furthermore, a recent study found that homeless shelters did not meet 
density standards set forth by the CDC and the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA) to protect residents from transmitting the virus. 

Next, the article discusses the correlation between homelessness, incar-
ceration and chronic health conditions, including substance use disorders, 
mental health diseases, stress and trauma. People who have been incarcer-
ated (especially women and people of color) are ten times more likely to be 
homeless). Many people become trapped in a cycle of homelessness and 
incarceration whereby homelessness causes a person to be more likely to 
engage in criminal activities in order to survive without housing and hav-
ing a criminal record causes it to be more difficult to secure housing. While 
the Fair Housing Act (FHA) explicitly permits discrimination against indi-
viduals who have been convicted of drug distribution, the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has clarified that blanket bans 
on individuals with arrest or conviction records violates the FHA, because 

Contributors: Emily Blumberg, Klein Hornig LLP, Washington, DC; Shanellah Verna 
Harris, Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP, Washington, DC; Theresa Omansky, Emmet, 
Marvin & Martin, LLP, New York, NY; Luke Brown, University of Idaho College of Law; 
Kimberly Curtis, University of Virginia School of Law and University of Virginia Frank 
Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy; Brandon Helgeson, University of Idaho 
College of Law; Patrick Jenkins, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of 
Law; Jessica Maharaj, University of Iowa College of Law; Grant M. Patton, University of 
Idaho College of Law; Kyle Slominski, University of Idaho College of Law. 
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it has a disproportionate discriminatory effect on Black and Latino hous-
ing applicants. Nonetheless, background checks may still be conducted as 
part of the review of an individual’s application for housing and formerly 
incarcerated individuals are not a protected class under the FHA. 

The article then notes that in recent years, there has been an increase in 
homeless encampments; however, many jurisdictions have used punitive 
actions to discourage such settlements. Some protections of those living in 
encampments have evolved through a combination of local legislation and 
litigation. For example, a recent suit against the City of Charleston, West 
Virginia led to a policy requiring 14 days’ notice, offer of alternative shelter 
and contacting homeless service providers before an encampment could 
be cleared. 

Finally, the article explains that a housing-first approach to combat-
ing homelessness is recommended generally, and particularly in light of 
COVID-19, but a shortage of affordable housing persists. Neighborhood 
organizers have been taking bold actions to compensate for the inadequa-
cies of local governments by providing housing for the homeless in vacant 
or unused homes. In Oakland, a group of mothers occupied a vacant house 
and demanded that it be purchased by the Oakland Community Land 
Trust and made permanently affordable. Another group of mothers in Los 
Angeles are now residing in twelve vacant homes owned by the California 
Department of Transportation. Polling suggests that voters of both parties 
strongly support more public housing and an end to the criminalization 
of homelessness, addiction and mental health by, among other measures, 
allowing people to sleep outside and in their cars without fear of arrest 
and temporarily prohibiting law enforcement from clearing out homeless 
encampments during the coronavirus pandemic.

The gap: A Shortage of Affordable Homes, March 2020

Andrew Aurand et al., National Low Income Housing Coalition
(https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2020.pdf)

Every year, the National Low Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC) exam-
ines the American Community Survey (ACS) to determine the availability 
of rental homes nationwide that are affordable to low-income households. 
While NLIHC focuses on an analysis of rental home availability for 
extremely low income households—defined as those with incomes at or 
below the greater of the poverty line or thirty percent of the area median 
income—they also highlight availability for other lower-income house-
holds and note additional issues relating to affordable housing, including 
cost-burdening of renters, racial disparities in affordable housing avail-
ability, and concrete policy decisions that can achieve housing justice 
nationwide.

Housing is a fundamental need for all individuals, yet millions in 
America cannot afford a place to live, despite recent record-breaking stock 
markets and some of the lowest unemployment in recent decades (prior to 
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the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic). NLIHC found that twenty-five 
percent of all renter households (totaling 10.9 million) are extremely low-
income households, and that there is currently a shortage of seven million 
affordable rental homes for extremely low-income households. Addition-
ally, seventy-one percent of extremely low-income renter households are 
severely housing cost-burdened, meaning that they spend more than half 
of their incomes on rent and utilities. The availability and affordability of 
housing for extremely low-income households are compounded by those 
in higher-income groups—very low-income, low-income, middle-income, 
and above median income—occupying some of the lowest-priced rental 
housing as well.

The shortage of affordable housing affects the elderly, disabled, and peo-
ple of color much more acutely. In fact, forty-three percent of renter house-
holds who are disabled and thirty-four percent of senior renter households 
have extremely low-incomes. Additionally, twenty percent of Black house-
holds, seventeen percent of American Indian or Alaska Native households, 
fifteen percent of Hispanic households, and ten percent of Asian renter 
households are extremely low-income renters. In contrast, only six percent 
of white non-Hispanic renter households are extremely low-income rent-
ers. To alleviate years of systemic shortfalls of housing production that the 
lowest-income families can afford, solutions at the local, state, and federal 
level are needed to subsidize the production of affordable housing and 
provide rental assistance.

NLIHC suggests multiple solutions to the affordable housing shortage 
in the United States. The report indicates that zoning reforms at the local 
level are a good place to start in order to remove a barrier to production 
of multi-family housing. This change, in turn, should reduce the strain on 
moderate-income rental markets, which are currently being occupied by 
cost-burdened low-income households. Proposed solutions at the national 
level include expanding the Housing Trust Fund and Public Housing 
Operating Fund, expanding rental assistance programs such as the Hous-
ing Choice Voucher, and repealing the Faircloth Amendment, which limits 
the total number of public housing units owned by a housing authority 
(among many other tangible solutions). Ultimately, a sustained public 
commitment will be necessary to ensure the lowest-income households in 
America have decent, affordable homes.

An Anti-Racist Housing Agenda for State  
and Local Housing Agencies

Poverty & Race Research Action Council
(https://prrac.org/pdf/anti-racist-agenda-for-state-and-local-housing-agencies.pdf)
This piece is intended to help activists and policymakers advocate for 
anti-racist policies by providing seventeen concrete anti-racist housing 
policy suggestions. The authors highlight the intersection of housing jus-
tice and racial justice, as well as the importance of dismantling our current 
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discriminatory housing policies through a combination of reinvesting in 
communities and improving housing mobility for Black and Latinx house-
holds. The policy proposals are organized into four categories: (1) enhanc-
ing opportunity and community investment; (2) combatting discrimination 
and expanding rights; (3) creating and safeguarding Black wealth; and 
(4) adopting specific policies for local public housing authorities.

Enhancing Opportunity and Community Investment. These suggestions 
address barriers to affordable housing, such as exclusionary zoning, and 
advocate for affordable housing to be provided in highly resourced com-
munities. The Poverty & Race Research Action Council (PRRAC) also sug-
gests creating state-funded housing vouchers and providing counseling to 
help families move to highly resourced communities.

Combatting Discrimination and Expanding Rights. This section addresses 
fair housing and tenants’ rights, including banning source of income dis-
crimination, requiring just cause for evictions, and fully funding legal 
services.

Creating and Safeguarding Black Wealth. These policies promote commu-
nity ownership of land and housing, as well as community investment 
programs to create jobs and resources. These policies also recommend sup-
porting programs that facilitate these goals, including the creation and use 
of community land trusts and home repair funds. PRRAC also encourages 
readers to rethink the reliance of local governments on local property taxes 
and instead provide tax credits for renters in order to create greater equity 
between homeowners and renters.

Specific Policies for Local Public Housing Authorities. This section encour-
ages anti-discrimination trainings for public housing authority (PHA) 
clients, implicit bias training for PHA staff, and a review of all PHA poli-
cies for potential discriminatory effects. It also encourages advocacy cam-
paigns for the above-mentioned policies and adopting Small Area Fair 
Market Rents.

Avoiding a COVID-19 Disaster for Renters and the Housing 
Market: The Renter Direct Payment Program

Laurie Goodman and Dan Magder
(https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/102013/avoiding-a-covid-

19-disaster-for-renters-and-the-housing-market_1.pdf)
This article examines the disproportionate economic challenges faced by 
those who rent rather than own their home in the face of the COVID-19 
pandemic. It also discusses the consequences of not providing renter relief 
and possible solutions to the impending problems caused by a disruption 
in income and widespread layoffs, which were induced by the pandemic. 
Survey data show that those employed in the industries most impacted 
by the virus are more likely to be renters and that a significant income gap 
exists between renters and owners. While governmental options are in 
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place for homeowners to defer payments on their mortgages, no compa-
rable relief for renters was in place as of the time this article was published. 
The authors argue that there is a substantial difference in consequences 
for the housing market between an eviction moratorium and a mortgage 
forbearance; while a lender who defers a mortgage payment knows that 
they will eventually be paid, this is not the case for owners who are renting 
out their property. The result of an eviction is likely be a net loss for both 
the renter and property owner, through outcomes such as damaged credit 
scores and financial instability.

The authors next look in detail at the aid that has already been offered 
in the form of direct stimulus payments, expansion of unemployment ben-
efits, and federally backed mortgage forbearance through the CARES Act, 
and the authors deem these forms of aid helpful but insufficient. The arti-
cle contends that renters require direct financial support for their monthly 
rent payments, either in the form of vouchers, redeemable by any property 
owner who shows the rental income on their tax filings, or through direct 
payments to property owners. 

The article identifies several programs through which it claims direct 
rental payments could be made. The first program involves the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, which has already received $17 
billion under the CARES Act. Among other options, HUD could disperse 
funding for renters through existing programs such as the Community 
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program or Section 8 voucher 
program. The next option discussed involves the Treasury and a restruc-
turing of its Hardest Hit Fund and/or Home Affordable Modification Pro-
grams, which are already in place and have a track record of success in 
past crises. The Treasury could create guidelines for renters to qualify for 
rental reductions under these programs, allow property owners to create 
payment plans for renters, and provide a procedure for property owners 
to then submit claims to Treasury to compensate them for the decreased 
rent received. Lastly, the authors examine the possibility of using Federal 
Reserve programs, such as the Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF), 
through which property owners would issue Renter Relief Commercial 
Paper to tenants, the CPFF would purchase such paper and defer payments 
on it for three months, and then the CPFF would forgive the paper, assum-
ing certain criteria were satisfied. Alternatively, the Federal Reserve’s $600 
billion Main Street Business Lending Program could be utilized to offer 
Renter Protection Program loans that function similarly to the Paycheck 
Protection Program loans being offered to business owners by the Small 
Business Administration. 

The article concludes with a brief discussion of how to qualify individu-
als for a direct renter assistance program—likely a streamlined hardship 
affidavit—and the cost of such a program, which is estimated to be close to 
$48 billion over three months or $96 billion over six months.
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Are Americans Stuck in Place? Declining Residential  
Mobility in the US

Riordan Frost, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University
(https://www.jchs.harvard.edu//research-areas/research-briefs/are-americans 

-stuck-place-declining-residential-mobility-us)
This research brief addresses residential mobility in the United States, look-
ing at both the current state of domestic residential mobility and histori-
cal trends. In the 1980s, one in five Americans moved annually. Between 
2018 to 2019, this number was about one in every ten Americans. Resi-
dential mobility has been declining for years, particularly among young 
adults and for local moves. Several factors, including changes in demo-
graphics, the affordability of housing, and labor, have contributed to this 
steep decline. Residential mobility matters because, among other things, 
high migration rates can allow labor markets to become more flexible and 
adaptable, whereas low migration rates can cause labor markets to become 
stagnant and increase the economic divide. 

After noting why mobility matters, the brief explains the basics of resi-
dential mobility, looking at data from the U.S. Census Bureau. About thir-
teen percent of Americans moved between 2017 and 2018. As people age, 
they experience less and less residential mobility. Homeowners experience 
less residential mobility than renters. Low-income Americans, however, 
are more likely to move residences. While local moves are the most com-
mon, interstate migration is the most significant due to the impact that it 
has on regional economic growth. States in the Sun Belt have seen the most 
positive net domestic migration over the last few years. A few western 
states, such as Washington, Oregon, Colorado, and Idaho, have been popu-
lar destinations as well. However, New York, California, and Illinois have 
lost residents over recent years, as have many states in the Rust Belt and 
parts of the Northeast. In these states, more domestic migrants are leaving 
than moving to these regions. Additionally, large urban counties and rural 
counties generally experience negative domestic migration, but all other 
types of counties generally experience positive domestic migration. 

The brief goes on to discuss historic declines in mobility. The number of 
Americans moving each year has been deminishing since the 1980s. Mobil-
ity rates among young adults are much lower than they were in preceding 
decades. This same pattern can be seen among older Americans as well. 
Older Americans today have lower mobility rates than older Americans in 
the 1980s and 1990s. Renters are much more likely to move than homeown-
ers, but even the mobility rate among renters has been dropping in recent 
years. Homeowners are also choosing to stay in their home longer, which 
decreases mobility rates. 

Next, the brief examines the reasons for domestic mobility. Many 
believe that job-related long-distance moves are the most common. How-
ever, the brief shows that local moves are most common, and the most 
common reason for moving is to improve housing, rather than job-related 
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or family-related reasons. The desire to improve one’s housing situation 
usually prompts a local move, whereas long-distance moves were gener-
ally prompted by job-related reasons. 

The brief then describes explanations for the decline in residential 
mobility. While there is no single overarching explanation, the brief identi-
fies three categories: demographic change, housing affordability, and labor. 
America’s two largest generations, baby boomers and millennials, are get-
ting older. As people age, their mobility decreases, so as more Americans 
age, they move less. High housing costs can also limit mobility. The rate 
of cost-burdened households, which are households that spend more than 
thirty percent of income for housing, is high in metropolitan areas and 
rural areas, particularly for lower-income renters. Housing costs in expen-
sive areas tend to discourage people from moving there and may also be a 
barrier to local moves. Labor-related changes, particularly the rise in dual-
earner household, have also decreased the rate of mobility. Having two 
people that earn in a household, as opposed to only one person, makes 
moving more difficult to coordinate. More people are working from home 
nowadays than in earlier decades, which has also decreased the need for 
job-related moves. 

The brief concludes by noting that, in 2019, Americans were moving 
less than any other year for which such data is available. Mobility rates 
have drastically declined over the past three decades, falling from twenty 
percent to about ten percent. Shockingly, two of the most mobile popu-
lations—young adults and renters—are experiencing the sharpest decline 
in mobility. Local mobility rates have decreased significantly, leading to 
the overall decline. As the author states, “at the end of the 2010s, the new 
normal was a less mobile America.” Although the brief does not delve into 
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on mobility, it does note possible 
outcomes in its conclusion.  

Connecting Housing, Community, and Health: A Look  
at Four “Housing-Plus” Initiatives That Are Building  

Healthy Neighborhoods

Charise Fong, Romi Hall, and Jill Kunishima
Stanford Social Innovation Review (May 29, 2020)

(https://ssir.org/articles/entry/connecting_housing_community_and_health)
In addition to creating and preserving affordable housing, addressing his-
torical inequities and promoting healthy communities require a “housing-
plus” community development approach in which residents are engaged 
in the decision-making process and have access to essential services, trans-
portation, living-wage jobs, small business investment, and cultural activi-
ties. This article highlights four fundamental pillars of the “housing-plus” 
model implemented by a collaborative entity called the San Pablo Area 
Revitalization Collaborative (SPARC) in Oakland, California’s San Pablo 
Avenue Corridor, a low-income community of color affected by historic 
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disinvestment, as well as other Oakland development initiatives: (1) pre-
serving culture, (2) centering community power and value, (3) collaborat-
ing across sectors, and (4) connecting housing and services. This approach 
can serve as a model for community development in other neighborhoods.  

In an effort to preserve local culture in the San Pablo Avenue Corridor, 
while also creating new affordable housing opportunities and motivat-
ing local commercial development, local developers, residents, commu-
nity leaders, and city officials worked together to preserve and renovate 
the historic California Hotel—which was the heart of the largely African-
American neighborhood before declining in the 1960s—into a mixed use 
development with affordable housing, commercial space, social and medi-
cal services, and community green space. When community members feel 
connected to the story of their neighborhood and take pride in where they 
live, residents are more likely to join in the work to preserve and improve 
their community. 

As described in the article, building vibrant places where community 
members feel ownership requires more than just an effort to preserve cul-
ture. It requires listening to and honoring the visions of the people who 
reside in the community; solutions imposed from the outside rarely work. 
Local leaders and officials in the San Pablo Avenue Corridor engaged 
with residents early in the development process to identify the commu-
nity’s priorities. Other projects in Oakland have also benefited from this 
approach.

While engagement with residents and community members is essential 
to a project’s success, so too is the involvement of government, business, 
and non-profit partners—and their collaboration with each other across 
sectors. The article provides illustrations of this kind of cross-sector collab-
oration in multiple Oakland projects, including in the San Pablo Corridor. 

It is especially important to engage with essential-service providers to 
ensure that they can meet the range of needs for the community. One way 
to achieve the successful combination of housing and critical services is 
through mixed-use developments that provide greater access for individu-
als who otherwise often are required to travel significant distances for criti-
cal services. In the San Pablo Corridor, the California Hotel redevelopment 
included affordable housing, along with medical and social services. 

More for Less? An Inquiry into Design and Construction 
Strategies for Addressing Multifamily Housing Costs

Hannah Hoyt, Gramlich Fellow, Joint Center for Housing Studies  
for Harvard University

(https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/research-areas/working-papers/more-less-inquiry 
-design-and-construction-strategies-addressing)

Acknowledging the consistently rising demand for multifamily housing, 
and the rising development costs and other challenges associated with 
building such units, this paper offers different strategies that development 
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teams can implement to help mitigate such costs, shorten development 
timelines, and improve building efficiency.

Multifamily developers, especially nonprofits and others in the afford-
able housing space, in many jurisdictions across the nation confront signif-
icant constraints, such as high land acquisition and material costs, skilled 
labor shortages, zoning issues, inability of low- and middle-income renters 
to access units, and climate change. Based on interviews with over thirty 
professionals across various facets of the multifamily housing industry, 
the author suggests multiple tools that can result in cost savings upfront 
and/or sustained savings over the operating life of multifamily properties, 
including building on irregular lots with lower acquisition costs, uniform 
site-selection processes, concurrent site preparation and RFP processes, 
reduction of structured parking, investments in durable materials, and 
other simplified design strategies. 

While the paper focuses primarily on actions that are within the con-
trol of the development teams, the author is also careful to point out that 
federal and local intervention and policy changes are needed to sustain 
and encourage further multifamily housing development, particularly for 
affordable and middle-income construction. 

Research Report, Washington Housing Initiative, Context  
and Contribution

Margery Austin Turner and Mica O’Brien, Urban Institute
(https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/102260/washington 

-housing-initiative-context-and-contribution_1.pdf)
This report summarizes the methodology of the Washington Housing Ini-
tiative (WHI)—a partnership between JBG Smith, a local real estate firm, 
and Federal City Council, a nonprofit civic organization—that aims to cre-
ate affordable housing by preserving existing rental properties for house-
holds with moderate incomes in the District of Columbia. WHI identifies 
investment opportunities and arranges financing for nonprofit organiza-
tions to acquire such properties and to perform minor rehabilitation if 
necessary.

WHI forgoes public subsidy programs to ensure that it can focus on 
the “missing middle” of households that earn up to eighty percent of area 
median income (AMI). Instead, WHI finances the acquisition of existing 
rental units via (1) a mortgage covering sixty to eighty percent of the acqui-
sition and rehabilitation cost, (2) a subordinate loan from WHI’s impact 
pool covering ten to thirty percent and (3) an equity contribution by the 
property’s nonprofit owner covering the remaining five to ten percent. 
Rental prices remain affordable by reducing the cost of capital through a 
capped rate of return for investors in WHI’s impact pool. Furthermore, 
WHI properties take advantage of District of Columbia property tax relief 
available for workforce housing properties with nonprofit owners. A new 
nonprofit entity will own and operate the majority of WHI’s properties.  
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As described in the report, WHI complements government subsidized 
affordable housing programs by financing quality affordable housing for 
moderate income households. Rents are determined via one of the following 
affordability models: (1) twenty percent of units are affordable for households 
with annual incomes below fifty percent of AMI, and fifty-five percent of 
units are affordable for households with incomes between fifty to eighty per-
cent of AMI, and (2) forty percent of units are affordable for households with 
annual incomes below sixty percent of AMI, and thirty-five percent of units 
are affordable for households with incomes sixty to eight percent of AMI. 

WHI focuses investments on “high impact” neighborhoods that face 
increasing land value over the next five to ten years. This focus ensures that 
residents can remain in the communities and provides future opportuni-
ties for economic inclusion. A fifteen-year covenant commits the nonprofit 
owners to preserving the housing as affordable. Participating nonprofit 
property owners are expected to maintain affordability beyond the fifteen-
year covenant, but the lack of permanent deed restrictions provides future 
opportunities for financing and expansion.

The report concludes by comparing WHI’s model with eight other 
emerging models for rental housing preservation. These models vary based 
on targeted AMI, financing methods, and property ownership structure.

America’s Rental Housing 2020

Joint Center for Housing Studies, Harvard University
(https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/Harvard_JCHS_Americas 

_Rental_Housing_2020.pdf)
This report documents the current status of rental housing in America, as 
well as changes over time. The rental market has changed dramatically 
since the Great Recession. Since 2010, an increased demand for high-income 
rentals has resulted in concentrated new supply at the higher-income rental 
market. From 2016 to 2018, the number of high-income renters increased 
by 545,000. Age groups and family types typically more likely to own their 
home have turned to renting in recent years. Public opinion surveys show 
that affordability is seen as the major barrier to homeownership. 

Amenities and locations drove prices to levels only attainable by the 
high-income renters. The median asking rent for new unfurnished units 
in 2019 was $1,620, up thirty-seven percent from 2000. Development costs 
rose thirty-nine percent between 2012 and 2019, contributing further to the 
sharp rent increases.

At the other end of the spectrum, low-income renters are being 
squeezed by several factors. The share of rental stock for low-cost units 
fell from thirty-three percent in 2012 to only twenty-five percent in 2017. A 
lack of supply on the lower end of the market adds to the cost burden of 
low-income renters. This limited supply, along with increased competition 
from households of greater means, drives up prices that would typically be 
suitable for low-income renters. 
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Cost-burdened households create instability that has led to a rise in 
homelessness across the country. One in four renters spent more than half 
of their income on housing in 2018. Surveys reveal that 2.7 percent of rent-
ers making less than $30,000 have been threatened with eviction. Mean-
while, 10.5 million renters live in areas affected by natural disasters over 
the last decade and 8.1 million do not have the financial resources to evacu-
ate if a disaster were to strike. 

Although the federal government has the ability and resources to 
provide assistance to this cost-burdened population, it has lagged in its 
response. For example, the Federal Housing Finance Administration has 
tightened caps on lending by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. This reduction 
opened the door for institutional owners to grow their share of rental stock 
between 2001 and 2015. Institutional investment shifts existing low-rent 
housing to higher-rent housing by way of investing in upgrades.

Regulatory changes at the local government level have provided the 
most promising strategies, while other organizations have begun address-
ing the crisis as well. Some local governments have instituted “just cause” 
eviction protections and universal access to legal counsel in order to reduce 
evictions in their communities. Nonetheless, homelessness is on the rise 
despite these tenant protections, jumping 18,110 from 2016 to 2018. 

Fundamental rental market changes since the recession include 
increased demand from high-income households, limited new supply, and 
a shift away from low-cost rentals. With a lack of federal support, state and 
local agencies have failed to sustain the affordable housing supply. The 
report concludes that a comprehensive plan is needed to curb the growth 
of the nation’s rental-housing crisis. 

Out of Reach 2020, National Low Income Housing Coalition

Andrew Aurand, Ph.D., MSW, Dan Emmanuel, MSW, Dan Threet, Ph.D., Ikra 
Rafi, and Diane Yentel, MSSW

(https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2020.pdf)
The National Low Income Housing Coalition’s 2020 edition of its annual 
Out of Reach report documents the continued challenges that low-income 
households face finding affordable housing across the country. Focusing 
on the Housing Wage—the estimate of the hourly wage a full-time worker 
must earn to rent an affordable home at HUD’s fair market rent, assum-
ing that the worker is spending no more than thirty percent of his or her 
income on housing—the report shows that significant numbers of renters 
with extremely low incomes, including low-wage workers, cannot afford 
housing, but only a fourth of all qualifying households receive housing 
assistance. As the report demonstrates, the Housing Wage is higher than 
both the federal minimum wage and the national average hourly wage 
for renters. While the lowest-income renters experience the greatest chal-
lenges, the unaffordability of rental housing is a problem that affects those 
who make above minimum wage as well.
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The report illustrates that housing insecurity for low-wage workers has 
only been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. At a time when people 
are being told to stay home to protect the health of themselves and others, 
many low-income households have experienced job or income loss and 
do not have access to safe, adequate, and stable housing—demonstrating 
that housing is healthcare and that Congressional action is required to fully 
fund federal housing programs for the lowest-income renters in the United 
States, benefiting not only millions of people and families but also local 
communities. 
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National Church Residences: Leading 
Through Crisis and Beyond

Michelle H. Norris

Key Points 

•	 A crisis, beyond doubt, proves leadership should not come from the 
top down only, but should embrace:

° Rapid response 

° No rank

° No silos

° Communicate, communicate, communicate

•	 Leaders during crisis also must actively plan for post-crisis 

COVID-19 traveled quickly and swept across the globe, wiping out our 
way of life with a speed and intensity that shocked many of us. It touched 
every aspect of our personal, social, educational, and professional lives, 
shifting our world in ways that were unimaginable just weeks before.

Though it is too soon to predict the long-term impact of the pandemic 
on the affordable housing industry and on those we serve, there is much 
we already know. First, times of crisis can set the stage for opportunity for 
leaders at all levels of an organization. Indeed, a culture of shared leader-
ship fostered before the crisis can accelerate the necessary rapid responses 
required in such times.  

The suddenness of this crisis has left many people in a state of shock 
and anxiety about the future. Yet this time, like all historic moments of 
crisis, will provide new opportunities for leaders to encourage, to collabo-
rate, and to innovate on behalf of their organization and those that they 
serve.  

Executive Vice President of External Affairs and Growth Strategies, National Church 
Residences.
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National Church Residences is a family of 2,800 employees, serving 
more than 25,000 seniors, a majority of whom live in affordable senior 
communities. We also serve seniors in other ways, such as skilled nursing, 
assisted living, and memory care communities plus home care and hospice 
programs. Our workers have been on the frontlines caring for those who 
were hardest hit by this pandemic, and every day they have faced new 
directives from federal, state, and local authorities. Every day residents 
and families have been seeking answers to questions about new situations 
that did not exist the day before. If there has ever been a time when leader-
ship must come from within, not just from the top, this was indeed such 
a time.  

The rapidly changing sequence of events created by the virus required 
on-the-fly, rapid, and evolving judgment calls in all areas of our operation. 
Though we had general crisis management guidelines, the enormity of the 
pandemic had no playbook. To respond, we had to rely first on our cultural 
strengths, beginning with our purpose and core values. For decades, we 
have shared our four core values of mission, compassion, professionalism, 
and leadership with every new employee. We have honored and recog-
nized staff members who display these core values, which are part of our 
cultural DNA and are guiding us in a time when there is no playbook.

Though all four values sustain our organization, the core value of lead-
ership is the most striking regarding the impact in this crisis. Though 
often hidden from non-Board members’ view, leadership begins with 
governance and, in our organization, that means our board of directors 
and senior leadership. Early on, our volunteer twenty-member board 
of directors dedicated countless hours to ensure that the leadership had 
appropriate authority and the resources to act quickly and assertively. We 
were fortunate to have significant funds available, and we spent millions 
in the first few months, boosting paychecks and buying personal protec-
tive equipment (PPE) for nearly 2,000 staff members. Having this financial 
wherewithal was certainly one important element that has helped us meet 
the challenges presented by COVID-19.

Yet the board’s directive to respond quickly and assertively would have 
gone unfulfilled if we had simply relied on the traditional leadership team. 
One of the first steps we took was to create a COVID-19 task force com-
posed of twenty employees representing every operational team as well 
as quality, human resources, communications, and public relations. This 
group met daily, sometimes well into the night. The task force members 
understood the importance of their charge and that their recommenda-
tions would impact the health and safety of thousands of residents and 
staff each day. To foster full discourse, the first ground rule was to “erase” 
titles to encourage everyone to speak up with an idea or proposal. We had 
an operative phrase written on the planning board that we referred to 
every single day. It became a defining expression: “Calm preparedness and 
timely response.” It was the filter used to frame all procedures, protocols, 
and communications sent to the field teams.
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We also quickly realized the value of silo-breaking. In normal times, 
organizations work to break silos by holding occasional gatherings to build 
bridges between teams. These times have not been normal times so there 
was no time for gradual silo-breaking approaches. Other interdisciplinary 
teams across departmental lines emerged from the task force, focusing on 
urgent matters such as PPE inventory, telephonic social support for our iso-
lated seniors, access to rapid testing, and strategic application for CARES 
Act fund reimbursements.  Each group provided new opportunities for 
cross-organization collaboration and for additional leaders to step up. 

Critical to our rapid response was clear and open lines of communica-
tion. Our frontline workforce needed information quickly. Our task force 
provided guidance as fast as possible, but, with uncertainty being the rule 
of the day, at times it seemed not to be fast enough. We launched a daily 
“COVID-19 Task Force Update” email to inform, encourage, and motivate 
the staff. One weakness in our system is that we do not currently have 
individual email addresses for every employee working in the field. Even 
before the COVID-19 virus struck, our human resource team was already 
leading the effort to replace an antiquated HR system with a new Enter-
prise Resource Planning system to ensure that we could reach all staff, 
from part-time nursing assistants to housekeepers. The pandemic has 
provided further motivation and conviction that the pain of converting a 
major system is critical to ensuring that leaders can reach out and message 
all employees.

Fostering creativity and innovation was another window of opportunity 
for leadership development during the crisis. National Church Residences 
serves many at-risk seniors. While the 
rest of the country was debating the 
value proposition of wearing masks, 
we felt the need to lead by example. 
Instead of simply asking staff to fol-
low their state and local guidelines, 
we instead launched a campaign of 
mask wearing, asking our team to go 
the extra mile to don a mask. We felt 
this was critical, especially consid-
ering the at-risk population that we 
serve and the core values that guide 
our organization. It caught on. A 
group of employees (not a single one of them in 
the top level of leadership) created a Mask Cru-
saders campaign.  They ordered masks with our 
company logo printed on them long before mask 
wearing was mandatory. They generated posters 
and had a contest for the best mask crusaders. 
Our communications team joined in by creating 
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a public service announcement (PSA) 
campaign valued at over $100,000. 

In addition, the staff at our afford-
able housing communities participated 
in a Stick It to the Virus contest where 
they created “stick people” floor decal 
displays to help our senior residents 
understand social distancing and what 
six feet actually looks like. It was a fun, 
inspirational, and worthwhile project, 
and it was very exciting to see our staff 
members step up, take this idea, and 
run with it. Leadership indeed emerges 
organically during times such as these.

Another demonstration of leader-
ship and innovation includes our radio 
and print PSA campaigns focused on 
COVID-19 safety precautions. Our mar-
keting team managed to secure more than 1,000 PSAs across twenty radio 
stations in Florida, Georgia, and Ohio, as well as eighty-two print PSAs in 
twelve newspapers in Florida and Ohio. These PSAs ran in major markets 
in each state, totaling $124,070 in free placements. The PSAs included mes-
sages encouraging seniors and their families to shelter in place, to always 
practice social distancing, and to wear masks at all times while in public 
places. 

These campaigns are just some examples of how a crisis can magnify 
the importance of collaboration across an organization and can reveal the 
not-always-apparent reality that leadership can exist anywhere within an 
institution. Examples were numerous as shown by our rising leaders who:

•	 volunteered to take on unique challenges;

•	 worked evenings and weekends;

•	 reached out quickly to others across the organization;

•	 took on assignments even with minimal experience; 

•	 shared moving stories from the field; and 

•	 employed creativity on behalf of our residents.

A final crisis-induced challenge has been the range of impact across our 
organization. With 340 communities in twenty-five states and Puerto Rico, 
the intensity of COVID has been wildly different from community to com-
munity. Of those 340 communities, as of August 2020, we have had only 
five communities where infection rates exceeded ten people. We have had 
thirty communities with a range of two to ten positive cases.  We even had 
one property in a county that did not have any cases until mid-July. Those 
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who became positive ranged from employees to independent seniors to 
seniors in high-care settings, such as nursing homes or memory care.

Confronting and handling life-threatening scenarios like this became 
an ah-ha moment because we had protocols and procedures in place that 
applied to everyone, but hot spots revealed an immediate need for us to 
pay attention and react quickly to any organizational fatigue points. So, 
while the task force continued to produce updated processes and proto-
cols, we engaged leaders across the organization to provide the critical 
emotional support needed for our hot spots.   

The crisis produced many challenges, but it also helped to grow our cir-
cle of leadership. At some point, which we hope will be soon, the pandemic 
will begin to fade. Treatments will become more effective, and vaccines 
will arrive. How will our industry respond? Can we harness the creative 
spirit that has emerged and engage our next generation of leadership in the 
key issues that confront our industry?  

As we move from a pandemic to a “post COVID-19 world,” we must 
seize the opportunity to engage this new leadership pool in fighting the 
good fight for affordable housing. Simply said, we need more affordable 
housing. And every home needs digital access!  

SUPPLY: We are already well aware that the affordable housing short-
age BC (“Before COVID”) meant that nearly eleven million renters—one in 
four—spent more than half their incomes on housing, leaving little money 
for other necessities.1 How much will those numbers soar with even more 
people losing income in the wake of the pandemic?

With the virus throwing millions into unemployment, it’s too soon 
to calculate how those numbers may escalate and what that will entail, 
but we certainly know that the supply gap will not improve. We must do 
more to dispel the belief of many that if people need affordable housing 
all they do is sign up, just like getting a Medicaid card. We in the industry 
know that affordable housing is indeed the cornerstone to stability, to sus-
tained employment, and to better health. We need to do more to ensure 
that it is available to all who need it. We also know that to impact the 
trajectory of affordable housing supply takes years. We must start now, 
pandemic or not.

EQUAL ACCESS: A second dilemma that has become more apparent is 
the digital gap. Whether it is a child trying to access lessons from home, 
a parent applying for a job online, or a senior trying to reach a primary 
care physician through a telehealth visit, the pandemic has shone a spot-
light on the digital gap. In fact, according to a study published in the Jour-
nal of the American Informatics Association, virtual urgent care visits grew 
by 683%,  and non-urgent virtual-care visits grew by a massive 4,345% 

1. Joint Ctr. for Hous. St., Harv. Univ., America’s Rental Housing 2020, https://
www.jchs.harvard.edu/americas-rental-housing-2020 (last visited Sept. 7, 2020).
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between March 2 and April 14, 2020.2  This number is staggering. We must 
work quickly to bring connectivity to all who live in our affordable hous-
ing communities.  

In the chaos that was World War II, Winston Churchill offered this 
insight: “Never waste a good crisis.” This inspiration described the great 
impact that the “Greatest Generation” had during and after the war. How 
will our generation be described? Will we seize this defining moment to 
develop the next generation of leaders, enabling them to radically improve 
the housing and connectivity needs of our country? Let’s not lose this 
opportunity or momentum. Let’s not waste this good crisis.

2. Mike Miliard, Telehealth Set For ‘Tsunami of Growth,’ Says Frost & Sullivan, 
Healthcare IT News (May 15, 2020), https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/tele 
health-set-tsunami-growth-says-frost-sullivan.
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I. Introduction

The “second ghetto” did not just happen. It was willed into existence.1

Tsunami.2 Avalanche.3 Cliff.4 Whether geological or meteorological, the 
metaphors of catastrophe have flooded the discourse regarding the antici-
pated surge5 of evictions during the Pandemic of 2020. It is striking how 
we refer to a loss of home for so many in terms of imminent phenomena 
over which we have no control. 

Of course, we do control this denouement to the scarcity and instability 
of affordable housing in this country. We built it; we broke it; we bought 
it. One of the many themes in Arnold Hirsch’s Making the Second Ghetto, 
to which the title of this essay alludes, is that there was nothing natural 
or inevitable about the violent racial segregation of mid-century inner cit-
ies. Purposeful local, state, and federal policies produced those results, and 
they produced what we see now. 

Given our collective responsibility, one might hope that the impending 
evictions of thirty million tenants, and the homelessness of tens of thou-
sands more,6 might focus the collective mind wonderfully. Instead, the 

1. Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race & Housing in Chicago 
1940–1960, at x (2d ed. 1998).

2. Katy O’Donnell, Black Community Braces for Next Threat: Mass Evictions, Politico 
(June 12, 2020) (“Unless Congress intervenes soon, the coming tsunami of evictions and 
homelessness will disproportionately harm black and brown people” (quoting Diane 
Yentel, president and CEO of the National Low Income Housing Coalition)), https://
www.politico.com/news/2020/06/12/mass-evictions-314699. 

3. Sarah Mervosh, An ‘Avalanche of Evictions’ Could Be Bearing Down on America’s Rent-
ers, N.Y. Times (May 27, 2020) (quoting Professor Emily Benfer, Columbia Law School), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/27/us/coronavirus-evictions-renters.html. 

4. Talia Richman & Wilborn P. Nobles III, Losing Homes Scares Many, Balt. Sun (July 5, 
2020), https://digitaledition.baltimoresun.com/infinity/article_share.aspx?guid=21bf 
6487-8fdf-4cc0-9d8e-6dc2b51ee0f8, (quoting Karen Wabeke, Homeless Persons Represen-
tation Project, “Every day is a day closer to this cliff when a lot of the protections and 
measures all will be ending.”).

5. I challenge the reader to identify all the natural disaster-related metaphors in this 
essay, none of them planted deliberately. They are simply impossible to avoid. In dis-
claiming agency for this human disaster, the discourse of natural disaster expresses the 
irresponsibility of this moment perfectly. Since I submitted the first draft of this article, 
as state-based eviction moratoria and enhanced unemployment benefits expire with no 
immediate hope of renewal, the trend in disaster-related characterization has become so 
pronounced that others have taken note. See, e.g., Conor Dougherty, Millions of Evictions 
Are a Sharper Threat as Government Support Ends, N.Y. Times (Aug. 7, 2020), https://www 
.nytimes.com/2020/08/07/business/economy/housing-economy-eviction-renters.html 
(noting that the simultaneous lapse of the federal moratorium on evictions and of the 
enhanced federal unemployment benefits has contributed to experts’ reliance on meta-
phors of natural disaster).

6. Emily Benfer et al., Aspen Inst., The Covid-19 Eviction Crisis: An Estimated 
30–40 Million People in America Are at Risk (Aug.7, 2020), https://www.aspeninstitute 
.org/blog-posts/the-covid-19-eviction-crisis-an-estimated-30-40-million-people-in 
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relief response so far has been jagged and uncoordinated, following the 
usual fault lines. States and local governments have heeded the pressing 
demands to postpone the obligation to pay rent. But moratoria on evictions 
for nonpayment of rent expire; they apply unevenly, state by state.7 As of 
this writing, prohibitions on evictions from federally supported housing 
expired at the end of July 2020, with extended restrictions for tenants of 
multifamily housing financed by federally guaranteed loans.8 “Cancel the 
rent” campaigns recognize the reality that jobs lost may not return before 
the rent comes due again.  

The focus on forestalling evictions and mortgage defaults disregards the 
structural underpinnings of distress, and in doing so, guarantees that the 
efforts will come up short. Rent-based solutions to the horror of mass evic-
tion avoid the question of “who pays?” Rental properties incur inexorable 
expenses; for some owners, rents are the primary sources of income with 
which to pay these expenses. While it is understandable that legislators 
give landlords a distant second thought, habitability costs money. So far, 
that relief has arrived in the form of mortgage forbearance, a remedy that is 
available only to those property owners with federally backed  mortgages.9 
Residential as well as commercial property owners eventually must pay 
property taxes, lest they push the pain along to state and local govern-
ments that are starving for funds.10

One could never claim that the pain of the owner of a rental building 
equals the pain of the renter who lives in it. Yet both suffer within an eco-
system of housing instability and insecurity. I will focus on the place in 
this ecosystem of the small landlord, the owner-manager of unsubsidized 
buildings of somewhere between one and five units.11 According to one 
source, these buildings represent the majority of housing renting for less 

-america-are-at-risk (estimating that, of the thirty to forty million evictions predicted, 
Black and Latinx renters will be disproportionately affected); see also Community Solu-
tions, Analysis on Unemployment Projects 40-45% Increase in Homelessness This 
Year (May 11, 2020), https://community.solutions/analysis-on-unemployment-projects 
-40-45-increase-in-homelessness-this-year (extrapolating an increase in the number of 
homeless persons to a total of 800,000, based on anticipated increase in joblessness).

7. Eviction Lab, Covid-19 Policy Scorecard, https://evictionlab.org/covid 
-policy-scorecard/#scorecard-intro. As of this writing, in July, 2020, thirty-one states 
had lifted their restrictions on evictions.  

8. Brittany Hutson, As Moratoriums Start to Lift, Preparing for an Eviction Wave, 
Shelterforce (June 25, 2020), https://shelterforce.org/2020/06/25/as-moratoriums 
-start-to-lift-preparing-for-an-eviction-wave. 

 9. See Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, FHFA Provides Tenant Protections (June 29, 
2020), https://www.fhfa.gov/Media/PublicAffairs/Pages/FHFA-Provides-Tenant 
-Protections.aspx (extending forbearance to six months for servicers of mortgages backed 
by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, with accompanying prohibitions on evictions). 

10. Richman & Nobles III, supra note 4 (quoting Del. Kumar Barve, D. Montgomery 
County, Md.: “We don’t want an eviction tsunami. We don’t want to hurt the business 
community either”). 

11. For a discussion of the elusive definition of “small,” see text at Section II, infra.
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than $750 per month.12 They also represent the housing for a significant 
proportion of the renters most at risk for losing their jobs, and thus the 
housing most at risk for losing financial support.13 Owners of color and 
immigrants disproportionately own small buildings, and renters of color 
disproportionately live in them.

These properties lie within the larger category of real estate known as 
“Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing.” “NOAH” buildings represent 
both the most and the least stable of rental housing options: the most sta-
ble, because, like the poor, unsubsidized low rent housing has been always 
with us; the least stable for the individual renter, because NOAH units may 
operate outside any mandated rent structure and outside the confines of 
leases. I will address how this historic mainstay of affordable housing stock 
struggles on, perpetually at risk, maligned and ignored; how racial dis-
crimination sustains it; and what the pandemic exposes about its fragility.  

II. The World We Know So Little About: Small-Scale Rental 
Property Owners and the Housing They Provide

A. Why a Look at Small Landlords and Small Buildings
There is no official definition of “small” building. Researchers note that 
buildings of between one and five units are commonly characterized as 
“small.”14 Small buildings sometimes are defined in the negative: by what 
they are exempt from. Rental buildings of one to four units may be exempt 
from rent stabilization, and even from local measures to provide relief to 
renters during the pandemic.15 

The importance of small buildings in this discussion relates back to their 
prominence in the affordable housing ecosystem. They constitute a subset 

12. Whitney Airgood-Obrycki & Alexander Herrman, Covid-19 Rent Shortfalls in Small 
Buildings, Jt. Ctr. Housing Stud., Harv. U. (May 26, 2020), https://www.jchs.harvard 
.edu/blog/covid-19-rent-shortfalls-in-small-buildings; Jt. Ctr. for Housing Stud., Harv. 
U., America’s Rental Housing 2020, at 17 (June 2020), https://www.jchs.harvard 
.edu/sites/default/files/Harvard_JCHS_Americas_Rental_Housing_2020.pdf 
(noting that two-to-four unit buildings constitute a “disproportionate share of the low- 
and moderate-cost housing stock,” with nineteen percent of units renting at $600 or less, 
and twenty-one percent of units renting between $600 and $799).

13. Airgood-Obrycki & Herrman, supra note 12 (noting that households in thirty-one 
percent of single-family rental dwellings, and in twenty-nine percent of small multi-
family buildings, are at risk for job loss as a result of the pandemic; and that fifty-one per-
cent of households renting in small multi-family buildings are headed by people of color). 

14. Philip Garboden et al., HUD User, Urban Landlords and the Housing 
Choice Voucher Program: A Research Report 9 n.13 (May 2018), https://www 
.huduser.gov/portal/publications/UrbanLandlords.html.

15. See, e.g., D.C. Code §42-3502.05(a)(3)(A)(2020)(exempting buildings of four or 
fewer units, owned by four or fewer “natural persons,” from registration under rent stabi-
lization); D.C. Act 23-317, §8(g)(2) (May 13, 2020), https://lims.dccouncil.us/downloads 
/LIMS/44622/Signed_Act/B23-0750-SignedAct.pdf (limiting to owners of five or more 
units the requirement that landlords offer payment plans to tenants). 
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of NOAH stock. As there is no institutional or governmental definition 
of “small” building, there is no obvious point of origin for “NOAH.” The 
acronym has appeared in newspaper articles16 and in affordable housing 
publications.17 Writers have characterized NOAH as unsubsidized, bare-
bones rental housing of at least two decades vintage.18 Others refer to it as 
“missing middle” housing, affordable to those who are neither very rich 
nor very poor. 19 

Numbers of NOAH units are hard to pin down, just as are definitions 
of affordability. One estimate from over a decade ago situates these units 
as representing seventy-five percent of the United States’ affordable rental 
housing stock.20 As I note ahead, this mainstay of affordable housing stock 
is disappearing: at risk before the pandemic hit, and further weakened by 
the worsening economic instability of the renters who occupy it.

B. Who Are the Small Landlords?
Small landlords are defined variously, usually in relationship to the num-
ber or configuration of units that they own in total, or to the importance of 
the owner’s housing investment portfolio to the owner’s income. Owners 
of buildings of one to five units are overwhelmingly individual investors. 
Single-family homes in Baltimore and Cleveland constitute over sixty per-
cent of properties owned by landlords interviewed for a small study of 
property owners in Baltimore, Cleveland, and Dallas, with eighty percent 
of the properties built before 1960.21 Most small landlords own directly, 
and they are less likely to have sheltered themselves from personal liability 

16. See, e.g., Conor Dougherty, Tenants Largely Stay Current on Rent, for Now, N.Y. 
Times (May 31, 2020) (citing lower collection rates for “NOAH” buildings with poorer 
tenants; describing anecdotally the plight of an individual owner of rental single-family 
homes in Boston, who rented at below-market rates, and had to sell her units because she 
could not keep up with mortgage, tax and maintenance without rent). 

17. Paul Brophy & Carey Shea, Opinion: Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing is Hid-
ing in Plain Sight, Shelterforce (July 22, 2019), https://shelterforce.org/2019/07/22 
/opinion-naturally-occurring-affordable-housing-is-hiding-in-plain-sight.

18. Haisten Willis, Preserving Affordable Housing: A Look at Programs Designed to Sta-
bilize Communities, Wash. Post (Mar. 19, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com 
/realestate/the-noah-conundrum-maintaining-the-lifeboat-for-affordable-rental-housing 
/2020/03/18/e3e18aa6-12ba-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html.

19. Brophy & Shea, supra note 17.
20. Willis, supra note 18 (referring to Harvard’s Joint Center on Housing Studies as 

the source for this figure); see Jt. Ctr. for Housing Stud., Harv. U., America’s Rental 
Housing—Meeting Challenges, Building Opportunity 24, fig.18 (2011), https://
www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/americasrentalhousing-2011.pdf. A contact 
at the Joint Center confirmed that this was the last time that the Joint Center had pub-
lished figures on the proportion of affordable housing that is unsubsidized. E-mail from 
James Chaknis, Harv. Jt. Ctr. for Housing Studies (June 22, 2020) (on file with author).  

21. Garboden et al., supra note 14, at 4.
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through adoption of an entity.22 To some degree, small landlords resemble 
their tenants in race and ethnicity, with a slight edge in Black, Latinx, and 
immigrant ownership.23 Data are hard to come by on whether small land-
lords enjoy the huge advantage over tenants in representation in landlord-
tenant court that their larger counterparts do.24

Small owners in general probably rest somewhere in between one 
description of them as the “battered but unsung heroes of the fight to 
preserve housing for the poor,”25 and the prototypically predatory, profit-
seeking owner. Matthew Desmond and Nathan Wilmers characterize the 
landlord-tenant relationship in segregated neighborhoods of concentrated 
poverty as historically exploitative, with owners who profit from charg-
ing near-market rents for housing of last resort, for properties with mini-
mal physical maintenance and low tax burdens.26 Small landlords do not 
escape their critique. In Evicted, Desmond writes memorably of Sherrena 
Tarver, a Milwaukee landlord, “small” in the size of her company (herself 
and her husband) but closer to midrange in her portfolio (thirty-six single 
family homes, some split up into apartments rented to multiple families at 
one time). Her tenants wrangle concessions from her, such as reduced rent 
in return for performing amateur unlicensed maintenance jobs. But when-
ever Sherrena decides that it is no longer in her interest to let the rent slide, 
the tenant is gone.27 

Until recently, Desmond’s depiction of Sherrena Tarver notwithstand-
ing, not much has been written in academic literature about landlords in 

22. America’s Rental Housing 2020, supra note 12, at 17–18 (attributing 77% of 
ownership of buildings with 2-4 units to individual owners, and 59% of large multi-
family buildings to pass-through entities). 

23. Urb. Inst., Small Multifamily Units 13 (May 2020), https://www.urban.org 
/sites/default/files/2020/05/15/small_multifamily_units_0.pdf. A study of 127 land-
lords in Baltimore, Cleveland, and Dallas, many of them owners of single-family rentals 
and small buildings, found that forty percent of the landlords in the three-city cohort 
were Black, and thirteen percent were non-Black minorities. Garboden, et al., supra note 
14, at 10. For more on this study, see infra notes 30–33 and accompanying text. 

24. Comparisons of use of counsel for landlords and for tenants tend to focus on data 
city by city. See, e.g., Stout Risius Rous, LLC, The Economic Impact of an Eviction 
Right to Counsel in Baltimore City 10 (May 8, 2020) https://www.abell.org/sites 
/default/files/files/Baltimore%20RTC%20Report_FINAL_5_8_2020.pdf (stating that 
tenants lack representation in eviction case filings in Baltimore City ninety-nine percent 
of the time, and landlords lack representation four percent of the time).

25. Irving Welfeld, Poor Tenants, Poor Landlords, Poor Policy, 92 Pub. Int. 110, 116 (1988).
26. Matthew Desmond & Nathan Wilmers, Do the Poor Pay More for Rental Housing? 

Exploitation, Profit, and Risk in Rental Markets, 124 Am. J. Soc. 1090, 1103 (2019) (defining 
“exploitation rates” as ratio of rent to property tax assessment); id at 1112 (noting that 
owners’ profits increase in low-cost markets with high poverty rates, where properties 
rank in the tenth percentile of value).

27. Matthew Desmond, Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City 10–13 
(2016) (describing Sherrena Tarver’s shrewd assessment of the inner-city housing market 
as a profitable business investment).
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general, or small landlords in particular.28 The controlling narratives about 
landlord-tenant relationships, and about landlords as rational, profit-
seeking market actors, are drawn from decades-old information about 
urban housing markets.29 This picture changed slightly in 2018, when HUD 
published a study to which I have referred earlier, that was based on inter-
views with 127 landlords and property owners in Baltimore, Cleveland, 
and Dallas, many of them “mom-and-pop” owners.30 Several articles that 
have ensued from this data set reach different conclusions and somewhat 
complicate the stock narrative. 

The authors of the inaugural study characterized the owners in Balti-
more and Cleveland as “small, amateur landlords with limited access to 
capital and limited business acumen”31 who entered into real estate owner-
ship as a hedge against insecure employment and uncertain retirements. 
They do their own repairs, a problematic practice given the age of the 
housing stock. Their incomes from their properties are only as stable as 
the unstable incomes of their tenants. To cope with the escalating costs of 
utilities, especially water, some skimp on all but the most essential mainte-
nance.32 Evictions mean a fallow period of turnover, without rent and with 
the hazards attendant on vacant properties. These owners appreciate pay-
ing, quiescent tenants and value stability beyond all else. They will accept 
some rent rather than none. The authors describe their situation as one in 
which “instability and fear of the future . . . is endemic.”33

That said, the very same owners, depicted by one study as flounder-
ing amid ad hoc strategies to keep tenants in place, have been character-
ized in a subsequent assessment as engaged in serial eviction filings as a 
calculated business practice.34 Serial evictions, defined as multiple filings 
against individual tenants, with compounding late fees and court fees, 
have been attributed to larger owners in other markets as a means of 
enforcing rental discipline.35 So whether as a business model or an ad hoc 
practice, small landlords employ this device as well, to exact rental pay-

28. Desmond and Wilmers acknowledge as much. Desmond & Wilmers, supra note 
26, at 1093 (commenting that landlords are “conspicuously absent” from sociologists’ 
studies of urban rental housing markets).

29. Garboden et al., supra note 14, at 8.
30. Id. at 3.
31. Id. at 10.
32. Id. at 17 (noting that the cost of water service increased by fifty percent nationally 

between 2010 and 2017, and that the landlords in this study compensated for turnover 
and other escalating costs by stinting on maintenance and ramping up their screening of 
prospective tenants).

33. Id. at 14. 
34. Philip Garboden & Eva Rosen, Serial Filing: How Landlords Use the Threat of Evic-

tion, 18 City & Cmty. 638 (2019).
35. Michelle D. Layser, Edward W. DeBarbieri, Andrew J. Greenlee, Tracy A. Kaye 

& Blaine G. Saito, Mitigating Housing Instability During a Pandemic (Univ. Ill. Coll. Law 
Legal Stud., Rsch. Paper No. 20-15 (forthcoming), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers 
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ment short of actually taking tenants to court. Studies of selected housing 
markets suggest that larger owners engage in other significantly destabi-
lizing landlord-tenant practices in which small landlords may less conspic-
uously take part. Larger owners benefit from most tenants’ unfamiliarity 
with landlord-tenant procedures by claiming default money judgments 
against tenants for fees and costs, and then garnishing tenants’ wages.36 
Large owners take greater advantage of corporate ownership forms, which 
have earned opprobrium as enabling, or emboldening, owners to get away 
with poor maintenance.37 LLCs also obscure owners’ and investors’ identi-
ties, a benefit which some larger landlords have gone to great lengths to 
conserve.38 

It is possible that property managers acting on behalf of larger owners 
account for their use of a range of predatory strategies.39 It is also possible 
that, most of the time, it is simply too difficult to identify and document 
small owners who do the same. One small study does not a generalization 
make. At the very least, findings from HUD’s three-city study imply that 
residential rental property ownership varies enormously from locality to 
locality and that owners vary from distressed to ruthlessly profit-taking. 
Combined with information from other studies on the race and income of 
tenants in small unsubsidized buildings, these findings suggest a housing 
supply that was already tenuous is now even more at risk.

.cfm?abstract_id=3613789 (describing large landlords as more likely to use techniques 
such as serial evictions to regulate tenants). 

36. Any large-scale rental owner who wants to evade notoriety for questionable 
real estate practices likely should not have married the daughter of the President of the 
United States. The Kushner Companies’ extensive mid-range residential rental housing 
stock takes advantage of a market for low-wage workers in Baltimore County, Maryland, 
which does not have a housing authority or public housing. Alec McGillis, Jared Kush-
ner’s Other Real Estate Empire in Baltimore, N.Y. Times, May 23, 2017 (Magazine), https://
www.nytimes.com/2017/05/23/magazine/jared-kushners-other-real-estate-empire 
.html (describing the Kushner Companies’ strategy of buying deteriorating mid-range 
residential rental properties, and treating tenancies as an income stream derived from late 
fees, costs, and wage garnishments). 

37. See Adam Travis, The Organization of Neglect: Limited Liability Companies and Hous-
ing Disinvestment, 84 Am. Soc. Rev. 142 (2019); James Horner, Code Dodgers: Landlord Use 
of LLCs and Housing Code Enforcement, 37 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 647 (2019).

38. Alec MacGillis, Kushner Companies Loses a Key Motion in Class Action Filed by 
Baltimore Tenants, ProPublica (July 23, 2018), https://www.propublica.org/article 
/kushner-companies-loses-a-key-motion-in-class-action-filed-by-baltimore 
-tenants?utm_source=citylab-daily&silverid=MzEwMTkyMjY1MjQzS0 (describing the 
denial of a motion to seal ownership records filed by Westminster Management, the real 
estate management arm of the Kushner Companies. Westminster Management sought 
to remove a lawsuit brought by its tenants in Baltimore from Circuit Court for Baltimore 
City to federal district court in Manhattan, a strategy for which it needed to reveal the 
identity and location of investors in order to prove diversity jurisdiction).   

39. See, e.g., Daniel Immergluck et al., Evictions, Large Owners, and Serial Filings: Find-
ings from Atlanta, 35 Housing Stud. 903, 907 (2020).
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No one keeps records on small landlords’ rent collections, in or out of 
crisis. So we do not know for sure how they are weathering the  pandemic.40 
We can extrapolate their degree of pain from anecdotes and from what we 
know about how small landlords run their businesses. Some small land-
lords have attempted to work with their tenants, a behavior we have seen 
as landlords favor stability over eviction even in more normal times.41 
Some landlords have evaded the eviction moratoria altogether;42 some 
have defied them in court. 43 National data confirm that small landlords 
rely heavily on the rental income from their units.44 As observed in the 
 Baltimore-Cleveland-Dallas study, when tenants are at risk, small landlords 
are at risk: more than half of the renters at risk of losing jobs during the 
pandemic rent in single-family homes or small buildings.45 Small landlords 
often manage their own buildings, older housing stock for which repairs 
mount up.46 As owners without employees, small landlords were ineligible 

40. Christie Moffatt, Small Multifamily Owners Struggle with Eviction Moratorium 
as Tenants Face An Uncertain Future, Bisnow (July 14, 2020), https://www.bisnow.com 
/national/news/multifamily/small-multifamily-owners-struggle-with-eviction 
-moratorium-as-tenants-face-an-uncertain-future-105182 (noting that small landlords do 
not belong to trade associations such as the National Multifamily Housing Council, so 
they are not included in its tracking of its members’ losses in rental income); see also D.C. 
Act 23-317, supra note 15 (exempting owners of fewer than five units from mandatory 
extension of payment plans to delinquent tenants).

41. Moffatt, supra note 40 (quoting owners and managers of variously sized proper-
ties as saying that they would not evict tenants as long as tenants communicated their 
situations to them).

42. Matthew Goldstein, Landlords Jump the Gun as Eviction Moratorium Wanes, N.Y. 
Times (July 23, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/business/evictions 
-moratorium-cares-act.html.

43. See Complaint and Request for Preliminary Injunction, Apartment Ass’n of Los 
Angeles County, Inc. v. Garcetti, No: 2:20-cv-05193 (C.D. Cal. filed June 11, 2020), https://
aagla.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Complaint-for-Declaratory-Injunctive-Relief 
.pdf (alleging that the city’s moratorium on evictions and on rent increases violates the 
Contracts and Takings Clauses of the U.S. Constitution, among other causes of action); 
see also Christie Moffat, Texas Multifamily Owners File Lawsuit Against CARES Act Evic-
tion Moratorium, Bisnow (June 29, 2020), https://www.bisnow.com/houston/news 
/multifamily/texas-multifamily-owners-file-lawsuit-against-cares-act-eviction-morato-
rium-105009 (describing suit filed on June 24, 2020, for declaratory relief, alleging that the 
moratorium on evictions imposed by the CARES Act, Section 4024, violates constitution-
ally guaranteed rights of access to state courts, of contract, of due process, and of equal 
protection). 

44. Sanheep Bordia, Jasraj Vadya & Aleksandra Firstenko, Covid-19 Relief Helps 
Some, Leaves Other Households Vulnerable (2020), https://www.amherstcapital.com 
/documents/20649/0/Amherst+Market+Commentary+-+May+2020+Issue/b652 
0038-308f-4708-8ed5-3b678d8ed560.

45. Airgood-Obrycki & Hermann, supra note 12.
46. Garboden et al., supra note 14, at 10; Bureau of the Census, Rental Hous-

ing Finance Survey, Table Creator, 2018 National—Ownership and Management 
(2018).
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for support from the Paycheck Protection Program, though they may have 
qualified for assistance from state and local governments. Threatened with 
loss of income, they have joined the chorus for enhanced rent supplements 
to the Covid-unemployed.47 

Assuming that many owners on the low end need any rent, rather than 
none, Ron Lieber addresses the “cliff” head-on by prescribing “Ten Steps 
to Take to Try to Prevent Your Own Eviction.” The key message for ten-
ants is that help is not on the way, but that features of the tenant-landlord 
relationship itself offer many points for self-help and leverage. Steps 4 and 
5 involve negotiation with the landlord, focusing on small landlords in 
particular. Lieber advises tenants in small buildings owned by individual 
landlords to focus on a source of power that renters do not assume that 
they have: that their rent constitutes “a significant percentage of someone’s 
income.” 48 His recommendation reflects what the studies confirm: the pan-
demic sealed a pre-existing unhealthy relationship, trapping owners and 
renters in a dance in which neither can afford to let go.

III. The Housing Crisis Before the Housing Crisis:  
The Predicate to Precarity 

The pandemic is frequently described as exposing and exacerbating every 
gulf, divide, and inequity in American society, almost all of them race and 
ethnicity-based: between those who zoom at home to those who work in 
fulfillment centers, nursing homes, and meat-packing plants;49 between 
those who pick up curbside carryout and those who wait in line at food 
banks.50 Persons of color, already disproportionately under-employed and 

47. See, e.g., Nena Perry-Brown, A Small Landlords Trade Group Calls for Emergency 
Rental Assistance in DC, UrbanTurf (July 24, 2020), https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles 
/blog/dcs-small-landlords-trade-group-calls-for-emergency-rental-assistance/17100 
(describing the newly organized D.C. Small Multifamily Owners Association, represent-
ing owners of between four and fifty units, which has joined the chorus requesting rent 
supplements for tenants, relief from the emergency obligation to extend a statutory pay-
ment plan, and the creation of an Emergency Eviction Diversion Program).

48. Ron Lieber, Your Money: Ten Steps to Take to Try to Prevent Your Own Eviction, N.Y. 
Times (July 11, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/11/your-money/coronavirus 
-eviction-prevention-renters-landlord.html (quoting Whitney Airgood-Obrycki, Urban 
Institute, that a loss of small-scale ownership of small buildings will endanger a major 
source of affordable housing).

49. See, e.g., Eric Schlosser, America’s Slaughterhouses Aren’t Just Killing Animals, Atlan-
tic (May 12, 2020), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/essentials 
-meatpeacking-coronavirus/611437/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email 
&utm_campaign=masthead-newsletter&utm_content=20200530&silverid-ref= 
MzEwMTkyMjY1MjQzS0. 

50. See, e.g., Malia Wollan, At the San Antonio Food Bank. the Cars Keep Coming, N.Y.Times 
(May 26, 2020) (Magazine), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/05/26 
/magazine/coronavirus-san-antonio-unemployment-jobs.html (describing residents lin-
ing up in their cars at 8:30 pm the night before the San Antonio Food Bank would start 
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under-housed, were positioned to be disproportionately injured.51 Pre-
pandemic, that injury was already acute in the distribution of housing that 
is “affordable” and “available.”52 

A. “Affordable” and “Available”: The Housing That Exists  
for the Increasingly Few

“Affordable” is widely accepted as meaning a rent set at 30% of household 
income.53 A renting household paying more than 30% is “cost-burdened,” 
a designation that applied to 47.5% of all renters before the pandemic. 
Also preceding the pandemic: 25% of renters in the United States spent 
more than 50% of their income on rent.54 According to the studies, 52.9% 
of renters with “worst case housing needs,”55 the most severely burdened 
of all, were persons of color. 56 While Black households account for 19% of 
all rental households, they represent 26% of all renters at “extremely low 
income,” that is, with household income below 30% of the area median.57

Forecasts of the evictions likely to be precipitated by the pandemic draw 
from these predictors of housing instability, all of which were well in place 
in the “before times”: source and amount of income, housing cost burden, 
and race. They also take into account the impact of stimulus, enhanced 

distributing groceries at 9:00 am; the Bank distributed 1.5 million pounds of food to resi-
dents in 10,000 cars). 

51. See, e.g., Richard A. Oppel, Jr., Robert Gebeloff, K.K. Rebecca Lai, Will Wright & 
Mitch Smith, The Fullest Look Yet at the Inequity of Coronavirus, N.Y. Times (July 5, 2020), 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/05/us/coronavirus-latinos-african 
-americans-cdc-data.html (summarizing data—extracted through litigation—from the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, showing that Black and Latinx residents 
were three times as likely as whites to be infected with the virus, and almost two times 
as likely to die from it). 

52. Nicole Elsasser Watson et al., HUD Office of Pol’y, Dev. & Res., Worst Case 
Housing Needs: 2019 Report to Congress 21 (June 2020), https://www.huduser.gov 
/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/worst-case-housing-needs-2020.pdf (defining “afford-
able” as based on thirty percent of income, and “available” as actually occupied by a 
renter at very low income). The usable housing supply is further reduced by the paucity 
of units that also meet the definition of “adequate,” as including physical characteristics 
such as plumbing, electricity and heat. For further explanation of “adequate,” see id.at 
81, App. E. 

53. Id. at 21. 
54. America’s Rental Housing 2020, supra note 12 at 26.
55. Renters with “worst case housing needs” are those with household incomes 

below fifty percent of area median, referred to as “very low income”; who do not receive 
rental assistance, who pay more than fifty percent of household income for rent, or who 
live in inadequate housing conditions. Worst Case Housing Needs, supra note 52, at vii.

56. Id. at 6.
57. Andrew Aurand, Dan Emmanuel, Daniel Threet, Ikra Rafi & Diane Yentel, 

Nat’l Low Inc. Housing Coalition, The Gap: A Shortage of Affordable Homes 2 
(Mar. 2020), https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2020.pdf. 
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and state unemployment payments, and their expiration.58 Imperfectly 
delivered as they were, these massive income supplements forestalled loss 
of home for many.59 Once these supports lapse, the most vulnerable rent-
ers will return, jobless, to the steady state of precarious situations. These 
households had no rainy-day funds to shore up their balance sheets, even 
before their earners lost their jobs. 

“Available” defines a shrinking subset of affordable housing. In the 
years immediately leading up to the pandemic, housing insecurity became 
more egalitarian: it began to affect renters previously considered to be 
“middle class.”60 This phenomenon resulted from an increased supply of 
high-end, amenity-rich rentals, with higher income households revert-
ing to rentership in significant numbers between 2010 and 2018.61 None 
of this increase in supply has “trickled down.” Much of it has exhausted 
the capacity of the home-building industry to expand the housing supply. 
Middle-income renters now crowd out low-income renters in units that lie 
at the edge of affordability for low-income renters, but that fit somewhat 
comfortably within middle incomes.62

Housing researchers have documented a vertiginous loss in housing 
affordable to households with incomes at 30% and 50% of area median 
income. Under one definition, the housing economy lost four million 
“affordable” units—units renting at under $600 a month and therefore 
affordable to households with annual incomes of under $24,000—between 
1990 and 2017. Three of the four million dropped out between 2012 and 
2017. Between 1990 and 2017, units renting at over $1000 accounted for 
95% of the growth in all rental housing stock.63

58. See Benfer et al., supra note 6 (explaining the basis for the authors’ estimate of 
numbers of renters likely to be evicted in the next few months). 

59. See, e.g., Zachary Parolin, Megan A. Curran & Christopher Wimer, The CARES Act 
and Poverty in the Covid-19 Crisis, 4 Poverty & Soc. Pol’y Brief, no.8, at 8 (June 21, 2020), 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5743308460b5e922a25a6dc7/t/5eefa346315 
3d0544b7f08b4/1592763209062/Forecasting-Poverty-Estimates-COVID19-CARES-Act 
-CPSP-2020.pdf (finding that, if distributed to all residents who qualify for them, the 
CARES Act’s Recovery Rebates and enhanced unemployment benefits would reduce the 
poverty rate to pre-pandemic levels). 

60. America’s Rental Housing 2020, supra note 12, at 4.
61. Id. at 8–9.
62. Aurand et al., supra note 57, at 4 (stating that of 7.3 million homes affordable to 

renters with very low incomes, middle income renters are occupying 400,000, and renters 
with incomes above the median are occupying 900,000). 

63. Elizabeth La Jeunesse et al., Jt. Ctr. for Housing Stud. Harv., Documenting 
the Long-Run Decline in Low Cost Housing Units in the United States 4 (Sept. 2019), 
https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/harvard_jchs_loss_of_low_cost 
_rental_housing_la_jeunesse_2019_0.pdf. 
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B. Double Precarity: Small Landlords, Their Tenants, and Their  
Ecosystem of Instability

The Alexa Mall in Berlin is open for business. Toni Kehler is shopping for a 
new HD-TV. Toni is not concerned about whether he has the wherewithal 
to cover this discretionary purchase. Since the beginning of the pandemic, 
the German government and other governments in the Eurozone have 
paid employers directly to keep their workers on at reduced salaries.64 

Alexis Herdez was laid off, after one day of work, from her job at a 
bridal clothing store. She filed for unemployment compensation in Ken-
tucky. Kentucky’s automated phone system directed her to a queue, from 
which she never received any human contact or information. After two 
months, she received an appointment to meet with staff at the unemploy-
ment agency in August. She and her husband are struggling with rent and 
car payments.65 John Jolley slept in his car to be first in line to receive a 
ticket, which would gain him entry to an appointment in a convention cen-
ter at a mass claims processing event held by the Oklahoma Employment 
Security Commission. His unemployment claim was approved in March, 
but he has yet to see a check.66 Ms. Herdez and Mr. Jolley are facing the 
“cliff.”  

We know why landlords have not received rent. Our state-based unem-
ployment compensation is one of many faltering remnants of the New 
Deal’s cooperative federalism, which gave states two types of leeway: 
(1) to set levels of support to beneficiaries, and (2) to manage the offices 
that are supposed to serve them. States stint on both.67 We underfund and 
make bureaucratically punishing the mechanisms of unemployment com-
pensation that could provide a buffer against this instability. To tie income 
security to laid-off wage earners’ ability to navigate an opaque unemploy-
ment insurance bureaucracy on their own, rather than automatically to 

64. Liz Alderman, As Europe’s Economies Reopen, Consumers Go on a Spending Spree, 
N.Y. Times (July 14, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/14/business/as-europes 
-economies-reopen-consumers-go-on-a-spending-spree.html?searchResultPosition=1. 

65. Eli Rosenberg, Workers Are Pushed to the Brink As They Continue to Wait for Delayed 
Unemployment Payments, Wash. Post (July 13, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost 
.com/business/2020/07/13/unemployment-payment-delays. 

66. Annie Gowen, A Very Dark Feeling: Hundreds Camp out in Oklahoma Unemployment 
Lines, Wash. Post (July 20, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/a-very 
-dark-feeling-hundreds-camp-out-in-oklahoma-unemployment-lines/2020/07/20/44d5
9cb6-c77a-11ea-a99f-3bbdffb1af38_story.html.

67. Id. (noting that Oklahoma’s Employment Security Commission processes claims 
through a 1978 mainframe computer); George Wentworth, Nat’l Emp. L. Project, 
Closing Doors on the Unemployed 1 (Dec. 2017), https://s27147.pcdn.co/wp-content 
/uploads/Closing-Doors-on-the-Unemployed12_19_17-1.pdf (noting, as of 2017, that 
since the Great Recession, states had cut back sharply on unemployment compensation 
through a combination of decreased benefits, decreased number of weeks of benefits, and 
more frequent denials of claims for technical reasons).  
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subsidize employers to avoid laying employees off at all, is a policy that 
passively follows past practice, and that guarantees instability.   

Our economy of work in the United States is constructed to generate 
and perpetuate instability. Employment has become inherently unstable. 
Kathryn Edin and Luke Shaefer have chronicled a prepandemic sociology 
of work, a bare survival mode in which unpredictable fluctuations in hours 
prevent low-wage and middle-class workers from setting any money aside 
for emergencies.68 Without resources for an emergency, workers were left 
vulnerable to physical displacement and personal upheaval through evic-
tion or foreclosure. Desmond and Gershenson have described low-wage 
workers as suffering from a “double precarity,” in which unstable housing 
and its loss link to loss of income.69

These conditions have continued as the terms of shelter and work for 
the “essential worker” of the pandemic. While the abrupt tumble of mil-
lions of Americans into joblessness this spring may be anomalous, the pre-
pandemic truth is that housing stability for millions of Americans teetered 
from paycheck to precarious paycheck. The instability of the affordable 
housing market compounds the instability of low-wage work. The house-
holds with “worst-case housing needs” got that way as a result of the stew 
of historical racial disparity in wealth and assets, and of the fluctuations in 
income that make putting something aside for emergencies impossible.70 

This brings us back to the one universally acknowledged, and uni-
versally acknowledged to be scarce, remedy for housing precarity: the 
income-based rental subsidy. The importance of vouchers, public housing, 
and state-based housing supplements derives from their predictability: 
income may fluctuate, but rent will rarely be more than what, by accepted 
calculations, a household can afford to pay without stinting on food, heat, 
or water. Subsidy ties rent directly to a tenant’s income. Stability for the 
renter also means stability for the landlord. As the researchers in the three-
city HUD study noted, small owners, in particular, value housing choice 
vouchers for the predictability that they offer in terms of income. When 
they reject voucher holders, they primarily are rejecting the relationship 
with the housing authority’s bureaucracy, with its unpredictable inspec-
tions and opaque standards for housing quality. 71

68. Kathryn J. Edin & H. Luke Shaefer, $2.00 a Day: Living on Almost Nothing 
in America 35–42 (2015) (describing how a mother of two traveled by bus from her fam-
ily’s third homeless shelter in ten months to report by 7 a.m. to her job cleaning vacant, 
unheated apartment buildings, offices, and foreclosed homes; and how her hours were 
cut to nothing as illness from exposure to cold and mold forced her to miss work). 

69. Matthew Desmond & Carl Gershenson, Housing and Employment Insecurity Among 
the Working Poor, 63 Soc. Probs. 46, 47 (2016).

70. Aurand et al., supra note 57, at 7 (describing how a family of four, with monthly 
income of $1,928, has $87 remaining after spending $1194.50 for fair-market rent for a 
two-bedroom apartment, and $647 on the USDA’s thrifty food budget).

71. Garboden et al., supra note 14, at 26.
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Yet the funds, and the will, to bridge the gap between incomes and 
rent, are lacking. Of every four low-income households that are eligible 
for some federal housing subsidy, one gets that subsidy.72 Put another way: 
the three out of four renter households that do not receive subsidies are 
subject to the full force of precarity. Rental assistance carries with it the 
security not only of knowing that one’s rent will not (or should not) outrun 
one’s resources, but of knowing that the renter may predict some stability 
in place over time. 

IV. Cancel the Rent? Rather, Some Modest Proposals for 
Bolstering the “NOAH” Sector of Affordable Housing

As Amna Akbar has noted, the campaigns to “cancel the rent” arise from 
more than a perception of what is needed, now, to meet the current emer-
gency. “Cancel the rent” means cancel the contract: justice requires soci-
ety’s acknowledgment that housing is too foundational to be left as “the 
product of a private contract about private property.”73 More than a slogan, 
“cancel the rent” is a policy that recognizes the straight line between com-
modification of housing and housing insecurity. 

Who among the primary providers of unsubsidized, below-market rate 
housing can absorb a cancellation, not merely a deferral, of the predomi-
nant source of funds for maintenance of that housing? “NOAH” units are 
an afterthought of U.S. housing policy. Our system provides largely affir-
mative incentives to the large owner-investors for creating or sustaining 
affordable units. We offer tax relief, in the form of credits and property 
tax abatements. This option provides affordability, but not stability; with-
out the imposition of other controls, the compulsion to maintain afford-
able rents expires within ten to fifteen years. We offer release from density, 
height, and other restrictions in exchange for a small percentage of units to 
be made affordable to renter households with incomes at a percentage of 
the area median. But we provide few or no incentives to the smallest land-
lords to continue, with modest rents and adequate maintenance.

When we subsidize investors with little or no tie to the physical plant in 
which they are investing, we get affordability that is ephemeral and expen-
sive. Here are a couple of examples of investment, direct and indirect, that 

72. Worst Case Housing Needs, supra note 52, at 18; Will Fischer & Barbara Sard, 
Chartbook: Federal Housing Spending Is Poorly Matched to Need, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y 
Priorities (Mar. 8, 2017), https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/chart-book-federal 
-housing-spending-is-poorly-matched-to-need. These sources do not distinguish federal 
subsidies from state or local. Note that eligibility for below-market units financed by the 
Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) ties to a tenant’s income, but a tenant’s rent in 
that unit does not. Rents in LIHTC units concededly are not affordable to the poorest of 
the poor. 

73. Amna Akbar, The Left is Remaking the World, N.Y. Times (July 11, 2020), https://
www.nytimes.com/2020/07/11/opinion/sunday/defund-police-cancel-rent.html. 
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stabilize low to moderate income households, in small buildings and in 
their communities. 

A. Fund Plant, Not Profits: Keeping Small Landlords Afloat 
A few localities have propped up small landlords directly, by subsidizing 
the cost of physical plant. The District of Columbia’s Small Buildings Grant 
Program pays up to $25,000 per rental unit, for buildings of five to twenty 
units, for “essential repairs”: to replace heating and cooling systems, roofs, 
windows, and plumbing. The goal is to prevent, not punish, housing code 
violations. Seventy-five percent of the units must be occupied, and half of 
the units must be affordable to residents with incomes below eighty per-
cent of the area median, requirements that covenants will enshrine in the 
property’s deeds for five years. Successful applicants must attend a day-
and-a-half-long property-management course.74 

Pittsburgh’s Small Landlord Fund is for the truly “small”: it covers 
buildings of between one and five units. Applicants receive three-percent 
loans for the rehabilitation of existing rental units, or for the conversion 
of vacant units for rental. Owners must commit themselves to renting to 
households with incomes under eighty percent of area median, or to house-
holds holding vouchers. The payout period is ten to fifteen years, with the 
longest term reserved for units currently rented by residents whose income 
is below eighty percent of area median and who do not hold vouchers.75 

B. Getting from NOAH to NORC: Supporting the Owner-Occupants of Limited 
Equity Cooperatives as Providers of Affordable Housing

Several of my colleagues and I began our legal careers as litigation attor-
neys with civil legal aid offices, representing low-income tenants in evic-
tion defense. We are concluding our legal careers, in part, as transactional 
attorneys, representing small landlords in their business affairs. If you had 
told me forty years ago that this change would happen, I never would have 
believed you. 

But then I never would have believed that tenants could become own-
ers and that tenant-owners could manage their homes by the consent and 
direction of the owner-managed. A network of tenant-owners, non-profit 
housing providers and technical support specialists, attorneys, organiz-
ers, lawyers, housing counselors, and law students supports limited equity 
housing cooperatives (LECs), a lode of affordable housing in the District of 
Columbia.76 The District’s ninety-six LECs contain 4300 units of housing 

74. D.C. Dep’t Hous. & Cmty. Dev., Small Building Program, https://dhcd.dc.gov 
/page/small-building-program (last visited July 24, 2020).

75. Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh, Small Landlord Fund Application, 
https://www.ura.org/media/W1siZiIsIjIwMjAvMDMvMTkvN2hxYmZrM2FldF9T 
bWFsbF9MTF9GdW5kX0FwcC5GaWxsYWJsZV8xXy5wZGYiXV0/Small%20LL%20
Fund%20App.Fillable%20%281%29.pdf (last visited July 20, 2020).

76. For a study of the networking and support among actors within the D.C. Pres-
ervation Network, in which members of this group participate, see Kathryn Howell, 
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affordable to shareholder-owners with incomes of under eighty percent of 
the area median. The average size of each LEC-owned building is forty-
four units, but over half the buildings have fewer than twenty-five. LECs 
enable residents with moderate incomes to live in upper income neighbor-
hoods: forty-five perecent of the buildings and thirty percent of the units 
of LECs are located in census tracts with incomes greater than the District’s 
median.77 The residents are economically, racially, and ethnically diverse.78

The majority of these buildings converted to cooperative tenant owner-
ship as a result of the District of Columbia’s Tenant Opportunity to Pur-
chase Act (TOPA).79 As part of the legislative response to tenant activism 
against mass evictions and increases in rent during the 1970s, TOPA was 
designed to provide stability: to give residents first call at purchasing their 
dwellings, a hedge against apartment-flipping in the 1970s.80 TOPA proved 
to be a sturdy mechanism to stabilize low income rental households once 
again, in the early 2000s, when the District poured funds into subsidizing 
the infrastructure and retail near the new Columbia Heights Metro station. 
Tenants’ use of TOPA was instrumental in preserving 2100 units of housing 
affordable to households at thirty percent of area median income.81

The working definition of LEC—“resale restricted housing in which 
occupants hold an ownership stake”82—sets de-commodification of hous-
ing as the groundwork for this stability. The agency in the District that is the 
primary public funder of the purchase and rehabilitation of these TOPA-
inspired homeownership units enforces income limitations through afford-
ability covenants;83 the cooperatives’ boards impose resale restrictions 

Housing and the Grassroots: Using Local and Expert Knowledge to Preserve Affordable Housing, 
38 J. Planning, Educ. & Res. 437 (2018).

77. For these data points about LECs in the District of Columbia, see Kathryn How-
ell, Scott Bruton & Anna Clemens, Creating and Sustaining Limited Equity 
Cooperatives in the District of Columbia 10–16 (Feb. 2020) https://www.cnhed.org 
/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Creating-and-Sustaining-Limited-Equity-Cooperatives 
-in-Washington-DC_FINAL.pdf.

78. Id. at 28 (describing members’ meetings at which as many as three languages are 
spoken). 

79. D.C. Code §42.3404.01-13 (2020); Howell et al., supra note 77, at 1.
80. For an overview of the history of the tenants’ campaign which produced the 

Rental Housing Act of 1980, of which TOPA was a part, see Amanda Huron, Creating a 
Commons in the Capitol: The Emergence of Limited-Equity Cooperatives in Washington, D.C., 26 
Wash. Hist. 56, 59–60 (2014); see also Aaron O’Toole & Benita Jones, Tenant Purchase Laws 
as a Tool for Affordable Housing Preservation, 18 J. Affordable Hous. & Cmty. Dev. L. 367 
(2009) (describing the rationale for and mechanics of the District’s Tenant Opportunity to 
Purchase Program).

81. Kathryn Howell, Building Empowerment in Market-Based Redevelopment: Changing 
Paradigms for Affordable Housing and Community Development in Washington, DC, 52 Cmty. 
Dev. J. 573, 574 (2017). 

82. John Emmaeus, Nat’l Housing Inst., Shared Equity Homeownership 2 (2006).
83. See D.C. Code§ 42-2802.2(a), (b) (requiring a forty-year affordability restriction on 

rental units, and a 180-month restriction on sales units, built with the Housing Production 
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through their subscription agreements, occupancy agreements, and corpo-
rate bylaws.84 It is common to see not only “NOAHs” among the District’s 
ninety-six LECs, but NORCs (Naturally Occurring Retirement Communi-
ties). These are the buildings whose residents have aged in place, some liv-
ing there since, as tenants, they organized to purchase them, some since the 
activation of TOPA itself. Several members of one of our LEC client boards 
have resided in their units, first as renters and then as owners, since 1979. 
They are all retired now, managing on their fixed incomes, keeping the cor-
porate account balance just high enough to pay for taxes and utilities.

LECs give low- to moderate-income households both managerial and 
economic control of where they dwell. The cooperative corporation is the 
owner, with each resident shareholder a member. Each member’s coopera-
tive share buys the right to occupancy, a vote, and a stake in the welfare of 
the cooperative enterprise. As my colleague Professor Louise Howells, a 
leader in the movement to support LECs, has written, when tenants take 
ownership of their housing, the transformation “creates a structural rever-
sal of the tenants’ subordinated role.”85 

When the District adopted the LEC as its predominant vehicle for tenant 
ownership, it brought owners of cooperative units into economic interde-
pendence. Owners of an LEC own not a unit, which was likely unaffordable 
to them individually, but an ownership share in the cooperative corpora-
tion that took out the blanket mortgage for the building. This plan means 
that one member’s failure to pay monthly carrying charges puts everyone’s 
tenure at risk. The law and principles of cooperative governance ensure 
that the burdens and benefits of management decisions are shared equally. 
If owners vote not to increase their monthly carrying charges, they retain 
more money to meet their individual needs of food and health care. If 
they vote to do so, they avoid the consequences of underfunded reserves, 
deferred maintenance, and, eventually, deteriorating physical plant.86 The 
choice is theirs.

Trust Fund, the District’s dedicated fund based on annual yields from recordation and 
transfer taxes). 

84. D.C. Mun.Regs. tit.14, §2702.3 (2020) (requiring tenants’ associations seeking gap 
financing for the First Right to Purchase Program to “demonstrate the intent to operate 
as a low-yield cooperative, condominium, or tenant-controlled rental property” in their 
articles of incorporation or bylaws).

85. Alicia Alvarez, Susan Bennett, Louise Howells & Hannah Lieberman, Teaching and 
Practicing Community Development Poverty Law: Lawyers and Clients as Trusted Community 
Problem Solvers, 23 Clin. L. Rev. 201, 218 (2017).

86. The theme of unmet physical needs of aging buildings recurs with small LECs in 
D.C., as it does with small buildings elsewhere. Howell et al., supra note 77, at 42–43; see 
also DePillis, Lydia, Owning a Building with All Your Friends: Life in a Limited Equity Coop, 
Wash. City Paper (May 5, 2011), https://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/housing 
-complex/blog/13121846/owning-a-building-with-all-your-friends-life-in-a-limited 
-equity-coop (describing experience of being forced to eject friends and neighbors after 
their failure to pay carrying charges endangered the financial future of the cooperative).
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As of this writing, no one has analyzed whether the District’s LECs are 
at financial risk of default because their owners have lost their jobs or have 
fallen ill. Given the demographics from which LEC shareholder-owners 
come, it is likely that they are vulnerable to the impacts of the pandemic. 
But the one vulnerability that they do not suffer is housing precarity. The 
interconnectedness of members of an LEC means that they know that they 
rise and fall together and that they cannot not let their neighbors sink. Up to 
the point of endangering their mortgage and their tax payments, they have 
the option of deferring monthly charges, if not cancelling them. The posi-
tion of owners of an LEC illustrates Desmond’s proposition: that between 
employment and housing instability, housing is the more disastrous.

C. Modest Proposals to Support the Right to Stay in Place 
The interventions that I have just described for the stabilization of small 
buildings and NOAH units are just that—interventions. Market forces do 
not keep small buildings both habitable and affordable. In a commodi-
fied economy of housing, no “affordable, available, and adequate” units 
are “naturally occurring.” TOPA opens the space for tenant purchase to 
occur, but it does not go so far as to mandate owners to sell to tenants 
at below-market prices.87 Therefore, LECs in the District and elsewhere 
exist thanks to the city’s low-interest loans, bonds, and grants. LECs main-
tain their affordability not only because the city’s funds have brought the 
monthly cost to shareholders down, but also because the covenants in their 
loan documents require them to observe income limits for new residents 
and, occasionally, to limit carrying charges. The District also provides tax 
abatements and other breaks to LECs, including eligibility for the District’s 
Small Building Grant.88 

Grants and low interest loans to maintain the habitability of small build-
ings are targeted, and work at a small scale. These measures could promote 
housing stability for renters even more effectively if they were tied not only 
to income eligibility restrictions, but to best practices. Funders could exact 
an enhanced “clean hands” requirement for applicants, beyond proof of 
basic compliance with taxes, corporate renewals, and registration require-
ments. Non-resident owners of small buildings should demonstrate that 
they do not engage in serial filings against tenants. Transparency would 

87. See D.C. Code § 42-3404.03(1) (2020) (requiring that an owner’s offer of sale 
include the “asking price and material terms of the sale”). But see Parcel One Phase One 
Associates, LLP v. Museum Square Tenants’ Ass’n, 146 A.3d 394,405 (D.C. 2016) (reject-
ing the owner’s offer in 2014 to tenants of the projected value of their apartment com-
plex in 2021, after demolition and reconstruction, as not reasonable to any third-party 
purchaser). 

88. See D.C. Code § 47-3503(a)(2)(exempting deeds transferred to housing coopera-
tives from deed recordation tax); id. §47-3503(b)(2) (exempting sales of property to hous-
ing cooperatives from transfer tax); id. §47-3503(c) (3, 4) (exempting housing cooperatives 
from property taxes for five years from creation, if half of the households qualify by 
federal income guidelines).  
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favor priority selection of individual owners, not entities, unless the princi-
pals are disclosed in corporate registration or renewal filings.89

These interventions are place-based. To build stability into owner-land-
lords’ physical plant is to acknowledge that there will never be enough 
vouchers to stabilize owner-landlords’ incomes. Nothing is more quintes-
sentially place-based than the tenant association that buys its building, so 
that no one ever has to move. That said, the place has to be worth stay-
ing in. There is an enormous literature about the historic role that porta-
ble vouchers have played in enabling tenants to “move to opportunity,”90 
away from the entrenched poverty and racial segregation that we now 
know determine life outcomes at the level of a city block.91 But portability 
only works as an opportunity strategy when vouchers pay enough in hot 
housing markets and when landlords accept them.92 

89. In an action preceded by lapsed legislation to require full disclosure of the names 
of investors in any housing-related entity, the District of Columbia modified its corpo-
rate code to require entities to disclose, upon initial registration and renewal, the names, 
resident and legal addresses of 10% owners, or of investors with control over financial 
or day to day operations. See D.C. Act 22-616, §3(a) (Jan. 30, 2019) (amending D.C. Code 
§ 29-102.01, 102.11).

90. For a recent reassessment of the outcomes of the Moving to Opportunity program 
of the 1990s, see Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren & Lawrence F. Katz, The Effects of Exposure to 
Better Neighborhoods on Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment, 106 
Am. Econ. Rev. 855 (2016); see also Margery Austin Turner, Austin Nichols & Jennifer 
Comey, Urb. Inst., Benefits of Living in High-Opportunity Neighborhoods (Sept. 
2012), https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/32821/412648-Benefits 
-of-Living-in-High-Opportunity-Neighborhoods.PDF (speculating on why improve-
ments in outcomes seemed limited after families moved from neighborhoods of high 
concentrations of poverty).  

91. See, e.g., Opportunity Insights, https://opportunityinsights.org/paper-category 
/neighborhoods/#resource-listing (last visited July 24, 2020) (cataloguing the work of 
Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, and others on the impacts of neighborhoods and race on 
intergenerational mobility). 

92. As of August 2020, eighteen states and ninety-five cities had enacted legislation 
prohibiting housing discrimination based on the tenant’s source of income. Poverty 
& Race Research Action Council, Expanding Choice: Practical Strategies for 
Building a Successful Housing Mobility Program, Appendix B: State, Local, and 
Federal Laws Barring Source-of-Income Discrimination (Aug. 2020), https://www 
.prrac.org/pdf/AppendixB.pdf. That states and localities have laws prohibiting land-
lords from refusing to rent to tenants who want to pay with vouchers does not mean that 
landlords do not refuse to rent to them. See, e.g., Alison Bell, Barbara Sard & Becky 
Koepnick, Ctr. On Budget & Pol’y Priorities, Prohibiting Discrimination Against 
Renters Using Housing Vouchers Improves Results: Lessons from Cities and States 
That Have Enacted Source of Income Laws 8 (Dec. 20, 2018), https://www.cbpp.org 
/sites/default/files/atoms/files/10-10-18hous.pdf (noting that landlords widely ignore 
Philadelphia’s source of income discrimination law); Office of the Attorney General for 
the District of Columbia, AG Racine Sues 16 Real Estate Companies and Professionals for 
Illegal Housing Discrimination Against District Voucher Holders (July 23, 2020), https://oag 
.dc.gov/release/ag-racine-sues-16-real-estate-companies-and (announcing the filing of 
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If TOPA succeeds, it is because a city-state once committed itself to sta-
bilizing low to moderate income tenants in places across the city. Under 
the pressure of advocacy, and the recognition of the needs of the moment, 
that support continues, even as those places become increasingly afflu-
ent. Other jurisdictions have recognized the value of supporting tenant- 
ownership, a value that underscores opportunity as the right to stay put, 
not as a rapidly appreciating investment.93 If we will not support tenants 
individually so that they can stay in place, then we have to think, again, 
about what it means to support housing stock in which they can afford to 
live, and to support them collectively. 

eight lawsuits alleging that defendants openly advertised rental units as unavailable to 
tenants using housing vouchers). 

93. Steve Dubb, Tenant First Option to Buy Bills Advance in Bay Area, Nonprofit Qtly 
(Feb. 24, 2020), https://nonprofitquarterly.org/tenant-opportunity-to-purchase-bills 
-advance-in-san-francisco-bay-area (describing the introduction of TOPA legislation in 
the Berkeley and Oakland City Councils). 
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COVID-19 has upended life in the United States since the virus hit the 
nation early this spring, devastating families, communities, and businesses 
across the country. Since March 2020, nearly 160,000 people have died, and 
sophisticated models predict an eighty-six percent increase in that death 
toll by December 2020 in the United States alone.1 And while the disease 
has impacted the country broadly, people of color have been hit hardest.2 
When adjusted to account for population age differences, Black Amer-
icans are 3.6 times more likely to die than white people from the virus, 

Victorial Finkle and Olivia Grob-Lipkis are National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) 
Summer Law Clerks;. Andrea Lau is an NFHA Summer Policy Associate; Jorge Soto is 
the NFHA Associate Vice President of Policy & Advocacy; and Morgan Williams is the 
NFHA General Counsel.

1. Lisette Voytko, Influential Model Predicts 86% Increase in U.S. Death Toll by Decem-
ber, Forbes, Aug. 6, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/08/06 
/influential-coronavirus-model-predicts-86-increase-in-us-death-toll-by-december 
/#120093b432b2.

2. Maria Goody & Daniel Wood, What Do Coronavirus Racial Disparities Look Like 
State By State?, NPR, May 30, 2020, https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots 
/2020/05/30/865413079/what-do-coronavirus-racial-disparities-look-like-state-by-state.
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and Latinos are 2.5 times more likely.3 Racial bias in medical care is likely 
compounding these disparities, leading to uneven treatment for people of 
color.4 

Beyond the stark health outcomes resulting from the virus, COVID-
19 has led to tremendous economic upheaval, with communities of color 
again feeling the brunt of the impact. Advocates are predicting a wave 
of evictions and foreclosures in the second half of 2020, with the poten-
tial for significant wealth loss and displacement among Black and Latino 
households. Those with disabilities, including people who have contracted 
coronavirus—whether they are seeking housing or simply living in their 
units—also face hurdles. In addition, other groups have been adversely 
impacted by the virus and response measures to it, including women, who 
are at the greatest risk of domestic violence and housing-related sexual 
harassment, along with Asian American and Jewish communities, which 
have reported an increase in discrimination. Preliminary analysis of the 
depths of the pandemic and its long-term implications suggests that it may 
reinforce patterns of residential segregation and wealth disparities across 
the country. 

The COVID-19 crisis is unfolding as the Black Lives Matter movement 
draws a sharp focus on racism and police violence.5 Structural racism in the 
face of crisis manifests wealth loss and displacement—as observed before, 
it unfolds again today—while, concurrently, the Trump administration is 
working to dismantle the tools used to challenge residential segregation 
and discrimination. 

Though the COVID-19 crisis is still unfolding with uncertain outcomes, 
it is clear from a review of structural racism in past housing crises and the 
initial impacts of the current crisis on Black and Latino households and 
other protected classes that we are facing a profound threat of enhanced 
housing segregation and discrimination across the country. This article 
reviews the lessons learned from recent housing crises that inform the 
housing opportunity challenges that we face under the pandemic, and 
it accesses the scope of observable initial impacts on the housing mar-
ket, including wealth loss and displacement threatening communities 
of color; the health effects of unequal housing; and patterns of housing 
discrimination under the pandemic. This article then details the Trump 

3. Tiffany Ford, Sarah Reber & Richard V. Reeves, Race Gaps in COVID-19 Deaths Are 
Even Bigger Than They Appear, Brookings Inst. (June 16, 2020), https://www.brookings 
.edu/blog/up-front/2020/06/16/race-gaps-in-covid-19-deaths-are-even-bigger 
-than-they-appear.

4. John Eligon & Audra D. S. Burch, Questions of Bias in Covid-19 Treatment Add to 
the Mourning for Black Families, N.Y. Times (May 10, 2020), https://www.nytimes 
.com/2020/05/10/us/coronavirus-african-americans-bias.html.

5. Larry Buchanan, Quoctrung Bui & Jugal Patel, Black Lives Matter May Be Largest 
Movement in U.S. History, N.Y. Times (July 3, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive 
/2020/07/03/us/george-floyd-protests-crowd-size.html. 
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administration’s dangerous policies affecting housing discrimination and 
provides recommendations for how best to navigate these challenges in the 
coming months and years.

I. Structural Racism and Lessons from Past Crises

The pervasive economic exclusion of Black and other people of color across 
many sectors of society today is rooted in this country’s history of slav-
ery. It is tied to hundreds of years of structural racism, enabled by govern-
ment practices as well as the actions of private individuals, a key feature 
of the nation’s economic system that has not been formally recognized 
or addressed through any meaningful restorative justice. Before the pas-
sage of the Fair Housing Act in 1968, as today in many ways, people of 
color faced significant barriers to finding a home: landlords and real estate 
agents could refuse Black consumers without any recourse.6 Neighborhood 
associations pursued zoning restrictions designed to keep Black house-
holds out of certain neighborhoods, while contracts known as restrictive 
covenants were used to keep white homeowners from selling or renting 
their property to prospective Black residents and other people of color.7 
At the same time, government agencies, including the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA), institutionalized segregation through policies that 
essentially barred FHA-insured loans to Black borrowers or FHA backing 
for construction loans to suburban subdivision builders selling to Black 
homebuyers.8 

While the landmark Fair Housing Act made it illegal to discriminate in 
housing on the basis of race, color, religion, and national origin—and later, 
as amended, on the basis of sex, disability, and familial status—it is clear 
that segregation and broader economic disparities remain widespread, 
more than fifty years after the passage of the law. What is more, recent his-
tory shows that national crises tend to perpetuate, and even heighten, eco-
nomic inequality and exclusion.9 The financial crisis of 2007–09 widened 
the already significant wealth gap between white and Black households, 
with white households accounting for thirteen times the median wealth 
of Black households in 2013, up from eight times the wealth in 2010.10 By 

6. Margery Austin Turner, Recommitting to the Promise of the Fair Housing Act 50 Years 
Later, Urb. Inst. (Apr. 3, 2018), https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/recommitting 
-promise-fair-housing-act-50-years-later.

 7. National Fair Housing Alliance, Trends Report 2017, at 16 (2017), https://
nationalfairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/TRENDS-REPORT-2017 
-FINAL.pdf [hereinafter NFHA Trends].

 8. Id. at 20. 
 9. Michael Neal & Alanna McCargo, How Economic Crises and Sudden Disasters 

Increase Racial Disparities in Homeownership, Urb. Inst. 8–9 (June 2020), https://www 
.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/102320/how-economic-crises-and-sudden 
-disasters-increase-racial-disparities-in-homeownership.pdf.

10. Rakesh Kochhar & Richard Fry, Wealth Inequality Has Widened Along Racial, Eth-
nic Lines Since End of Great Recession, Pew Res. Ctr. (Dec. 12, 2014), https://www.pew 
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2016, white households at the median still had eleven and a half times 
more wealth than their Black counterparts.11 

The mortgage and economic crises took this devastating toll on com-
munities of color in a numbers ways: Black and Latino households faced 
higher unemployment rates, higher drops in home prices due to preda-
tory subprime loans, higher rates of foreclosure, and subsequent tightened 
mortgage lending that disproportionately kept buyers of color out of the 
mortgage lending market.12 These effects are inextricably linked to perva-
sive structural racism and segregation in our housing and economic sys-
tems. Segregation significantly impairs quality of life. It determines access 
to good schools, fresh food, and clean air, and it may even determine a 
person’s life expectancy.13 In the case of the financial crisis, segregation cre-
ated concentrated levels of subprime loans and foreclosures in Black and 
Latino neighborhoods, which in turn contributed to the inadequate policy 
responses for struggling borrowers.14 

The economic fallout from the financial crisis was particularly devastat-
ing to homeowners of color, who have historically had significantly more 
of their overall net worth tied up in their house. This practice has left many 
Black and Latino homeowners more susceptible to the harms of foreclo-
sure.15 Foreclosures, in turn, may have a bigger impact on the overall finan-
cial health of homeowners of color, because foreclosures eliminate all the 
wealth previously invested in a home, including the down payment and 
any built-up equity.16 This systemic damage has innumerable ripple effects, 
causing a cycle of self-reinforcing devastation in lower-income and racially 
diverse communities, even without intentional discrimination. 

For example, the hardest hit areas of New York City in the 2008 foreclo-
sure crisis were the primarily Black and Latino neighborhoods of Queens. 
Many homeowners in these neighborhoods were also small landlords who 

research.org/fact-tank/2014/12/12/racial-wealth-gaps-great-recession.
11. Heather Long & Andrew Van Dam, The Black-White Economic Divide Is as Wide 

as It Was in 1968, Wash. Post (June 4, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com 
/business/2020/06/04/economic-divide-black-households.

12. Michael Neal & Alanna McCargo, How Economic Crises and Sudden Disasters 
Increase Racial Disparities in Homeownership, Urb. Inst. 8–9 (June 2020), https://www 
.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/102320/how-economic-crises-and-sudden 
-disasters-increase-racial-disparities-in-homeownership.pdf.

13. NFHA Trends, supra note 8, sec. II. 
14. Jacob Faber, Segregation Exacerbated the Great Recession and Hindered Our Policy 

Response, NYU Furman Ctr. (Feb. 2016), https://furmancenter.org/research/iri/essay 
/segregation-exacerbated-the-great-recession-and-hindered-our-policy-respons.

15. Sarah Mikhitarian, How the Housing Bust Widened the Wealth Gap for Communi-
ties of Color, Zillow (Apr. 25, 2019), https://www.zillow.com/research/housing-bust 
-wealth-gap-race-23992.

16. For Black and Latino homeowners, on average, foreclosure will eliminate 55.6% 
and 64.7% respectively of their total net worth, compared to only 38.1% for white home-
owners. Id. 
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offered affordable rates, so when they went under, tenants in their commu-
nities lost their current housing and had fewer options for alternatives.17 
Similarly, Little Rock, Arkansas, lost around two-thirds of its affordable 
housing stock in the midst of the 2008 crisis,18 suddenly making housing 
inaccessible for the majority of its low-income community. Those who lost 
their homes to foreclosure had to find housing as renters instead, putting 
further pressure on the overburdened rental market and causing rents to 
rise rapidly in many areas.19 

These downstream effects are emblematic of the many long-term conse-
quences of evictions and foreclosures, and they go toward explaining why 
many of the neighborhoods most affected by the 2008 housing crisis have 
never fully recovered. Individuals and families who face eviction and other 
forms of housing instability experience immediate and long-term dam-
age to their financial security over the remainder of their lifetime. Being 
evicted is itself an expensive process and can consume an affected house-
hold’s entire savings through court costs and moving expenses.20 Going 
forward, having an eviction on a tenant’s record or debt owed to a previous 
landlord (even if of questionable legality) may serve as an insurmountable 
barrier to obtaining housing, forcing those tenants to live in “disinvested” 
neighborhoods with inequitable access to jobs, grocery stores, transit, and 
education.21 

Neighborhoods that were disinvested in before the foreclosure crisis are 
likely to have become even more deleterious to their residents’ financial 
prospects and physical health since 2008, due in large part to the lending 
institutions that completed the foreclosures. Foreclosed homes, known as 
real-estate-owned (REO) properties, are concentrated in neighborhoods 
with predominantly people of color,22 who were targeted for predatory 
loans and subsequently foreclosed upon at highly disproportionate rates.23 
The National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) investigated over 2,400 REO 
properties in twenty-nine metropolitan areas around the country and 
found undeniable racial disparities in the maintenance and marketing of 

17. Evan Weinberger, Feds Looking to Curb Disparate Impact in Fair Lending Cases, 
Bloomberg Law (June 5, 2019), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/feds 
-looking-to-curb-disparate-impact-in-fair-lending-cases.

18. Id.
19. Mikhitarian, supra note 15.
20. Katherine Lucas McKay et al., 20 Million Renters Are at Risk of Eviction; Policymakers 

Must Act Now to Mitigate Widespread Hardship, Aspen Inst. (June 19, 2020), https://www 
.aspeninstitute.org/blog-posts/20-million-renters-are-at-risk-of-eviction. 

21. Id.
22. National Fair Housing Alliance, Zip Code Inequality: Discrimination by 

Banks in the Maintenance of Homes in Neighborhoods of Color (Aug. 27, 2014), 
https://nationalfairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/2014-08-27_NFHA 
_REO_report.pdf.

23. Mikhitarian, supra note 15.
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these properties.24 While REO properties in white neighborhoods were kept 
secure and aesthetically pleasing for potential buyers, REOs in communi-
ties of color were more likely to have overgrown yards, trash, unsecured 
doors, and broken or boarded windows.25 These unappealing, sometimes 
dangerous, properties sit vacant for months or years, contributing to the 
economic marginalization of the Black and Latino neighborhoods in which 
they are clustered, by causing blight, depleting the municipal tax base, and 
depressing market values of the surrounding homes.

This country’s history of overlooking communities of color in times of 
crisis spans beyond the devastating effects of the last housing crisis and 
includes the federal government’s flawed supports in the wake of Hur-
ricane Katrina in areas along the Gulf Coast. Though housing programs 
often promise greater housing choice and equal opportunity, post-disaster 
redevelopment may be implemented in a way that significantly fortifies 
the patterns of racial segregation that characterized affected regions.26

The uneven toll that COVID-19 is taking on communities of color is all 
the more concerning with this history in mind. Yet, instead of heeding the 
lessons of past crises, federal policymakers and legislators appear poised 
to allow their most harmful consequences to be repeated.

II. Wealth Loss and Displacement Threaten Communities  
of Color in a Myriad of Ways

The pandemic will reinforce existing racial inequities in health and hous-
ing for generations to come. An unprecedented wave of evictions and fore-
closures has already begun to devastate the country, especially in Black 
and Latino neighborhoods. Predictions are bleak across the board—one 
in five renters, approximately twenty million people, are at risk of evic-
tion by September 30, 2020,27 and other data indicate that people of color 
will be hardest hit. According to census household survey findings from 
late-May 2020, forty-four percent of Black tenants say that they have little 
or no confidence that they will be able to meet their next rent payment.28 
Homeowners of color also face higher risks of foreclosure—for example, in 
late-spring 2020, twenty percent of Latino homeowners could not pay the 
full amount of their mortgage during the pandemic, compared to 10.4% of 

24. Zip Code Inequality, supra note 22. 
25. Id.
26. Morgan Williams & Nisha Arekapudi, Disasters’ Long-Term Impact on Fair Housing: 

Rebuilding as an Engine to Perpetuate or Challenge Entrenched Segregation, ABA Housing & 
Cmty. Dev. (2013).

27. Katherine Lucas McKay et al., 20 Million Renters Are at Risk of Eviction; Policymakers 
Must Act Now to Mitigate Widespread Hardship, Aspen Inst. (June 19, 2020), https://www 
.aspeninstitute.org/blog-posts/20-million-renters-are-at-risk-of-eviction.

28. Katy O’Donnell, Black Community Braces for Next Threat: Mass Evictions, Politico 
(June 12, 2020), https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/12/mass-evictions-314699.
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homeowners generally29—likely undermining progress made in reducing 
racial disparities in homeownership.

Housing disparities are central to the perpetuation to the racial wealth 
gap and will cause communities of color to be most acutely burdened by 
the pandemic and the accompanying economic crisis. Black and Latino 
people are considerably more likely to rent their homes than white people; 
forty-four percent and forty-nine percent respectively of Black and Latino 
households own their homes, as opposed to seventy-four percent of white 
households.30 This means that less than half of Black and Latino people 
have access to the benefits of homeownership, which is often the primary 
factor in accumulating wealth.31 It also provides a measure of security, rela-
tive to the volatile rental market. Despite various eviction moratoriums 
currently in place, reports indicate that landlords may be taking advan-
tage of the crisis to exploit their tenants, for profit or even sexual favors.32 
Although evictions and threats of eviction are technically illegal in many 
jurisdictions, courts remain fully or partially closed, and low-income ten-
ants especially are likely to lack access to information and resources nec-
essary to vindicate their rights in the notoriously asymmetrical housing 
court process.33

Even among tenants as a whole, Black and Latino households have 
less housing stability. In most major metropolitan areas, they pay a higher 
share of their income on rent34 and are therefore less able to save money for 
future mobility and absorb unexpected financial shocks,35 such as health-
care costs. Black and Latino renters are also more likely than white renters 

29. Michal Grinstein-Weiss, Housing Hardships Reach Unprecedented Heights Dur-
ing the COVID-19 Pandemic, Brookings Inst. (June 1, 2020), https://www.brook-
ings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/06/01/housing-hardships-reach-unprecedented 
-heights-during-the-covid-19-pandemic. 

30. Andrew Aurand et al., National Low Income Housing Coalition, NLIHC 
Research Note: The Need for Emergency Rental Assistance During the COVID-
19 and Economic Crisis (Apr. 3, 2020), https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/Need-for 
-Rental-Assistance-During-the-COVID-19-and-Economic-Crisis.pdf.

31. For most people, a home is the single largest asset they own in their lifetime, and, 
in 2016, a home accounted for 42.1% of the typical U.S. homeowner’s wealth. Sarah Mikhi-
tarian, How the Housing Bust Widened the Wealth Gap for Communities of Color, Zillow (Apr. 
25, 2019), https://www.zillow.com/research/housing-bust-wealth-gap-race-23992.

32. See, e.g., Jeff Ernsthausen et al., Despite Federal Ban, Landlords Are Still Moving to 
Evict People During the Pandemic, ProPublica (Apr. 16, 2020), https://www.propublica 
.org/article/despite-federal-ban-landlords-are-still-moving-to-evict-people-during-the 
-pandemic. In addition to evicting tenants in defiance of legal moratoriums or attempting 
to raise rents, many landlords have taken advantage the widespread financial hardship 
accompanying the pandemic to demand sexual favors from their tenants in return for 
remaining housed. See infra note 49 for further explanation.

33. See, e.g., Editorial, A Right to a Lawyer to Save Your Home, N.Y. Times (Sept. 23, 
2016), https://nyti.ms/2d4RbDJ. 

34. O’Donnell, supra note 28.
35. Mikhitarian, supra note 15.
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to pay application fees and security deposits, both of which increase the 
cost of renting and limit their ability to seek alternative housing.36 The 
effects of housing instability on vulnerable households are immediate and 
lasting. People of color are overrepresented in the demographics of people 
experiencing homelessness, of which Black people constitute forty percent, 
despite making up only thirteen percent of the U.S. population.37 These 
stark disparities were the status quo before the pandemic, and, now that 
one in six Black workers is unemployed,38 they will only deepen, perpetu-
ating the cycle of poverty and its negative health effects. The associated 
health outcomes and exacerbated rates of discrimination will compound 
these already stark realities for people of color. 

A. Health Effects of Unequal Housing
Poorly-maintained REO properties also pose serious health consequences 
for current and future residents in communities of color.39 NFHA’s inves-
tigation of properties owned by Fannie Mae found that at least eighty-
seven percent of its foreclosed properties had mold species known to 
cause childhood asthma and other human diseases, caused by hundreds 
of windows and doors left open, allowing rainwater to accumulate.40 Such 
knowingly substandard maintenance, in addition to unkempt landscaping 
and holes in the house structures, has also been found to cause infestations 
of rats and other pests, which risks the spread of diseases to nearby houses 
as well.41

Mold and pest infestations exemplify the systemic reasons that people 
of color may be more likely to be immune-compromised, suffer from respi-
ratory diseases, and disproportionately experience other negative health 
outcomes that make them vulnerable to COVID-19. Many of such docu-
mented social determinants of health are related to housing, visibly as 
well as in more invidiously subtle. For example, Black and Latino com-
munities have traditionally had a disproportionately high energy burden, 
putting them at higher risk of utility termination due to “lower median 
household income, lack of control over heating systems, and living in less 

36. Svenja Gudell, Why The Black and White Homeownership Gap Hasn’t Changed Much 
in 100 Years, CNN (June 15, 2020), https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/15/perspectives 
/housing-discrimination/index.html. Black and Latino renters are also less likely to have 
their security deposit returned. Id.

37. Id. 
38. O’Donnell, supra note 28.
39. Id.
40. Press Release, National Fair Housing Alliance Accuses Mortgage Giant Fannie 

Mae of Racial Discrimination in 38 U.S. Metro Areas (Dec. 5, 2016), https://national 
fairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/2016-12-05_Fannie_Mae_news_release 
.pdf.

41. Id.
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energy efficient homes.”42 Studies show that high energy insecurity has 
severe effects on physical health, including increased food insecurity and 
incidence of the conditions that have been linked to the most deadly cases 
of COVID, including cancer, and chronic cardiovascular and respiratory 
diseases such as asthma.43 

These conditions are also linked to air and water pollution, which peo-
ple of color are disproportionately exposed to due to the location of their 
homes.44 The data support that environmental racism is to blame for the 
stratified outcomes of the pandemic; race, even more than poverty, is the 
most predictive factor in measuring one’s exposure to air pollution,45 and 
Black people are significantly more likely to suffer from deadly asthma and 
heart disease than white people overall. People of color also suffer from the 
intergenerational negative health impacts of epigenetics—the effect on gene 
expression due to the everyday stress of structural racism.46 The COVID-19 
pandemic has brought to light a truth that marginalized communities have 
long known: even in the absence of specific preexisting conditions, living in 
a racist society, regardless of class, is deadly to people of color.

B. Housing Discrimination in the Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated other forms of discrimination 
in housing and in society generally, sometimes with violent consequences. 
Reports of hate crimes and discrimination against individuals of Asian and 
Pacific Islander descent have skyrocketed, within the United States and 
beyond. People with disabilities (who may legally include those who have 
COVID or appear to47) face a heightened threat of stigmatization by their 
landlords and neighboring residents, especially for respiratory symptoms 
that resemble the effects of the virus.48 Especially when a disability is one 

42. Madilyn Keaton, Regional Housing Legal Services, Who Pays the Most? 
COVID-10, Utility Accessibility, and Race (May 21, 2020), https://www.rhls.org 
/2020/05/who-pays-the-most-covid-19-utility-accessibility-and-race. 

43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Ihab Mikati et al., Disparities in Distribution of Particulate Matter Emission Sources by 

Race and Poverty Status, 108 Am. J. Pub. Health 480 (Apr. 2018), https://www.ncbi.nlm 
.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5844406.

46. Julia Craven, How Racial Health Disparities Will Play Out in the Pandemic, Slate 
(Mar. 30, 2020), https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/03/how-racial-health 
-disparities-will-play-out-in-the-coronavirus-pandemic.html. 

47. National Fair Housing Alliance, COVID-19, Illegal Housing Discrimi-
nation, and Protections for People with Disabilities and Those Who Care for 
Them under the Fair Housing Act (Apr. 9, 2020), https://nationalfairhousing.org/wp 
-content/uploads/2020/04/COVID-19-Disability-Research_April-9-2020.pdf. 

48. Andrew Pulrang, 5 Things to Know About Coronavirus and People with Dis- 
 abilities, Forbes (Mar. 8, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewpulrang/2020 
/03/08/5-things-to-know-about-coronavirus-and-people-with-disabilities/#2e3cc 
5ab1d21.
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that makes one more vulnerable to COVID, individuals are at the mercy of 
their landlords to provide accommodations that allow them to enjoy equal 
use of their housing while limiting their exposure to the virus. 

Unfortunately, many landlords have chosen to take advantage of, rather 
than protect, their tenants. The widespread financial hardship associated 
with the pandemic has empowered a surge of predatory landlords to 
demand sexual favors in return for waiving rent and other tangible hous-
ing benefits.49 Although data are currently limited, NFHA reported a thir-
teen percent increase in sexual harassment complaints during the first few 
months of the pandemic, and this number is undoubtedly an underesti-
mate. Many victims of sexual harassment in housing are reluctant to report 
out of fear of losing their home, or they may not know that such conduct 
is illegal in the first place. Experts further suspect that sexual harassment 
is underreported because those that it affects are likely to be members of 
other vulnerable groups, such as sex trafficking survivors, formerly incar-
cerated individuals, and members of racial minorities.50 Faced with the 
impossible choice of shelter or retaliation, marginalized people will often 
choose shelter in the absence of other choices. 

The same is true for victims of domestic violence. Despite impediments 
to reporting, data from around the world make unequivocally clear that 
the pandemic has increased rates of domestic violence and intimate part-
ner abuse.51 In addition to the financial strain and stress of a worsening 
economy, shelter-in-place orders have kept many victims in constant prox-
imity to their abusers and isolated from their usual support networks.52 
The reported increase in shelter occupancy rates from 2019 suggests that 
some victims have been able to seek shelter outside of their home, to the 
extent that they have one, but puts them more at risk of exposure to the 
virus in a crowded shelter setting.53 

Ultimately, those facing unemployment, displacement from their 
homes, threats of violence, and other damaging effects of the pandemic 
deserve government supports aimed at offsetting the dangerous health 
and economic consequences of the current crisis. But, instead, the current 

49. Amber Milne, ‘I Had No Choice’: Sex for Rent Rises with Coronavirus Poverty, Reuters 
(May 21, 2020), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-housing-harassment 
-trfn/i-had-no-choice-sex-for-rent-rises-with-coronavirus-poverty-idUSKBN22X2N7. 

50. Id.
51. See, e.g., N.Y. State Council on Women and Girls, COVID-19 Domestic Task 

Force (May 28, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files 
/atoms/files/DVTF-Report-FINAL.pdf; Amanda Taub, A New Covid-19 Crisis: Domes-
tic Abuse Rises Worldwide, N.Y. Times (Apr. 14, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com 
/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-domestic-violence.html. 

52. National Domestic Violence Hotline, COVID-19 Special Report, https://
www.thehotline.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2020/06/2005-TheHotline 
-COVID19-report_final.pdf. 

53. N.Y. State Council on Women and Girls, supra note 51.
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administration has continued to pursue damaging policy changes aimed at 
weakening existing rules designed to ensure secure and fair housing for all.

III. The Trump Administration’s Dangerous Policies 

The pandemic’s disproportionate impact on communities of color also 
comes as the Trump administration pursues unprecedented attacks on 
well-established civil rights protections. The administration’s actions to 
replace important HUD regulations on the use of the disparate impact doc-
trine under the Fair Housing Act (Act), as well as the Affirmatively Further-
ing Fair Housing rule, and to undermine the agency’s Equal Access rule, 
are especially worrisome in light of the health and socioeconomic effects 
of COVID-19. These regulations are among the most powerful policy tools 
available to fair housing advocates to identify and prevent residential dis-
crimination and true access to housing or shelter free from discrimination. 
To strip these provisions of their power would further entrench segregation 
and discriminatory patterns within the housing and lending industries. In 
the time of an unprecedented health crisis that has led to dizzying levels 
of unemployment, evictions, and foreclosure, the removal of these protec-
tions would be catastrophic for communities of color who are already bear-
ing the brunt of the pandemic.

To mitigate the disproportionately harmful economic effects of COVID-
19 on people of color, we must further policies that take steps to strengthen 
existing fair housing protections, while actively working to dismantle resi-
dential segregation. This effort comes at a time when the federal COVID 
aid is coming to an end and Republicans and Democrats struggle to come 
together to proactively provide financial assistance to the public to avoid 
evictions and foreclosures. Renters, of which people are color are more 
likely to be, are especially at risk of evictions as eviction moratoriums (both 
local and federal) begin to expire. Homeowners are eligible for forbear-
ance for their mortgage payments, but this depends on whether they have 
the information, and in their language to assert their rights, which has not 
been universally true. To avoid a tsunami of foreclosures once the forbear-
ance period ends, mortgage servicing companies need to employ reliable 
systems of staffing, training, and oversight to meet the inevitable demand 
from borrowers seeking assistance. As the economy begins to reopen—for 
better or worse—eviction hearings and special legislative sessions will 
move to in-person convenings, further requiring that tenants and tenant 
rights advocates put themselves at risk. These dire situations show the 
need for institutionalized federal policy support for fair housing for our 
at-risk communities. Below are some of the key fair housing protections 
that the Trump administration is seeking to undermine, even during this 
period of upheaval. 

A. Disparate Impact
“Disparate impact” is a long-held legal doctrine that a defendant may be 
held liable for policies or practices that have a discriminatory effect on 
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protected classes and that do not necessitate evidence of unlawful intent. 
Cases may be brought under a host of civil rights laws, including the Fair 
Housing Act. Since its development, disparate impact has been extremely 
effective in identifying and removing practices that do not appear discrim-
inatory on the surface but have a discriminatory effect on protected classes. 
HUD is poised to finalize a revised rule that would make it nearly impos-
sible to successfully bring disparate impact claims under the Fair Hous-
ing Act. In the time of COVID-19, the effects of this new rule would be 
uniquely devastating.

In 2013, HUD promulgated a rule known as the “Discriminatory Effects 
Standard,” which merged various court processes that upheld the dispa-
rate impact standard (2013 Rule).54 It was a clear and unambiguous affirma-
tion of the tools available to defendants and plaintiffs of disparate impact 
claims, and the rule was further affirmed in a landmark 2015 Supreme 
Court decision, Texas Department of Housing & Community Affairs v. Inclusive 
Communities Project (Inclusive Communities).55 However, opponents in the 
housing industry have since (falsely) claimed this ruling contradicts the 
2013 Rule, and the Trump administration has been moving forward with 
gutting the 2013 Rule using this rationale. 

In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 2019,56 HUD proposed revi-
sions to the rule that would make it virtually impossible for a plaintiff 
party to successfully bring a disparate impact claim under and increase 
the exemptions available under the disparate impact standard, introducing 
uncertainty and destabilizing an already established protective space for 
fighting discrimination with vague and conflicting case law. 

The four prominent changes proposed include: 

•	 Onerous additional steps to plead disparate impact claims which 
shifts the burden from the defendant to the plaintiff and make win-
ning the “heartland” disparate impact case much more difficult;

•	 Allowing the housing industry to justify discriminatory practices if 
they are profitable;

•	 Providing an operational “safe harbor” for the use of artificial intel-
ligence systems, which allow algorithms to be blamed for discrimina-
tion instead of any individual; and

•	 Creating incentives for companies to not keep records of data or 
records that could expose discrimination, which bars the consumer 

54. Implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s Discriminatory Effects Standard, 78 
Fed. Reg. 11460 (Feb. 15, 2013) (codified at 24 C.F.R. § 100.500) (“2013 Rule”).

55. Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affs. v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, 135 S. Ct. 2507 (2015).
56. See HUD’s Implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s Disparate Impact Standard, 

84 Fed. Reg. 42854, RIN 2529-AA98. 
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from accessing information that could potentially allow them to dis-
cern discrimination in their own situation.57

As renters and homeowners face the expiration of COVID-19 federal 
relief measures, including rent control, eviction moratoria, and mortgage 
forbearance, the removal of protections against discriminatory practices 
by Trump administration and the housing industry is highly problematic. 
Prospective renters and homebuyers will be vulnerable to the creation and 
enforcement of standards that intend to take advantage of protected classes 
or that fail to consider how protected classes will be affected. The disparate 
impact rule is essential in identifying how a neutral-seeming policy is actu-
ally a threat for a protected class. This is crucial given what we know about 
COVID’s disproportionate burden on certain communities. For example:

•	 A policy that holds all tenants, including victims, responsible for 
crimes in their homes and uses that as a basis of eviction has a dispa-
rate impact on victims of domestic violence. This is because women 
make up the majority of reported survivors of domestic and intimate-
partner violence and thus they are more likely to require law enforce-
ment assistance for crimes committed against them in their own 
home. 

•	 Alternatively, a landlord who excludes applicants without full-time 
jobs is enforcing a policy with a disparate impact on people with 
disabilities or seniors who may not have a full-time job but can still 
afford an apartment. 

Because COVID has exponentially increased the number of people who 
have been furloughed, had their work hours reduced, or been forced into 
unemployment, a much higher number of individuals and families would 
potentially fall prey to these discriminatory policies and may despair and 
choose not to assert their rights. The current Disparate Impact liability stan-
dard unambiguously affirms victims of discrimination the power to bring 
these illegal policies to court. In their attempts to gut disparate impact of 
the legal guidelines that make it an effective tool against discrimination, 
the Trump administration is putting millions of COVID-affected people 
at risk.

B. Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
The “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing” mandate of the Fair Housing 
Act is an acknowledgment that centuries of discriminatory policy can only 
be undone through actively working to right past wrongs and through res-
titutions. The current AFFH rule, finalized in 2015, requires jurisdictions 

57. For further discussion about the procedural challenges imposed by the Trump  
administration’s proposed Disparate Impact Rule, see NFHA’s comments to the proposed  
rule, https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=HUD-2019-0067-3079 
&attachmentNumber=1&contentType=pdf.
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that receive federal funds to comply with Fair Housing Act provisions by 
identifying discriminatory housing barriers and taking steps to address 
them, in order to continue receiving funding. The AFFH provision is 
intended to ensure that federal funds are not spent in a manner that perpet-
uates residential segregation and housing discrimination, but instead work 
to resolve their legacy. The 2015 regulation set in place specific guidelines 
for community engagement, reporting, oversight, and approval processes 
to ensure that localities had plans to affirmatively further fair housing in 
order to receive their federal funding. It came about through a rigorous 
and thorough public participation process that included HUD consulta-
tion with a range of stakeholders and drew over 1,000 comments during 
the public comment period.58 It was fully in tune with the original AFFH 
mandate of the FHA and came about through twenty years of advocacy. 
The Trump administration, however, has made it clear through a series of 
rule revisions59—and even tweets60—that they intend to completely strip 
the AFFH rule of the contingencies that make it an effective tool to enforce 
the Fair Housing Act. 

It is important that the 2015 rule remain in place because it ties the 
receipt of federal funds to meaningful efforts to address residential hous-
ing disparities. HUD took the first step to do so in 1995, though it was a 
small first step that barely met the minimum of the AFFH mandate. HUD 
adopted guidelines that required jurisdictions to carry out an Analysis of 
Impediments (AIs) to fair housing, take steps to dismantle those barriers, 
and document steps taken. The process was parallel to that of submit-
ting a Consolidated Plan (ConPlan) to receive Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) funds, which were essentially general use funds with 
which mayors had much flexibility in deciding their allocation. Civil rights 
advocates criticized this structure for lacking systematic HUD review of 
AIs and opportunity for stakeholder engagement and participation. The 
absence of a requirement that a jurisdiction’s AI informed the construction 
of their ConPlan meant that CDBG dollars did not address neighborhood 
disparities or further fair housing, so there was no considerable integration 
of AFFH in the spending of CDBGs.61 The general consensus among fair 

58. See Regulations.gov, https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=HUD-2013-0066 
-0001. 

59. HUD’s Implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Mandate, 83 Fed. Reg. 683 (Jan. 5, 2020) (“Proposed Rule”). 

60. Paul Centopani, Trump Tweet About Fair Housing Law Enrages Advocates, Nat’l 
Mortg. News (July 2, 2020), https://www.nationalmortgagenews.com/news/trump 
-tweet-about-affh-enrages-fair-housing-advocates.

61. U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., Housing and Community Grants: HUD Needs to 
Enhance Its Requirements and Oversight of Jurisdictions’ Fair Housing Plans, GAO-10-905, 
at 2 (Washington, DC, 2010), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-905 (last visited 
Feb. 3, 2020). 
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housing advocates was that AIs were not effective in ensuring that locali-
ties met their AFFH mandate. 

No action to improve these processes was taken until 2015. The new 
rule included public participation requirements and struck an appropri-
ate balance between state government agencies and constituents that 
appeased all stakeholders. The comment period included industry and fair 
housing civil rights advocates. The regulation was flexible, clear, and rigor-
ous enough to ensure jurisdictions make progress towards affirmatively 
furthering fair housing. 

In 2018, HUD under the Trump administration suspended the 2015 rule, 
advising entities to return to the 1995 rule and its insufficient provisions. 
Earlier in 2020, the Trump administration proposed a rule with a much 
weaker incentive for participating jurisdictions to consider systemic rac-
ism in housing policies, as officials seek to revoke the power of the 2015 
rule altogether.62 The newest proposed rule fails to uphold the original 
intent of AFFH provision of FHA. Rolling back the 2015 rule would mean 
a loss of clear guidelines and accountability mechanisms for jurisdictions 
to assess residential patterns of discrimination and segregation, to provide 
plans to undo them, and to engage communities in furthering fair housing. 
Nothing in the 2020 proposal requires program participants to recognize 
the effects of institutionalized residential segregation: it does not meet the 
standards of the Fair Housing Act. 

In July 2020, the Trump administration announced it would publish 
HUD’s new “Preserving Community and Neighborhood Choice” regula-
tion, its replacement for the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
regulation.63  This new rule is an abdication of HUD’s statutory responsi-
bility to affirmatively further fair housing. It eliminates a requirement for 
jurisdictions to assess barriers to fair housing in their communities, engage 
fair housing groups or other stakeholders in that kind of assessment, adopt 
goals or implement strategies to overcome barriers, or document any 
actions taken to affirmatively further fair housing. In addition, under this 
rule, HUD will not conduct monitoring or oversight of jurisdictions’ com-
pliance with the new rule or their AFFH obligations. HUD bypassed the 
normal public notice and comment process to adopt this regulation as a 
final rule.

HUD’s recent rule is a big set-back for fair housing, and it has already 
drawn considerable criticism.   In conjunction with civil rights advo-
cates  decrying HUD’s action and calling on it to reinstate the 2015 rule, 
organizations as diverse as the  National Association of Realtors  and the 
Council of Large Public Housing Authorities (CLPHA) have also come out 

62. More details about HUD’s proposed new AFFH rule can be found on NFHA’s 
website, https://nationalfairhousing.org/affh.

63. Preserving Community and Neighborhood Choice, 24 C.F.R. pts. 5, 91, 92, 570, 
574, 576, 903 (Aug. 7, 2020), https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/08/07 
/2020-16320/preserving-community-and-neighborhood-choice.
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in opposition to the new rule.64 The CLPHA statement   expresses “vehe-
ment opposition” to what it calls “HUD’s transparent and illegal efforts 
to turn back the clock and re-establish discriminatory and racist housing 
policy.”65   

This rollback is particularly concerning because COVID-19 has revealed 
the stark inequities and urgent housing needs in communities of color 
nationwide. At a time when localities need to be addressing these injustices 
more than ever, the incentive to do so is weaker than ever. Though the 
CARES Act provided CDBGs towards COVID relief, there were few to no 
guidelines as to how those dollars should be effectively used to help those 
most impacted by the virus and the economic fallout, who are overwhelm-
ingly people of color. 

The elimination of oversight processes for how funds are used to fur-
ther fair housing presents important questions regarding whether and how 
jurisdictions are using these funds to address areas with high disparities 
due to COVID. We have witnessed the pandemic’s disproportionate—
and deadly—impact on communities of color, revealing gaps that should 
be addressed with AFFH federal relief funds. Food deserts, which com-
munities of color are more likely to experience, mean that people cannot 
conveniently access healthy foods at a time when people are supposed to 
be staying close to home. Testing sites were easier to access in majority 
white neighborhoods, because they were equipped with more healthcare 
centers to begin with than majority Black neighborhoods were.66 Though 
homeowners may qualify for COVID-19 mortgage relief or forbearance 
protections, poor in-language materials and outreach may bar them from 
accessing them, and the lessons learned about the experiences of home-
owners of color in financial distress during and 2008 economic collapse 
bear reminding now

Moreover, since the beginning of the pandemic, clear evidence shows 
that marginalized groups are getting excluded from federal aid. For 
example, the Paycheck Protection Program has been criticized for failing 
to equitably lend to minority- and women-owned businesses,67 in part 

64. Nat’l Ass’n of Realtors, NAR Disappointed in Administration’s Final Affirma-
tively Furthering Fair Housing Rule (July 23, 2020), https://www.nar.realtor/newsroom 
/nar-disappointed-in-administrations-final-affirmatively-furthering-fair-housing-rule; 
see also Council of Large Public Housing Authorities, New Rule  Illegally  Uses Unfet-
tered Regulatory Power to Undermine Fair Housing (Aug. 3, 2020), https://clpha.org 
/news/2020/statement-clpha-calls-trump-administration-withdraw-blatantly-racist 
-attempt-eliminate [hereinafter CLPHA].

65. CLPHA, supra note 65.
66. Sean McMinn, Audrey Carlsen, Bret Jaspers, Ruth Talbot & Stephanie Adeline, 

In Large Texas Cities, Access to Coronavirus Testing May Depend on Where You Live, NPR 
(May 27, 2020), https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/05/27/862215848 
/across-texas-black-and-hispanic-neighborhoods-have-fewer-coronavirus-testing-sit.

67. Rebecca Baird-Remba, Even with PPP Help, Women and Minority-Owned Businesses Slip 
Through the Net, Com. Observer (June 22, 2020), https://commercialobserver.com/2020/06 
/even-with-ppp-help-women-and-minority-owned-business-slip-through-the-net.
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because it depends on which businesses already have access to relation-
ships with the banks. Without the active effort of government entities, 
marginalized groups will continue to be sidelined and overlooked in the 
federal disbursement of aid. The root cause of all these inequities can be 
traced back to segregation and intentionally discriminatory policies. Funds 
need to be invested into communities of color that are disproportionately 
impacted by COVID-19 and the poor federal response. To dismantle the 
federal government’s ability to address this issue in a transparent and 
accountable way is highly troubling. 

C. Equal Access Rule
HUD has issued a series of rules since 2012 that ensure equal access to 
HUD-assisted housing, regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, 
nonconformance with gender stereotypes, or marital status. These pro-
tections extend to HUD-assisted and FHA-insured housing68 and HUD’s 
Native American and Native Hawaiian housing programs.69 HUD also 
expanded protections for transgender individuals by affirming their abil-
ity to access gender-specific shelters according to their self-identified gen-
der, and ensuring that shelter providers could not turn them away because 
they are transgender.70 For transgender people, who suffer disproportion-
ately rates of hate crimes, sexual assault and intimate partner violence, and 
discrimination across housing, employment, and access to public services, 
the Equal Access Rule has been crucial in ensuring safe and accessible shel-
ter services. Transgender people are already an extremely marginalized 
population: one in five transgender people will experience homelessness 
in their lifetime.71 The Equal Access Rule provided an important affirma-
tion of the right to shelter free from discrimination for transgender people: 
A study by the Center for American Progress and the Equal Rights Center 
found that prior to the rule, only thirty percent of shelters across four states 
appropriately housed transgender women with other women, and one in 
five shelters would refuse them services.72 

In 2019, the Trump administration started taking steps to allow HUD-
assisted shelter providers to discriminate against transgender individuals, 

68. Equal Access to Housing in HUD Programs Regardless of Sexual Orientation or 
Gender Identity, 24 C.F.R. pts. 5, 200, 203, 236, 400, 570 574, 882, 891, 982 (Feb. 2012).

69. Equal Access to Housing in HUD’s Native American and Native Hawaiian Pro-
grams—Regardless of Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity, 24 C.F.R. pts. 5, 1000, 1003, 
1005, 1006, 1007 (Nov. 2016). 

70. Equal Access in Accordance with an Individual’s Gender Identity in Community 
Planning and Development Programs, 24 C.F.R. pt. 5 (Sept. 2016). 

71. NFHA, Advocacy Groups Condemn Carson for Misleading Congress over 
Equal Access Rule (May 23, 2019), https://nationalfairhousing.org/2019/05/23/equal 
-access-rule.

72. Caitlin Rooney, Laura E. Durso & Sharita Gruberg, Discrimination Against Trans-
gender Women Seeking Access to Homeless Shelters, Ctr. for Am. Progress (Jan. 7, 2016), 
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/lgbtq-rights/reports/2016/01/07/128323 
/discrimination-against-transgender-women-seeking-access-to-homeless-shelters. 
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after misleading advocates for months about its intentions to do so. Oppo-
nents of the previous Equal Access Rule rely on prejudiced and ignorant 
logic, claiming that housing transgender or nonbinary people with cisgen-
der people endanger the latter. The evidence is clear that this rationale is 
untrue, and in 2016 over 300 domestic violence and sexual assault orga-
nizations across the nation signed a National Consensus Statement that 
unequivocally asserts that transgender women living alongside cisgender 
women is appropriate and not a safety issue.73

In July 2020, the Trump administration announced it would publish its 
revised Equal Access Rule concerning access to HUD-assisted shelters for 
transgender people.74 The proposed rule puts transgender individuals in 
harm’s way by allowing operators of single-sex shelters to determine an 
individual’s gender identity, instead of basing the receipt of services on the 
individual’s self-identity. If finalized, this proposed rule would allow shel-
ters to place transgender individuals in shelters that do not align with their 
self-identified gender or to bar them altogether—and both actions create 
unsafe spaces for transgender individuals. Misgendering individuals will 
place them at great risk of harm within HUD-assisted shelters, will not 
allow individuals to access the resources they need, and will give license 
to taxpayer-funded service providers to discriminate against transgender 
individuals. 

In the middle of a pandemic when people need safe and healthy hous-
ing where they can physically distance, the Trump administration is send-
ing a message that transgender people can be misgendered and put at risk 
in facilities or on the streets. Transgender individuals are at especially high 
risk of coronavirus for several reasons. They are more likely to have preex-
isting chronic conditions such as HIV, cancer, diabetes, arthritis, or asthma,75 
and they face social stigma from or fear of healthcare provider discrimina-
tion which may prevent them from seeking medical care for COVID or 
share full medical history and information,76 and barriers such as lack of 
insurance may make healthcare visits difficult or impossible. Transgender 
workers are also more likely to hold jobs outside of the formal economy, 

73. National Consensus Statement, Anti-Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Organi-
zations in Support of Full and Equal Access for the Transgender Community (Apr. 13, 2018), 
http://www.4vawa.org/ntf-action-alerts-and-news/2018/4/12/national-consensus 
-statement-of-anti-sexual-assault-and-domestic-violence-organizations-in-support-of 
-full-and-equal-access-for-the-transgender-community.

74. Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Hous. & Urb. Dev., HUD Updates Equal Access Rule, 
Returns Decision Making to Local Shelter Providers (July 1, 2020), https://www.hud 
.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories/HUD_No_20_099. 

75. S. E. James, J.L. Herman, S. Rankin, M. Kiesling, L. Mottet, & M. Anafi, The Report 
of the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey, Nat’l Ctr. for Transgender Equality (2016), 
https://transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/usts/USTS-Full-Report-Dec17.pdf. 

76. Evan Urquhart, If I Get Sick with COVID-19, Don’t Tell My Doctor I’m Transgender, 
Slate (Apr. 24, 2020), https://slate.com/human-interest/2020/04/transgender-health 
-care-covid-coronavirus-privacy.html. 
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making it difficult for them to physically distance at work, or they may 
not qualify for federal unemployment benefits.77 All of these heightened 
COVID-19 risk factors make the transgender community already vulner-
able. To take away their right to safe shelter is inhumane. 

IV. Recommendations

A robust federal response to the pandemic and its associated economic out-
comes must be equitable, with particular concern for the disproportion-
ate impacts on the communities discussed. This response involves not just 
direct and immediate financial assistance to individuals, but also inten-
tionality in the design of programs to ameliorate the economic harms of the 
pandemic. The immediate midterm, and long-term response, and the recov-
ery in the aftermath of the pandemic must be fair and non- discriminatory, 
include housing market and economic stabilization measures, infusions 
of funding for immediate support for the homeless population and other 
housing assistance programs, strengthen civil rights enforcement and pro-
gram requirements, support small businesses and mission-oriented non-
profits, be forward-thinking in dealing with the likely needs of the public 
when the pandemic is officially declared over. It is critical that these solu-
tions be sought after with a full recognition that the structural inequali-
ties underlying the entire U.S. economy make people of color, people with 
disabilities, and women especially susceptible to the COVID-19-associated 
harm. In the presence of an administration wholly opposed to meeting 
its responsibility to abide by and enforce the Fair Housing Act and other 
civil rights laws, everything must be done to take stock of and address the 
underlying and resulting disparities of the COVID-19 pandemic.

A. The Federal Response Must Be Fair and Non-discriminatory 
It is critical that federal funds that are provided to local and state govern-
ments be used in a manner that affirmatively further fair housing. There is 
concern that any lack of meaningful civil rights requirements, data report-
ing, or other accountability measures intended to ensure that federal relief 
funds are used in an equitable manner will simply aggravate the underly-
ing disparities in housing, health, and wealth. To avoid this outcome, it is 
imperative that

•	 Federal agencies ensure that the state and local entities to which they 
provide funds are aware of their civil rights obligations under the Fair 
Housing Act, Title VI, and the Stafford Act, and any other applicable 
statute, and they must conduct oversight to ensure compliance. Con-
gress must also hold administration officials’ feet to the fire as it has 

77. Scott James, Coronavirus Economy Especially Harsh for Transgender People, N.Y. 
Times (June 16, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/16/us/coronovirus-covid 
-transgender-lgbtq-jobs.html. 
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become clear that the federal government has wholly failed to save 
lives and livelihoods in its response to the pandemic;

•	 Agencies must also ensure that programs and activities are carried 
out in a manner that affirmatively furthers fair housing, and they may 
draw from the 2016 Title VI guidance prepared in response to disaster 
recovery efforts;78 and 

•	 Federal agencies must take the steps necessary to ensure that lan-
guage or accessibility barriers do not prevent any person from obtain-
ing the information that they need and the assistance for which they 
are eligible during this crisis.

B. Housing Market and Economic Stabilization Measures 
The economic disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is widely 
expected to destabilize the economy and the housing market. The human 
impact of this crisis is unlike anything that we have been presented with in 
several generations. Homeowners and renters across the nation are at seri-
ous risk of foreclosure or eviction when they are unemployed, unable to 
work, are furloughed, or lose work hours, and everything must be done to 
keep them in their homes to keep safe and healthy. Furthermore, the long-
term health consequences for survivors of COVID-19 are not fully known, 
but there is reason to believe that these consequences may be varied but 
nevertheless devastating and life-altering. The federal government must 
commit to dedicate the full breadth of its resources and time to directly 
assisting distressed communities during and after the pandemic. It is also 
critically important that any negative credit reporting due to COVID-19–
related nonpayment of debts or services not be negatively reported to the 
credit bureaus, as the pandemic and its impact on the economy and work-
ers’ ability to meet existing financial obligations are entirely out of their 
control and are in no way predictive of credit risk or consumer behavior 
in a normal economy. To these ends, we recommend that the federal eco-
nomic and housing response include the following elements: 

•	 For a minimum of twelve months or until the pandemic is declared 
over by scientific consensus, the following measures should be put in 
place with a commitment to re-evaluate the need for an extension at 
a later date: 

•	Moratorium	on	foreclosures	and	foreclosure-related	evictions.	

•	 Moratorium	on	rental	evictions.

78. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Guidance to State and Local Governments and Other 
Federally Assisted Recipients Engaged in Emergency Preparedness, Response, 
Mitigation, and Recovery Activities on Compliance with Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, https://www.justice.gov/crt/fcs/EmergenciesGuidance.
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•	Moratorium	on	consumer	and	business	credit	payments—includ-
ing mortgages, car, student, and personal loans, and credit cards.

•	Moratorium	on	negative	consumer	credit	reporting.	

•	 Suspension	of	rental	payments	for	all	federally	subsidized	housing	
programs and facilities.

•	Moratorium	on	debt	collection	and	wage	garnishment.	

•	 Provide every person with a regular stimulus payment to offset job 
loss and other income loss during the pandemic. 

•	 Suspend work and community service requirements in federal hous-
ing programs.

•	 Suspend all federal rulemaking and regulatory actions, including 
requests for information, notices under the Paperwork Reduction Act, 
notices of proposed rulemaking, advance notices of proposed rule-
making, ongoing development of potential regulations, or issuance 
of final rules, and any other such releases, except any agency actions 
directly related to COVID-19, the health and safety of the U.S. popula-
tion, or the financial and economic collateral damage of the health cri-
sis (including rulemaking to extend statutory or regulatory deadlines 
during this period until after the crisis as necessary). 

•	 Provide rental payment subsidies to people who are unable to pay 
their rent due to the COVID-19 crisis. 

•	 Upon consumer request, creditors must be required to report accounts 
with a natural disaster reporting code, so that information that would 
normally have a negative impact on a consumer’s credit history is 
neutralized. Credit modeling agencies must be prohibited from 
including negative information from accounts with a natural disaster 
reporting code in the calculation of a consumer’s credit scores. Posi-
tive information that may already be contained in a consumer’s file 
must be retained in a credit file and be used to determine the con-
sumer’s credit rating or profile. 

C. Infusions into Critical Homelessness and Housing Assistance Programs
Those most vulnerable to the economic disruptions during and after the 
pandemic are the lowest-income and homeless people in need of direct 
housing assistance. Congress must prioritize immediately housing the 
nation’s homeless population in physically distanced settings, and sig-
nificant resources are needed to provide this important service. Similarly, 
the nation’s lowest-income renters are at risk of homelessness and must 
be supported to ensure that they can retain their homes and safely dis-
tance in place. Finally, local and state governments need flexible funding to 
meet the most immediate needs of their residents. However, local and state 
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governments must be meaningfully accountable for disparities or other 
civil rights violations that may result from the use of relief funds. Congress 
must provide the following funds to meet immediate homeless and low-
income renter housing needs:

•	 $5 billion in emergency homeless assistance funding to help state and 
local governments to pay for emergency housing and health services 
for people experiencing homelessness during the pandemic via the 
McKinney-Vento Emergency Solutions Grant.

•	 $5 billion in short-term rental assistance to keep families in their 
homes.

•	 $10 billion in CDBG grants to provide states and jurisdictions with 
flexible funding to address immediate housing, community develop-
ment, and health-related needs, including mobile healthcare services. 

D. Measures to Ensure Access to Justice for Victims of Housing and Lending 
Discrimination and Underserved Communities

As with other major shocks in the housing market, we expect a resurgence 
of discrimination in the housing and lending markets, increases in indi-
vidual acts of discrimination, and the creation of programs or relief efforts 
that unintentionally or otherwise discriminate against protected classes. 
Ensuring that victims of discrimination have reliable means through which 
they can enforce their fair housing and lending rights is essential to miti-
gating the disproportionate harms that protected classes will experience 
during and after the pandemic. At the same time, the nation’s fair housing 
and lending infrastructure is in great need of support to meet its existing 
workload and will face new challenges in investigating and bringing forth 
enforcement against discrimination. We recommend the following: 

•	 HUD must establish a process for ensuring that fair housing com-
plaints can be accepted by phone so that people with disabilities who 
may not be able to use the online complaint system can submit a 
complaint. 

•	 Make available up to $290 million for Fair Housing Initiatives Program 
(FHIP) funds to assist private full-service nonprofit fair housing orga-
nizations across the country, local and state civil rights agencies, and 
HUD to assist individuals who may experience discriminated related 
to COVID-19. Of this amount, at least $55 million in emergency fund-
ing should go to the Fair Housing Initiatives Program, and $35 million 
should go to state and local agencies to ensure that they have the neces-
sary resources to respond to and investigate elevated levels of housing 
discrimination. An additional $200 million should be used to fully staff 
HUD’s office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity so it has suffi-
cient capacity to process elevated levels of complaints and to monitor 
the management and design of HUD pandemic response programs. 
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•	 Require strong data collection and public reporting requirements in 
all pandemic-related programs to ensure that they are being adminis-
tered in a fair and equitable manner and not enabling discrimination 
or residential segregation and its associated harms. 

•	 Congress must pass legislation prohibiting source of income discrimi-
nation to ensure people receiving a Housing Choice Voucher, or those 
who receive other public assistance, can be stably housed. 

E. Addressing Needs Beyond the End of the Pandemic
We can expect people of color, women, and people with disabilities to expe-
rience the disproportionate economic harms of the COVID-19 crisis during 
and after the pandemic. The 2008 financial collapse and remedies provided 
to address the avalanche of foreclosures provided lessons on how to assist 
those most harmed by that crisis, but not enough was done to use that 
crisis as an opportunity to address the lasting harms that communities of 
color continue to see to this day. The pandemic has exposed the structural 
inequities in our economic system and how the lack of stable, affordable 
housing has undermined our nation’s ability to meet this moment of crisis. 
It is critically important that everything is done to provide homeowners 
every lifeline possible to ensure that homeowners of color, in particular, 
do not lose their home, which is a primary source of personal and gen-
erational wealth and one of the main sources of hope in closing the racial 
wealth gap. Relief for homeowners must be designed and distributed in an 
equitable manner, with special attention to targeting the greatest needs and 
disproportionate needs. We recommend that Congress do the following: 

•	 Provide $100 billion in funding to stabilize neighborhoods that are 
hard-hit by the COVID-19 crisis, similar to the Neighborhood Sta-
bilization Program that was instituted in the aftermath of the 2008 
foreclosure crisis. All programs and activities supported by this fund-
ing must be implemented in a manner that affirmatively furthers fair 
housing. 

•	 Pass H.R. 5187, the Housing is Infrastructure Act (Rep. Maxine 
Waters—CA), to support $100 billion in infrastructure spending to 
meet long-term national affordable housing needs. 

•	 Ensure that foreclosed (Real Estate Owned, or REO) properties owned 
by the GSEs are maintained and managed in accordance with the 
Fair Housing Act and that potential purchasers who will be owner- 
occupants of these properties will be given preferential treatment to 
bid on them.

•	 Pass H.R. 149, the Housing Fairness Act (Rep. Al Green—TX), to 
strengthen the Fair Housing Initiatives Program and provide greater 
funding to assist victims of housing discrimination throughout local 
housing markets. 
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•	 Ensure that mortgage servicers provide long-term, affordable loan 
modifications to all residential mortgage borrowers who are unable 
to bring their mortgages current, including waivers of late charges 
and all other default-related charges. 

The devastation wrought by pandemic to date is profound, though it is 
clear that we are only presently in the course of an unfolding crisis, with 
many chapters yet unwritten. Unfortunately, through unsurprisingly, the 
immediate effects of the crisis are having profound effects on Black and 
Latino residents. Just as these inequities are born out of historic segrega-
tion and discrimination manifest along racial, ethic, and other demo-
graphic lines, it can be anticipated that the long-term impacts of COVID-19 
will exacerbate wealth loss and displacement in communities of color. No 
doubt, the analysis and recommendations outlined herein will require fur-
ther development and refinement as the needs and issues facing communi-
ties across the country sharpen in focus and change in nature. 
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I. Introduction

With the rapid spread of COVID-19 in homeless shelters across the coun-
try, policies that provide socially distanced housing for society’s most 
vulnerable have been widely implemented. Hotels—that would have sat 
vacant while the economy was shut down—were temporarily repurposed 
to house the homeless.1 Now that the COVID-19 pandemic has become an 
ongoing, rather than a short-term health crisis, governments are working 
to find longer-term housing solutions. Policies that gave rise to tempo-
rary shelter arrangements for the homeless are no longer adequate, and 

Julie Gilgoff is an adjunct professor at CUNY School of Law. She worked at Bay Area 
Community Land Trust (BACLT) and Sustainable Economies Law Center (SELC) as a 
Borchard Fellow, specializing in cooperative housing.

1. Miles Howard, Response to Pandemic Shows What’s Possible in Housing, Shelter-
force (May 20, 2020), https://shelterforce.org/2020/05/20/response-to-pandemic 
-shows-whats-possible-in-housing; Coronavirus News: Nonprofit Battles Homelessness 
During the COVID-19 Crisis, Eyewitness News (Apr. 21, 2020), https://abc7ny.com 
/bridges-homeless-covid19-nonprofit/6120325.
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permanent solutions that meet the needs of this unique time period must 
be explored. 

While dealing with the immediate need for housing, the economy is 
concurrently facing budgetary deficits, making government-subsidized 
housing construction in this COVID-environment unlikely. A host of 
municipalities are therefore entertaining policies and practices that would 
repurpose vacant property to house low-income individuals. This arrange-
ment would provide housing to those in need without significant costs, 
and would alter systems of property ownership to remove additional land 
from the speculative market. Although progressive housing advocates 
have been pushing policy that would repurpose vacant property long 
before COVID, the pandemic has further legitimized these efforts. 

II. Temporary Noncongregate Housing to Prevent the Spread  
of COVID-19

Early in 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issued 
guidelines urging homeless service providers and local officials to reserve 
socially distanced housing options, like hotels with separate bathrooms 
for quarantine and protective housing sites, for society’s most vulnerable.2 
Governors of several states issued executive orders to secure hotel and 
motel rooms for individuals who lacked options to quarantine or social 
distance. In designating forms of noncongregate shelter for those who need 
it most, these governors provide an example of policy that places necessary 
limits on housing commodification during the pandemic.3

Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont issued a nonessential lodging order, 
which forbade hotels, motels, and Airbnbs from being rented for nonessen-
tial purposes. Likewise, New Hampshire Governor Chris Sununu issued 
Emergency Order No. 27, restricting hotels and other lodging to only be 
used for the homeless, healthcare workers, and other vulnerable popula-
tions.4 California Governor Gavin Newsom started “Project Roomkey,” 
which placed over 14,200 Californians in motels around the state.5 Fed-
eral Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) funding was secured for 

2. Interim Guidance on Unsheltered Homelessness and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) for Homeless Service Providers and Local Officials, U.S. Ctrs. for Disease Control & 
Prevention (updated May 13, 2020), https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov 
/community/homeless-shelters/unsheltered-homelessness.html.

3. See Howard, supra note 1.
4. How States Are Housing the Homeless During a Pandemic, Ass’n of State 

& Territorial Health Offs. (Astho) (May 20, 2020), https://www.astho.org 
/StatePublicHealth/How-States-are-Housing-the-Homeless-During-a-Pandemic/05 
-20-20/?utm_source=Informz&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Informz.

5. Governor Newsom Visits Project Roomkey Site in Bay Area to Announce “Homekey,” the 
Next Phase in State’s COVID-19 Response to Protect Homeless Californians, CA.gov (June 30, 
2020), https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/06/30/governor-newsom-visits-project-roomkey 
-site-in-bay-area-to-announce-homekey-the-next-phase-in-states-covid-19-response-to 
-protect-homeless-californians [hereinafter Newsom Visits].
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seventy-five percent of the federal cost-share of this program that includes 
wraparound services such as meals, security in the hotel, and behavioral 
health counseling for hotel residents.6 

Cities and counties around California have grappled with how to imple-
ment the program. Berkeley, for example, initially entered into a contract 
with La Quinta Inn hotels to house the homeless, but the contract was ter-
minated due to the hotel’s mounting concerns (hotel management tried 
to limit access of program participants to certain areas of hotel grounds).7 
Alameda County—which encompasses Berkeley, Oakland, and several 
other East Bay cities—has negotiated successful contracts with local hotels 
to house the homeless under Project Roomkey.8 

Alameda County has implemented two programs under Project Room-
key: Operation Comfort, a temporary quarantining program for individu-
als who test positive, are experiencing symptoms, or have been exposed to 
COVID-19; and Operation Safer Ground, a longer-term program to house 
homeless individuals over the age of sixty-five or who are medically frag-
ile with other health conditions. Upon being admitted to the program, 
guests sign an agreement that they will not allow visitors in their rooms 
and that they will maintain social distancing guidelines, at the risk of being 
terminated from the program. A progressive warning system for other vio-
lations is in place as well, for theft, destruction of property, assault, or other 
violent behavior.9 Kathleen Clanon, Medical Director at Alameda County 
Health Care Services, says that out of the 1911 individuals who have 
been served by the County’s Project Roomkey programs, under 10 have 
been discharged for reasons including aggressive or threatening behavior 
towards staff or residents, or hoarding behaviors in their rooms. Leases 
with hotels state that the county must restore the hotel to its previous 

6. At Newly Converted Motel, Governor Newsom Launches Project Roomkey: A First-in-
the-Nation Initiative to Secure Hotel & Motel Rooms to Protect Homeless Individuals from 
COVID-19, Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, CA.gov (Apr. 3, 2020), https://www 
.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/03/at-newly-converted-motel-governor-newsom-launches-project 
-roomkey-a-first-in-the-nation-initiative-to-secure-hotel-motel-rooms-to-protect-home 
less-individuals-from-covid-19. 

7. Tarunika Kapoor, Housing Contract Negotiations Between La Quinta Inn, City of 
Berkeley Result in Termination, Daily Cal. (May 5, 2020), https://www.dailycal.org 
/2020/05/05/housing-contract-negotiations-between-la-quinta-inn-city-of-berkeley 
-result-in-termination.

8. Kelly Nguyen, Alameda County Leases Hotels to Homeless Communities, Daily Cal. 
(July 16, 2020), https://www.dailycal.org/2020/07/16/alameda-county-leases-hotels 
-to-homeless-communities.

9. ACGov.org, Project Roomkey: Alameda County Operation Comfort & 
Operation Safer Ground Handbook (Apr. 2020), https://covid-19.acgov.org/covid19 
-assets/docs/project-roomkey-materials/ac-project-roomkey-operation-comfort-operation 
-safer-ground-v.-sdu.pdf.
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condition before participation in the program, and liability is capped at 
$1,000 per hotel room.10 

According to Andrea Henson, former lead organizer of the “Where Do 
We Go?” homeless advocacy campaign, Project Roomkey prioritizes home-
less people who have access to shelters, as compared to those living in their 
cars, on the street, or in tent encampments.11 Clanon explains that Alameda 
County sought to concentrate its outreach efforts within indoor congregate 
shelters at the start of the pandemic, since that was where the virus was 
spreading the fastest, but, as the project grew, the County has begun to 
work with outreach teams at tent encampments. 

As Operation Comfort is designed to last the fourteen-day quarantine 
period, most participants have gone back to their previous living arrange-
ments afterwards.12 Operation Safer Ground offers longer-term housing: 
the intent is to provide housing to high risk homeless individuals for 
months—until funding expires (as of now, December 2020), until the pan-
demic ends, or until alternative noncongregate housing is found.13 

Governor Newsom has announced the next phase of housing the home-
less in California, “Project Homekey,” which budgeted $600 million to pur-
chase hotels, motels, vacant apartments, and tiny homes so that vulnerable 
populations could have socially distanced housing without time limits.14 
Alameda County has already submitted a proposal to the state to buy four 
of the hotels participating in Project Roomkey. These four hotels chose to 
include a purchase option in their contracts when they signed a lease with 
the county. Clanon says that Alameda County needs long-term housing 
options for the homeless, and this could be a part of the answer.

Foreseeing the need for safe and socially distanced housing long after 
hotels and local economies reopen for business, the CDC emphasized the 
importance of homeless service providers and local officials to help the 
homeless find permanent housing solutions.15 The city of Newark, New 
Jersey used part of their COVID-19 stimulus package for a program called 
“Live Newark,” which gives lower-income Newark residents a pathway 

10. Telephone Interview with Kathleen Clanon, Medical Director, Alameda County 
Health Care Services, (Aug. 13, 2020).

11. See Nguyen, supra note 8.
12. Id. Henson sites an example of a homeless participant of Operation Comfort being 

in a worse position after ending self-isolation in the hotel because her spot at her tent 
encampment was no longer available when she returned.

13. Although the Alameda County branch of Project Roomkey purports to make a 
housing plan with guests within seven days of arrival, Project Roomkey Handbook, 
supra note 9, Clanon has stated that only seventy have left Operation Safer Ground for 
alternative permanent housing. See Interview with Clanon, supra note 10.

14. Governor Newsom Signs 2020 Budget Act, Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, 
CA.gov (June 29, 2020), https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/06/29/governor-newsom 
-signs-2020-budget-act.

15. Id. 
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to homeownership.16 Although the majority of COVID housing-related 
government assistance went towards rent forgiveness, some local govern-
ments used COVID funds towards longer-term solutions. The promotion 
of homeownership among low-income populations may have been a goal 
of the city of Newark before the pandemic, but it now serves the dual pur-
pose of helping to secure long-term, socially-distanced shelter.

With temporarily repurposed properties going back to their original 
use, and emergency measures expiring, vacant properties could provide 
the solution to house the homeless. Given current predictions that rates 
of homelessness are likely to increase by forty to forty-five percent by the 
end of 2020 due to mass eviction and unemployment,17 strategies that have 
worked must be implemented on a wider scale, and new policies must be 
created that would provide safe and secure shelter to those without homes. 
Although moratoria have temporarily protected renters against eviction, 
and forgiveness of pandemic-related debt will stave off homelessness for 
some, alternative housing for the homeless should concurrently be pur-
sued. This long-term health crisis amidst a looming recession is unprec-
edented in our country, and the recommendations in this paper should be 
widely implemented to provide socially distanced housing for an expand-
ing homeless population.

III. The Vacant Property in the United States Could House All Its 
Homeless 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s most recent American Community 
Survey, more than seventeen million vacant housing units exist nation-
wide.18 Even excluding the vacancies that are up for rent but not yet occu-
pied, up for sale, or are being kept for occasional or seasonal use, there 
are still 6,168,545 residential units unoccupied.19 Meanwhile, the number 
of homeless individuals counted in the United States in 2018, the year the 
vacancy survey was taken, was 552,830.20 Many housing advocates believe 

16. See Howard, supra note 1.
17. Analysis on Unemployment Projects 40-45% Increase in Homelessness This Year, 

Cmty. Sols. (May 11, 2020), https://community.solutions/analysis-on-unemployment 
-projects-40-45-increase-in-homelessness-this-year.

18. Compare U.S. Census Bureau, Occupancy Status (2018), https://data.census 
.gov/cedsci/table?d=ACS%201-Year%20Estimates%20Detailed%20Tables&t=Vacan
cy&table=B25002&tid=ACSDT1Y2018.B25002&lastDisplayedRow=2&vintage=2018, 
with Vacant Zombie Property Rate in U.S. Holds Steady Amid Foreclosure Moratorium, 
ATTOM Data Sols. (May 28, 2020), https://www.attomdata.com/news/market-trends 
/q2-2020-vacancy-zombie-foreclosure-report (second quarter survey of vacant proper-
ties revealing 1.5 vacancies among non-rental homes). 

19. U.S. Census Bureau, Occupancy Status (2018), https://data.census.gov/cedsci 
/table?q=vacancy&t=Vacancy&tid=ACSDT1Y2018.B25004. 

20. U.S. Dep’t Hous. & Urb. Dev., The 2018 Annual Homeless Assessment 
Report (AHAR) to Congress (Dec. 2018), https://files.hudexchange.info/resources 
/documents/2018-AHAR-Part-1.pdf; see also State of Homelessness, Council Econ. 
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that if property owners were severely penalized for intentionally keeping 
their properties vacant, these units could be utilized for essential shelter 
purposes.

More than half (fifty-six percent) of the U.S. homeless population live in 
the nation’s highest-cost metropolitan areas,21 and, in these cities, an accel-
eration of vacancy rates has taken place in the past decade. When New 
York City conducted its Housing Vacancy Surveys in 2014 onwards, it 
found a large increase in the number of units not available for sale or rent, 
from 182,600 in 2014 up to 248,000 in 2017.22 In Oakland, the number of 
homeless residents grew by forty-seven percent from 2017 to 2019, accord-
ing to the city’s biennial point-in-time count.23 There were still more vacant 
housing units than homeless people in the city of Oakland, according to 
the latest U.S. Census data: 5,898 vacant homes in Oakland, as compared to 
4,071 homeless people.24 

It is difficult for some to fathom that, in such developed and densely 
populated cities like New York, Oakland, or Washington, D.C., so many 
properties would still be left vacant for months or years at a time. In many 
instances, the vacancies are intentional, reflecting a choice by real estate 
firms or private landlords that it is more profitable to hold onto the prop-
erties as investments, rather than rent or sell them. Owners wait until the 

Advisers (Sept. 2018), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/09 
/The-State-of-Homelessness-in-America.pdf. Even if some of these residential units 
counted in the Census as vacant are blighted, a significant number are already habitable, 
as seen in the District of Columbia’s vacant property survey that classified apartments 
into Class A, B, and C. See D.C. Economic & Revenue Trends, Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer, Office of Revenue Analysis (Dec. 2019), https://cfo.dc.gov/sites/default/files 
/dc/sites/ocfo/publication/attachments/DC%20Economic%20and%20Revenue%20
Trend%20Report_December%202019.pdf. This article’s discussion of vacancy rates does 
not take into account units vacated during the pandemic, as residents in major cities like 
New York have fled to areas with lower transmission rates of the virus. This phenomenon 
is likely to affect the housing market, and some are speculating whether New York City’s 
Rent Stabilization and Emergency Tenant Protection Act will be repealed, since its contin-
uation is contingent on vacancy rates falling below five percent, thus constituting an emer-
gency housing shortage. Official data tracking vacancy rates in the City will not be released 
until 2022, when the next Housing and Vacancy Survey is completed. Georgia Kromrei, 
New Yorkers’ Exodus Could Unravel Rent Regulation, RealDeal (June 2, 2020), https://the 
realdeal.com/2020/06/02/new-yorkers-exodus-could-unravel-rent-regulation.

21. Lisa T. Alexander, Community in Property: Lessons from Tiny Homes Villages, 104 
Minn. L. Rev. 385, 387–88 (2019).

22. Id.
23. Sarah Ravani, Oakland Homelessness Surges 47%—Per-Capita Number Now Higher 

Than SF and Berkeley, S.F. Chron. (July 22, 2019), https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea 
/article/Oakland-homelessness-surges-47-per-capita-14115123.php. 

24. Jon Kawamoto, Oakland Council President Wants City to Buy Properties at Auc-
tions for Affordable Housing, Mercury News (Jan. 16, 2020), https://www.mercurynews 
.com/2020/01/16/oakland-official-calls-for-city-to-buy-county-properties-for-affordable 
-housing.
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property value goes up, the neighborhood is further gentrified, and the 
owners could get a higher sale price or rental rate.25 Properties may be 
kept intentionally vacant for other more innocuous reasons, including the 
owner having a second property, the temporary lack of demand for a rental 
or Airbnb, or landlords taking several months to renovate a property and 
find new occupants, despite an honest effort. But it is specifically the for-
mer practice of large corporate real estate firms purchasing and then inten-
tionally keeping properties vacant until it becomes profitable enough to 
“flip it,” as well as government or quasi-government organizations inten-
tionally keeping property vacant, that is the subject of this article. In these 
instances, the land is treated as a means for profit, far removed from an 
immediate shelter purpose. 

IV. Anti-Warehousing Policies to Track Vacant Properties

Many strategies have been implemented to discourage “warehousing 
practices,” a term used when landlords deliberately keep their units empty 
because it is more profitable to wait to sell, rent, or renovate them. In reac-
tion to these efforts, “Housing Not Warehousing” bills were passed in New 
York City, which required the city to register vacant buildings or lots under 
its jurisdiction and then analyze data to estimate how many could be 
used for affordable housing.26 The bills were considered an essential step 
in repurposing these vacant properties for affordable housing. Picture the 
Homeless criticized the resistance of New York City to merely take stock 
of the existing vacant properties that existed within its boundaries.27 As 
it stated in a 2015 report, “[Q]uantifying and publicizing the extent of the 
problem led to the creation of the public will necessary for the city adminis-
tration to implement new policies and funding streams for the conversion of 
these economic sinkholes into functioning residential buildings.”28 

V. Vacant Property Taxes

Vacant property taxes have also been utilized to deter warehousing. The 
city of Vancouver imposes a vacant property tax on owners of residential 
units who do not use their homes as a principal residence, or rent it out, for 
at least six months of that year.29 In these instances, a tax of one percent of 
the taxable assessed value is added to the owner’s property taxes. There 

25. Id.
26. A Victory Ten Years in the Making: We Passed the Housing Not Warehousing Act!!, 

Picture the Homeless, (Dec. 21, 2017), https://www.picturethehomeless.org/victory 
-ten-years-making-passed-housing-not-warehousing-act.

27. Id.
28. Picture the Homeless, Homeless People Count: Vacant Properties in Man-

hattan (2015), https://www.picturethehomeless.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12 
/Homeless_People_Count2.pdf.

29. City of Vancouver, FAQ’s About the Empty Homes Tax and Real Estate (Oct. 
2018), https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/empty-homes-tax-faq-real-estate-2018.pdf. 
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are a number of exceptions for landlords, including if the home is undergo-
ing major renovations or if the owner or family member is under medical 
care.30 California’s Proposition 13 places restrictions on raising property 
taxes, so instead, California cities have structured their policy as a one-time 
yearly penalty.31 Oakland charges owners of vacant properties annually 
in the amount of $3,000 to $6,000, depending on whether the property is 
residential, undeveloped, and a list of other criteria.32 Washington, D.C.’s 
Vacant Property Tax determines whether it is simply vacant or blighted, 
and taxes the properties accordingly: vacant property at $5.00 per $100 
of assessed value, and blighted property, at $10.00 per $100 of assessed 
value.33 

The effectiveness of Vancouver, D.C., Oakland, and other similar taxes 
on vacant residential properties has been the subject of debate.34 The num-
ber of properties that have been leased, improved, or sold as a result of 
vacant property taxes is still unknown.35 Many owners try to avoid paying 
the tax by filing for exemptions or asking for building permits to make 
renovations, and then failing to do so.36 Still, setting up a system to register 
vacant properties, and then applying punitive measures, sends the mes-
sage that keeping properties vacant is contrary to public interest.

Policy makers have been experimenting with how to increase effective-
ness of the tax by reducing the vacancy period before the tax is applied, 
increasing the penalty, and ensuring that fines go directly into a fund to 
be used for those who need it most. New York State Assemblywoman 
Linda Rosenthal introduced Bill A09966, which would fine landlords with 
residential units that remain vacant for at least three months, and reserve 
those funds for a program that provides housing vouchers for the home-
less. The bill is intended to apply only to affordable, rent-regulated units, 
with the rationale being that if a landlord withholds these essential afford-
able units, they must otherwise make contributions to housing vulnerable 

30. City of Vancouver, Empty Homes Tax (2020), https://vancouver.ca/home 
-property-development/empty-homes-tax.aspx.

31. What Is Proposition 13?, California Tax Data, https://www.californiatax 
data.com/pdf/Prop13.pdf (last visited Sept. 11, 2020).

32. City of Oakland, Vacant Property Tax, https://www.oaklandca.gov/topics 
/vacantpropertytax (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

33. DC Gov., Office of Tax & Revenue, OTR Vacant Real Property, https://otr 
.cfo.dc.gov/node/388912 (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

34. Elaine S. Povich, Can Extra Taxes on Vacant Land Cure City Blight?, Pew Trusts 
Stateline (Mar. 7, 2017), https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs 
/stateline/2017/03/07/can-extra-taxes-on-vacant-land-cure-city-blight.

35. Id.
36. J. Brian Charles, Are Vacant Property Taxes Effective in the Fight Against Blight?, 

Gov’t Tech. (May 16, 2018), https://www.govtech.com/fs/infrastructure/Are 
-Vacant-Property-Taxes-Effective-in-the-Fight-Against-Blight.html.
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populations.37 Some opponents of Rosenthal’s bill intend to challenge her 
proposal based on a New York State Court of Appeals case, Seawall Associ-
ates v. City of New York, which rules that a similar policy violated the Tak-
ings Clause of the Fifth Amendment.38 Opponents of Rosenthal’s bill also 
cite the 2019 Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act, which places 
caps on the amount that a landlord can raise the rent on a newly vacated 
rent-regulated unit, as the cause for a recent pre-pandemic uptick in New 
York vacancies. Without increases in rent, landlords cannot afford to make 
necessary repairs to put the properties back on the market, according to 
the Community Housing Improvement Program (CHIP), which represents 
4,000 building owners across the five boroughs.39 Rosenthal asserts that 
her bill is “absolutely constitutional” and that the Seawall case “is not on 
point.”40 

The City of Rochester, New York, is proposing a similar bill that com-
bines anti-warehousing practices and vacant property taxes. “House the 
Homeless Act,” endorsed by the City-Wide Tenant Unit of Rochester, and 
the Rochester Homeless Union, would impose a fee on landlords who have 
residential dwelling units that remain vacant for more than three months, 
and deposit the fee into a fund to provide housing vouchers for home-
less individuals. The fee would go up incrementally the fourth month of 
vacancy to the amount at which the unit was last rented, and each addi-
tional month would be 150% of that rental amount. The landlord could 
petition for a waiver only if a unit is vacant due to substantial renovations. 
The Rochester bill proposed an interesting method for tracking the vacant 
properties: asking the utility company Rochester Gas & Electric to provide 
all housing units’ utility records.41 

37. Brian Pascus, Landlords Could Be Fined for Leaving Apartments Vacant, Crain’s 
N.Y. Bus. (Mar. 4, 2020), https://www.crainsnewyork.com/real-estate/landlords 
-could-be-fined-leaving-apartments-vacant.

38. Seawall Assocs. v. City of New York, 542 N.E.2d 1059 (N.Y. 1989).
39. See Pascus, supra note 37.
40. The Seawall case ruled a local law unconstitutional that prohibited the demolition, 

alteration, or conversion of single-room occupancy properties, obligating the owners to 
restore all units to habitable condition and lease them at rent-controlled rates. Although 
there are some parallels in Rosenthal’s bill and Local Law No. 9, which was challenged in 
the Seawall case, supporters of Rosenthal’s bill would assert that her bill does not encum-
ber the property in the same way.

41. City of Rochester Anti-Vacancy Warehousing Legislation (Apr. 2020), available at 
https://boylancode.com/rert/house-the-homeless-act-city-of-rochester-anti-vacancy 
-warehousing-legislation-for-april-2020; see also Ryan David Acuff, Citywide Tenant 
Union of Rochester (May 26, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=17337127077
3358&extid=eUEgqfS3Mi7PZBpQ. New York City proponents of the Housing Not Ware-
housing bill also attempted to track data about vacancies by asking the New York power 
company Con Edison to supply information about which buildings had power turned 
off, and asking the Department of Sanitation for records of residential units that had 
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VI. Cities Reclaiming Vacant Properties to Be Used  
as Affordable Housing

Some policy makers have gone a step further, and instead of imposing 
taxes or fines as a deterrent for warehousing vacant properties, have pro-
posed that the city or an affordable housing developer seize the property 
altogether to repurpose it for essential shelter purposes. Recently, in July 
2020, the Housing Department in Barcelona, Spain, wrote to fourteen com-
panies that own 194 empty apartments and warned that if they do not find 
a tenant to occupy the unit within the next month, the city could take pos-
session.42 These units could then be rented out by the city as public hous-
ing for lower-income tenants.43 Measures were passed in 2016 that legalize 
municipalities in the region of Catalonia in northeast Spain to take con-
trol of rental properties that have been sitting vacant, without tenants, for 
more than two years.44 The city can then rent them as affordable housing 
for a period of four to ten years before returning the property to its origi-
nal owner. But now, since passing a new law in December of 2019, owners 
of vacant properties are at risk of losing those properties permanently.45 
Instead of returning the property to the owner at the end of the four-to-ten 
year tenancy, Barcelona can require the landlord to sell the vacant property 
to the city at fifty percent of market rate in order to preserve the property 
as affordable housing, in perpetuity.46 Using a combination of severe pen-
alties and threats, Barcelona is getting its message across that real estate 
investment firms sitting on their properties in the midst of a housing crisis 
will not be tolerated.

Community member-led groups in Washington D.C., including  People 
Power Action and  People for Fairness Coalition, are also proposing a plan 

water turned off, but neither agency was cooperative. See Picture the Homeless, supra 
note 28.

42. Feargus O’Sullivan, Barcelona’s Latest Affordable Housing Tool: Seize Empty Apart-
ments, City Lab (July 16, 2020), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-16 
/to-fill-vacant-units-barcelona-seizes-apartments.

43. Id.
44. Expropriation and Social Use of Empty Bank-Owned Flats to Resume, Barcelona Int’l 

Welcome, https://www.barcelona.cat/internationalwelcome/en/noticia/expropriation 
-and-social-use-of-empty-bank-owned-flats-to-resume_640261 (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

45. Decreto Ley 17/2019, de 23 de diciembre, de medidas urgentes para mejorar 
el acceso a la vivienda [Decree Law 17/2019, of December 23, on urgent measures to 
improve access to housing], Noticias Juridicas [Judicial News], http://noticias.juridicas 
.com/base_datos/CCAA/656733-dl-17-2019-de-23-dic-ca-cataluna-medidas-urgentes 
-para-mejorar-el-acceso.html.

46. Id. There are also radical proposals to house the homeless in vacant apartments in 
Denver, Colorado, because of the mayor’s failure to provide socially distanced shelter for 
the homeless. Jeremy Hedlund, Denver Botches COVID-19 Housing Response: What Should 
Be Done? Liberation (Apr. 13, 2020), https://www.liberationnews.org/denver-botches 
-covid-19-housing-what-should-be-done/?fbclid=IwAR05JuV-l1d9phgaIBphZH-zelQ 
-_lGU0SjDgLJxfucGQX8Gr_G1HvVKUck.
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entitled “The Vacant to Virus-Reduction plan (V2VR),”47 to use vacant pri-
vate properties for the purpose of essential housing.48 According to a report 
put out by District of Columbia’s Office of the Chief Financial Officer, there 
were 9,826 vacant properties counted as of November 15, 2019.49 Out of 
those vacancies, 4,026 were luxury Class A apartments, 2,700 were Class 
B, and 3,100 were Class C. These numbers mean that while Class A units 
are 26.3% of units in the District of Columbia, they were 40.5% of vacan-
cies. Class A accounted for 91.8% of new housing on the market between 
2018 and 2019, 96.5% increase in occupied units, and 83.6% of units under 
construction. Therefore, Luxury class A apartments were being constructed 
so rapidly that there is now an excess supply of new apartments that are 
sitting vacant during the COVID pandemic. 

Many of these luxury apartments have received public subsidies in their 
construction-phase, including tax-abatements, steeply discounted public 
land, and publicly funded loans. According to the D.C. auditor, many of 
these projects are out of compliance with subsidy requirements, including 
repaying the District-loan within the promised timeframe, or adhering to 
the terms of a Community Benefits Agreement.50 And yet, the rents of these 
publicly funded projects are so high that nobody can afford to pay them. 
“It is more profitable for landlords to let the units sit vacant, in the long-
run, rather than lower their rents. This practice of intentionally keeping 
properties vacant is not acceptable in the midst of our current health and 
housing crisis, especially since they were built with our tax dollars,” says 
Caitlin Cocilova, Steering Committee member of the DC Grassroots Plan-
ning Coalition, and member of People Power Action.51 

The Community Partnership for the Prevention of Homelessness, a 
nonprofit organization which conducts an annual point-in-time count of 

47. The title “Vacant to Virus-Reduction” is a play on DC Mayor Bowser’s “Vacant to 
Vibrant DC” program, since according to V2VR drafters, the mayor has not fulfilled her 
promise to transform vacant properties “into vibrant and productive solutions.” Dep’t 
Hous. & Cmty. Dev., Vacant to Vibrant DC, DC Gov., https://dhcd.dc.gov/page/vacant 
-vibrant-dc (last visited July 23, 2020). 

48. Email from Caitlin Cocilova, Steering Committee member of the DC Grassroots 
Planning Coalition, to author (July 21, 2020) (on file with author). 

49. D.C. Economic & Revenue Trends, supra note 20.
50. See, e.g., Maya Foster et al., Stronger Management of the Housing Production Trust 

Fund Could Build More Affordable Housing, Office of the D.C. Auditor (Mar. 20, 2018), 
https://www.dcauditor.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/HPTF.Database.Report 
.3.20.18.FINAL_.pdf; Yolanda Blanche et al., Audit of the Affordable Housing Mandates for 
Development Projects Formerly Managed by the Dissolved National Capital Revitalization Cor-
poration and Anacostia Waterfront Corporation, Office of the D.C. Auditor (Mar. 21, 2013), 
http://dcauditor.org/report/audit-of-the-affordable-housing-mandates-for-develop 
ment-projects-formerly-managed-by-the-dissolved-national-capital-revitalization 
-corporation-and-anacostia-waterfront-corporation.

51. Telephone interview with Caitlin Cocilova, Steering Committee member of the 
DC Grassroots Planning Coalition (July 23, 2020).
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the homeless, reported 6,380 homeless people District-wide, as of January 
22, 2020.52 If the number of Class A (luxury) vacant units are added to the 
number of Class B vacant units (units that are generally in older buildings 
that have been renovated and/or have more limited amenity packages, but 
are still habitable, as compared to Class C apartments that are blighted), 
the district has within its possession enough vacant properties to house 
the homeless during the pandemic and beyond. Therefore, the D.C. market 
points to the viability of housing the homeless in vacant units without sig-
nificant publicly-subsidized rehabilitation. 

Drafters of the “Vacant to Virus-Reduction plan (V2VR),”53 propose to 
repurpose vacant units to house the homeless. The plan would entail the 
District taking an inventory of vacant housing stock, inspecting units with 
out-of-date inspections to create a database of available units, matching 
people experiencing homelessness with a unit according to their needs, 
and assisting in the moving process.54 Low-income individuals who would 
get to move into these vacant properties would receive the first month’s 
rent for free, as is common for many incentive programs for new renters to 
DC. After the first month, renters would pay a maximum thirty percent of 
their income on rent directly to the landlord.

The V2VR plan has been presented to a few D.C. Councilmembers, but 
has not been formally introduced as legislation. Reginald Black, Advocacy 
Director for People for Fairness Coalition states, “Housing units being kept 
intentionally vacant are not be part of a healthy market. It is not ok that 
people have to experience homelessness.”55

VII. Creating a Community Opportunity to Purchase Act (COPA) 
to Create Affordable Housing

The City of Oakland now proposes a Community Opportunity to Purchase 
Act,56 that allows affordable housing developers a right of first offer and 

52. Community Partnership for the Prevention of Homelessness, http://www 
.community-partnership.org (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

53. The title “Vacant to Virus-Reduction” is a play on DC Mayor Bowser’s “Vacant to 
Vibrant DC” program since, according to V2VR drafters, the mayor has not fulfilled her 
promise to transform vacant properties “into vibrant and productive solutions.” Vacant 
to Vibrant DC, Dep’t Hous. & Cmty. Dev., https://dhcd.dc.gov/page/vacant-vibrant-dc 
(last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

54. Telephone interview with Caitlin Cocilova, Steering Committee member of the 
DC Grassroots Planning Coalition (July 23, 2020).

55. Email correspondence with Caitlin Cocilova, Steering Committee member of the 
D.C. Grassroots Planning Coalition (July 22, 2020) (on file with author). 

56. Oakland’s COPA bill is inspired by San Francisco’s Community Opportunity to 
Purchase Act, which was signed by the Mayor of San Francisco in May 2019, and which 
gives qualified non-profit organizations the right of first offer, and the right of first refusal 
to purchase certain properties offered for sale in San Francisco. Community Opportunity 
to Purchase Act (COPA) Program Rules, City & Cnty. of San Francisco (Sept. 3, 2019), 
https://sfmohcd.org/sites/default/files/Documents/MOH/COPA/COPA%20-%20
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first purchase once certain properties are put up for sale. The new bill, 
authored by Councilmember Nikki Fortunato Bas,57 is named after a group 
of moms who were homeless, and began to occupy a property that was 
intentionally being kept vacant by its owner. The story of how they eventu-
ally gained control of the property was widely covered by media outlets, 
and it is lauded as a victory for residents who would have been displaced 
from their neighborhoods, but successfully fought back. 

The property that they reclaimed had been foreclosed and auctioned the 
year before, purchased for $500,000 by Wedgewood, Inc., a massive real 
estate company.58 The property had sat vacant in the moms’ neighborhood 
in West Oakland, while they had no housing options to live with their chil-
dren. West Oakland has gone through rapid gentrification in recent years 
to the extent that the only demographic category in the Bay Area whose 
incomes mostly rise above the salary needed for a two-bedroom unit in the 
Moms’ West Oakland neighborhood is white men, whose median income 
is a little more than $100,000. Black women earn less than half of that at 
$49,369.59 

According to Bay Area media outlets, “[R]eal estate speculators like 
Wedgewood act as a displacement machine, exacerbating the city’s vacan-
cies and jacking up prices.”60 Wedgewood is “one of Oakland’s most pro-
lific house flippers,” the San Francisco Chronicle reported.61 The company 
buys houses, evicts tenants, and then eventually remodels them. The com-
pany does not need the income from each of their properties since they 
own so many. And although these practices are not explicitly illegal, the 
City of Oakland is now attempting to intervene. 

As a part of Oakland’s “Moms 4 Housing Community Opportunity to 
Purchase Act,” Councilmember Bas included a provision that gives a right 
of first purchase to community land trusts, co-ops, and affordable hous-
ing developers, when a property has been sitting vacant for over ninety 
days and the owner issues a notice of intent that they are putting the prop-
erty up for sale. Properties that are intentionally being warehoused can 

Final%20%20Program%20Rules-09-03-2019.pdf. Since the bill’s implementation, there 
have been six properties that have been purchased through the COPA program. https://
www.sfaa.org/Public/Magazine/08-2020/All-About-COPA-August2020.aspx

57. The Oakland COPA bill authored by Councilmember Nikki Fortunato Bas, is a 
separate bill from the Moms 4 Housing Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA), also 
authored by Councilmember Bas, which gives the right of first purchase and right of first 
refusal to tenants.

58. Sarah Holder & Brentin Mock, A Group of Mothers, a Vacant Home, and a Win for 
Fair Housing, Citylab (Jan. 28, 2020), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles 
/2020-01-28/the-oakland-moms-who-launched-a-housing-movement.

59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Matthias Gafni & J.K. Dineen, Moms 4 Housing Eviction: Just How Many Flips, 

Vacant Homes Are There in Bay Area?, S.F. Chron. (Jan. 19, 2020), https://www.sfchronicle 
.com/bayarea/article/Moms-4-Housing-eviction-Just-how-many-flips-14986950.php.
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be repurposed to permanently affordable housing, if this bill is passed, 
thereby prioritizing the shelter purpose of housing. Leslie Gordon, Pro-
gram Manager of Equitable Development of Urban Habitat, and part of 
Oakland Opportunity Coalition, says that especially during our current 
housing crisis, there should be an essential shelter purpose of every vacant 
home, and that discouraging warehousing by minimizing speculators’ 
power and range of motion is the primary goal of the Moms 4 Housing 
bill.62 The COPA bill was supposed to be heard in the Community and 
Economic Development Committee Meeting of Oakland City Council on 
March 24, 2020, but its introduction was temporarily postponed by the 
COVID pandemic and will now likely be heard in the fall 2020 legislative 
session.63 

In the meantime, the public outcry against the real estate investment 
company’s practices, and the widespread sympathy for the homeless 
mothers, have resulted in the company agreeing to sell the property to the 
Oakland Community Land Trust, which will ensure affordable housing for 
the moms, and generations beyond. Westwood also entered into a non-
binding understanding with Oakland that they intend to negotiate with 
the city when they try to put a property up for sale, and give the first right 
of purchase to community land trusts or other affordable housing develop-
ers, even in the absence of a legislative mandate.64

California Senator Nancy Skinner (D-Berkeley) was similarly inspired 
by the Moms 4 Housing group and has proposed a bill that would accom-
plish similar goals as the Oakland proposal, statewide. Senate Bill 1079 
would let a governmental entity impose a significant fine on negligent 
property owners for failing to maintain a property purchased at foreclosure 
sale.65 It would also give tenants, prospective owner-occupants, nonprofit 
affordable housing providers, community land trusts, limited-equity hous-
ing cooperatives, and public entities a 45-day post-trustee sale window in 
which they could buy the property by matching (in the case of tenants) or 
exceeding (in the case of other purchasers) the last and highest bid made at 
a foreclosure auction.66 SB 1079 would sunset on January 1, 2026 and can be 
seen as part of an effort to prevent another foreclosure crisis in California, 
in the aftermath of the pandemic.67

62. Telephone Interview with Leslie Gordon, Program Manager of Equitable Devel-
opment, Urb. Habitat (June 4, 2020). 

63. Telephone Interview with Tony Roshan Samara, Program Director of Land Use 
and Housing, Urb. Habitat (July 17, 2020). 

64. See Kawamoto, supra note 24. 
65. These fines may amount to up to $1,000 per day for failing to maintain a prop-

erty purchased at auction. See Cal. Legislative Information SB-1079 Residential Property: 
Foreclosure, Senate Floor Analysis (Aug. 31, 2020), http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov 
/faces/billAnalysisClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200SB1079#.

66. Id.
67. This bill was approved by Governor Newsom on September 28, 2020, and filed 

with Secretary of State on that same day. Cal. Legislative Information, Senate Bill No. 1079, 
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VIII. government-Owned Vacant Land Being Leased to 
Municipal governments for Essential Shelter Purposes

State governments are also taking an inventory of the vacant properties in 
their possession and devising methods to repurpose them for housing for 
the homeless. On January 15, 2020, California Governor, Gavin Newsom, 
signed Executive Order N-06-19, which offered  286 state-owned proper-
ties to local governments to use for “innovative and cost-effective housing 
developments” towards homelessness solutions.68 The land that the project 
has identified includes vacant lots, fairgrounds, armories, and other state 
buildings, which can be developed into affordable housing.69 The gover-
nor called on local leaders to review sites available in their regions, and he 
invited officials to work with the state to develop housing and shelter pro-
posals that help move the homeless off the streets. The state is offering local 
governments $1 leases on state owned-property, and $650 million in State 
Emergency Homeless Aid to be used to build out sites. As of August 2020, 
two sites have begun development under the Executive Order: one in 
Stockton, and one in South Lake Tahoe.70 Housing created under this order 
is not exclusively for the homeless - it includes studios, one-, two-, and 
three-bedroom rentals for households earning from 30% to 80% of Area 
Median Income, a community center facility that will include child care 
center, family resource center and other nonprofit office space. The state is 
beginning with these two pilots in order to evaluate and improve upon the 
program going forward.71

Newsom’s executive order must be further revised to ensure that hous-
ing created with public lands is not just temporarily available to those in 
need, but remains permanently affordable. Allowing community land 
trusts (CLTs) to develop and steward the property would accomplish these 
goals, and right now, it is difficult for a California CLT to do so under New-
som’s order because of the requirement that the land be transferred by 
long-term lease, not fee title. Saint Joseph Community Land Trust, a land 

ch. 202 (Sept. 30, 2020), https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill 
_id=201920200SB1079

68. Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, On the Heels of State of the State, Governor 
Newsom Highlights State-Owned Properties Available for Emergency Homeless Housing, Calls 
on Cities and Counties to Partner with the State, CA.gov (Feb. 21, 2020), https://www.gov 
.ca.gov/2020/02/21/on-the-heels-of-state-of-the-state-governor-newsom-highlights 
-state-owned-properties-available-for-emergency-homeless-housing-calls-on-cities-and 
-counties-to-partner-with-the-state.

69. Id. 
70. EO N-06-19 Affordable Housing Development, Cal. Dep’t Gen. Servs. (DGS), https://

www.dgs.ca.gov/RESD/Projects/Page-Content/Projects-List-Folder/Executive 
-Order-N-06-19-Affordable-Housing-Development (last visited Aug. 16, 2020).

71. E-mail from Jean Diaz, Executive Director, Saint Joseph Community Land Trust, 
to Julie Gilgoff, Adjunct Professor at CUNY School of L. (Aug. 10, 2020, 12:45 EST) (on 
file with author).
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trust located in the South Lake Tahoe region of California, is trying to work 
with the state to modify the executive order. In a letter in support of the 
requested modification, Executive Director of the CLT Jean Diaz writes, 
“Deed restrictions and reversionary clauses are additional assurances that 
could be provided to the state but still allow CLT homeowners and projects 
to obtain financing.”72

State governments should conduct an inventory of vacant properties 
and offer them to be used as affordable housing, just as the federal gov-
ernment does under Title V of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance 
Act. This program conveys unused federal properties to eligible homeless 
service providers without cost,73 identifying properties that are no longer 
utilized, to deed or lease them for the purpose of providing housing or 
services to the homeless. Properties that have been repurposed under Title 
V include an abandoned federal warehouse in Washington, D.C., located a 
block away from the Nationals Ballpark, and an underused federal park-
ing lot on Mission Street in San Francisco.74 In both cases, the property was 
located in a highly gentrified neighborhood, and Title V kept it from being 
sold to private developers.75 

The federal government is the largest owner of real estate in the coun-
try.76 On a quarterly basis, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) is supposed to survey landholding federal agencies 
for their unwanted properties. HUD then lists their availability, giving eli-
gible organizations a chance to submit a proposal. If approved by the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the applicant is exe-
cuted a deed or lease by the General Services Administration (GSA) and 
may develop shelters or homeless service facilities on the premise.77 

Until December 2016, the conveyance of the federal property could 
have been held up by the veto of neighborhood associations and zoning 
commissions. But now, thanks to a bill passed by Congress, the Federal 
Assets Sale and Transfer Act of 2016 (FASTA), eligible organizations who 
are approved by HUD can build permanent supportive housing for the 
homeless as a matter of right, without neighborhoods’ approval.

72. E-mail from Jean Diaz, Executive Director of Saint Joseph Community Land Trust 
to author (July 15, 2020) (on file with author).

73. This Land Is Your Land: How Surplus Federal Property Can Prevent and End Home-
lessness, Nat’l Law Ctr. on Homelessness & Poverty 4 (Oct. 2013), https://nlchp.org 
/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/This_Land_Is_Your_Land.pdf.

74. Kriston Capps, The Unsung Government Program That Gives Federal Property to 
the Homeless, Bloomberg CityLab (Apr. 27, 2017), https://www.bloomberg.com/news 
/articles/2017-04-27/how-title-v-gives-property-to-the-homeless#:~:text=Title%20
V%E2%80%94that’s%20the%20name,there%20are%20homeless%20people%20
everywhere.

75. Id.
76. This Land Is Your Land, supra note 72, at 6. 
77. Id. at 7.
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Since Title V’s inception in 1987, there have been attempts to eliminate 
the first right of refusal granted to homeless service providers and to do 
away with the law entirely.78 Allegations of mismanagement of the pro-
gram have arisen through HUD’s failure to list certain unused properties, 
or undergo the outreach, as required by law. In 2013, the National Law 
Center on Homelessness and Poverty (NLCHP) secured a modified per-
manent injunction requiring the government to provide greater transpar-
ency in implementing the program.79 

To enhance Title V’s effectiveness, more specific application guidelines 
would help homeless service providers to craft a successful application. 
One major impediment for approval is that the law requires successful 
applicants to put the acquired property into use within two to three years, 
a short turn-around period for affordable housing development projects, 
which typically take at least five years to complete.80 Although Title V has 
the potential to provide housing and services to scores of additional home-
less Americans, the policy has yet to accomplish this goal.

IX. Occupants Should Be Allowed to Stay in Abandoned 
Properties That They Develop Through Sweat Equity. 

If additional policies that repurpose vacant property do not get passed in 
upcoming legislative sessions that create enough noncongregate shelter for 
all homeless people, individuals and groups of homeless people who have 
illegally occupied vacant properties, will likely refuse to leave. Like the 
Moms 4 Housing Group in Oakland, California, their hope is that if they 
stay long enough, with the support of public campaigns, the city will cease 
to treat the occupants as trespassers and, by letting them stay, implicitly 
legitimize their residency.

Around the time that Philadelphia issued its “stay-at-home order” for 
the Coronavirus in late March, about forty homeless people moved into 
ten vacant homes owned by the Philadelphia Housing Authority (PHA).81 
The PHA has been publicly criticized for keeping its buildings vacant and 

78. Id. at 6.
79. Id.
80. Nat’l Law Ctr. on Homelessness & Poverty, Title V of the McKinney-Vento 

Homeless Assistance Act Supports Critical Services for Americans Experiencing 
Homelessness (2019), http://nlchp.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Title-V-Fact 
-Sheet.pdf.

81. Emma Ockerman, Homeless People Are Moving into Vacant Homes in Philly and Fix-
ing Them up, Vice News (July 10, 2020), https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/935dy5 
/homeless-people-are-moving-into-vacant-homes-in-philly-and-fixing-them-up. 
Although the PHA is a public agency, it is independent of the city’s government. It 
receives federal funding as a nonprofit, quasi-public corporation, chartered to provide 
safe, sanitary, decent housing for families of low income. City of Philadelphia, Dept. 
of Records, https://www.phila.gov/phils/Docs/Inventor/graphics/agencies/A152 
.htm (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).
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then selling to the highest bidder.82 Now, the homeless people who moved 
in are making necessary repairs such as painting, putting down carpets, 
installing appliances, and exterminating rodents. These residents believe 
that they should have the right to stay. 

Occupy PHA, the Workers Revolutionary Collective, and the Black and 
Brown Workers Cooperative are some of the organizations that support the 
homeless residents’ right to stay, and are making a larger demand that the 
PHA and other development agencies transfer ownership of vacant prop-
erties into a community land trust, where the homes would be set aside 
for permanent low-income housing.83 One of the residents interviewed by 
reporters who is occupying a PHA home, said that she is immunodeficient 
and that living between her car and a hotel room for months during the 
global pandemic was terrifying. The vacant home has given her a place to 
quarantine.84 The Philadelphia Housing Authority told VICE News that it’s 
committed to not sending police officers to the homes and that it will work, 
instead, to remove the families through a legal court process.85

There is a long history of squatters taking over vacant buildings in our 
country. In some instances, their ongoing occupation and resistance to 
eviction resulted in the city eventually conceding lawful tenancy and sell-
ing the property to them or a nonprofit housing developer for a nominal 
price. The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) was established 
in 1973 to work with people who wanted to take over vacant, abandoned 
housing in New York, turn the housing into habitable homes, and become 
owners.86 New York City’s then Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, spent mil-
lions attempting to oust groups squatting in eleven abandoned buildings 
in New York City’s East Village and Lower East Side. At one point, the 
City dispatched the police and armored personnel carriers to remove the 
squatters.87 But when the City was successful in clearing one building of 

82. Philadelphia Councilmember Jamie Gauthier said she was concerned that PHA’s 
plan to sell the Westpark Apartments in her district did not even include any require-
ments for affordable housing. Michael D’Onofrio, Councilwoman Questions Planned Sale 
of 2 Public Housing Towers in West Philadelphia, Phila. Trib. (Feb. 6, 2020), https://www 
.phillytrib.com/news/local_news/councilwoman-questions-planned-sale-of-2-public 
-housing-towers-in-west-philadelphia/article_1f870609-96f0-5dfa-b0ba-af6c64cac382 
.html.

83. See Ockerman, supra note 80. 
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Self-Help Housing: The Story of the Urban Homestead Assistance Board, Urb. Omni-

bus, (Dec. 19, 2012), https://urbanomnibus.net/2012/12/self-help-housing-the-story 
-of-the-urban-homesteading-assistance-board.

87. Andrea McArdle, (Re)integrating Community Space: The Legal and Social Meanings 
of Reclaiming Abandoned Space in New York’s Lower East Side, 2 Savannah L. Rev. 247, 259 
(2015).
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squatters, others would come and take their place.88 In 2002, the Bloomberg 
administration struck a deal with the residents to sell the buildings for $1 
each to UHAB, who helped meet building codes and then sold the units 
back to residents as limited equity co-ops.89 Although the New York City 
Squatters movement of the 1970s and 80s took place when the real estate 
market was “cold,” as compared to a “hot” market in more recent years, 
the City still resisted the squatters’ presence every step of the way, and it 
was only after decades of persistence that the property was transferred to 
the tenants. 

In another significant coordinated occupation, on May 1, 1990, squatters 
took over government-owned buildings as a national coordinated effort 
in eight cities: New York, Minneapolis, Detroit, Los Angeles, Tucson, Oak-
land, Chicago, and Philadelphia.90 Each property occupied simultaneously 
on May 1, 1990, was an empty U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) building. The homeless groups, each belonging to 
the National Union of the Homeless, planned this action after the then- 
secretary of HUD did not follow through on his promise to dedicate ten 
percent of HUD’s vacant property to the homeless.91 The takeover was suc-
cessful in reaching some of the homeless occupants’ demands, including 
financial support for the establishment of Dignity Housing, an organiza-
tion that creates transitional and long-term housing as well as supportive 
services for formerly homeless residents.92

More recently, in March 2020, a collective of activists in Los Angeles 
began to occupy a dozen homes that had been vacant for years, which 
were supposed to be torn down as part of a proposed freeway extension.93 
One of the activists who was part of the group “Reclaiming Our Homes,” 
told a reporter, “The LA mayor put a shelter-in-place order, but how am I 
supposed to wash my hands without a house?”94 The Los Angeles activists 
also demanded that California put its vacant properties to use as shelter for 
the homeless.95 

“Reclaiming Our Homes” began planning their takeover of the homes 
before the pandemic, inspired by the Moms 4 Housing group in Oakland. 
As well as advocating for their right to stay in the occupied homes, the 

88. Nicole Pasulka, Squatting in the USA, Mother Jones (Dec. 7, 2011), https://www 
.motherjones.com/politics/2011/12/squatting-usa.

89. See McArdle, supra note 86. 
90. Christopher Daly & Julie Garrison, Video Documents Homeless Takeover, Chron. 

[Indep. News Org. of Duke University] (Apr. 14, 1993), https://www.dukechronicle 
.com/article/video-documents-homeless-takeover.

91. Id. 
92. Id.
93. Rick Paulas, Homeless People Are Taking over Vacant Homes to Escape the Corona-

virus, Vice News (June 19, 2020), https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/3azkay 
/homeless-people-are-taking-over-vacant-homes-to-escape-the-coronavirus?.

94. Id.
95. Id.
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group is requesting that owner of these homes sell the property to a com-
munity land trust to preserve its affordability in perpetuity. Thus, they are 
looking to remove the property from the speculative market for future 
generations. 

Several property theories justify the legal right of these occupiers of 
vacant properties to stay in their new homes. Lisa T. Alexander, Professor 
of Law at Texas A&M University, has asserted in her scholarship that stew-
ardship, the act of caring for and improving upon a property, even if it does 
not belong to the occupant, should confer a property right. Once someone 
puts significant sweat equity, or time and effort, to improve the home, this 
action should confer a legal right to stay. One of the current residents of the 
Moms 4 Housing home in West Oakland said to reporters, “It’s easy for 
people to say, ‘Just go ahead and move where you can afford.’ But when 
you feel like you’ve put your blood, sweat, and tears into something, you 
don’t want to just let it go like that.”

As Lisa T. Alexander writes in her law review article Occupying the Con-
stitutional Right to Housing:

[W]hen protestors in current housing rights movements in the U.S. resort to 
self-help strategies such as squatting in absentee-owned housing and cre-
ating new housing structures through sweat-equity, they are forcing local 
police, banks, neighbors, and other local decision-makers, outside of their 
associational community, to both recognize and choose between their vision 
of housing rights and the official legal version. When local decision-makers 
[allow] these occupiers to temporarily remain in place, they are provision-
ally acquiescing in the protestors’ conceptions of legal meaning and rights. 
To the extent that these movements obtain long-term warrants or permanent 
possession of even a few homes that they do not own or rent, they are chal-
lenging local property entitlements and manifesting a right to housing at 
the local level.96 

Even if city officials do not initially recognize illegal occupiers’ right to 
stay, desperate acts to obtain adequate shelter during the pandemic will 
likely become commonplace. To contain the spread of the virus, in the 
absence of alternative noncongregate housing, it may be in a jurisdiction’s 
best interest to allow illegal occupiers to stay in properties that are aban-
doned or that were sitting vacant for a designated amount of time, at least 
for the duration of the pandemic. 

International law already recognizes an affirmative right to adequate 
housing for all,97 and, if the federal government does not yet recognize 
housing as a constitutional or statutory right, the judiciary, along with 
local and state governments, should propose initiatives that protect the 

96. Lisa T. Alexander, Occupying the Constitutional Right to Housing, 94 Neb. L. Rev. 
245, 266–67 (2015).

97. UN Habitat, The Right to Adequate Housing, Office of the UN High Comm’r 
for Hum. Rts. (May 2014), https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/fs21 
_rev_1_housing_en.pdf.
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homeless as they seek adequate shelter, while containing the spread of the 
coronavirus.

X. Establishing Housing for the Homeless as a Legal Right 

Illegal occupiers’ claims of a right to stay on the property where they are 
living would have greater sway if there was an affirmative right for all 
people, or homeless people in particular, to have adequate housing. Court 
cases that affirm the right to housing for the homeless is one way of pro-
claiming this right. 

In 1981, Callahan v. Carey was settled by consent decree (“Callahan Con-
sent Decree”), in which New York State and New York City agreed to 
provide shelter and board to all homeless men.98 In 1983, Eldredge v. Koch 
affirmed that the Callahan Consent Decree applied to homeless women as 
well. In 1983, the Legal Aid Society filed suit against the then-mayor of 
New York Edward Koch, in McCain v. Koch, seeking, among other relief, a 
right to emergency housing as well as minimum standards of habitability 
in emergency housing. Many other states use New York’s Callahan decision 
as an inspiration to create an affirmative right to shelter for the homeless.99

Although no right to housing is included in the U.S. Constitution, 
and international human rights treaties are largely unenforceable in this 
respect, certain cities and counties have attempted to declare housing a 
right. For example, Madison and Dane County in Wisconsin passed a reso-
lution in 2011 that recognized housing as a human right100 and emphasized 
that Madison, Wisconsin, had an obligation to promote fair housing in line 
with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).101 

In addition, declaring a state of emergency with regard to homelessness, 
elevates the issue to widespread public concern, which can be viewed as 
a step towards creating an affirmative right to housing for the homeless. 
According to Lisa T. Alexander’s research, since 2015, at least ten cities or 
municipal regions in California, Oregon, and Washington—and Hono-
lulu—have declared states of emergency due to the rise of homelessness, 

 98. Callahan Consent Decree (Aug. 1981), https://www.coalitionforthehomeless 
.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CallahanConsentDecree.pdf.

 99. Callahan Legacy: Callahan v. Carey and the Legal Right to Shelter, Coalition for the 
Homeless, https://www.coalitionforthehomeless.org/our-programs/advocacy/
legal-victories/the-callahan-legacy-callahan-v-carey-and-the-legal-right 
-to-shelter (last visited Sept. 2, 2020).

100. Pat Schneider, Grass Roots: Madison Recognizes Housing as a Human Right, Cap 
Times (Dec. 2, 2011), https://madison.com/ct/news/local/grassroots/grass-roots 
-madison-recognizes-housing-as-a-human-right/article_30d9d280-1c7b-11e1-858a 
-001871e3ce6c.html.

101. Advancing the Right to Housing in the United States: Using Inter-
national Law as a Foundation, International Human Rights Committee, N.Y. 
City Bar Ass’n (Feb. 2016), https://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/uploads/20072632 
-AdvancingtheRighttoHousingIHR2122016final.pdf. 
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a designation usually reserved for natural disasters.102 This strategy was 
used in Oakland, California, for example, where, in September 2017, the 
Oakland City Council declared a shelter crisis, allowing it to suspend cer-
tain state and local health and safety regulations to provide unconven-
tional shelter options to homeless residents.103 In its declaration, the city 
acknowledged that “the current number of homeless individuals in Oak-
land far outpaces the number of existing shelter beds, transitional housing 
or permanent supportive housing units available.”104 It admitted that “a 
significant number of persons are without the ability to obtain shelter, and 
that the situation has resulted in a threat to the health and safety of those 
persons.”105 It determined that “the long-term and recent decreases in Fed-
eral and State funding for housing programs has resulted in an erosion 
of shelter options for the most vulnerable populations” and that the city 
needed to therefore provide alternatives.106 

Declaring a state of emergency with regard to homelessness is a policy 
tool that allows local governments to redirect funds to address the prob-
lem in creative ways, going around regulatory barriers that would have 
precluded certain options.107 While in a state of emergency, public officials 
can suspend payments on certain government services in order to devote 
money to homelessness and pull in additional staff to work on this issue.108 
The declarations raise awareness about homelessness and prepare the pub-
lic for whatever emergency housing measures will follow.109 

102. Lisa T. Alexander, Community in Property: Lessons from Tiny Homes Villages, 104 
Minn. L. Rev. 385, 387–88 (2019).

103. First Amended Complaint, Miralle v. City of Oakland, Case no. 4:18-cv-
06823-HSG, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 30, 2019).

104. Id. 
105. Id. 
106. Id.
107. Homelessness: A State of Emergency, Nat’l All. to End Homelessness (Feb. 6, 

2016), https://endhomelessness.org/resource/homelessness-a-state-of-emergency.
108. J.B. Wogan, Why Governments Declare a Homeless State of Emergency, Govern-

ing (Nov. 10, 2015), https://www.governing.com/topics/health-human-services/gov 
-when-cities-declare-a-homeless-state-of-emergency.html.

109. There is a history of significant housing legislation getting passed during times 
of local housing emergencies. Even the Local Emergency Housing Rent Control Act 21/62 
adopted in New York City in 1962 was explained in the bill text in the context of a “seri-
ous public emergency . . . in the housing of a considerable number of persons in the state 
of New York . . . that such emergency necessitated the intervention of federal, state and 
local government in order to prevent speculative, unwarranted and abnormal increases 
in rents; that there continues to exist an acute shortage of dwellings; that unless residen-
tial rents and evictions continue to be regulated and controlled, disruptive practices and 
abnormal conditions will produce serious threats to the public health, safety and general 
welfare; that to prevent such perils to health, safety and welfare, preventive action by the 
legislature continues to be imperative.” N.Y. State Senate, Local Emergency Housing 
Rent Control Act 21/62, https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/LEH.
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XI. Tent Cities Should Be Allowed to Stay on Vacant Land  
with City Support

While struggling to meet the need for noncongregate housing, many cit-
ies have decided to allow homeless tent encampments to remain in pub-
lic places that would have normally been cleared. The Minneapolis Park 
Board, for example, has voted to allow the homeless to sleep in city parks. 
This ruling is consistent with the statement of the CDC that if individual 
housing options are not available, people living unsheltered or in tent 
encampments should be allowed to remain where they are. Minneapolis 
Parks Commissioner Chris Meyer said to reporters, “I am unwilling to 
evict somebody unless I can tell them where they should go.”110

The CDC further suggests that tent encampments should be allowed 
to stay in the absence of alternate social distanced shelter options, and, 
instead of disbanding them, the city should encourage those staying in 
encampments to set up their tents with at least twelve feet by twelve feet 
of space per individual, helping to decompress the encampment by link-
ing those at higher risk for severe illness to individual rooms, and work-
ing together with community coalition members to improve sanitation in 
encampments.111

XII. Conclusion

Our country is at a critical juncture: there is a pressing need to pass leg-
islation in order to ward off the worst housing crisis in U.S. history, with 
levels of homelessness not seen since the Great Depression.112 Congress 
has failed to extend the federal CARES Act moratorium, which expired on 
July 24, 2020,113 leaving renters living in jurisdictions not otherwise covered 
by state or local moratoria, vulnerable to eviction. HUD and other federal 
housing agencies have failed to step in to pass comparable legislation that 
could have continued to protect renters, so the CDC has intervened. 

Effective September 4, 2020 through December 31, 2020, the CDC has 
prohibited evictions from residential properties, nationwide.114 The CDC 
moratorium is much broader than the CARES Act, covering 86% of ten-
ants nationally in private and public buildings, as compared to the 28% 
of tenants living in publicly subsidized housing that were covered under 

110. Matt Sepic, Divided Minneapolis Park Board Supports Encampment at Powder-
horn Park, MPRNews (June 19, 2020), https://www.mprnews.org/story/2020/06/19 
/divided-minneapolis-park-board-supports-encampment-at-powderhorn-park.

111. See supra note 2 and accompanying text. 
112. Emma Ockerman, America Could Have ‘Great Depression’ Levels of Homelessness by 

Year’s End, Vice, Aug. 7, 2020.
113. Id.
114. Temporary Halt in Residential Evictions to Prevent the Further Spread of 

COVID-19, Fed. Reg. (Sept. 4, 2020), https://www.federalregister.gov/documents 
/2020/09/04/2020-19654/temporary-halt-in-residential-evictions-to-prevent-the-further 
-spread-of-covid-19.
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the CARES Act.115 The CDC moratorium applies to all tenants who make 
less than $99,000 yearly, if they certify that they have suffered substantial 
income loss during the pandemic, that they agree pay as much rent as they 
are able, and that if they were evicted, it would cause homelessness.116 
Thus, the CDC is trying to accomplish the goal of reducing the pandemic-
related housing crisis, while containing the spread of the virus.  

There are several shortcomings of the CDC moratorium, including that 
tenants continue accruing interest, fees, and penalties as a result of failure 
to pay rent, all of which will become due upon the expiration of the order.117 
There is no funding for rent relief that comes with the CDC order, although 
some hope that by the time it expires in 2021, Congress will have approved 
a comprehensive federal moratorium with funding. The Heroes Act, a $100 
billion dollar rental assistance and eviction prevention program, would have 
extended the federal moratorium an additional 12 months and provided 
some of this rental relief, were it not blocked by the Republican Senate.118

Many local and state moratoria are more comprehensive than the CDC 
order, including New York State’s, which prohibits late fees,119 and San 
Francisco’s ban on evictions, which gives renters until April of 2021 to pay 
any missed rent.120 Austin, Texas, gave out $1.2 million from an emergency 
rental relief fund in May 2020, helping about 1,600 renters,121 and in July 
2020, it announced the availability of a much larger pool of $17.5 million.122 
The CDC moratorium outlines that if there is a local or state residential 
moratorium that is more comprehensive than the CDC order, the more 

115. Professors’ Corner, The Federal Government’s Role in Furthering Affordable Rental 
Housing: Support and Retrenchment, Am. Bar Ass’n (Sept. 8, 2020), https://www.american 
bar.org/groups/real_property_trust_estate/events_cle/pcorner.

116. Temporary Halt, supra note 113. 
117. Id.
118. Bethany Snyder, Heroes Act Includes $100 Billion in Emergency Rental Assis-

tance and Other Housing Priorities, Cmty. Sols. (May 14, 2020), https://community 
.solutions/heroes-act-includes-100-billion-in-emergency-rental-assistance-and 
-other-housing-priorities/#:~:text=HEROES%20Act%20Includes%20%24100%20 
billion%20in%20Emergency%20Rental%20Assistance%20and%20Other%20Housing 
%20Priorities,-Congress%20passed%20a&text=6800%2C%20the%20Health%20and%20
Economic,round%20of%20federal%20stimulus%20funding.

119. Senate Bill S8192B, NY State Senate (Apr. 13, 2020), https://www.nysenate 
.gov/legislation/bills/2019/s8192/amendment/b.

120. Mayor’s Office of Hous. & Cmty. Dev., About the COVID-19 Eviction and Rent 
Increase Moratoriums, SF.gov (Aug. 25, 2020), https://sf.gov/information/about-covid 
-19-eviction-and-rent-increase-moratoriums#:~:text=The%20Mayor’s%20Order%20
temporarily%20bans,or%20health%20and%20safety%20issues.

121. Renae Merle, A Federal Eviction Moratorium Has Ended. Here’s What Renters 
Should Know, Wash. Post (Aug. 4, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business 
/2020/07/24/faq-federal-eviction-moratorium.

122. Ryan Autullo, Austin to Provide $17 Million in Aid for Renters Impacted by Corona-
virus, Statesman (July 21, 2020), https://www.statesman.com/news/20200721/austin 
-to-provide-17-million-in-aid-for-renters-impacted-by-coronavirus.
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exhaustive protections apply. Penalties for violating the CDC moratorium 
include a fine of at least $100,000, as well as up to one-year imprisonment.123 

Katy Ramsey Mason, Assistant Professor at University of Memphis 
School of Law, predicts that because of the prohibition on non-payment 
of rent evictions, there may be a rise in behavior-based evictions, thus still 
leaving tenants vulnerable to homelessness.124 Another pitfall of the CDC 
moratorium is the absence of a foreclosure forbearance program, which 
leaves homeowners as well as small landlords susceptible to lose their 
properties. Without rent reimbursement to small landlords,125 it is likely 
that our country will experience a rise in foreclosures, resulting in auction-
ing formerly affordable housing to the highest bidder. Tenants Opportu-
nity to Purchase Acts, and Community Opportunity to Purchase Acts 
would be essential to ensure that tenants and third parties committed to 
preserve affordable housing get a first right of refusal before the building 
can be sold to private developers. 

Our country needs a uniform, federal eviction moratorium that cov-
ers mortgage forbearance and rent reimbursement to landlords, across the 
board. Without these uniform provisions, an estimated 30-40 million rent-
ers will face eviction126, as well as the resulting hardship and poor health 
outcomes resulting from mass evictions.127

Trying to avoid that dire prediction, housing advocacy groups are try-
ing to extend moratoria, pass laws that erase rent and mortgage debt, 
extend the grace period when rent can be paid back, convert rental debt 
to consumer debt so that a renter’s rental record is not ruined by pan-
demic-related arrears, and train interested parties in how to participate in 
eviction- defense campaigns, if the need arises.128 

While housing advocates work to protect renters and homeowners from 
pandemic-related housing instability, our country must look to create long-
term housing solutions for an expanding homeless population. The lack of 
affordable noncongregate housing for society’s most vulnerable, has health 
consequences for us all, and must be addressed immediately. The pan-
demic has shone a light on the need for massive reform to avoid an unprec-
edented housing crisis, and the policies discussed in this paper that convert 
vacant property to safe and secure homes must be quickly pursued. 

123. Temporary Halt, supra note 113.
124. Professors’ Corner, supra note 114. 
125. See, e.g., N.J. Hous. & Mortg. Fin. Agency, Small Landlord Emergency Grant 

Program, https://www.nj.gov/dca/hmfa/rentals/sleg (last visited Sept. 18, 2020).
126. Emily Benfer et al., The COVID-19 Eviction Crisis: An Estimated 30–40 Million People  

in America Are at Risk, Aspen Inst. (Aug. 7, 2020), https://www.aspeninstitute.org/blog 
-posts/the-covid-19-eviction-crisis-an-estimated-30-40-million-people-in-america-are 
-at-risk.

127. RJ Vogt, Emily Benfer on the Incoming Wave of COVID-19 Evictions, Law360 (June 
21, 2020), https://www.law360.com/access-to-justice/articles/1284556/emily-benfer 
-on-the-incoming-wave-of-covid-19-evictions.

128. Telephone Interview with Tony Roshan Samara, Program Director, Land Use 
and Housing, Urb. Habitat (July 17, 2020).
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I. Introduction

In December 2018, following a contentious debate, Kent County’s Board of 
Commissioners—the legislative arm of the western Michigan county that 
includes Grand Rapids—narrowly voted to dissolve the Kent County Land 
Bank (KCLB), a local governmental agency that had operated in the region 
since 2009.1 The Board’s decision came down to one core concern: mission 
creep. While agreeing that the KCLB had successfully targeted and rehabil-
itated distressed properties over the prior decade, a majority of the Board 
believed that the entity—which had recently rebranded itself as “Innova-
LaB” and announced a shift into modular housing construction across 
Michigan—had strayed from its original purpose.2 Detractors argued that 
the KCLB was now competing with the private construction market dur-
ing a boom economy, a role that it had no business playing.3 Supporters of 
the KCLB saw its foray into state-wide modular housing construction as a 
commendable effort to address housing affordability in Michigan.4 

Regardless of one’s position, it was clear that the KCLB had shifted its 
programmatic focus. And it was equally clear why this shift had occurred. 
The KCLB, not uncommon for special purpose governmental agen-
cies, was created in response to a particular problem.5 In 2009, with Kent 

Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Detroit Mercy School of Law.
1. Michael Kransz, ‘Time to Move on’: Kent County Disbands Land Bank, MLive (Dec. 20, 

2018), https://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/2018/12/time-to-move-on-kent 
-county-disbands-land-bank.html. Despite being an independent entity, the KCLB was 
created by an intergovernmental agreement that included Kent County. Therefore, by 
withdrawing from the agreement, Kent County held effective authority to dissolve the 
entity. See Kent County Land Bank Authority Review Subcommittee, Kent County 
Board of Commissioners, Final Report (May 11, 2017), https://www.accesskent.com 
/Departments/BOC/pdfs/Reports/2017-06-30_FINAL_KCLBA_Report.pdf.

2. Kransz, supra note 1.
3. Kent County Land Bank Authority Review Subcommittee, supra note 1, at 12.
4. Kransz, supra note 1.
5. See Nadav Shoked, Quasi-Cities, 93 B.U. L. Rev. 1971, 1999 (2013) (“Special districts 

were accepted early on by courts, and then championed by New Dealers, as a means to 
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County experiencing a surge of tax foreclosures amidst the Great Reces-
sion, the KCLB was formed to address blighted and significantly dis-
tressed properties impacted by the ongoing economic crisis.6 This purpose 
was consonant with the challenges identified in its enabling legislation, the 
Land Bank Fast Track Act.7 But after rising precipitously through 2012, tax 
foreclosures in Kent County declined seventy-five percent over the next 
four years.8 The housing market surged.9 Federal programs designed to 
tackle Recession-era problems—such as the Hardest Hit Fund (HHF)—
terminated.10 The pipeline of distressed properties slowed to a trickle, as 
did outside funding opportunities. In this climate, the KCLB pivoted to 
another purpose authorized and empowered under the Land Bank Fast 
Track Act: economic development11—even if this purpose had not been 
squarely contemplated by the Board of Commissioners in 2009.

The story of the KCLB is only one example of a larger phenomenon: 
local government agencies, particularly those in the distressed housing 
and community development sectors, are established to tackle specific 
problems but experience a subtle yet significant shift in mission over 
time—from an issue-centered mission (guided primarily by the problems 
identified in their enabling statutes) to an operations-centered mission 
(guided by the broad powers conferred in those same statutes). These shifts 
can have appreciable ramifications on a government’s ability to respond to 
crises. 

Mission creep is defined as the gradual broadening of an operation’s 
objectives, generally beyond the scope of its original intent or jurisdiction.12 
The concept stems originally from a military context and is still often used 

address specific problems, standing in stark contrast to the more traditional forms of local 
government that are engaged in overall political, economic, and social policymaking.”).

 6. Kent County Land Bank Authority Review Subcommittee, supra note 1, at 
13 (describing the KCLB’s original mandate as “addressing blighted and significantly 
distressed properties”).

 7. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 124.752 (West) (discussing the need for an entity to 
assemble, dispose of, and quiet title to tax reverted public property).

 8. Foreclosures went from 309 in 2012 to 78 in 2016. Kent County Land Bank 
Authority Review Subcommittee, supra note 1, at 11.

 9. Laudo Ogura & Paul Isley, Housing Market in the Grand Rapids Area, 25 Seidman 
Bus. Rev. 6, 6 (2019) (reporting a large increase in home prices, fast employment growth, 
and low housing inventory in Kent County in 2018).

10. The final HHF allocation was made in 2016. See Treasury Announces Allocation of 
Final $1 Billion Among Hardest Hit Fund States, U.S. Dep’t of the Treasury (Apr. 20, 2016), 
https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/jl0434.aspx.

11. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 124.752 (West).
12. See, e.g., Olivia J. Greer, No Cause of Action: Video Surveillance in New York City, 

18 Mich. Telecomm. & Tech. L. Rev. 589, 616 (2012); Brian W. Blaesser, Legislative 
Acquiescence to Mission Creep by Administrative Body, Discretionary Land Use Controls 
§ 1:9: Avoiding Invitations to Abuse Discretion (2019); Kellen Zale, Compensating City 
Councils, 70 Stan. L. Rev. 839, 888 n.232 (2018).
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in legal commentary to describe military or law enforcement operations.13 
But with the COVID-19 pandemic currently causing widespread societal 
dislocations and expected to exacerbate housing and divestment chal-
lenges in urban neighborhoods,14 it is appropriate to consider how mission 
creep may apply in the local governance context. This essay makes an ini-
tial attempt to diagnose the issue. Following the Introduction here in Part 
I, Part II of the essay provides two additional examples of local mission 
creep. Part III posits that the proliferation and fragmentation of local gov-
ernment agencies is a significant contributor to local mission creep. Part 
IV demonstrates that local mission creep has real ramifications for govern-
ment administration, and then Part V concludes by offering advice to prac-
titioners operating under the shadow of the COVID-19 crisis.

II. Examples of Local Mission Creep

Two additional examples of mission creep are illustrative. The first comes 
from St. Louis, where the Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority 
(LCRA) was created in 1952 for the purpose of tackling “blighted and 
unsanitary areas” in the city.15 This purpose tracked its enabling statute, the 
Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority Law, which declared as its 
policy the aim of acquiring, managing, and rehabilitating blighted, unsani-
tary, and deteriorated property.16 The LCRA’s early work adhered to these 
directives.17 

Yet the LCRA drifted from this mission over time. In part, government 
actors and public support moved away from the interventionist, resource-
intensive urban policies of the Great Society era;18 but locally the LCRA’s 
enabling statute was just one in a series of similar Missouri laws that 

13. Fletcher N. Baldwin Jr. & Daniel Ryan Koslosky, Mission Creep in National Security 
Law, 114 W. Va. L. Rev. 669, 671 (2012).

14. Payton Heins, COVID-19 Impact on Michigan Communities: Risks, Interventions, 
Resources, Ctr. for Cmty. Progress Blog (May 20, 2020), https://www.community 
progress.net/blog/mi-post-covid19-updates. 

15. Land Clearance for Redevelopment Auth. of City of St. Louis v. City of St. Louis, 270 
S.W.2d 58, 61 (Mo. 1954).

16. Mo. Ann. Stat. § 99.310 (West).
17. See Michael R. Allen, A Brief History of the Kosciusko Urban Renewal Area, Pres. 

Rsch. Off. (June 19, 2011), http://preservationresearch.com/south-st-louis/a-brief 
-history-of-the-kosciusko-urban-renewal-area/. The LCRA’s major project in the 1950s, 
redevelopment of the Kosciusko neighborhood, arguably targeted and rehabilitated a 
neighborhood that was blighted per a traditional understanding of the term. But see Colin 
Gordon, Blighting the Way: Urban Renewal, Economic Development, and the Elusive Definition 
of Blight, 31 Fordham Urb. L.J. 305 (2004) (critiquing the concept, definition, and use of 
“blight” in Missouri).

18. See Bret A. Weber & Amanda Wallace, Revealing the Empowerment Revolution: A 
Literature Review of the Model Cities Program, 38 J. Urb. Hist. 173 (2018) (reviewing the 
Model Cities program and its subsequent legacy). 
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ultimately served to splinter its mission.19 One such law created a sepa-
rate agency, the Land Reutilization Authority, which was empowered to 
acquire foreclosed properties and quickly became the primary vehicle for 
managing these and other distressed parcels under public ownership.20 

The LCRA accordingly adjusted its role in St. Louis’s local government 
scheme. As with the KCLB, the LCRA shifted towards a purer economic 
development model: today, it largely provides an array of tax abatements 
for developments in St. Louis, including projects in the city’s wealthiest 
neighborhoods.21 The LCRA’s modern mission is still arguably consonant 
with the spirit of its enabling statute—which encourages cities to pro-
mote private sector development22—and it affords the LCRA fiscal stabil-
ity, thanks to a fee it collects from granting sales-tax exemptions.23 But the 
LCRA and City of St. Louis may be less prepared to respond to the chal-
lenges the agency was created to tackle.24

19. Richard A. King, The Continuing Battle to Curb Urban Blight and the Use of Economic 
Activity Taxes, 51 J. Mo. Bar 332 (1995) (discussing the Missouri legislature’s “wideranging 
legislative enactments”).

20. Mo. Ann. Stat. § 92.875 (West); see also Nick Luisetti, Utilizing the Municipal Land 
Reutilization Law: Why St. Louis City Should Take Control of Every Abandoned Property, 64 
St. Louis U. L.J. 515, 521 (2020) (describing the Land Reutilization Authority as the 
representative agency for public property in St. Louis and a prominent component of the 
current mayoral administration’s plan to reduce vacant properties).

21. See Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority, City of St. Louis (last visited July 
13, 2020), https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/sldc/boards/Land 
-Clearance-for-Redevelopment-Authority.cfm (“One of the primary functions of LCRA is 
to review development proposals that include requests for public assistance in the form 
of tax abatement or tax-exempt revenue bonds.”). This description seems to reflect real-
ity; incentive agreements with developers comprise most agenda items at recent LCRA 
meetings. See Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority of the City of St. Louis, Regu-
lar Meeting Agenda for Tuesday, January 21, 2020 (Jan. 17, 2020), https://www.stlouis-mo 
.gov/government/departments/sldc/boards/documents/upload/Agenda-Packet.pdf; 
Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority of the City of St. Louis, Regular Meeting 
Agenda for Tuesday, June 23, 2020 (June 19, 2020), https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/govern 
ment/departments/sldc/boards/documents/upload/June-23-2020-LCRA-Regular 
-Meeting-Agenda.pdf; see also Glenn Burleigh, The City Says It’s Cracking Down on Tax 
Incentives. It’s Not, Riverfront Times (Aug. 4, 2017), https://www.riverfronttimes.com 
/newsblog/2017/08/04/the-city-says-its-cracking-down-on-tax-incentives-its-not.

22. Mo. Ann. Stat. § 99.310 (West). 
23. Jacob Barker, SLDC May Direct Fees from Sales Tax Exemptions to Affordable Hous-

ing, St. Louis Post-Dispatch (June 27, 2020), https://www.stltoday.com/business/local 
/sldc-may-direct-fees-from-sales-tax-exemptions-to-affordable-housing/article 
_51f6f6fd-2f4e-550c-8564-e10848acd537.html (citing figures from the LCRA that it made a 
surplus of $400,000 due to this sales tax exemption fee). 

24. The Land Reutilization Authority continues to manage distressed and unwanted 
property, but it operates with considerable economic instability and is staffed by the 
SLDC, the St. Louis Redevelopment Corporation, another governmental entity that holds 
political oversight over the Land Reutilization Authority and the LCRA. See Asakura 
Robinson, St. Louis Land Bank Assessment: Final Report 23 (Feb. 2017), https://www 
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A final example comes from New Orleans, where the Community 
Improvement Agency was created in 1968 to serve as the city’s blight and 
rehabilitation arm.25 In its early years, and in a departure from the broad-
brushed “slum clearance” projects of the era, the Agency focused on small-
scale community efforts, such as managing street, lighting, and drainage 
improvements, and by providing home repair financing to owners in dis-
tressed neighborhoods.26 The Agency expanded its work with affordable 
housing in the 1980s, supported by funding through the federal govern-
ment’s Community Development Block Grant program.27

But, as in St. Louis, the Community Improvement Agency operated in 
an increasingly fragmented institutional environment. The Louisiana State 
Legislature passed a succession of statutes to address distressed housing in 
the 1980s and 1990s, and other programs and funding priorities eventually 
gained prominence.28 In 1994, the Agency was reconstituted as the New 
Orleans Redevelopment Authority (NORA).29 Its enabling statute, which 
focused in 1968 on the elimination and renewal of blighted areas,30 was 
amended in 1994, and then again in 1997. 31  These amendments, coupled 
with inconsistent policies, onerous procedural requirements, a multiplicity 
of agencies and programs focused on distressed housing, and subsequent 
changes to the Louisiana Constitution following Kelo v. City of New London32 
created hurdles for NORA when acquiring and disposing of distressed 

.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/sldc/documents/upload/St-Louis-Land 
-Bank-Assessment-Final-Report-February-2017-Document.pdf.

25. New Orleans Office of the Mayor, Community Improvement Agency, New Orleans 
Public Library City Archives, http://nutrias.org/~nopl/inv/mayor/cia.htm (last 
visited July 13, 2020). 

26. Id.
27. Id. 
28. Frank S. Alexander, Louisiana Land Reform in the Storms’ Aftermath, 53 Loy. L. Rev. 

727, 744 (2007) (discussing the legislature’s “addition of one new statute after another 
with little attention to overall statutory schemes, programs, and policies” in this field). 
The Housing Authority of New Orleans (HANO) was also tasked with distressed housing 
during this time, and was subject to years of added federal oversight due to significant 
deficiencies in its management of public housing in New Orleans. In 1994, the same year 
NORA was reconstituted, HANO faced a takeover by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, possibly tempering local appetite for additional initiatives in the 
distressed housing space. See U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GAO-96-67, HUD Takes 
over the Housing Authority of New Orleans (1996). 

29. About New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, New Orleans Redevelopment 
Authority, https://www.noraworks.org/about (last visited July 13, 2020).

30. 2004 La. Sess. Law Serv. Act 349 (H.B. 1302) (West) (amending 1968 La. Sess. Law 
Serv. Act 170); see also La. Legis. Dig., Baton Rouge Morning Advocate (May 23, 1968), 
at 18-A.

31. See 1994 La. Sess. Law Serv. 3rd Ex. Sess. Act 65 (S.B. 132) (West); 1997 La. Sess. 
Law Serv. Act 101 (S.B. 1367) (West). 

32. Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469 (2005).
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property.33 NORA subsisted as a small agency in its reconstituted form 
until Hurricane Katrina hit the city in 2005.34 Community stabilization 
programs such as “Rehab-Your-House” were discontinued,35 and, by 2001, 
according to critics, NORA was selling properties to landlords and devel-
opers without sufficiently ensuring blight remediation.36

III. The Role of Fragmentation

The examples of the KCLB, LCRA, and NORA arise against a backdrop 
of widespread fragmentation among special purpose local governments. 
There are over 38,000 such governments in the United States, defined as 
public entities established under state law that are independent from their 
local cities, townships, and counties and are ordinarily run by appointed, 
rather than elected, officials.37 Unlike general purpose governments, spe-
cial purpose entities are created and empowered with express subject- 
matter jurisdiction, such as a mandate to address a particular problem or to 
respond to a particular crisis. In theory, special purpose entities are limited 
in their operational scope, tailored to offer precision governance in a speci-
fied area, and managed and guided by technical challenges, rather than 
by politics.38 Yet in practice, these entities suffer from political insulation, 

33. See 1994 La. Sess. Law Serv. 3rd Ex. Sess. Act 65 (S.B. 132) (West); see also John J. 
Costonis, New Orleans, Katrina and Kelo: American Cities in the Post-Kelo Era, 83 Tul. L. Rev. 
395, 406–07 (2008) (discussing state law impediments on NORA disposing property fol-
lowing Kelo); Alexander, supra note 28, at 732–33 (discussing procedural hurdles, incon-
sistent policies, and fragmentation); see also About New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, 
supra note 29 (mentioning NORA’s pre-Katrina practice of conducting “one-off blight 
expropriations” to acquire property). 

34. About New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, supra note 29 (discussing NORA’s 
limited funding, staff, and operations in the 1990s); David Hammer, NORA Is Finally 
Making Housing Progress, New Orleans Times-Picayune (July 30, 2012), https://
www.nola.com/news/politics/article_07e6bb81-c81d-5e09-b517-e2eac70f7dc5.html 
(describing NORA as an “agency outcast” before 2009).

35. This program became mired in a federal probe and contributed to NORA’s loss 
of staff and funding. See Federal Investigation Centers n Rehab-Your-House Program, Baton 
Rouge Morning Advocate, July 4, 1985, at 11-C; Housing Workers May Be Fired, Baton 
Rouge Morning Advocate (Jan. 24, 1986), at 6B; HUD Probes Repair Program, Baton Rouge 
Morning Advocate (Dec. 19, 1985), at 6F; Interim Director Named for Troubled HUD Agency, 
Baton Rouge Morning Advocate, Feb. 19, 1986, at 7B.

36. See Associated Press, N.O. Agency’s War on Blighted Houses in Legal Oblivion, Baton 
Rouge Morning Advocate, Nov. 5, 2001, at 4B.

37. From Municipalities to Special Districts, Office Count of Every Type of Local Govern-
ment in 2017 Census of Governments, U.S. Census (Oct. 29, 2019), https://www.census.gov 
/content/dam/Census/library/visualizations/2019/econ/from_municipalities_to 
_special_districts_america_counts_october_2019.pdf.

38. Richard Briffault, The Local Government Boundary Problem in Metropolitan Areas, 48 
Stan. L. Rev. 1115, 1145 (1996); George W. Liebmann, The New American Local Government, 
34 Urb. Law. 93, 111 (2002).
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bloated costs, and poor accountability.39 Legal commentators have widely 
critiqued their proliferation in recent decades.40 

Identifying a reason for this proliferation is not difficult. The establish-
ment of special purpose entities is encouraged by the federal government,41 
eased by state law,42 promoted by interest groups,43 and advantageous to 
politicians seeking to pass oversight on a challenging issue to an outside 
actor with less visibility.44 Once established, moreover, special purpose 
entities are difficult to dissolve.45 Political insulation helps them linger 
under the radar, free of the broad governance mandates—and direct demo-
cratic accountability—that characterize general purpose governments.46 At 
the same time, the directors and managers of special purpose entities are 
inherently motivated by institutional survival—the desire to maintain their 
positions and continue the work that their organizations have started in 
the face of, or fear of, external existential threats.47 Institutional survival 
carries added urgency in a fragmented organizational field.48 As a conse-
quence, then, fragmentation operates as a positive feedback loop in local 
government: it breeds a multiplicity of public entities that enjoy external 
obscurity, while internally it cultivates a drive towards survival. When 
a new problem arises, elected officials may find it easier to create a new 
entity, rather than revive or refocus an old one.

The result of this legal and political framework is a one-way ratchet 
towards more public entities. But despite this trend—and, indeed, because 

39. Gerald E. Frug, Beyond Regional Government, 115 Harv. L. Rev. 1763, 1781–84 
(2002).

40. See Bruce Katz & Jeremy Nowak, The New Localism: How Cities Can Thrive 
in the Age of Populism 214–15 (2018); see also Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part I-the 
Structure of Local Government Law, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 1, 109 n.484 (1990); Terrence S. Welch, 
Containing Urban Sprawl: Is Reinvigoration of Home Rule the Answer?, 9 Vt. J. Envtl. L. 131, 
152 (2008); Frug, supra note 39, at 1781; Liebmann, supra note 38, at 111. For a legal history 
of special purpose governments, see Shoked, supra note 5.

41. Frug, supra note 39, at 1781.
42. Sara C. Galvan, Wrestling with Muds to Pin down the Truth About Special Districts, 75 

Fordham L. Rev. 3041, 3072 (2007).
43. Id. at 3048.
44. See Kathryn A. Foster, The Political Economy of Special-Purpose 

Government 102 (1997).
45. Galvan, supra note 42, at 3070.
46. Foster, supra note 44, at 31 (regarding political insulation and visibility); Frug, supra 

note 39, at 1783 (regarding accountability); Liebmann, supra note 38, at 111 (regarding the 
“ability [of special purpose governments] to function as pure provision units”).

47. Joy Milligan, Plessy Preserved: Agencies and the Effective Constitution, 129 Yale L.J. 
924, 936 n.43 (2020); Eric Biber, The Problem of Environmental Monitoring, 43 Envtl. L. Rep. 
News & Analysis 10695, 10696 (2013).

48. Rob Jenkins, Organizational Change and Institutional Survival: The Case of the 
U.N. Peacebuilding Commission, 38 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1327, 1333 (2008) (discussing the 
challenge of institutional survival and creating an “institutional niche” in a fragmented 
field).
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of it—individual public entities often find themselves lacking a clear man-
date and mission. At times, an agency is created in response to a problem 
that ultimately dissipates, loses the public’s attention, or perhaps never 
existed in the first place.49 Other times the entity may fail to secure funding 
in its area of expertise.50 And the proliferation of entities yields overlapping 
jurisdictions that erode previously clear mandates.51 

Our three examples—the KCLB, LCRA, and NORA—prove no excep-
tion from these norms, as all three also operated in a highly fragmented 
intergovernmental space. In St. Louis, the LCRA is one of seven indepen-
dent entities operating under the umbrella of the St. Louis Development 
Corporation, which itself is one of three local entities managing housing 
issues in the city, a bureaucratic framework that breeds poor communica-
tion and coordination.52 In New Orleans, NORA was one of many public 
agencies that held the task of rehabilitating distressed property at the time 
of Hurricane Katrina; poor coordination between these entities hampered 
the post-storm recovery process.53 And, in Kent County, the KCLB was not 
even the only land bank with jurisdiction in the region at the time it was 
dissolved.54

What to do? Faced with these realities, public administrators adapt 
as a means of institutional survival. In a world of broad legal mandates 
and narrow, intermittent funding streams, special purpose governments 
adapt by following the money.55 In this environment, the KCLB turned to 

49. See, e.g., the debate over mosquito abatement districts. Shoked, supra note 5, at 
1973 n.5.

50. Liebmann, supra note 38, at 111 (expressing the concern of entities linked to 
specific federal programs regardless of budget).

51. Galvan, supra note 42, at 3072.
52. Peter Salsich et al., Affordable Workforce Housing-an Agenda for the Show Me State: A 

Report from an Interactive Forum on Housing Issues in Missouri, 27 St. Louis U. Pub. L. Rev. 
45, 64 (2007).

53. John Travis Marshall, Rating the Cities: Constructing A City Resilience Index for 
Assessing the Effect of State and Local Laws on Long-Term Recovery from Crisis and Disas-
ter, 90 Tul. L. Rev. 35, 38 (2015); Audrey McFarlane, Fighting for the High Ground: Race, 
Class, Markets and Development Done Right in Post Katrina Recovery, 14 Wash. & Lee J. 
Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 77, 86 (2007) (discussing 10–15 entities); see also David D. Troutt, 
Katrina’s Window: Localism, Resegregation, and Equitable Regionalism, 55 Buff. L. Rev. 1109, 
1161 (2008) (discussing political fragmentation in and around New Orleans at the time of 
Hurricane Katrina); City of New Orleans, Plan For the 21st century: New Orleans 
2030 3.7–3.8 (2010) (highlighting the issue and importance of vacancy, blight, and afford-
able housing post-Katrina).

54. The State Land Bank Authority also had jurisdiction, and indeed took title to 
the KCLB’s properties, after the latter dissolved. See State Land Bank Finalizes Agree-
ments with Kent County, City of Grand Rapids, Mich. Bus. Network (Feb. 28, 2020), 
https://www.michiganbusinessnetwork.com/blog/state-land-bank-finalizes 
-agreements-with-kent-county-city-of-grand-rapids.

55. Elizabeth M. Tisher, Re-Stitching the Urban Fabric: Municipal-Driven Rehabilitation 
of Vacant and Abandoned Buildings in Ohio’s Rust Belt, 15 Vt. J. Envtl. L. 173, 200 (2013) 
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modular construction, and the LCRA began offering tax incentives that 
promoted its fiscal stability. 

IV. Assessing the Ramifications

Even subtle mission creep can impact an entity’s preparedness for future 
crisis. Just as governmental fragmentation is a cause of mission creep, it is 
also an unintended result. When entities expand their mandates and pro-
grammatic activities, areas of overlap between local agencies necessarily 
increase, and, therefore, more stakeholders are at the table during times 
of crisis—and more coordination challenges between them, spurring lead-
ership voids, accountability deficits, and administrative gridlock.56 Frag-
mentation can likewise occur internally. As programs and priorities shift, 
internal policies become outdated or inconsistent with each other.57 Both 
forms of fragmentation can hinder an entity’s responsiveness when faced 
with crisis.

More broadly, in an age when cities find themselves on the frontlines 
of crisis response,58 legal commentators have also emphasized the impor-
tance of local crisis preparedness—and the administrative framework that 
such preparedness entails.59 To be prepared for crisis, a local agency should 
possess basic foundational skills: it should have procurement and internal 
operational policies in place, along with a body of experience managing 
federal funds and forging intergovernmental partnerships.60

For several reasons these attributes are especially important when con-
sidering a special purpose entity charted to address housing and distressed 
property issues. First, the field relies upon federal grant programs that con-
tain complex management and reporting regulations; prior experience with 
relevant grant management can be crucial for effective implementation, 

(critiquing grant programs tied to demolition activity as a reason for land banks in Ohio 
favoring demolition at the expense of other redevelopment tools).

56. See Erin Ryan, Federalism at the Cathedral: Property Rules, Liability Rules, and 
Inalienability Rules in Tenth Amendment Infrastructure, 81 U. Colo. L. Rev. 1, 11 (2010) 
(citing interjurisdictional gridlock and abdication in New Orleans after Katrina).

57. Craig Anthony (Tony) Arnold, Is Wet Growth Smarter Than Smart Growth?: The 
Fragmentation and Integration of Land Use and Water, 35 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 
10152, 10167 (2005) (highlighting the issue of “internal disconnects” within the policy 
documents of a single entity).

58. In the context of the opioid crisis, see, for example, Morgan A. McCollum, Local 
Government Plaintiffs and the Opioid Multi-District Litigation, 94 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 938, 959 
(2019).

59. See John Travis Marshall & Ryan Max Rowberry, Urban Wreckage and Resiliency: 
Articulating A Practical Framework for Preserving, Reconstructing, and Building Cities, 50 
Idaho L. Rev. 49 (2014); Marshall, supra note 53.

60. Marshall, supra note 53 (discussing an organization’s experience in pursuing 
nonprofit and intergovernmental agreements, allocating and managing federal funding, 
and implementing internal controls, policies, and procedures); Marshall & Rowberry, 
supra note 59, at 57 (discussing procurement and housing policies).
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as well as for receiving competitive funds in the first place.61 Second, the 
maxim that property is unique demands public organizations in the busi-
ness of acquiring, managing, and disposing of distressed property to have 
targeted, data-driven policies in place to underpin these actions.62 And 
third, special purpose entities are desirable in theory because of the tech-
nical expertise that they possess;63 yet, in practice, without a staff versed 
in the sometimes disparate areas of community development, community 
organizing, real estate, and public administration, an entity may experi-
ence a mismatch between its broad powers and its more limited technical 
know-how.

New Orleans is a case in point. After Hurricane Katrina, NORA lacked 
the staff, resources, and expertise to serve as an effective stabilizing force. 
The challenges wrought by Katrina were enormous, and, in this environ-
ment, NORA endeavored, and often struggled, to secure and effectively 
administer federal funds,64 develop and implement policies for managing 
distressed properties,65 and find stable political footing in its fragmented 
local government landscape.66 Without mission creep, some of these 
baseline efforts could have been avoided, or expedited. The city’s post- 
hurricane recovery was hampered as a consequence.67

The COVID-19 pandemic has also wrought enormous challenges for 
local entities. From the perspective of distressed property and commu-
nity development, it is estimated that tax delinquency, foreclosure, blight, 
and displacement will increase in the coming years, as the pandemic’s 

61. Raymond H. Brescia et al., Crisis Management: Principles That Should Guide the Dis-
position of Federally Owned, Foreclosed Properties, 45 Ind. L. Rev. 305, 334–35 (2012) (dis-
cussing New Orleans’s challenges managing and spending federal funding pre-Katrina, 
and how those translated to challenges after the storm); Marshall, supra note 53, at 58 
(discussing the “voluminous technical requirements associated with deploying federal 
grant funds”).

62. Brescia et al., supra note 61, at 329–33 (explaining that NORA’s disposition policies, 
as of 2012, are built upon comprehensive neighborhood-level data that did not exist at 
the time of Katrina, and arguing that distressed housing policies need to be tailored to 
specific and unique market conditions).

63. See supra note 38 and accompanying text.
64. U.S. Dept. Hous. & Urb. Dev’t, 2011-AO-1004, The New Orleans Redevelopment 

Authority, LA, Had Not Administered Its Recovery Act Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program 2 in Accordance with Federal Regulations (2011), https://
www.hudoig.gov/sites/default/files/documents/audit-reports//ig11111004.pdf. 

65. Brescia et al., supra note 61, at 330.
66. The administration of Mayor Ray Nagin clashed with NORA after Hurricane 

Katrina. See Scott Cowen & Betsy Seifter, The Inevitable City: The Resurgence 
of New Orleans and the Future of Urban America 98-99 (2014); David Hammer, 
NORA Selects Landrieu Insider as Next Executive Director, New Orleans Times-Picayune 
(Jan. 31, 2012), https://www.nola.com/news/politics/article_b1485a93-ec4f-5839-a143 
-7bd0453ee98f.html. 

67. See supra note 53 and accompanying text.
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economic fallout brings a new housing and poverty crisis.68 Agencies that 
experienced mission creep after the Great Recession may struggle to retool 
and refocus their operations in the new environment. For Kent County, 
the ramifications of mission creep were particularly stark: the KCLB has 
been disbanded, and the region now lacks a local public entity dedicated 
to holding and managing distressed property. In St. Louis, as well, the 
LCRA’s current role as an economic development tool may not leave it 
well-positioned for a new economic crisis, even as its partner entity, the 
Land Reutilization Authority, has been imperiled by staffing and budget 
shortfalls in recent years.69

V. Lessons and Conclusion

Mission creep should pose a real concern for local special purpose enti-
ties. Operating in a resource-constrained and fragmented institutional 
environment, these entities are often tasked with tackling a community’s 
most pressing problems without the benefit of sustained funding or a clear 
political mandate. As a result, it should come as no surprise that agencies 
adapt as a means of institutional survival.

In many situations, adaptation is a commendable trait. But agency 
administrators should be wary of the institutional and political contexts in 
which they operate. When seeking to adapt its mission towards a norma-
tively positive goal—for example, to tackle an identified local problem not 
adequately confronted by other government actors—an entity still risks 
exposure on two significant fronts. First, in a highly resource-constrained 
environment, even unaddressed and pressing local needs are subject to 
resource scarcity and competition.70 Second, an entity’s foray beyond its 

68. See Heins, supra note 14.
69. See supra note 24 and accompanying text.
70. St. Louis’s foray into emergency homeless shelter services offers a representative 

example. In 2016, the city opened a twenty-four–hour public shelter, Biddle House, to 
serve St. Louis’s 1,000-plus homeless residents. The resources spent on Biddle House 
competed with, and jeopardized, other funding received from the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, which prioritized permanent housing over emergency 
services. As a result, the city struggled to meet service demand and retain nonprofit 
organizations capable of operating the shelter. Despite the city providing a crucial ser-
vice that local government entities were not already offering in St. Louis, critics charged 
that the nonprofit shelter operating prior to 2016 had more adequately addressed the 
emergency housing needs of St. Louis’s homeless residents. See Celeste Bott, Plung-
ing Temperatures Have Protesters, Volunteers Urging St. Louis to Do More for Homeless, St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch (Jan. 12, 2018), https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt 
-and-politics/plunging-temperatures-have-protesters-volunteers-urging-st-louis-to-do 
/article_4c7990fc-6d8d-579b-bb7a-649fbe225926.html; Rachel Lippmann, St. Louis Offi-
cials Admit Gaps in Homeless Services, St. Louis Public Radio (Jan. 11, 2018), https://
news.stlpublicradio.org/politics-issues/2018-01-11/st-louis-officials-admit-gaps-in 
-homeless-services#stream/0; Doug Moore, No One Bids to Run Biddle House Homeless 
Shelter, So St. Louis Tries Again, St. Louis Post-Dispatch (June 26, 2018), https://www 
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institutional niche may ultimately imperil its political mandate and cloud 
its long-term survival.71 The Kent County Land Bank suffered this fate 
when it rebranded as a modular home builder. From the KCLB’s perspec-
tive, its rebrand enabled the organization to fill a pressing local need for 
affordable housing. But to the majority of its legislative stakeholders, the 
KCLB had abdicated its mandate in order to pursue a commercial ven-
ture.72 What the KCLB’s leaders saw as adaptation was, from the critics’ 
perspective, an unwelcome programmatic aggrandizement that left a vac-
uum of governance at the heart of the KCLB’s foundational purpose. The 
KCLB was thus placed in the precarious and ultimately fatal position of 
asserting that its original mission was still vital, even as the agency argu-
ably moved away from it. 

How can local government leaders avoid this sort of outcome? NORA’s 
experience after Hurricane Katrina provides a starting guide. While NORA 
and its peer institutions were unprepared for the storm,73 the agency was 
reinvigorated in the following years with an expanded board of direc-
tors, a new-found leadership role in local governance, a reaffirmed mis-
sion focused on neighborhood revitalization, and, ultimately, significant 
amounts of federal grant money to expend and administer.74 In this man-

.stltoday.com/news/local/metro/no-one-bids-to-run-biddle-house-homeless-shelter 
-so/article_d50812f1-74f6-5857-9b06-b365423328db.html; Brian Ireland, Biddle House 
Struggles to Be Mediocre, St. Louis Post-Dispatch (June 30, 2018), https://www.stltoday 
.com/opinion/mailbag/biddle-house-struggles-to-be-mediocre/article_6691dabe-e5bf 
-5d7d-8e9a-86b4301398ae.html. On resource scarcity more broadly in local government, 
see, for example, Richard Briffault, The Most Popular Tool: Tax Increment Financing and the 
Political Economy of Local Government, 77 U. Chi. L. Rev. 65, 67 (2010) (discussing resource 
constraints and competition in the context of tax increment financing).

71. See supra note 48 and accompanying text (noting the value of creating an 
“institutional niche” as a means of promoting institutional survival).

72. See supra notes 1–3 and accompanying text.
73. See supra notes 64–67 and accompanying text.
74. Bruno &Tervalon LLP, New Orleans Redevelopment Authority: Financial 

and Compliance Audit Together with Independent Auditor’s Report 10 (June 28, 
2011), https://app.lla.state.la.us/PublicReports.nsf/1A75082356070917862578FC004F8
CFF/$FILE/00021B45.pdf (regarding NORA’s administration of federal funds under the 
Neighborhood Stabilization Program and Community Development Block Grant pro-
gram); Hammer, supra note 34 (identifying the NSP grant that NORA received in 2009 as a 
game-changer in its “journey from agency outcast to critical cog” in the city’s fragmented 
governance space); Cowen & Seifter, supra note 66, at 98 (discussing changes to the board 
and mission); Michiko Banba & Rajib Shaw, Land Use Management in Disaster Risk 
Reduction: Practice and Cases from a Global Perspective 88–89 (2016) (identifying 
the Road Home program and Neighborhood Stabilization Program as key sources for 
distressed inventory and funding, respectively, in driving NORA’s comprehensive efforts 
to rebuild neighborhoods); Frank Donze, Nagin Agrees to Funnel Cash to New Orleans 
Redevelopment Agency to Reduce Blight, but State Approval Needed, New Orleans Times-
Picayune (Nov. 7, 2008), https://www.nola.com/news/article_c364577e-dfec-5fc2-a088 
-3721e9b6abb6.html (discussing Community Development Block grants).
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ner, NORA was able to reaffirm its mission while simultaneously expand-
ing its impact in the local community.

To an extent, NORA’s transformation is necessarily difficult to general-
ize and replicate, as best demonstrated by the infusion of programmatic 
funding that it received. In 2008, the City of New Orleans agreed to trans-
fer up to $38 million in Community Development Block Grant money to 
the agency, following a period of poor relations with the administration 
of Mayor Ray Nagin.75 Then, in 2010, NORA led a consortium of nonprofit 
and neighborhood organizations that received almost $30 million through 
the federal Neighborhood Stabilization Program, an amount that dwarfed 
the funds received by peer agencies in other major cities.76 Plainly, these 
developments should be viewed in the context of Katrina’s devastation 
and could not have been anticipated beforehand. Given that a lack of fund-
ing is a factor in mission creep, an agency cannot plan upon an infusion of 
funding to forestall such creep in the first place.

But NORA also took steps that can be replicated by other agencies. 
Notably, NORA turned its fragmented environment from a liability into an 
asset by joining an interlocal consortium that applied collectively for grant 
support.77 In addition, the agency also prepared policies and programs tai-
lored towards a crisis-response mission—in at least one case, even before 
funding was received.78 These actions helped NORA create a foundational 
administrative framework for crisis responsiveness, in line with the criteria 
proposed in the academic literature.79 Creating this framework not only 
assisted NORA in its post-Katrina operations, but crucially it also honed 
and stabilized NORA’s mission in advance of crises that may arise in the 
future.

Local government practitioners can build upon these lessons as they 
prepare for the profound local challenges likely to stem from the COVID-
19 pandemic. Even without an infusion of funding, an agency tasked with 
housing and community development can ask itself several foundational 
questions.  For example: do our foundational policies adhere to our organic 
mission—and prepare us for a crisis arising within the ambit of that mis-
sion? Do our partnerships maximize our resources and political capital 
with respect to our organic mission? Does our staff hold sufficient prior 
experience operating, administering, and monitoring programs that arise 
under our organic mission?  That these questions are intuitive underscores 

75. Donze, supra note 74; see also supra note 66 and accompanying text.
76. David Hammer, New Orleans Redevelopment Authority Gets $30 Million Federal 

Grant to Fight Blight, New Orleans Times-Picayune (Jan. 15, 2010), https://www.nola 
.com/news/politics/article_aefbc899-5c6e-5072-8c16-c802d41c554c.html 

77. U.S. Dept. Hous. & Urb. Dev’t, supra note 64, at 4.
78. Brescia et al., supra note 61, at 329–33 (describing in detail NORA’s post-Katrina 

policies and strategies for administering distressed property); Donze, supra note 74 
(discussing the Lot Next Door program).

79. See supra notes 59–60 and accompanying text.
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their purpose in a mission-focused governance scheme, both during and in 
anticipation of times of crisis. 

Legislators—and those who hold them accountable—also have an 
important question to consider. When a crisis arrives, efforts to create 
new agencies, mandates, and statutory regimes may serve a useful politi-
cal function: they may signal to the public that aggressive action is being 
taken, even while, in reality, democratic accountability is being passed to a 
special purpose entity. Such efforts may also serve a useful civic function 
in cases where the entity possesses sufficient resources and technical skill 
to address the challenges it is being assigned. But one should be wary of 
contributing to a positive feedback loop of fragmentation that ultimately 
blurs, and then erodes, missions across the local governance spectrum. 

To walk this line, legislatures can build more external oversight into the 
statutes, ordinances, and intergovernmental agreements that create spe-
cial purpose entities. While all special purpose entities are subject to some 
degree of political oversight, the political process alone does not serve as 
an effective check on mission creep.80 Likewise, as another form of exter-
nal oversight, many special purpose entities also conduct regular financial 
audits, either as required by a legal mandate or as performed as a matter of 
policy.81 But financial audits are not designed to answer non-fiscal existen-
tial questions, such as whether an entity is adhering to its core mission or 
whether, as an initial matter, the legislative findings underlying that core 
mission still describe needs existing in the local community.82 

Yet through another type of government audit—the performance 
audit—legislatures can push special purpose entities to directly con-
front these questions.83 Performance audits are broadly defined under 

80. See supra note 46 and accompanying text (discussing how special purpose entities 
often operate insulated from political accountability).

81. Of the entities examined in this article, both NORA and the KCLB appear to have 
conducted regular financial audits, while the LCRA is also subject to financial audits as 
a component unit of the St. Louis Development Corporation. See Bruno & Tervalon 
LLP, supra note 74 (regarding NORA); David Czurak, County Land Bank Enjoys Good Fis-
cal Year, Grand Rapids Bus. J. (May 3, 2013), https://grbj.com/news/county-land-bank 
-enjoys-good-fiscal-year/ (regarding the KCLB); St. Louis Office of the Comptroller, 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report City of St. Louis, Missouri (June 30, 2018), 
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/comptroller/documents 
/upload/CityofStLouisMO_CAFR-FY18.PDF (regarding the LCRA as a component of 
the St. Louis Development Corporation, which itself is termed a discretely presented 
component unit of the City of St. Louis).

82. U.S. Govt Accountability Off., GAO-18-568G, Government Auditing 
Standards 7–8 (2018) (defining the scope of a financial audit).

83. In contrast with financial audits, performance audit requirements rarely appear 
in enabling legislation, the statutes creating the KCLB, LCRA, and NORA included. In 
some cases, a governmental auditor is mandated to conduct performance audits across a 
vast portfolio of governments and agencies. See, e.g., Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 43.09.470 
(West) (obliging the state auditor to conduct performance audits of state government, 
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government auditing standards:84 they can include assessment of an enti-
ty’s strategic plan and objectives, the policies used to further these goals, 
the entity’s compliance with the aims of its authorizing legislation, and the 
relative value of overlapping or alternative programmatic approaches.85 
In short, a performance audit could expressly grant an outside evaluator 
the authority to review an entity’s adherence to its mission. The result-
ing audit process would assist administrators in their strategic planning, 
while keeping stakeholders reminded of an entity’s organic purposes. It 
may also offer a balanced approach to legislative oversight. As compared 
with a restrictive oversight approach, one that narrowly defines an entity’s 
powers or establishes a proscribed sunset date, a performance audit does 
not itself establish bright-line rules that constrain government activity. But, 
as compared with a permissive or nonexistent oversight approach, the per-
formance audit can offer clear parameters to assess institutional purpose, 
in effect promoting local accountability.86

An effort to take a balanced approach to the issue of mission creep epit-
omizes its underlying tension. The line between effective adaptation and 
mission creep may at times be a thin one. For administrators and stake-
holders alike, an appreciation of the pitfalls experienced by other govern-
mental agencies offers an essential starting point for cultivating robust, 
skilled, and democratic local entities without accelerating attendant cycles 
of local fragmentation.

local government, and governmental agencies in Washington). In other cases, a perfor-
mance audit is mandated on a one-time or limited basis. See, e.g., W. Va. Code Ann. § 
17-2A-6a (West) (requiring a performance audit in 2015 of the West Virginia Department 
of Transportation’s Division of Highways). But some statutes establish a requirement for 
specified and regular performance audits of a given entity or program. See, e.g., 62 Pa. 
Stat. Ann. § 3016.1 (West) (regular performance audit of programs under Pennsylvania’s 
Energy Conservation and Assistance Act); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 36.112 (West) (regu-
lar performance audits of the Michigan Veterans’ Facility Authority).

84. Government Auditing Standards, supra note 82, at 11 (noting that 
“[p]erformance audit objectives vary widely”).

85. See id. (assessing the “plans, methods, policies, and procedures used to fulfill 
the mission, strategic plan, goals, and objectives of the entity”); id., at 12 (“assessing the 
extent to which legislative, regulatory, or organizational goals and objectives are being 
achieved” and “assessing the extent to which programs duplicate, overlap, or conflict 
with other related programs”); id., at 14 (assessing “program or policy alternatives, 
including forecasting program outcomes under various assumptions”).

86. See Kerry E. Rodgers, The Limits of Collaborative Governance: Homeland Security 
and Environmental Protection at U.S. Ports, 25 Va. Envtl. L.J. 157, 176 (2007) (noting 
that independent performance audits may improve accountability). But see William 
S. Fields & Thomas E. Robinson, Legal and Functional Influences on the Objectivity of the 
Inspector General Audit Process, 2 Geo. Mason Indep. L. Rev. 97, 121 (1993) (arguing that 
performance audits invite subjective and political judgments).
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I. Introduction

Extended-stay hotels being called “Home, Sweet-Home” is the new nor-
mal for many Americans. The scarcity of sufficient affordable housing 
options has increased the number of persons using extended-stay hotels 
as their primary residence.1 Whether a long-term resident of an extended-
stay hotel possesses the legal protections afforded to residential tenants is 
unaddressed by statutory law in many states. Without such legal protec-
tions, residents face removal with minimal notice and no judicial process.2 
The need to study the lack of legal protections afforded to those utiliz-
ing extended-stay hotels as a primary residence is more important than 
ever because of COVID-19. Many eviction moratoria adopted by states in 
response to economic hardships caused by the pandemic do not address or 
protect residents of extended-stay hotels.3 

This essay explores the ways in which states and local governments 
determine the legal status of extended-stay hotel residents. The essay will 
discuss the real-life application of the protections afforded to extended-stay 

Eviction Prevention Project Attorney, Savannah Regional Office, Georgia Legal Ser-
vices Program. JD, University of Georgia School of Law; MA and BA, Liberty University; 
PhD (in progress), Grand Canyon University.

1. See generally, Terri Wingate-Lewinson, June Gary Hopps & Patricia Reeves, Liminal 
Living at an Extended Stay Hotel: Feeling “Stuck” in a Housing Solution, 37 J. Socio. & Soc. 
Welfare, 9 (2010). 

2. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann.§ 43-21-50 (2020); Ky. Rev. Stat. § 383.535 (2020); La. Rev. 
Stat. Ann. §§ 9:3251– 9:3261 (2020); La. Civ. Code Ann. § 2668 (2020); N.C. Gen. Stat. 
§ 42-39 (2020); Tex. Prop. Code §§ 92.001 - 92.050 (2020). See generally Garner v. La Marr, 76 
S.E.2d 721 (Ga. Ct. App. 1953); Williams v. State, 583 S.E.2d 172 (Ga. Ct. App. 2003); Gentry 
v. Chateau Props., 511 S.E.2d 892 (Ga. Ct. App. 1999); McNeill v. Estate of Lachmann, 666 
A.2d 996 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1995).

3. COVID-19 and Changing Eviction Policies Around the Nation, Eviction Lab (Mar. 19, 
2020), https://evictionlab.org/covid-eviction-policies. States that have enacted COVID-
19 related eviction moratoria fail to protect extended-stay hotel residents when statutes 
fail to address the point at which an extended-stay hotel residents become legal tenants. 
Id.
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hotel residents and how the legal status of extended-stay hotel residents 
directly affects rates of evictions and homelessness. 

II. Legal Framework

Generally, state law defines who is classified as a tenant, the legal protec-
tions afforded tenants, and the responsibility of hotels providing indi-
viduals with the short-term use of a room.4 However, in many states, this 
statutory framework fails to address the status and rights of long-term resi-
dents of extended-stay hotels. Without clear laws granting them the sta-
tus of tenants, residents of extended-stay hotels are uncertain of their legal 
rights when they are told to vacate a hotel room. Often the determination 
of their legal status as a hotel guest or tenant rests in the hands of local law 
enforcement.5 States tend to fall into one of three broad categories as to 
how they determine when a long-term resident of an extended-stay hotel 
gains the protections afforded a legal tenant. 

The first group of states are those that have failed to adopt any statu-
tory provisions addressing when a long-term resident of extended-stay 
hotels has legal protections similar to those afforded to tenants. The second 
group includes states that have adopted a case-by-case fact-based analysis 
for determining when an extended-stay hotel occupant is to be afforded 
the rights of a tenant: primarily the requirement that the hotel use judicial 
process to regain possession. These states require that each extended-stay 
occupancy be examined to determine if it has converted from a transient 
hotel stay to a tenancy. Finally, the third group of states and local govern-
ments are those that have adopted a bright-line rule for when an occupancy 
converts to a tenancy; for instance, any occupancy beyond a set number of 
days is treated as a tenancy.

A lack of legal authority addressing if and when a long-term extended-
stay hotel resident becomes a legal tenant characterizes the first category.6 
This approach, adopted by many states, maintains that the development 
of landlord-tenant laws was to protect those who rent their permanent 

4. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann. §§ 44-7-1 to 44-7-81; Ga. Code Ann. §§ 43-21-1 to 43-21-16; 
Landlord-Tenant Statutes, State-by-State, Nolo (Jan. 2020), https://www.nolo.com/legal 
-encyclopedia/chart-landlord-tenant-state-laws-29016.html 

5. See, e.g., Kate Santich & Caroline Glenn, Families Living in Central Florida Hotels Fear 
Homelessness During Coronavirus Pandemic, Orlando Sentinel (Apr. 17, 2020), https://
www.orlandosentinel.com/coronavirus/os-ne-coronavirus-central-florida-hotel-motel 
-families-evicted-20200417-dnsmmavvdvhsrfinbguddwcmxu-story.html.

6. See, e.g., Alaska Stat. § 34.03.330 (2020); Idaho Code §§ 55-208-55-308, 6-301 to 
6-324 (2020); Ind. Code Ann. § 32-31-2.9-4 (2020); Ky. Rev. Stat. § 383.535 (2020); La. Civ. 
Code Ann. §§ 2668–2672 (2020); Me. Rev. Stat. §§ 6000-6016A (2020); Miss. Code Ann. 
§ 89-8-3 (2020); Mont. Code Ann. § 50-51-102 (2020); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 42-39 (2020); N.D. 
Cent. Code §§ 47-16-01 to 47-16-41(2020); Okla. Stat. § 104 (2020); 68 Pa. Stat. Ann. 
§§ 250.101 to 399.18 (2020); Tex. Prop. Code §§ 92.001 to 92.050 (2020); Wyo. Stat. Ann. 
§ 1-21-1002 (2020). See generally Helfrich v. Valdez Motel Corp., 207 P.3d 552 (Alaska 2009); 
Baker v. Rushing, 409 S.E.2d 108 (N.C. 1991). 
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residence, not for those who rent on a transient basis.7 This distinction 
ignores the fact that many people reside in extended stay hotels for months 
and even years, with the hotel being their sole permanent residence.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, some state and local governments 
established eviction moratoria, and some law enforcement agencies issued 
official announcements that evictions were suspended.8 These pronounce-
ments referred to residential tenants, but none specified that they applied 
to individuals living in extended-stay hotels.9 Therefore, if the state or 
local government did not have statutory provisions addressing when an 
extended-stay hotel resident becomes a legal tenant, individuals living in 
extended-stay hotels were not protected from eviction.

The second group of states require a factual evaluation of each case to 
determine if, based on the individual circumstances, the resident is a hotel 
guest or a tenant. The legal authority governing that decision is most often 
a judicial decision and not a law or statute.10 This category affords the long-
term occupant of an extended stay hotel some potential protection but fails 
to provide certainty that they will receive those protections because the 
decision is often made by law enforcement exercising significant individ-
ual discretion, rather than by a court. 11 In some states, the deciding factor 
is the housing provider’s intent, the reasoning behind providing the living 
accommodations, or if both parties agreed that the relationship should be 
treated as a landlord-tenant relationship.12

Alabama, Nebraska, and Tennessee maintain that individuals staying 
in hotels, motels, or similar lodgings are not covered under the residential 

 7. See, e.g., Tenn. Code Ann. § 66-28-102 (2020).
 8. See, e.g., Court-Ordered Evictions, Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program Suspended 

Due to COVID-19 Precautions, Cook Cnty., https://www.cookcountysheriff.org/swap 
-precautions (last visited Sept. 3, 2020); Darcey Costello, Evictions Suspended in Louisville 
for ‘Foreseeable Future’ Amid Coronavirus Outbreak, Louisville Courier J. (Mar. 17, 2020), 
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/politics/metro-government/2020 
/03/17/louisville-jefferson-county-kentucky-ceases-evictions-time-being-amid-coronavirus 
/5064564002; Rodrigo Terrejon, Bergen County Suspends Evictions Amid Coronavirus Pan-
demic, NJ.com (Mar. 17, 2020), https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/bergen 
-county-suspends-evictions-amid-coronavirus-pandemic.html.

 9. Court-Ordered Evictions, supra note 8; Costello, supra note 8, Terrejon, supra note 8.
10. See generally, State v. Carrillo, 546 P.2d 838 (Ariz. 1976); Bourque v. Morris, 460 

A.2d 1251 (Conn. 1983); State v. Anonymous, 379 A.2d 1 (Conn. 1977); Anderson v. Wil-
liam J. Davis, Inc., 553 A.2d 648 (D.C. 1989); Harkins v. Win Corp., 771 A.2d 1025 (D.C. 
2001); Tamamian v. Gabbard, 55 A.2d 513 (D.C. 1947); Garner v. La Marr, 76 S.E.2d 721 
(Ga. Ct. App. 1953); Williams v. State, 583 S.E.2d 172 (Ga. Ct. App. 2003); Gentry v. Cha-
teau Properties, 511 S.E.2d 892 (Ga. Ct. App. 1999); Ambassador E., Inc. v. Chicago, 77 
N.E.2d 803 (Ill. 1948); Brin v. Sidenstucker, 8 N.W.2d 423 (Iowa 1943); McNeill v. Estate of 
Lachmann, 666 A.2d 996 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1995).

11. See, e.g., Santich & Glenn, supra note 5.
12. See, e.g., Ala. Code § 35-9A-122 (2020); Neb. Rev. Stat. Ann § 76-1408 (2020); 

Tenn. Code Ann. § 66-28-102 (2020); Helfrich v. Valdez Motel Corp., 207 P.3d 552 (Alaska 
2009).
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landlord-tenant code unless the agreement between the parties was cre-
ated purposefully to avoid the application of landlord-tenant statutes.13 
In Alaska, a statute provides that individuals staying in hotels, motels, 
or lodgings, or having rights of occupancy conditioned upon employ-
ment, are not covered under the residential landlord-tenant code.14 Even 
so, the court in Helfrich v. Valdez Motel Corp.15 applied the residential land-
lord-tenant code to employee housing, seemingly because neither party 
argued against doing so.16 The court, however, did not specify the criteria 
for when the residential landlord-tenant code should apply to individu-
als who are not usually protected by the residential landlord-tenant code.17 
Although the court did not address the treatment of long-term residents of 
an extended-stay hotel, the case shows a court’s reluctance to distinguish 
between when arrangements are not governed by the residential landlord-
tenant code and when these arrangements obtain protections afforded by 
the code.

In other states, a multifactor analysis is employed to determine when 
an extended-stay hotel resident is entitled to the legal protection typically 
afforded tenants, such as the right to be evicted only through a judicial 
process.18 For example, Georgia courts consider elements such as whether 
the resident pays for the unit daily, weekly, or monthly; the language of 
the occupancy agreement; whether the resident has brought in their own 
furniture or contracted for utilities such as Internet or cable services; if the 
extended-stay hotel provides linen, maid, or switchboard services; if the 
resident is being taxed as a hotel guest; and if the extended-stay hotel has 
the appropriate business license.19 

In Connecticut, courts have also considered several factors in deter-
mining whether an extended-stay hotel resident is a tenant, including 
the length of stay; receipt of mail; the existence of a lease or other “spe-
cial contract for the room”; cooking facility access; the level of control over 

13. See, e.g., Ala. Code § 35-9A-122 (2020); Neb. Rev. Stat. Ann § 76-1408 (2020); 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 66-28-102 (2020).

14. See, e.g., Alaska Stat. § 34.03.330 (2020).
15. Helfrich v. Valdez Motel Corp., 207 P.3d 552 (Alaska 2009).
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. See Minn. Stat. Ann. § 327.70 (2020); N.M. Stat. Ann. § 47-8-3 (2020); Ohio Rev. 

Code Ann. § 3731.041 (2020). See generally, State v. Carrillo, 546 P.2d 838 (Ariz. 1976); 
Bourque v. Morris, 460 A.2d 1251 (Conn. 1983); State v. Anonymous, 379 A.2d 1 (Conn. 
1977); Anderson v. William J. Davis, Inc., 553 A.2d 648 (D.C. 1989); Harkins v. Win Corp., 
771 A.2d 1025 (D.C. 2001); Tamamian v. Gabbard, 55 A.2d 513 (D.C. 1947); Garner v. La 
Marr, 76 S.E.2d 721 (Ga. Ct. App. 1953); Williams v. State, 583 S.E.2d 172 (Ga. Ct. App. 
2003); Gentry v. Chateau Props., 511 S.E.2d 892 (Ga. Ct. App. 1999); Ambassador E., Inc. v. 
Chicago, 77 N.E.2d 803 (Ill. 1948); Brin v. Sidenstucker, 8 N.W.2d 423 (Iowa 1943); McNeill 
v. Estate of Lachmann, 666 A.2d 996 ( N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1995).

19. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann.§ 43-21-50 (2020); La Marr, 76 S.E.2d at 721; State, 583 
S.E.2d at 172; Chateau Props., 511 S.E.2d at 892. 
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the unit; whether the unit is the individual’s sole residence; and whether 
the individual is making a home out the dwelling.20 States employing a 
fact-based analysis test acknowledge that there are circumstances when 
an extended-stay hotel resident becomes a tenant under the state landlord 
tenant laws but maintain that the determination requires a detailed fact-
based analysis.21 

The third approach employed by a portion of the states is to adopt 
express statutory provisions, which provide a clear standard for determin-
ing when an extended-stay hotel resident gains the legal protections of a 
tenant. The statutory provisions of states falling within the third category 
generally provide a consecutive-day threshold for differentiating between 
a hotel guest and a tenant.22 In California, an extended-stay hotel resident 
automatically becomes a tenant after staying in a motel or similar lodging 
for more than thirty consecutive days.23 Similarly, Virginia requires a mini-
mum of ninety-one consecutive days after which a hotel guest becomes a 
tenant.24 

In Colorado, one local municipality defines “transient use” or “transient 
occupancy” as staying in the same lodging for less than thirty consecutive 
days.25 Based on this definition, an individual residing in the same lodg-
ing for more than thirty consecutive days is treated as a tenant.26 Other 

20. See Morris, 460 A.2d at 1251; Anonymous, 379 A.2d at 1.
21. See Minn. Stat. Ann. § 327.70 (2020); N.M. Stat. Ann. § 47-8-3 (2020); Ohio Rev. 

Code Ann. § 3731.041 (2020). See generally Carrillo, 546 P.2d 838; Bourque, 460 A.2d 1251; 
Anonymous, 379 A.2d 1; Anderson, 553 A.2d 648; Harkins, 771 A.2d 1025; Tamamian, 55 A.2d 
513; Garner, 76 S.E.2d 721; Williams, 583 S.E.2d 172; Gentry, 511 S.E.2d 892; Ambassador E., 
Inc., 77 N.E.2d 803; Brin, 8 N.W.2d 423; McNeill, 666 A.2d 996.

22. See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 42-5070 (2020); Cal Civ Code § 1940.1 (2020); Del. 
Code Ann. §§ 5101-5102(2020); Md. Code Ann., Local Gov’t § 20-43 (2020); Mass. Ann. 
Laws ch. 64G, § 1 (2020); Mich. Comp. Laws § 141.872 (2020); Mo. Rev. Stat. § 66.500 
(2020); Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 116.340 (2020); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 78-A:3 (2020); N.Y. 
Real Prop. Acts. Law § 711 (2020); Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 90.100 (2020); R.I. Gen. Laws 
§ 42-63.1-2 (2020); S.C. Code Ann. § 45-5-10 (2020); S.C. Code Ann. § 27-40-120 (2020); 
S.D. Codified Laws § 10-45-7 (2020); W. Va. Code § 21-11-3 (2020); Va. Code Ann. § 55.1-
1201 (2020); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 32, § 9202 (2020); Ferris Tr. v. Planning Comm’n of Kaua’i, 
378 P.3d 1023 (Haw. Ct. App. 2016); Dao v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals, 434 P.3d 1223 (Haw. Ct. 
App. 2019); Johnson Cty. Sports Auth. v. Shanahan, 499 P.2d 1090 (Kan. 1972). 

23. Cal. Civ. Code § 1940.1 (2020).
24. Va. Code Ann. § 55.1-1201 (D)(4) (2020).
25. Victor, Colo., Mun. Code § 16-2-10 (2020).
26. See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 42-5070 (2020); Cal. Civ. Code § 1940.1 (2020); Del. 

Code Ann. §§ 5101–5102(2020); Md. Code Ann., Local Gov’t § 20-43 (2020); Mass. Ann. 
Laws ch. 64G, § 1 (2020); Mich. Comp. Laws § 141.872 (2020); Mo. Rev. Stat. § 66.500 
(2020); Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 116.340 (2020); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 78-A:3 (2020) Or. 
Rev. Stat. Ann. § 90.100 (2020); R.I. Gen. Laws § 42-63.1-2 (2020); S.C. Code Ann. § 45-5-
10 (2020); S.C. Code Ann. § 27-40-120 (2020); S.D. Codified Laws § 10-45-7 (2020); W. Va. 
Code § 21-11-3 (2020); Va. Code Ann. § 55.1-1201 (2020); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 32, § 9202 
(2020); Ferris Tr., 378 P.3d 1023; Dao, 434 P.3d 1223; Johnson Cty. Sports Auth., 499 P.2d 1090. 
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states’ statutory provisions focus on the intent of the tenant. For example, 
a Washington State provision maintains that a tenant is a person occupy-
ing a structure or part of a structure for the use of residency or sleeping 
under a rental agreement.27 The same provision defines a rental agreement 
as including all agreements concerning the occupancy and use of a dwell-
ing unit.28 

In Wisconsin, an individual who pays rent periodically and has pos-
session, even without a valid lease, is protected under landlord-tenant 
laws.29 Florida maintains that non-transient occupancy exists when the 
parties intend that the occupancy will not be temporary.30 However, there 
is a rebuttable presumption that the occupancy is non-transient when the 
dwelling unit occupied is the sole residence of the extended-stay resident.31 
If the occupancy is considered non-transient, then protections afforded 
under the landlord-tenant laws apply.32 States employing such clear and 
straightforward criteria for distinguishing between hotel occupants and 
tenants afford individuals certainty and ensure equal treatment.

III. Real-Life Applications

The imbalance of power between the landlord and an extended-stay hotel 
guest leads the occupant to be extremely vulnerable. Generally, the hotel 
can, often without cause or prior notice, remove the individual with-
out using any judicial process.33 In 1972, the Uniform Law Commission 
attempted to address the imbalance of power and interest in the landlord-
tenant relationship by creating the Uniform Residential Landlord- Tenant 
Act (URLTA).34   The primary purpose of URLTA and similar landlord-
tenant laws is to address the historical power imbalance between land-
lords and tenants.35 URLTA clarifies landlord duties and tenant duties, and 
provides remedies for disputes.36 Several states have enacted URLTA or 
some portion of URLTA to govern the landlord-tenant relationship.37 The 

27. See, e.g., Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 59.18.030 (2020). See generally, Honse v. Clinton, 
Nos. 45616-8-II, 46336-9-II, 2015 (Wash. Ct. App., Sept. 29, 2015). 

28. Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 59.18.030.
29. Wis. Stat. § 704.01 (2020).
30. Fla. Stat. § 509.013 (2020).
31. Id.
32. Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ 83.40 to 83.682.
33. Hotel Eviction Does Not Require Advance Notice, Pub. Agency Training Council 

(May 2015), http://www.patc.com/weeklyarticles/print/2015_lewis_v_ritzcarlton.pdf.
34. See generally Nat’l Conf. Comm’rs on Unif. State Laws, Unif. Residential 

Landlord & Tenant Act § 1.101-6.104 (1972), https://d1unatz8mcf3a5.cloudfront.net 
/uploads/Uniform-Residential-Landlord-and-Tenant-Act.pdf.

35. Id. 
36. Id.
37. Nat’l Conf. State Legislatures, State Adoptions of URLTA Landlord 

Duties (last visited Sept. 3, 2020), https://www.ncsl.org/research/environment-and 
-natural-resources/state-adoptions-of-urlta-landlord-duties.aspx [hereinafter NCSL].
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statutory provisions contained in URLTA utilize the term “transient occu-
pancy” to define stays in hotels, motels, or similar lodgings.38 One discon-
nect concerning how landlord-tenant laws are written and how they are 
implemented comes from the use of terminology that postulates a period 
of time, such as “transient,” to define the type of dwelling, such as a hotel, 
rather than the length of the resident’s actual occupancy.39 Some states that 
adopted URLTA treat transient occupancy as not subject to the same rights 
or restrictions as occupancy governed by landlord-tenant regulations.40

States that fail to provide any protections for long-term occupants of 
extended-stay hotels deny those individuals basic procedural due pro-
cess rights when the hotel seeks to dispossesses that person of the unit in 
which they are living. Unlike a tenant, a hotel guest is not entitled to prior 
notice, an opportunity to cure, or a judicial hearing prior to removal. The 
unchecked power of a hotel to dispossess residents, even long-term resi-
dents, from their homes results in homelessness, depression, adverse 
childhood experiences, job terminations, recidivism, and damage to and 
loss of property.41 

Similarly, states employing a fact-based analysis do not provide effective 
protection to individuals living in extended-stay hotels. In many of these 
situations, law enforcement is expected to conduct the fact-based analy-
sis on the spot when an extended-stay manager requests law- enforcement 
assistance in forcibly removing a resident.42 Often, law enforcement will 
enforce the removal and tell the extended-stay hotel resident that the issue 
is a civil matter that needs to be litigated in court if they want to return 
to the premises.43 It is the author’s experience that extended-stay hotel 
residents who litigate in court often become homeless because they tend 
to be unrepresented in any court proceedings and are not able to argue 

38. See, e.g., Alaska Stat. § 34.03.330 (2020).
39. Id.
40. NCSL, supra note 37.
41. See generally Hugo Vásquez-Vera, Laia Palència, Ingrid Magna, Carlos Mena, 

Jaime Neira & Carme Borrell, The Threat of Home Eviction and its Effects on Health Through 
the Equity Lens: A Systematic Review, 175 Soc. Sci. Med. 199 (2017); Jack Tsai & Minda 
Huang, Systematic Review of Psychosocial Factors Associated with Evictions, 27 Health & 
Soc. Care e1 (2018); Kathryn M .Leifheit, Gabriel L. Schwartz, Craig E. Pollack, Mau-
reen M. Black, Kathryn J. Edin, Keri N. Althoff & Jacky M. Jennings, Eviction in Early 
Childhood and Neighborhood Poverty, Food Security, and Obesity in Later Childhood and Ado-
lescence: Evidence from a Longitudinal Birth Cohort, 11 SMM- Population Health 1 (2020); 
Lisa Berg & Lars Brännström, Evicted Children and Subsequent Placement in Out-of-Home 
Care: A Cohort Study, 13 Plos One 1 (2018), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles 
/PMC5905888; Why Evictions Matter, Eviction Lab (2018), https://evictionlab.org 
/why-eviction-matters/#eviction-impact. 

42. See generally Santich & Glenn, supra note 5; Miguel J. Chamorra, What Are You: A 
Hotel Guest, Tenant, or Transient Occupant?, 92 Fla. Bar J. 8 (2018), https://www.floridabar 
.org/the-florida-bar-journal/what-are-you-a-hotel-guest-tenant-or-transient-occupant.

43. Chamorra, supra note 42.
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effectively as to why they should be considered tenants based on the fac-
tors provided by complicated and sometimes convoluted case law. 

Generally, tenants who are represented by an attorney win or settle 
their case ninety-six percent of the time, while those without representa-
tion win or settle their case sixty-two percent of the time.44 Access to jus-
tice for civil relief concerning eviction proceedings is an issue throughout 
states, and the situation that extended-stay hotel residents encounter adds 
to this phenomenon. Thus, these extended-stay hotel residents are dispos-
sessed without any legal process and must make a choice of whether to use 
their limited resources to find alternate housing or to sue the owner of the 
extended-stay hotel for trespass.45 

Furthermore, when litigation occurs after an individual is displaced 
from their home, proceedings are more costly and prolonged than eviction 
proceedings, which typically take place while the tenant is still living in the 
residence. Most eviction proceedings are streamlined summary proceed-
ings, which may occur in a special eviction court, and occur without the 
right to a jury within a few days after the landlord files with the court to 
evict the tenant.46 In contrast, a lawsuit in which an individual alleges that 
a hotel or motel owner unlawfully removed them from the premises is a 
full legal proceeding, which may be drawn out for months or years.

States that apply a clear standard for determining when the occupant 
is entitled to the legal protections of a tenant, often based on the length of 
their stay, provide occupants of extended-stay hotels clear and enforceable 
rights. Extended-stay hotel managers, extended-stay hotel residents, and 
law enforcement can easily ascertain the number of days that the individ-
ual stayed at the premises and thereby determine the laws that govern the 
occupants’ removal. However, states with a clear consecutive-day criterion 
for classification as a tenant often must address actions by extended-stay 
hotel management to attempt to avoid the law by requiring individuals to 
move to another unit or sign a long-term occupancy agreement just shy of 
the consecutive-day requirement.47 Some states have addressed this issue 

44. Key Studies and Data About How Legal Aid Improves Housing Outcomes 
Justice in Government Project (July 3, 2020), https://www.american.edu/spa/jpo 
/toolkit/upload/housing-7-30-19.pdf.

45. See Yopp v. Johnson, 181 S.E. 596 (Ga. Ct. App. 1935) (noting that when a tenant 
is entitled to possession of the rented premises, and this entitlement is known to the 
landlord, the act of the landlord in dispossessing the tenant of the premises constitutes a 
trespass by the landlord against the tenant for which the tenant has a cause of action in 
tort of trespass against the landlord). 

46. For example, it is the author’s experience that, in Georgia, in the Chatham County 
Magistrate Court, the hearing is customarily set seven days after the answer is filed. In 
Fulton State Court, the hearing is customarily set ten days after the answer is filed. In 
Cobb County State Court, the hearing is customarily set for thirteen days after the answer 
is filed. 

47. See Soroka v. Extended Stay, Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14421 (E.D. Cal. Feb. 7, 
2011).
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by instituting a rebuttable presumption of a landlord-tenant relationship 
when an extended-stay hotel manager requires a resident to check out of 
their room and register for the occupation of a different room towards the 
end of the minimum consecutive-stay requirement.48 

Alternatively, some states, such as Washington and Wisconsin, have 
statutes focusing on the intent of the individual to remain in the premises 
for the foreseeable future.49 However, this standard can give rise to con-
flicts arising from contrasting intentions or a lack of a mutual understand-
ing between the parties. Furthermore, provisions considering the intent of 
both parties, such as in Florida,50 result in the issue of determining when 
the parties must communicate their intent to the other party. Given these 
challenges, which are inherent in relying on a subjective factor such as 
intent, laws determining tenancy based on an objective counting of con-
secutive days provide more certainty for occupants and are easier for law 
enforcement to apply when they are called in to resolve a dispute. 

IV. Eviction and Homeless Rates

Current data do not provide clear insight into how protections for extended-
stay hotel residents influence eviction and homeless rates. Indiana, Loui-
siana, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
Texas, and Virginia had the highest per capita evictions compared to their 
state populations in 2016.51 The majority of these states do not have clear 
statutory provisions when a long-term resident of an extended-stay hotel 
obtains the legal protections of a tenant.52 However, Michigan, South Caro-
lina, and Virginia have explicit statutory provisions for when a long-term 

48. Cal Civ Code § 1940.1 (2020); Del. Code Ann., §§ 5101–5102 (2020); Soroka v. 
Extended Stay, Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14421 (E.D. Cal. Feb. 7, 2011).

49. Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 59.18.030 (2020); Wis. Stat. § 704.01 (2020).
50. Fla. Stat. § 509.013 (2020).
51. Top Evicting Large Cities in the United States, Eviction Lab (2016), https://eviction 

lab.org/rankings/#/evictions?r=United%20States&a=0&d=evictionRate (2016 daily 
eviction statistics include: Indianapolis, Indiana, evicted 31.70 households per day, 
amounting to 7.27% of its population; Baton Rouge, Louisiana, evicted 9.14 households 
per day amounting to 6.45% of its population; Warren, Michigan, evicted 3.35 households 
per day amounting to 8.08% of its population; Jackson, Mississippi, evicted 7.58 house-
holds per day amounting to 8.75% of its population; Greensboro, North Carolina, evicted 
13.56 households per day amounting to 8.41% of its population; Tulsa, Oklahoma, evicted 
17.20 households per day amounting to 7.77% of its population; North Charleston, South 
Carolina, evicted 10.03 households per day amounting to 16.5% of its population; Killeen, 
Texas, evicted 5.98 households per day amounting to 7.67% of its population; Richmond, 
Virginia, evicted 17.38 households per day amounting to 11.44% of its population).

52. Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Texas. See, e.g., 
Ind. Code Ann. § 32-31-2.9-4 (2020); La. Civ. Code Ann. §§ 2668–2672 (2020); Miss. Code 
Ann. § 89-8-3 (2020); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 42-39 (2020); Okla. Stat. § 104 (2020); Tex. Prop. 
Code §§ 92.001-92.050 (2020).
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resident of an extended-stay hotel obtains legal protections, yet are among 
the listed states with the highest per capita evictions.53 

Furthermore, the majority of states with the highest number of total 
evictions in the United States do not have clear statutory protections for 
individuals residing in extended-state hotels.54 However, Florida, Michi-
gan, and New York, which do have clear statutory protections for individ-
uals residing in extended-state hotels, were also listed as having some of 
the highest numbers of total evictions in the United States.55 These findings 
indicate the need for more research to determine how protections afforded 
extended-stay hotel residents influences eviction rates. States that require 
eviction proceedings for extended-stay residents may account for the 
higher number of evictions, and states which allow for nonjudical eviction 
of extended-stay hotel residents may have artificially low eviction rates. 

Florida and New York have clear statutory protections for individuals 
residing in extended-stay hotels and have homelessness rates higher or 
similar to states with no clear statutory provisions.56 Texas does not have 
clear statutory protections, and it has a high percentage of homelessness.57 
Mississippi does not have clear statutory protections, and it has the lowest 
percentage of homelessness of the states listed.58 Louisiana and Oklahoma 
do not have clear statutory protections, and they each have a low percent-
age of homelessness.59 These findings suggest that clear statutory protec-
tion for residents of extended-stay hotels is only one of many factors that 
contribute to a state’s rate of homelessness. The significance of this factor 
is unclear.  

Neither the United States Census Bureau nor the Eviction Lab, nor any 
other independent organization of which the author is aware, has collected 
data concerning the number of extended-stay hotel residents within the 
United States. There is also a complete lack of data indicating the percent-
age of judicial evictions or law-enforcement-assisted removals associated 
with extended-stay hotels. To fully understand the contribution to eviction 

53. See, e.g., Mich. Comp. Laws § 141.872 (2020); S.C. Code Ann. §§ 45-5-10, 27-40-120 
(2020); Va. Code Ann. § 55.1-1201 (2020); W. Va. Code § 21-11-3 (2020).

54. Illinois, Indiana, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Ohio. See, e.g., Ind. 
Code Ann. § 32-31-2.9-4 (2020); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 42-39 (2020); 68 Pa. Stat. Ann. 
§§ 250.101-399.18 (2020); Tex. Prop. Code §§ 92.001 to 92.050 (2020); Ohio Rev. Code 
Ann. § 3731.041 (2020); Ambassador E., Inc. v. Chicago, 77 N.E.2d 803 (Ill. 1948); Top Evict-
ing Large Cities in the United States, supra note 51.

55. See, e.g., Fla. Stat. § 509.013 (2020); Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ 83.40 to 83.682 (2020); 
Mich. Comp. Laws § 141.872 (2020); N.Y. Real Prop. Acts. Law § 711 (2020); Top Evicting 
Large Cities in the United States, supra note 51.  

56. See, e.g., Fla. Stat. § 509.013; Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ 83.40 to 83.682; N.Y. Real Prop. 
Acts. Law § 711.  

57. See, e.g., Tex. Prop. Code §§ 92.001 to 92.050 (2020).
58. Miss. Code Ann. § 89-8-3 (2020).
59. See, e.g., La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 9:3251 to 9:3261 (2020); La. Civ. Code Ann. § 2668 

(2020); Okla. Stat. § 104 (2020).
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and homeless rates, collecting data about the percentage of evictions that 
are associated with extended-stay hotel residents is necessary. The failure 
to acknowledge a potential increase in the number of persons who turn to 
extended-stay hotels for their primary residence has also caused a gap in 
the available data. Furthermore, the traditional method of collecting data 
for the United States Census Bureau via an individual’s residential mailing 
address may be an obstacle in collecting the necessary data.

V. Conclusion

Residents of extended-stay hotels include formerly homeless individuals, 
minorities, persons with disabilities, individuals with developmental or 
behavioral disorders, seniors, and persons with significant medical con-
ditions.60 These individuals are at a higher risk of contracting COVID-19 
than the general population.61 Given the current fragility of these members 
of society, it is crucial that protections afforded to tenants be immediately 
extended to residents of extended-stay hotels. As discussed previously, the 
legal status of long-term residents of extended-stay hotels is often unad-
dressed by state or local law, and many states afford such residents few 
or no legal protections. Reliable data related to the number of long-term 
extended-stay hotel residents in the United States and the percentage of 
evictions attributed to such individuals are lacking. However, it is inter-
esting to note that most of the states that account for the highest number 
of either evictions per capita or total evictions either have no legal pro-
tections for residents of extended-stay hotels or employ a factor analysis 
test. The importance of further studying the connection between such legal 
frameworks and the rate of homelessness and evictions is highlighted by 
COVID-19 and cannot be ignored. 

60. When Extended-Stay Becomes Home, LiveNorcross (May 2019), https://gwinnett 
housing.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/extended-stay-survey-report-052019.pdf.

61. Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): People at Increased Risk, Ctrs. for Disease 
Control & Prevention (Aug. 10, 2020), https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019 
-ncov/need-extra-precautions/index.html.
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I. Introduction

President Roosevelt famously described “one third of a nation ill-housed” 
in his 1937 inaugural address following his re-election1 and later that year 
championed legislation that created a federal public housing program.2 
Eight decades later, while much progress has been made in expanding 
the nation’s access to safe and affordable housing, only one in three of our 
nation’s 11.2 million extremely low income renters has access to an afford-
able home.3 These shortfalls have only grown as a result of the COVID-19 

Elizabeth J. Mueller is an associate professor of community and regional planning 
and social work at The University of Texas at Austin. Her research focuses on social and 
racial equity in cities, examining the impacts of local public planning and politics on 
access to affordable housing. Heather K. Way is a clinical professor at The University of 
Texas School of Law where she directs the Entrepreneurship and Community Develop-
ment Clinic. Her work focuses on the creation of equitable and inclusive communities, 
affordable housing, problem properties, and informal housing. Jake Wegmann is an asso-
ciate professor of community and regional planning at The University of Texas at Austin. 
His research focuses on housing affordability through the lenses of land-use regulation, 
urban economics, and real estate development. 

1. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Second Inaugural Address (Jan. 20, 1937), available 
at http://www.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/_resources/images/msf/msf01059.

2. United States Housing Act of 1937, ch. 896, 50 Stat. 888 (1937).
3. Andrew Aurand, et al., Nat’l Low Income Hous. Coal., The Gap: A Short-

age of Affordable Homes 2 (2018), https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap 
-Report_2018.pdf.
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pandemic, with record unemployment rates impacting low-wage renters 
the hardest.4 

More than twenty million renters live in households that have expe-
rienced COVID-related job losses.5 And a recent review of research on 
the pandemic’s impacts on renters found that between twenty-nine and 
forty-three percent of renter households—between thirty and forty million 
households—could be at risk of eviction by the end of 2020.6 Following 
patterns well documented before the pandemic, people of color will be hit 
hardest by these evictions.7 In addition, COVID-impacted households are 
more likely to live in small mom-and-pop rentals, leaving these landlords 
at a graver risk of foreclosure, potentially exacerbating the shortfall of 
affordable rental properties.8 

In response to COVID-19 and the ensuing eviction crisis, new hous-
ing policies and programs have popped up to support renters across the 
country focused on short-term relief such as eviction moratoria and one-
time rental assistance. These interventions, however, do not address the 
systemic, gaping holes in our country’s housing safety net for renters who 
remain unemployed or are employed in poverty-level jobs. Unless bold 
action is taken to shore up the country’s housing safety net, evictions and 
homelessness are likely to skyrocket with harsh, long-lasting impacts. 
To respond, we will need to understand the reasons that we have so few 
options in place for these households today.

4. Whitney Airgood-Obrycki, Pandemic Will Worsen Housing Affordability for Service, 
Retail, and Transportation Workers, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard 
University: Housing Perspectives (Mar. 30, 2020), https://www.jchs.harvard.edu 
/blog/pandemic-will-worsen-housing-affordability-for-service-retail-and-transportation 
-workers.

5. Sarah Strochak, et al., How Much Assistance Is Needed to Support Renters Through the 
COVID-19 Crisis?, Urban Institute (June 2020), https://www.urban.org/sites/default 
/files/publication/102389/how-much-assistance-is-needed-to-support-renters_1_1.pdf.

6. Emily Benfer, et al., The COVID-19 Eviction Crisis: An Estimated 30–40 Million Peo-
ple in America Area at Risk, Aspen Inst. (Aug. 7, 2020), https://www.aspeninstitute.org 
/blog-posts/the-covid-19-eviction-crisis-an-estimated-30-40-million-people-in-america 
-are-at-risk.

7. See, e.g., David Robinson & Justin Steil, Evictions in Boston: The Dispropor-
tionate Effects of Forced Moves on Communities of Color (2020), https://www 
.bostonevictions.org (documenting how communities of color, particularly those with a 
large share of Black residents, are disproportionately affected by eviction filings in Bos-
ton); U.S. Census Bureau, Week 12 Household Pulse Survey: July 16–July 21 (July 29, 2020), 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2020/demo/hhp/hhp12.html#:~:text=Week%20
12%20Household%20Pulse%20Survey%3A%20July%2016%20%2D%20July%2021.

8. Whitney Airgood-Obrycki & Alexander Hermann, COVID-19 Rent Shortfalls 
in Small Buildings, Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University (May 26, 
2020), https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/blog/covid-19-rent-shortfalls-in-small-buildings.
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II. The Trends Behind the U.S. Housing Shortage for Extremely 
Low-Income Renters

The paucity of housing that is affordable to the nation’s lowest-income 
renters represents the product of three long-standing trends in housing 
policy: the decline in federal resources for rental housing; increasing reli-
ance on private producers and investors; and an inadequate commitment 
to the needs of the poorest renters. 

A. Declining Federal Support for Housing
Twelve years after the adoption of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 and four 
years after the end of World War II, which largely halted domestic hous-
ing production, the 1949 Housing Act articulated the goal of providing 
“a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American 
family.”9 It was not until 1968 that the initial goal of 800,000 public housing 
units would be met, diminished by the demolition of 425,000 existing cen-
tral city housing units through slum-clearance programs.10 Opponents of 
public housing, concerned that the program was unfairly competing with 
private-housing producers, lobbied to limit the authorization of funds nec-
essary to meet the goals of the 1949 Act, and local battles over the siting 
of public housing, often linked to racial and class prejudice, also slowed 
progress.11 

Between 1960 and 1972, Congress sought to expand affordable hous-
ing programs at all levels, including rental housing production, rehabili-
tation programs, and subsidized financing mechanisms offered to private 
developers. With the establishment of HUD in 1965, passage of legislation 
outlawing discrimination in housing, and the recommendations of the 
President’s Commission on Urban Housing in 1968, there was an uptick in 
support for housing programs for low-income households. HUD set ambi-
tious production targets, timetables, and planning requirements designed 
to disperse low-income housing throughout metropolitan areas, and Con-
gress provided ample funds.12 

This expansion, however, proved to be short-lived. Under President 
Nixon, concerns were raised again about the impact of subsidized housing 
production on market producers and local housing markets. A 1971 review 
of affordable housing programs raised fears about program costs, targeting, 
and environmental and community impacts, along with administrative 

 9. Housing Act of 1949, ch. 338, § 2, 63 Stat. 413 (1949) (codified as amended at 42 
U.S.C. § 1441 (2020)).

10. Alex F. Schwartz, Housing Policy in the United States 164 (2014); Emily 
Talen, Housing Demolition During Urban Renewal, 13 City & Community 233, 238 (2014).

11. Charles J. Orlebeke, The Evolution of Low‐Income Housing Policy, 1949 to 1999, 11 
Housing Policy Debate 489, 489 (2000); Alexander von Hoffman, A Study in Contradic-
tions: The Origins and Legacy of The Housing Act of 1949, 11 Hous. Pol’y Debate 299, 310–11 
(2000).

12. Orlebeke, supra note 11, at 490.
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problems.13 In early 1973, the administration imposed a moratorium on 
subsidized production programs, marking a dramatic shift away from fed-
eral support for affordable housing production.14 

In 1974, funds for eight of the largest housing programs were repack-
aged into “Community Development Block Grants” (CDBG) allocated to 
local governments by formula, a restructuring that provided local govern-
ments with much greater discretion over the use of the funds.15 However, 
the CDBG allocations could not be used for construction of new housing. 
Federal policy emphasized a shift to the new federal housing voucher pro-
gram, administrated by local public housing authorities, rather than the 
construction of new deeply subsidized affordable homes.16 Only a small 
public housing production program remained, along with chronically 
underfunded federal support for the repairs to existing public housing.17 

In the 1980s, two major changes further reduced the role of the federal 
government in setting the direction for housing policy and funding afford-
able housing programs. First, as part of President Reagan’s overall reduc-
tion in social spending, federal funds allocated by HUD to state and local 
governments and for housing production programs fell sharply. Between 
1981 and 1987, HUD grants to state and local governments dropped 
twenty-one percent, from $4.8 billion to $3.8 billion, and the total budget 
authority for federal housing assistance18 fell by sixty-two percent, from 
$26.9 billion to $9.9 billion.19 In short, the rise in direct funding for housing 
production of the previous decade was abruptly reversed. While spending 
rose again for a brief period in the late 1980s and early 1990s, discretionary 
spending for housing assistance has declined relative to GDP since 1995.20

13. H.R. Rep. No. ___, House Committee on Banking and Currency, The Third 
Annual Report on National Housing Goals, Pursuant to the Provisions of Sec-
tion 1603 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, at 21–26 (1971).

14. Agis Salpukas, Moratorium on Housing Subsidy Spells Hardship for Thousands, N.Y. 
Times, Apr. 16, 1973, at 30. 

15. Schwartz, supra note 10, at 268.
16. Orlebeke, supra note 11, at 505.
17. In 1990, the much more modestly funded HOME Investment Partnership block 

grant was also created and dedicated entirely to affordable housing (including construc-
tion) for low- and moderate-income households. As a result of inadequate funding for 
public housing authorities, a 2010 report for HUD estimated that addressing the backlog 
capital needs at public housing complexes would cost $26 billion. Meryl Finkel, et al., 
Capital Needs in the Public Housing Program, Revised Final Report, prepared for 
US Dept of Housing and Urban Development (Nov. 24, 2019). 

18. Federal housing assistance includes Section 8 programs, Public Housing, Section 
21, Housing Assistance for Persons with AIDS, and Sections 202 and 811. 

19. Office of Mgmt & Budget, Historical Tables: Table 5.1, Budget Authority 
by Function and Subfunction, 1976–2021, https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov 
/omb/budget/Historicals.

20. Douglas Rice, Ctr. on Budget & Policy Priorities, Chart Book: Cuts in 
Federal Assistance Have Exacerbated Families Struggles to Afford Housing 6 
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Second, in 1986, a sea change in the way that affordable housing produc-
tion is funded occurred when Congress amended the tax code to include 
the new Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC). The LIHTC is now the 
most important source of funding for the construction and rehabilitation 
of affordable housing, yet it is administered by the Treasury Department’s 
Internal Revenue Service. HUD is neither involved in its operation nor 
does it appear in the annual federal budget, since it is a tax benefit rather 
than direct spending. By 2015, LIHTC housing units sheltered twice as 
many households as public housing, and LIHTCs constituted the largest 
subsidy for production of low-income rental housing.21

In 2008, as part of the legislation responding to the impact of the mort-
gage crisis on affordable housing programs, Congress created a federal 
Housing Trust Fund (HTF), dedicated to meeting the needs of the lowest-
income households—a longtime goal of housing advocates. The HTF was 
to be supported with funds generated by a set aside from mortgage sales by 
the two largest government-sponsored housing finance enterprises, Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac. Yet the funds allocated ended up being extremely 
modest: $245 million in 2019, given by formula to the states.22 Texas, with a 
population of approximately twenty-eight million and a poverty rate close 
to fourteen percent in 2018, received just under $11 million in 2019, less 
than $3 per year per impoverished resident.23 

With consistently inadequate funding and modest rent rolls, public 
housing authorities (PHAs) have struggled to serve their residents and 
maintain their aging housing stock. To overcome the ongoing challenge of 
the chronic underfunding of public housing operations and capital needs,24 
Congress created the Rental Assistance Demonstration program (RAD) in 
2011.25 PHAs choosing to participate in RAD shift from receiving fluctuat-
ing annual funding from HUD to receiving a set amount annually over 
the course of a renewable fifteen- to twenty-year contract. With greater 
certainty about ongoing funding, PHAs can then borrow money from pri-
vate lenders and apply for tax credits to fund much-needed repairs and 

(2016), https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/chart-book-cuts-in-federal-assistance 
-have-exacerbated-families-struggles-to-afford.

21. Schwartz, supra note 10, at 135.
22. , Nat’l Low Income Hous. Coal., $245 Million Available for the National Hous-

ing Trust Fund in 2019 (Feb. 19, 2019), https://nlihc.org/resource/245-million-available 
-national-housing-trust-fund-2019.

23. U.S. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban Dev., HUD Awards and Allocations (2020), https://
www.hudexchange.info/grantees/allocations-awards.

24. Based on data presented in a 2010 report prepared for HUD, the National Asso-
ciation of Housing and Redevelopment Officials estimated that addressing the capital 
needs of public housing would cost over $70 billion. Nat’l Ass’n Hous. & Redev. Officers, 
Projection of Costs Associated with Addressing the Capital Needs of Public Housing 
(unpublished manuscript).

25. Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-
55, 125 Stat. 552, 567 (2011).
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improvements to their properties. Initially, only 60,000 units were able to 
convert to RAD contracts; this number has since been expanded to 455,000 
units.26

As federal involvement in affordable housing has retracted, state and 
local governments have increased their influence. State and local govern-
ments have discretion over the use of federal block grants, and states shape 
the criteria for awarding federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credits. Many 
cities have also developed their own (albeit modest) programs and fund-
ing sources and have made changes aimed at removing barriers to con-
struction of affordable housing throughout cities. Results on the ground 
vary greatly across the country in terms of access to housing assistance. But 
few state or local governments can make up for the decline in federal sup-
port for affordable housing, particularly for the lowest-income households.

B. Increased Reliance on Private Producers, Linked to Private Investors
While the real estate industry initially sought to block public construction 
of affordable housing, the United States today operates under a system that 
depends largely on private producers, both nonprofit and for-profit. As fed-
eral policy has shifted away from production of public housing, a sophis-
ticated network of affordable housing producers has gradually emerged, 
ranging from neighborhood-based groups with roots in 1960s-era federal 
programs emphasizing community empowerment, to mission-driven non-
profits operating at a larger scale, to for-profit developers specializing in 
the use of LIHTCs to turn development of affordable housing into a profit-
able venture. Tax credit investors—the profit-motivated entities that invest 
upfront in affordable housing developments in return for the tax credits 
that they generate over time—have become the most important source 
of funding for affordable housing construction. This category of housing 
development is now sufficiently mature, almost thirty-five years since the 
introduction of the LIHTC in 1986, that affordable housing developers are 
able to enter into formal relationships with specialized syndicators that 
match tax credits to be generated from proposed developments with the 
investors who seek them.27 

Mission-driven nonprofit producers retain a special place within the 
constellation of affordable-housing producers because of their dedication 
to meeting the needs of their communities and their commitment to longer-
term affordability. Research has found that, compared to for-profit devel-
opers that use LIHTCs, nonprofits are more likely to build housing that 

26. Dennis Stout et al., Evaluation of HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstra-
tion Program (RAD) 27 (2019), https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files 
/pdf/RAD-Evaluation-Final-Report.pdf.

27. David J. Erickson, The Housing Policy Revolution: Networks and Neighborhoods, 
Urban Inst. Press 52–59 (2009).
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will remain affordable beyond the time period attached to the subsidy28 to 
serve the neediest tenants,29 to work in distressed neighborhoods,30 and to 
attend to broader neighborhood conditions or provide social services.31 In 
recognition of these facts, at least ten percent of HOME block grant funds 
and fifteen percent of LIHTCs must be awarded to qualified nonprofits.32 
In addition, Reagan-era budget cuts spurred community-based organiza-
tions to seek out other sources of funding, such as charitable foundations 
and state and local governments. The result has been stronger networks in 
some cities with locally focused foundations, strong local organizations, 
and supportive state and local governments. 

Nonetheless, private for-profit developers build close to eighty per-
cent of this nation’s affordable housing using federal tax credits as a criti-
cal component of the development’s financing.33 Private-led partnerships 
were well-positioned to respond in the 1990s when HUD proposed the 
HOPE VI initiative aimed at addressing the poor conditions and back-
log of capital needs facing many public housing authorities. The HOPE 
VI program facilitated redevelopment of the most distressed public hous-
ing and operated in 130 cities and towns. Historian Lawrence Vale found 
that HOPE VI outcomes varied widely in terms of the treatment of exist-
ing tenants in public housing developments that were rebuilt, as well as 
the extent to which those redevelopments served low-income households. 
Vale attributes these patterns to governance differences, which reflect each 
place’s previous history of slum clearance and displacement.34 In some 
locations, nonprofit housing organizations or well-organized tenants 
drove the redevelopment strategy. In others, where such actors were weak, 
for-profit developers dominated the process and included fewer units for 
public housing residents in their HOPE VI redevelopments.35 The tensions 
between the goals of for-profit partners and the public entities in such 
redevelopment projects have been widely noted, especially regarding their 
commitment to rehousing existing residents.36 In addition, researchers 
have found that HOPE VI’s focus on converting public housing to mixed-

28. Edwin Melendez, Alex Schwartz & Alexandra de Montrichard, Year 15 and Pres-
ervation of Tax Credit Housing for Low-Income Households: An Assessment of Risk, 23 Hous. 
Studs. 67–87 (2013).

29. Katherine M. O’Regan & John M. Quigley, Federal Policy and the Rise of Nonprofit 
Housing Providers, 11 J. Hous. Rsch. 297, 313 (2000).

30. Rachel G. Bratt, Should We Foster Nonprofit Housing Sector as Developers and Owners 
of Subsidized Rental Housing?, Joint Ctr. for Hous. Stud., RR07-12, 16–19 (Mar. 2007).

31. Bratt, supra note 30, at 26.
32. O’Regan & Quigley, supra note 29, at 25–29.
33. Schwartz, supra note 10, at 144.
34. See generally Lawrence J. Vale, After the Projects: Public Housing Redevel-

opment and the Governance of the Poorest Americans (2019).
35. Id.
36. Id.; Lawrence J. Vale, Purging The Poorest: Public Housing and the Design 

Politics of Twice-Cleared Communities (2013).
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income developments has marginalized low-income residents in some 
locations since they have little to no social contact with their higher income 
neighbors, and since property managers have little incentive to prioritize 
their needs over those of tenants paying market rents.37 

The current emphasis on RAD and the privatization of public housing 
are the culmination of not only the chronic underfunding and declining 
political support for public housing in Congress but also the shift toward 
greater reliance on private investment and private partners to produce 
affordable housing. Under RAD, local agencies have the choice to retain 
ownership (often via subsidiary entities) and management of public hous-
ing or shift ownership and management to private for-profit or nonprofit 
partners.38 This transition has raised concerns about the potential loss of 
permanently affordable public housing units. Nonetheless, RAD continues 
to expand.

In sum, the network of private actors involved in the production of 
affordable housing in the United States has largely replaced public produc-
tion and strongly shapes housing policy. This system, partly driven by tax 
incentives, has leveraged a great deal of private investment for affordable 
housing at a time with little political appetite for directly funding hous-
ing programs. At the same time, for-profit private funders and partners 
view their affordable housing developments as time-limited investments 
and lack a long-term commitment to serving the lowest-income tenants. In 
addition, although not without exceptions, these partnerships have tended 
to produce housing with shallow subsidies and with rents that are out of 
reach for the lowest-income renters. 

C. Inadequate Commitment to the Needs of the Poorest Renters
Declining federal support and the parallel rise in private production has 
helped feed a third trend in housing policy: an inadequate commitment to 
the needs of the poorest renters. Overall, the level of federal funding for 
programs serving the poorest renters grew dramatically from the passage 
of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 to the early 2000s, largely due to the expan-
sion of tenant-based housing assistance through vouchers. But since the 
early 2000s, the level of funding has remained essentially flat. This trend 
is even worse than it appears since the U.S. population has increased by 
about fifteen percent since the early 2000s. Although Figure 139 does not 
capture all subsidized housing targeted at the poorest renter households—

37. Mark L. Joseph, Robert J. Chaskin & Henry S. Webber, The Theoretical Basis for 
Addressing Poverty Through Mixed-Income Development, 42 Urb. Affs. Rev. 369, 383 (2007).

38. Rachel Garshick Kleit, Whitney Airgood-Obrycki & Anaid Yerena, Public Housing 
Authorities in the Private Market, 29 Hous. Pol’y Debate 670, 671 (2019).

39. Figure 1 was reproduced directly from Lawrence J. Vale & Yonah Freemark, The 
Privatization of American Public Housing: Leaving the Poorest of the Poor Behind, in Rout-
ledge Handbook of Housing Policy and Planning 192, fig. 14.1 (Katrin B. Anacker, 
Mai Thi Nguyen & David P. Varady eds., 2019).
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for instance, a few jurisdictions manage to build such housing without fed-
eral subsidies—it is clear nonetheless that the stock of deeply subsidized 
rental housing is not only failing to keep pace with the need, but is also 
falling further behind with the passage of time. 

The two primary housing programs serving the poor—public hous-
ing40 and Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs)—assist only one-quarter of the 
poorest households in the nation, leaving the other seventy-five percent 
paying more than half of their income for their housing.41 This percentage 
has remained remarkably stable over time, despite increases in funding for 
HCVs.

Figure 1. Trends in Deep Subsidies  
for Federally Assisted Rental Housing, 1935–2017

The rise in state and local government authority over housing policy 
has not improved conditions for the lowest income renters. A 2008 review 
of how state and local governments use their discretion to allocate federal 
block grant funds and federal tax credits found that states overall did not 
go beyond federal income targeting requirements to reach the poorest rent-
ers.42 The scale of state and local resources dedicated to the lowest-income 

40. While public housing regulations have been loosened to allow PHAs to serve 
slightly better off households, restrictions on the share of income that tenants can pay in 
rent have made public housing the de facto program for the poor.

41. Aurand et al., supra note 3.
42. Elizabeth Mueller & Alex Schwartz, Reversing The Tide: Will State and Local Govern-

ments House the Poor as Federal Direct Subsidies Decline?, 74 J. Am. Plan. Ass’n 122, 131 
(2008).
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groups was also sparse. The study found that local programs, in particular, 
were less likely to target the poor than state and federal programs.43

Within the context of declining federal leadership and resources, 
meeting the housing needs of lower-income groups often requires a con-
vergence of several factors: the availability of state or local resources dedi-
cated to housing; mission-driven housing organizations motivated to seek 
out or accept multiple sources of subsidy; and the state or local political 
will to raise and target the resources needed to meet the housing needs 
of the poor.44 But even when this convergence does occur, the response to 
date has been inadequate to address the housing shortage for the nation’s 
poorest renters.

III. Moving Forward

In the current context, where the housing needs of low-income house-
holds affected by the pandemic come on top of the pre-existing shortage 
of resources for the poorest renters, the outlook is grim. In this section, 
we propose some steps that could be taken to address the current housing 
crisis while also building a foundation for closing the underlying gap in 
affordable housing for extremely low-income households.

In the long term, there is no getting around the fact that reducing the 
large and growing shortage of decent and affordable housing for extremely 
low-income people will require more federal funding and a commitment 
to prioritizing housing for the poor. As history has shown so far, while 
some localities may dedicate their own funds to housing the poor, others 
lack either the will or the capacity to do so. Only the federal government 
has the capacity to invest at the level required. The federal government 
funds other parts of the welfare state, such as food and health insurance for 
low-income people who cannot afford them. Now is the time to demand 
that the federal Housing Trust Fund be robustly funded so that it can sup-
port the housing needs of all extremely low-income households. 

In the near term, as cities around the country struggle to assist renters 
facing evictions during COVID, increased funding could support expan-
sion of the Housing Choice Voucher program, allowing renters to remain 
in their homes and those evicted to find new homes.45 As Kirk McClure 
and Alex Schwartz recently argued, this change would also enable land-
lords to pay their mortgages and avoid foreclosure, pay the property taxes 
that local governments desperately need, and keep their employees on 

43. Id.
44. Elizabeth Mueller, Jake Wegmann & Heather Way, Place Matters: The Role of Public 

Housing Authorities in Expanding Inclusion in the U.S., National Association of Housing 
and Redevelopment Officers, International Forum, Austin, Tex. (Oct. 12–14, 2019).

45. Kirk McClure & Alex F. Schwartz, The Case for Universal Rental Assistance: Expan-
sion of an Existing Federal Rental Subsidy Program, The Housing Choice Voucher, Could Sta-
bilize Housing for Millions of Households, Appeal (May 15, 2020), https://theappeal.org 
/rental-assistance-housing-choice-voucher.
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payroll.46 They estimate that, to meet current needs, $100 billion per year 
would be needed—roughly comparable to the value of federal tax bene-
fits claimed by residential mortgage borrowers, which mostly benefit the 
affluent.47

For the voucher program to be successful, the program must open up 
sufficient housing choices for all voucher holders throughout cities, includ-
ing in higher-opportunity neighborhoods. Voucher households—and, in 
particular, Black and Hispanic households with vouchers—are heavily 
concentrated in high-poverty, low-opportunity neighborhoods.48 An essen-
tial first step would be a nationwide ban on discrimination against renters 
paying a portion of their rent with vouchers (such as through a source of 
income discrimination ban), with careful attention to the implementation 
and enforcement of the ban according to best practices.49 The federal gov-
ernment should also expand funding for voucher mobility counseling pro-
grams, and HUD should improve its Small Area Fair Market Rents policies 
to ensure voucher holders can access higher-rent neighborhoods.50 

Additional policies to increase voucher holders’ access to high oppor-
tunity neighborhoods include requiring housing authorities to adopt and 
implement detailed plans for enabling voucher holders of color to find 
housing outside of high poverty areas. And HUD should enforce fair hous-
ing laws and hold public housing authorities and cities accountable if they 
fail to make adequate progress on reducing the concentration of vouchers 
households in high-poverty, racially-segregated communities. This should 
include requiring cities to reduce barriers to siting affordable housing—or 
any multifamily housing—in middle and upper income residential neigh-
borhoods, thus increasing the opportunities for renters to use their vouch-
ers in such areas. 

46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Alicia Mazzara & Brian Knudsen, Vouchers: A Comparative Look at the 50 Largest Met-

ropolitan Areas, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y Priorities & Poverty & Race Rsch, Action Council 
(Jan. 3, 2019), https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/where-families-with-children 
-use-housing-vouchers; Nat’l Low Income Hous. Coal., Who Lives in Federally 
Assisted Housing 3 (Nov. 2012), https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/HousingSpot 
light2-2.pdf.

49. Alison Bell, Barbara Sard & Becky Koepnick, Prohibiting Discrimination 
Against Renters Using Housing Vouchers Improves Results, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y 
Priorities (Dec. 20, 2018), https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/prohibiting 
-discrimination-against-renters-using-housing-vouchers-improves-results.

50. See Deborah Thorpe, Achieving Housing Choice and Mobility in the Voucher Program: 
Recommendations for the Administration, 27 J. Affordable Hous. 145, 146 (2018) (discuss-
ing this issue). For a list of more detailed policy recommendations concerning the SAFMR 
program, see Kelly Patterson & Robert Silverman, Small Area Fair Market Rents (SAFMRs): 
An Analysis of First Year Implementation in Mandatory Metropolitan Areas and Barriers to 
Voluntary Implementation in Other Areas (Sept. 2019), https://prrac.org/pdf/prrac-safmr 
-implementation.pdf. 
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In the absence of such proactive efforts, voucher holders will find few 
options outside of a few neighborhoods, and the expansion of the voucher 
program may simply continue the existing concentration of the lowest-
income renters in the lowest-opportunity neighborhoods. The Trump 
Administration’s recent repeal51 of a federal rule designed to ensure that 
jurisdictions receiving HUD funds “affirmatively further fair housing” 
represents a step in the wrong direction and must be reversed.

In the longer term, additional funding—whether through the federal 
Housing Trust Fund or direct federal spending—is needed to support the 
production of more deeply affordable rental housing that serves the needs 
of the nation’s 7.3 million extremely low-income renters who lack access to 
an affordable home. Changes to the tax code and program rules will also 
be necessary. Such changes should include increasing the percent of tax 
credits that must be awarded to nonprofits and targeting credits to proj-
ects serving a minimum percentage of extremely low-income households. 
Such requirements could be supported in several ways: in the LIHTC pro-
gram, the value of credits awarded to tax credit projects could be increased 
by giving projects containing deeply affordable units a “basis boost” as is 
done currently in high-poverty or difficult development areas. This modi-
fication would increase the value of the credits and thus deepen the sub-
sidy received by project developers. 

To further close the housing gaps for extremely low-income renters, 
HOME program regulations could be revised to remove the time limits on 
tenant-based rental assistance such as vouchers.52 Currently HOME rules 
limit Tenant Based Rental Assistance to twenty-four months, thus limiting 
their use to temporary housing.53 CDBG and HOME funding could also 
be increased to build the capacity of local mission-driven housing organi-
zations dedicated to developing housing for extremely low-income rent-
ers and providing the services most needed by these renters in particular 
local contexts. Such support would increase the capacity of locally based 
nonprofits with the greatest knowledge of community needs and access to 
local philanthropic resources. Finally, state and local governments could 
fund the creation of “operating reserves” that projects serving extremely 
low-income renters can use to fill the gap between operating costs and 
rents, as has been done in New York City. This funding would essentially 
provide an additional layer of subsidy, making it possible for rents to be 
lowered to be affordable to the lowest-income renters.54 

51. U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev., Final Rule, RIN 2501-AD95, Preserving 
Community and Neighborhood Choice (pending publication in the Federal Register), 
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/GC/documents/6228-F-01%20Preserving%20 
Community%20and%20Neighborhood%20Choice.pdf.

52. Mueller & Schwartz, supra note 42, at 133.
53. Such assistance can be renewed if funds are available. 24 C.F.R. § 92.209 2013). 
54. Mueller & Schwartz, supra note 42, at 131; Alex Schwartz, New York City and Sub-

sidized Housing: Impacts and Lessons of the City’s $5 Billion Capital Budget Housing Plan, 10 
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IV. Conclusion

Without concerted action, low-income renters and communities face harsh, 
far-reaching impacts. In his book Evicted, the sociologist Matthew Des-
mond extensively documented the cycle of repeated evictions and forced 
moves that ensnares extremely low-income households, trapped in a hous-
ing market with too few suitable options, and the resulting toll on their 
members’ emotional, physical, and financial well-being. The current pan-
demic has elevated eviction from a grinding but often invisible harm to 
low-income households and communities to a potential nationwide calam-
ity deserving of focused and timely attention. 

Drawing from lessons learned from three long-standing trends in hous-
ing policy, the recommendations above are intended to provide a roadmap 
for how our country can respond to the current eviction crisis beyond 
short-term interventions. A strong federal role, a deep commitment to 
providing housing choices for extremely low-income renters, and robust 
support for mission-driven nonprofit housing producers are all critical to 
building a strong, long-lasting housing safety net for our nation’s most 
vulnerable renters, including those impacted by the pandemic, as well as 
those impacted by future crises sure to come. 

Hous. Pol’y Debate 839, 868 (1999).
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Introduction

According to the 2015 Rental Housing Finance Survey conducted by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, approximately 
47.5 million rental units exist in the United States.1 The majority of rental 
properties are single unit rentals (85.6%), but over a third of all units are 

JD, Harvard Law School. The author maintains a blog on Pessar.org and lectures on 
topics relating to real estate, investing, and taxation. He is grateful to Harvard Law Pro-
fessor Martha Minow for her helpful comments and warm encouragement.
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in properties with at least twenty-five units:2 Of the total, 8.6% of units are 
located in properties with between twenty-five and forty-nine units, and 
26.8% of units are located in properties with fifty or more units.3 These 
multi-unit rental properties and their occupants are diverse. Some prop-
erties are new, well-located high-rises populated by wealthy millennials, 
and others are old, run-down garden apartments populated by poor immi-
grants.4 Some residents have no choice but to rent, facing a transitional 
period in life or unable to access the capital or credit required to purchase 
a home. Others elect to live as renters, enjoying the flexibility, convenience, 
and economics of tenant life. 

Yet many tenants are vulnerable. Housing is a human need that can 
significantly impact health,5 educational attainment,6 and other critical 
measures of success. While many homeowners can create stable lives for 
themselves over the long term without relying on a third-party housing 
provider,7 renters are—to a certain degree8—at the mercy of their land-
lords.9 Removing a long-time tenant from an eighty-unit apartment com-
plex might not make much of a difference to a large management company 

1. U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev’t, The Rental Housing Finance Survey (2015), 
https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/visualizations/2015/econ 
/2015-rental-housing-survey.pdf.

2. Id.
3. Id.
4. “Class A” properties are those that tend to be newer and more expensive than 

“Class B” and tend to have a wealthier tenant base. In contrast, “Class C” properties are 
those with lower-than-average rents and, generally, represent an older housing stock. See 
CBRE North America Cap Rate Survey (H1 2019), CBRE Research (2019), cbre.vo.llnwd 
.net/grgservices/secure/North%20America%20Cap%20Rate%20Survey_H1%202019 
.pdf?e=1589084284&h=5ac54bb8f0c8c25c07595de1c9ac34c9.

5. See Lauren Taylor, Housing and Health: An Overview of the Literature, Health Affs. 
(June 7, 2018), https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hpb20180313.396577/full.

6. Mary Cunningham & Graham MacDonald, Housing as a Platform for Improving Edu-
cation Outcomes Among Low-Income Children, Urb. Inst. (May 2012).

7. Of course, banks holding a mortgage may wield significant power if resident-
homeowners have trouble making their debt payments.

8. As discussed below, many laws remove significant landlord discretion with regard 
to evictions. And even in those states which prohibit no-fault evictions, renting provides 
less control over one’s surroundings as compared to home ownership. Yet the economic 
motive of housing providers usually supports housing stability for tenants. Retenanting 
a unit is expensive and time-consuming and, in most situations, results in a net loss of 
capital. If housing providers could sign tenants to longer leases, they probably would. 
For example, this fact is listed as a risk on the 2019 10-K of NexPoint, a for-profit housing 
provider with approximately 15,000 units under management: “Substantially all of our 
apartment leases are for a term of one year or less. Because these leases generally permit 
the residents to leave at the end of the lease term without penalty, our rental revenues 
may be impacted by declines in market rents more quickly than if our leases were for 
longer terms.” NexPoint Residential Trust, Inc., 2019 Form 10-K (2020), https://sec.report 
/Document/0001564590-20-005798.

9. Most residential leases in the United States are for a term of one year. 
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or to the investors holding equity in the property. But, to a frail tenant with 
nearby friends, work, and healthcare that will be greatly affected by a sud-
den move, a lease termination might be traumatic. Similarly, a tenant liv-
ing in deplorable or even dangerous conditions might continue to pay rent 
without even a complaint, while the housing provider ignores the prob-
lems.10 Unlike many tenants, housing providers often have the valuable 
tools of capital, information, and time, which they can use to advance their 
profit-driven motives. And their interests are sometimes at odds with those 
of tenants.

As a result of this potential power imbalance, lawmakers and courts 
in all fifty states have developed a suite of tenancy protections to help 
improve the comfort, safety, and security of housing. For example, New 
York’s Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act of 2019 (HSTPA) limits 
security deposits to one month’s rent,11 prohibits application fees except for 
the actual cost of background and credit checks,12 and limits late fees to the 
lesser of $50 or five percent of monthly rent.13 The law also provides ten-
ants with at least one fourteen-day adjournment of an eviction proceeding 
as of right.14 Other New York laws include an implied warranty of habit-
ability, which is deemed to be included into every residential lease.15

But despite concerns about landlord predation, housing providers 
also have a vested interest in leased property being comfortable, safe, 
and stable. Banks and insurance companies often require that properties 
meet safety and aesthetic standards and can often compel cooperation.16 
In addition, injured tenants and invitees can sometimes win a negligence 
judgment against a property owner for not preventing foreseeable harm to 

10. Of course, increased regulation also puts upward pressure on cost and downward 
pressure on housing quality. Restrictive zoning codes and building codes, among other 
local or state laws, have made real estate relatively non-competitive as an industry. With 
the resulting scarcity driving up land prices, very little room exists for any competition 
to develop. As with many oligopolistic industries, disruptive innovation is rare in the 
world of housing.

11. S.6458 § 25(A) (N.Y. 2019) (enacting Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act 
of 2019), https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2019/s6458.

12. Id. §10.
13. Id. 
14. Id. §17.
15. “In every written or oral lease or rental agreement for residential premises, the 

landlord or lessor shall be deemed to covenant and warrant that the premises so leased or 
rented and all areas used in connection therewith in common with other tenants or resi-
dents are fit for human habitation and for the uses reasonably intended by the parties and 
that the occupants of such premises shall not be subjected to any conditions which would 
be dangerous, hazardous or detrimental to their life, health or safety. . . . Any agreement 
by a lessee or tenant of a dwelling waiving or modifying his rights as set forth in this sec-
tion shall be void as contrary to public policy. . . .” N.Y. Real Prop. Law, § 235-B (warranty 
of habitability), https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/RPP/235-B. 

16. Insurance companies may threaten to cancel coverage, banks may threaten to 
issue a default notice, and either disruption to a business’s critical relationships could 
weigh on profits more significantly than even costly repairs.
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tenants, especially when the actions needed to prevent that harm are mini-
mal.17 Moreover, most housing providers are profitable to the extent that 
tenants remain on site for the long term, even if rents have not increased 
much over time: turnover is very expensive. The renovation costs, adver-
tising costs, leasing commissions, and lost rents from a vacancy can rep-
resent months or even years of profit for that unit.18 Property owners and 
their managers want to make sure that tenants who are likely to contribute 
to the comfort, safety, and stability of the larger property and community 
are interested in staying for the long term.

While there are a wide variety of potential harms to residents that hous-
ing providers might want to prevent, this paper will focus on the harm 
threatened by the COVID-19 disease. In 2020, this disease—caused by the 
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus (“coronavirus”)—infected people throughout 
the world, and it continues to present a danger to many renters, especially 
elderly tenants and those with certain medical conditions. The efforts by 
housing providers to protect their tenants from this disease reveal two 
types of tensions underlying tenant protection policy: (1) tensions between 
the individual tenant and the property community,19 and (2) tensions 
among various conceptions about what makes a rental unit into a home. 

This paper will explore the ways in which tenant protection laws serve as 
headwinds to landlord-driven protection of vulnerable tenants. Although 
landlords often have the resources, experience, and staffing to protect ten-
ants from a range of criminal and health-related threats, entrenched law 
precludes important action. In Part I, case studies in multi-unit housing are 
presented to highlight the tensions between rights of individual tenants 

17. See, e.g., Tan v. Arnel Mgmt. Co., 88 Cal. Rptr. 3d 754, 757 (Ct. App. 2009) (“In the 
published portion of this opinion, we hold that plaintiffs’ evidence of three prior violent 
attacks by strangers in the common areas of the apartment complex were sufficiently 
similar to the attack on plaintiff to provide substantial evidence of the necessary degree 
of foreseeability to give rise to a duty on defendants to provide the relatively minimal 
security measures that plaintiffs seek.”).

18. Ordinarily, a tenant’s security deposit may not be used by a landlord to pay 
for renovations that arise out of “normal wear and tear.” A vacated unit occupied for 
five years may need extensive painting, maintenance, and even repair, and the security 
deposit would still need to be returned in full. See, e.g., S. 6458 § 25(B) (2019) (enact-
ing N.Y. Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act of 2019), https://www.nysenate 
.gov/legislation/bills/2019/s6458 (“The entire amount of the deposit or advance shall be 
refundable to the tenant upon the tenant’s vacating of the premises except for an amount 
lawfully retained for the reasonable and itemized costs due to non-payment of rent, dam-
age caused by the tenant beyond normal wear and tear, non-payment of utility charges 
payable directly to the landlord under the terms of the lease or tenancy, and moving and 
storage of the tenant’s belongings. The landlord may not retain any amount of the deposit 
for costs relating to ordinary wear and tear of occupancy or damage caused by a prior 
tenant.”).

19. New York’s Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act of 2019, for example, 
enhances tenant protections in numerous areas but may further entrench tenants that 
might be threatening to certain vulnerable tenants as discussed below.
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and the protection of the community of tenants. In Part II, a hotel-related 
housing case study is presented as a framework for discussing the tension 
among various conceptions about what constitutes a safe and comfortable 
home. Finally, in Part III, open questions facing housing providers will be 
explored as governments seek property management cooperation with 
emergency pandemic-related laws without making significant enforce-
ment tools available to them.

I. Housing Providers’ Inability to Protect Tenants  
from Coronavirus Threats Presented by Other Tenants  

Reveals Tensions in Housing Protections Between  
Individual Rights and Community Rights

Tenant protection laws simultaneously advance, and limit, the safety and 
security of vulnerable renters. Although protections are usually framed in a 
bilateral framework, defending tenants against landlord harm, housing pro-
viders can be an important protector of tenants from third-party harm. State 
landlord-tenant laws impose responsibilities on landlords to maintain rental 
housing that meets certain standards. These rules often include require-
ments to prevent third parties such as other tenants from substantially inter-
fering with a tenant’s ability to fully use and enjoy rental housing.20

Vulnerable tenants enjoy protections from landlords that create or fail to 
correct dangerous and uncomfortable conditions.21 A landlord can be more 
knowledgeable and organized, and have more resources than tenants, and 
certain laws help to make this power imbalance less stark. California’s cov-
enant of quiet enjoyment,22 for example, “insulates the tenant against any 
act or omission on the part of the landlord, or anyone claiming under him, 
which interferes with a tenant’s right to use and enjoy the premises for 
the purposes contemplated by the tenancy.”23 Thus, the landlord is duty-
bound to protect the tenant from certain harms.

But not all encroachments on a tenant’s enjoyment of the premises are 
actionable. For example, “[m]inor inconveniences and annoyances are 
not actionable breaches of the implied covenant of quiet enjoyment. To be 

20. The Court of Appeals of New York has rejected expansive definitions of the war-
ranty of habitability, instead clarifying that “the implied warranty of habitability sets 
forth a minimum standard to protect tenants against conditions that render residential 
premises uninhabitable or unusable.” Solow v. Wellner, 86 N.Y.2d 582, 588 (1995).

21. In Park West Management Corp. v. Mitchell, 391 N.E.2d 1288, 1294 (N.Y. 1979), 
the Court of Appeals of New York held that, since the implied warranty of habitability 
“places an unqualified obligation on the landlord to keep the premises habitable, condi-
tions occasioned by ordinary deterioration, work stoppages by employees, acts of third 
parties or natural disaster are within the scope of the warranty as well” (emphasis added); 
see also Poyck v. Bryant, 820 N.Y.S.2d 774 (Civ. Ct. 2006) (implied warranty of habitability 
applying to secondhand smoke coming from a unit not owned by condo owner landlord).

22. “An agreement to let upon hire binds the letter to secure to the hirer the quiet 
possession of the thing hired during the term of the hiring, against all persons lawfully 
claiming the same.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1927.

23. Petroleum Collections Inc. v. Swords, 122 Cal. Rptr. 114, 117 (Ct. App. 1975).
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actionable, the landlords act or omission must substantially interfere with 
a tenant’s right to use and enjoy the premises for the purposes contem-
plated by the tenancy.”24 Yet some of the most threatening conditions faced 
by tenants may never rise to the level of the substantial interference antici-
pated by tenant-protection laws.

A. Housing Providers Are Not Equipped to Respond to Dangerous  
Conditions Created by Tenants When Those Conditions Do Not Substantially 

Interfere with the Use and Enjoyment of Leased Premises
While landlords may sometimes succeed in evicting tenants who substan-
tially interfere with other tenants’ use and enjoyment of rented spaces, this 
effort is difficult when a chronic injury is not clearly present.25 A Califor-
nia negligence case involving security at a housing complex illustrates this 
issue. In Castaneda v. Olsher,26 a mobile home renter, Castaneda, was shot 
when a gang confrontation occurred at another mobile home at the prop-
erty.27 Castaneda sued the owners of the mobile home park, the Olshers, 
claiming that they “breached a duty not to rent to known gang members or 
to evict them when they harass other tenants.”28 Witnesses testified about 
other incidents that may have involved gang members,29 and “[e]vidence 
was presented of two prior gunshot incidents related to the [property].”30 
The Olshers moved for nonsuit, claiming that no duty was established and 
that causation was not proven. While the trial court agreed with the Olsh-
ers, the Court of Appeal reversed, and the Supreme Court of California 
granted the Olshers’ petition for review.31 

The Supreme Court of California acknowledged that a “landlord gener-
ally owes a tenant the duty, arising out of their special relationship, to take 
reasonable measures to secure areas under the landlord’s control against 
foreseeable criminal acts of third parties.”32 This duty, however, could only 
be imposed on the landlord if the court determined that the risks of the harm 

24. Andrews v. Mobile Aire Ests., 22 Cal. Rptr. 3d 832, 839 (Ct. App. 2005).
25. The absence of landlord control has numerous implications, most of which are 

outside of the scope of this piece. Less control often translates to less liability for the land-
lord. For example, state strict-liability laws sometimes hold landlords liable for harms 
caused by a tenant’s dog in common areas if the landlord was aware of the threat caused 
by a dog with vicious propensities and had the power to remove the dog. If landlords had 
the ability to remove a coughing tenant, they may discover that liability comes along with 
that power, whether imposed by statute or doctrine. See, e.g., Giacalone v. Hous. Auth., 
51 A.3d 352 (Conn. 2012).

26. Castaneda v. Olsher, 162 P.3d 610 (Cal. 2007). 
27. Id. at 613.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 614.
30. Id.
31. Id. at 615.
32. Id. at 622.
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outweighed the burden of the prevention measures.33 The court considered 
three duties and rejected them all. First, it refused to impose the duty to not 
rent housing to gang members because there would need to be “extraor-
dinarily foreseeable” gang violence to offset the difficult screening process 
that would be required to act in accordance with that duty.34 The court also 
refused to impose the duty to evict gang member tenants. Even if the Olshers  
learned more about the alleged gang members after they became tenants, 
there was still insufficient foreseeability of violence such as the shoot-out 
that injured Castaneda.35 The court also noted that evicting gang member 
tenants is both expensive and potentially dangerous in the case of a hostile 
tenant involved in a violent gang.36 Finally, the court rejected the duty to 
hire security guards and improve common-area lighting in order to prevent 
gang violence.37 The court determined that this duty would be “heavily bur-
densome,” that there was insufficient foreseeability of gang violence, and 
that it was unclear that these measures would have prevented the harm.38

In presenting its analysis of the plaintiff’s negligence claim, the Castaneda 
court also illustrated the burdens faced by housing providers interested in 
protecting their tenants from harm caused by other tenants and their guests. 
Tenant screening can be difficult, and trying to avoid tenants who may 
cause harm might lead to violations of discrimination laws; evicting ten-
ants can be difficult, expensive, and dangerous; and instituting broad safety 
initiatives may be expensive without any clear indication that they reduce 
the risk of harm to tenants. In Castaneda, the outcome of the case actually 
turned in part on the difficult landscape facing housing providers. If it were 
easy for the mobile home park manager to satisfy the duties claimed by the 
plaintiff, the court might have imposed them on the landlord.39

33. Id. at 616 (citing Vasquez v. Residential Invs., Inc., 12. Cal. Rptr. 3d 846, 854 (Ct. 
App. 2004)).

34. Id. at 617. The court noted that such a process would result in “arbitrary discrimi-
nation on the basis of race, ethnicity, family composition, dress and appearance, or repu-
tation [which] are, in at least some circumstances, illegal and against public policy and 
could themselves subject the landlord to liability.” Id.

35. Id. at 621.
36. “The expense of evicting a tenant is not necessarily trivial, and eviction typically 

results in the unit sitting vacant for some period. In some municipalities—and, more to 
the present point, under the Mobilehome Residency Law—the landlord must provide, 
and may have to prove, cause for the eviction. Finally, undertaking eviction of a hostile 
tenant, especially one involved in a violent street gang, could subject the landlord or 
property manager to retaliatory harassment or violence. Not surprisingly in light of the 
burden involved, courts in this and other states have recognized a tort duty to evict a 
vicious or dangerous tenant only in cases where the tenant’s behavior made violence 
toward neighbors or others on the premises highly foreseeable.” Id. at 620.

37. Id. at 621.
38. Id. 
39. The burden associated with each measure is also related to the cost required rela-

tive to the property’s operating revenues. Under Castaneda, even measures to prevent 
foreseeable harms might not be imposed if the property simply cannot support such 
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Part of the issue facing plaintiffs was the lack of clear injury suffered by 
Castaneda before being shot by a stray bullet. The supposed gang activ-
ity occurring in the mobile home park was not in and of itself a harm to 
Castaneda. Instead, it merely increased the chance of harm in a way that 
probably did not breach the covenant of quiet enjoyment or the implied 
warranty of habitability. The Castaneda court considered this fact and cited 
several cases in which more threatening conditions could trigger land-
lord duties, such as the duty to preserve other tenants’ quiet enjoyment of 
leased premises.40

Ultimately, the Castaneda court determined that the Olshers did not 
breach a duty to Castaneda. The court considered the challenges the 
mobile-home park landlord would face in attempting to evict the alleg-
edly dangerous tenants from the property. Because of tenant protections in 
place, the landlord would have to pay for the proceedings, prove proper 
cause for eviction, and face potential danger from a hostile tenant.41 More-
over, despite these costs, the landlord might not be successful at remov-
ing a threatening tenant even if all of the neighbors were frightened and 
wanted the eviction to be successful. 

While the alleged gang member tenant enjoyed generous tenancy pro-
tections, the rest of the community faced a more dangerous environment 
as a result. This tension—between individual tenant protections and com-
munity safety and comfort—is built into the bilateral framework of tenant- 
protection laws. Of course, if leases could be terminated with a certain 
number of community tenant votes, the landlord might be best-positioned 
to organize and harness the power of these votes in a way that undermined 
public-policy priorities. However, although vulnerable tenants might ben-
efit most from protection laws that make it difficult to evict potentially 
dangerous tenants, it is vulnerable tenants who face more imminent harm 
because of these same laws. Elderly, sick, or disabled tenants are the easi-
est targets for gang-related harm, among other criminal activity. Unfortu-
nately for these tenants, landlords are not duty-bound, and maybe even 
powerless, to evict tenants engaging in behavior that might correlate with 

expenses. And this, of course, is largely drive by the rental income that the property can 
generate.

40. See Castaneda v. Olsher, 162 P.3d 610, 619 (Cal. 2007).
41. Among other cases, the Castaneda court cited Lambert v. Doe, 453 So. 2d 844, 848 

(Fla. 1984) (noting that where information known to a landlord showed an adolescent 
molester of young children was a “time bomb,” the landlord violated duty of care to 
other tenants by not evicting the molester’s family); Dean v. St. Paul Union Depot Co., 43 
N.W. 54 (Minn. 1889) (operator of a railway depot breaching the duty to keep depot safe 
for passengers by allowing lessee to employ a man of “savage and vicious propensities” 
who had frequently assaulted those lawfully on the premises); cf. Andrews v. Mobile Aire 
Ests., 22 Cal. Rptr. 3d 832 (Ct. App. 2005) (failure to evict disruptive tenant may breach 
landlord’s implied contractual duty to preserve other tenants’ quiet enjoyment of leased 
premises); see Castaneda v. Olsher, 162 P.3d 610, 620 n.5 (Cal. 2007).
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more dangerous activity.42 And activity that might lead to dangerous crime 
is not the only unwelcome presence in apartment building common areas. 
During a pandemic, disregard for public health recommendations might 
constitute dangerous activity as much as any criminal conspiracy.

B. The Limits to a Landlord’s Ability to Protect Tenants from Harm Stemming 
from Other Tenants Can Be Seen During the Coronavirus Pandemic as Well

The tension between individual tenant rights and the safety of the property 
community was also present in a recent coronavirus-related lawsuit. In 
Lee v. Gaiennie, filed in Oregon Circuit Court for Multnomah County,43 an 
elderly Portland landlord who leases rooms in her home filed suit against 
one of her tenants for disregarding coronavirus-related health advisories. 
According to Lee’s complaint, her tenant Gaiennie spends her time volun-
teering for a variety of community organizations helping during the coro-
navirus pandemic.44 Her efforts could be seen publicly on social media and 
were even recognized in an Oregonian article titled “Editorial: Coronavi-
rus Crisis Offers Glimpses of Oregonians at Their Best,” which noted that 
“neighbors like Jeane Gaiennie are walking block by block, leaving flyers 
outside homes and offering to get groceries or run errands for those unable 
to go out themselves.”45

These volunteer efforts allegedly terrified Lee. At seventy-seven years 
old, Lee is considered a vulnerable individual because coronavirus has been 
reported to be more dangerous and deadly for the elderly.46 Because coro-
navirus spreads through droplets generated by the mouth when sneezing 
or even speaking, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention has recom-
mended that people practice social distancing, which “refers to maintain-
ing enough physical distance (a minimum of six feet) between yourself and 
another person to reduce the risk of breathing in droplets or aerosols that 
are produced when an infected person breathes, talks, coughs, or sneezes.”47 
Moreover, Oregon Governor Kate Brown issued Executive Order 20-12, 

42. The extent of alleged gang activity does not seem to have been acute according 
to witness testimony: “Joyce Trow testified that for approximately two months before 
the shooting, she saw people dressed like gang members congregating. . . . [Diana Cas-
taneda] encountered groups of four or five men . . . dressed in baggy pants and flannel 
shirts, drinking from 40–ounce bottles. . . . Because they whistled and hooted at her some-
times, she felt “a small amount of fear. . . [and another tenant] testified that when she 
walked with her small children past space 23, the “boys hanging out” there, who wore 
bandanas or Pendleton jackets, would sometimes kick their pit bull in the mouth to make 
it growl. . . .” See Castaneda v. Olsher, 162 P.3d 610, 614 (Cal. 2007).

43. Lee v. Gaiennie case documents on file with author.
44. Lee v. Gaiennie, No. 20CV14644, at *4 (Or. Multnomah Cty. Cir. Ct. Apr. 3, 2020).
45. Id. 
46. Id. at *2.
47. Coronavirus Resource Center: As Coronavirus Spreads, Many Questions and Some 

Answers, Harv. Health Publ’g (Aug. 28, 2020), https://www.health.harvard.edu 
/diseases-and-conditions/coronavirus-resource-center.
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called “Stay Home, Save Lives,” which “directs Oregonians to stay home 
whenever possible and prohibits social and recreational gatherings.”48 Yet 
Gaiennie was seeming to be defying the emergency orders by participat-
ing in community activities. According to the complaint, Lee and Gaiennie 
share living areas, including a kitchen, making it difficult for Lee to avoid 
Gaiennie and the potential exposure that she might carry with her.49 More-
over, according to Lee, Gaiennie did not wear personal protective equip-
ment as recommended or required under various health-related orders.50 
In her complaint, Lee noted that she has updated her will as a result of Gai-
ennie’s actions, stating, “I feel that no matter what steps I take to protect 
myself, Defendant will continue to engage in high risk behaviors and will 
expose me to an illness that has a high chance of killing me.”51

Although Lee serves as a resident in the property that she rents and 
thus enjoys certain relaxed regulations,52 her options for legal recourse 
are limited. If the court system were functioning as it normally does, Lee 
would still need to establish sufficient cause for a successful eviction filing 
and then spend time and money to proceed through the eviction process, 
even as she feels imminent danger to her life.53 However, in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic, the Multnomah County Circuit Court postponed 
all landlord-tenant hearings and trials until at least June 1, 2020, rendering 
any eviction action ineffective.54 Because plaintiffs can still bring damages 
actions, however, Lee decided to sue Gaiennie for $100,000 for “mental 
suffering, emotional distress, and diminished use and enjoyment of her 
home.”55 Lee also sought “[i]njunctive relief requiring Defendant to vacate 
Plaintiff’s home of 2722 NE 15th Ave., Portland, OR 97212 until the State 

48. Governor Kate Brown Issues Further Guidance on “Stay Home, Save Lives” Order, 
Or. Governor’s Office, (Mar. 27, 2020), https://www.oregon.gov/newsroom/Pages 
/NewsDetail.aspx?newsid=36273.

49. Lee, No. 20CV14644, at *2.
50. Id. at *5.
51. Plaintiff’s Declaration at 4, Lee, 20CV14644 (Apr. 3, 2020). “COVID-19 can result in 

severe disease, including hospitalization, admission to an intensive care unit, and death, 
especially among older adults. Everyone can take actions, such as social distancing, to 
help slow the spread of COV 19 and protect older adults from severe illness.” CDC, Severe 
Outcomes Among Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)—United States, Feb-
ruary 12–March 16, 2020 (Mar. 27, 2020), https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr 
/mm6912e2.htm.

52. As is often the case in tenancy regulations of other states, Oregon provides for 
certain tenant protection laws to be relaxed in some owner-occupied tenancy situations. 

53. Of course, various federal and state eviction moratoria might also bar eviction, 
even if courts are functioning on a normal schedule. The federal CARES Act and New 
York Executive Order 202.28 serve as two such examples.

54. City of Portland, Or., Multnomah County/City of Portland COVID-19 Eviction Mora-
torium FAQ, Portland.gov (July 7, 2020), https://beta.portland.gov/phb/rental-services 
/multnomah-county-city-portland-covid-19-eviction-moratorium-faq.

55. Lee v. Gaiennie, No. 20CV14644, at *6 (Or. Multnomah Cty. Cir. Ct. Apr. 3, 2020).
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of Oregon declares the public health emergency related to COVID-19 has 
been lifted.”56 While the court did not grant that request, it did issue an 
Amended Temporary Restraining Order, which orders Defendant “to stay 
at least 6 feet away from plaintiff and follow CDC guidelines for COVID-19 
prevention during the pendency of this COVID-19 crisis, whichever is ear-
lier,” and a hearing was scheduled at which the more substantial restrain-
ing order could be considered.57

Lee’s experience demonstrates the extent to which tenancy protections 
anticipate a two-party relationship between the landlord and tenant, with 
less regard for third parties, prioritizing the individual tenant even to 
the expense of the broader tenant community. Although in this case the 
adverse parties were indeed the landlord and the tenant, Lee’s experi-
ence would have been just as difficult—perhaps even more so—if she had 
sought to evict Gaiennie in order to protect a different vulnerable tenant. 
While a court might be reluctant to suggest that, given Gaiennie’s tenancy 
rights, Lee might consider moving out of her own home and to a safer 
residence, this option might be the best solution for a vulnerable tenant 
scared of interactions with Gaiennie. With the landlord unable to protect 
an elderly or otherwise vulnerable tenant, it would be the threatened ten-
ant, and not the threatening tenant, that might need to move away.58

For the plaintiffs in Lee and Castaneda, the stakes were high. A single 
uncovered sneeze in the case of the coronavirus pandemic or a single stray 
bullet in the case of alleged gang violence could be fatal. And, even if one 
of those trigger events were to happen, it could take the landlord weeks 
or months to succeed in an eviction effort, if at all. Tenant protections 
anticipate sustained interference with habitability such as regular noise or 
second-hand smoke. But here, vulnerable tenants had to reckon with dan-
gerous conditions upon which a court would probably not base an eviction 
action. 

II. Tenancy Protections Reflect a Certain Conception  
of What Constitutes a Safe and Comfortable Home, Consistent  

with the Preferences of Certain Tenants but Not Others

The broad range of tenant activities protected under the implied warranty 
of habitability, the covenant of quiet enjoyment, and various local and state 
laws demonstrates the extent to which tenants can use their homes as they 
wish. Yet many of these laws limit landlord actions that might support a 
certain preferred lifestyle by a tenant. Some of these preferences, such as 

56. Id. at *7.
57. Lee v. Gaiennie, No. 20CV14644, Order to Show Cause Why a Preliminary Injunc-

tion Should Not Be Entered (Apr. 6, 2020).
58. Gaiennie claims to face the same situation. In her counterclaim, Gaiennie alleges 

in part that “Plaintiff has failed to employ the very measures she alleges she requested 
of the defendant for her own protection.” Defendant’s Amended Answer, Affirmative 
Defenses and Counterclaims at 2, Lee v. Gaiennie, 20CV14644, (June 12, 2020).
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a tenant interested in renting in a complex in which all tenants share the 
same religion or place of origin, are hard to reconcile with laws against 
discrimination.59 Yet perhaps lawmakers can be more sympathetic to other 
preferences, such as a desire to live in a housing complex that has a list of 
rules that can be enforced by removal from the property with two hours’ 
notice. Examples of rules include a prohibition on bringing guests on site, 
a requirement that all tenants wear masks in the common areas during a 
pandemic, and a curfew imposed every day of the year.60

A. Hotels Serve as Environments That Maintain a High Standard of Safety  
and Control Yet Often Lose That Control When Guests Exceed a Certain  

Length of Stay and Qualify for Tenancy Protections
In Lee, Lee was concerned about how Gaiennie spent her time outside of 
the home. But Gaiennie could have also caused a health concern if instead 
of volunteering she had brought coughing and sneezing guests into her 
living quarters. Even if Lee had specifically warned Gaiennie’s guests that 
they were unwelcome at the property, Gaiennie would likely have the 
right to bring them in. This common-law principle was at play in State v. 
Schneider,61 an Oregon Court of Appeals case in which a tenant invited a 
guest to an apartment complex after the manager issued a written “notice 
of exclusions,” which “prohibited [the guest] from entering or remaining 
on the common areas of the designated property” and warned the guest 
of potential criminal trespass charges that could result from noncompli-
ance.62 The Court of Appeals held that the tenant could still invite the 
guest and overturned the guest’s criminal trespass conviction.63 The court 
noted: “Traditionally, a tenant’s invited guest carries the same privileges as 
the tenant to make use of the common areas unless the lease states other-
wise. . . . Under the common law, landlords cannot prevent a tenant’s guest 
from entering an apartment complex’s common areas. . . .”64 

Although some case law supports lease provisions that restrict invitee 
privileges, these restrictions are marginal, such as providing for lease ter-
mination when guests carry out criminal activity on site.65 Moreover, these 
lease terminations would need to be carried out through a process consis-
tent with eviction laws that could take weeks or months, depending on 

59. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 3604(b) (prohibiting discrimination “against any person in 
the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling, or in the provision of 
services or facilities in connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, sex, familial 
status, or national origin”) (emphasis added).

60. As will be discussed below, hotels exercise broad discretion to create and enforce 
rules, and state laws give hotels the power to swiftly remove rule violators.

61. State v. Schneider, 265 P.3d 36 (Or. Ct. App. 2011).
62. Id. at 37.
63. Id. 
64. Id. at 38.
65. For examples of cases involving lease clauses restricting tenants’ rights to invite 

guests, see City of Bremerton v. Widell, 51 P.3d 733, 739 n.2 (Wash. 2002).
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the jurisdiction. These common law and statutory rights conceptions of 
tenants’ rights are not inevitable, however. They represent the idea that 
rented residences should be spaces that can be shared with others and that 
ownership of leasehold rights should involve the ability to transfer those 
rights—at least in part—to others. It is true that this capacious perspec-
tive narrows the gap between the experiences of homeowners and rent-
ers and can help tenants feel invested in their communities and act with a 
long-term view in mind. Yet this approach also makes it harder for tenants 
prioritizing different values to find housing that fits their needs. Just like a 
housing provider would need to violate the law in order to screen tenants 
based on religion, housing providers may not restrain tenants from bring-
ing guests and using their unit as they see fit. 

Yet sometimes housing can be provided which requires all residents to 
abide by a strict set of rules. In California, the state with the largest homeless 
population in the United States,66 hotels are being used to protect homeless 
individuals from the coronavirus. As the coronavirus pandemic threatened 
to take a disproportionate toll on homeless individuals, California faced 
a particularly acute public health emergency.67 Because compliance with 
social distancing and other public health recommendations can be diffi-
cult or impossible in shelters and in unsheltered environments, homeless 
individuals can face a higher chance of exposure than the average non-
homeless individual. This challenge is compounded by the fact that many 
homeless individuals are elderly or have health conditions that make coro-
navirus exposure more dangerous. As a result, California announced Proj-
ect Roomkey, which brings hotel rooms and other housing options together 
with wraparound support services for homeless people who have either a 
high chance of coronavirus exposure or a medical history that increases 
their chance of complication in the event of infection.68 Funded in part by 

66. “As of January 2019, California had an estimated 151,278 experiencing homeless-
ness on any given day, as reported by Continuums of Care to the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Of that Total, 7,044 were family households, 
10,980 were Veterans, 11,993 were unaccompanied young adults (aged 18–24), and 
41,557 were individuals experiencing chronic homelessness.” California Homelessness 
Statistics, United States Interagency Council on Homelessness, https://www.usich.gov 
/homelessness-statistics/ca (last visited Sept. 17, 2020).

67. “Critical Elements of Our Recommendations: 1. Focus intensive infection pre-
vention efforts on those most likely to develop severe complications from COVID-19, 
including people who are currently in shelters and people who are currently unsheltered. 
Expand the category of those receiving intensive infection prevention efforts if resources 
permit. The primary strategy for intensive infection prevention efforts is providing single 
occupancy housing. . . .” State of California, Recommended Strategic Approaches 
for COVID-19 Response for Individuals Experiencing Homelessness (Mar. 2020), 
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library 
/COVID-19/Protocols-Homeless-Pop.pdf.

68. See State of California, COVID-19 Recommended Protocol for People Expe-
riencing Homelessness, https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH 
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the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),69 the initiative 
converts hotels70 into emergency housing for at-risk homeless individuals. 

This use of hotels is convenient. The pandemic has pounded the hos-
pitality industry,71 and hotels have the empty rooms and infrastructure, 
to make sure spaces are available, comfortable, and well-maintained. 
Yet hotels also serve as a familiar setting for distributing access to lodg-
ing without providing tenancy protections along with room keys. Hotels 
rarely face any substantial legal obstacles to removing guests violating any 
one of a long list of hotel rules.72 Of course, with the health risks faced by 
the homeless participants in the program, powerful enforcement of health 
protocols is critical to the smooth functioning of California’s scheme. With-
out the ability to ensure isolation, masks, and distancing, the publicly 
funded hotel rooms can become as dangerous as the places the homeless 
individuals were living in beforehand. Among other requirements, home-
less participants in the program are subject to strict curfews meant to keep 
people apart from each other.73

%20Document%20Library/COVID-19/flowchart-COVID19-homelessness.pdf (last vis-
ited Sept. 17, 2020).

69. Letter from Robert J. Fenton, Regional Administrator FEMA Region IX, to Mark S. 
Ghilarducci, Director of the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (Mar. 27, 2020), cdss 
.ca.gov/Portals/9/FEMA/DR-4482-CA-Non-Congregate-Sheltering-Request-Response 
-Letter-03272020.pdf (partially approving request for non-congregate sheltering funding).

70. “Project Roomkey will target hotels in counties with significant homeless popu-
lations that are also experiencing high concentrations of COVID-19 transmission. Local 
governments to date have secured 6,867 hotel and motel rooms for this purpose. Every 
hotel/motel within Project Roomkey will include essential wraparound services, such as 
custodial, laundry, security, and support staff. The Governor also announced a partner-
ship with Chef José Andrés’s World Central Kitchen, which will provide three meals a 
day to select Project Roomkey hotels through a statewide contract to support local efforts 
as needed.” Press Release, Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, At Newly Converted 
Motel, Governor Newsom Launches Project Roomkey: A First-in-the-Nation Initiative 
to Secure Hotel & Motel Rooms to Protect Homeless Individuals from COVID-19 (Apr. 
3, 2020), https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/03/at-newly-converted-motel-governor 
-newsom-launches-project-roomkey-a-first-in-the-nation-initiative-to-secure-hotel 
-motel-rooms-to-protect-homeless-individuals-from-covid-19.

71. “As of May 6, nearly 7 out of 10 hotel rooms were empty across the country per 
STR. This is in addition to the thousands of hotels shuttered completely.” Am. Hotel 
& Lodging Ass’n, COVID-19’s Impact on the Hotel Industry, https://www.ahla.com 
/covid-19s-impact-hotel-industry (last visited May 12, 2020). 

72. See, for example, the long list of situations in which a Florida hotel operator can 
remove a guest after oral notification, such as anyone who “indulges in any language or 
conduct which disturbs the peace and comfort of other guests or which injures the repu-
tation, dignity, or standing of the establishment.” Fla. Stat. §509.141(1).

73. “Guests . . . are permitted to leave their rooms between the hours of 7 a.m. and 
7 p.m. as needed  anote that every site will have its unique set of operation hours) .” L.A. 
Homeless Servs. Auth., Project Roomkey: Housing for Our Most Vulnerable During the 
COVID Crisis (Apr. 9, 2020), https://medium.com/the-road-home/project-roomkey 
-housing-for-our-most-vulnerable-during-the-covid-crisis-54748a46cde3.
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B. Public Policy Limits Landlord Control in Order to Support a Certain 
Conception of Housing, Reducing Choice for Certain Vulnerable Residents

For vulnerable populations—homeless or not—a housing operator with 
the legal flexibility to remove residents who do not follow health-related 
rules can materially improve personal health and safety. Legal powers 
can also reduce costs dramatically by improving compliance rates. For 
example, a five-unit apartment building with a shared entrance and a non-
compliant coronavirus-infected tenant could require at least one full-time 
cleaning person to ensure proper disinfection and cleanliness. This person 
would monitor, clean, and communicate daily to reduce health risks to ten-
ants. Even at a cost of $500 per week for supplies and labor, rents could 
increase by forty percent or more.74 The ability to remove a noncompliant 
tenant could eliminate all or most of this expense. Alternatively, a hous-
ing provider’s ability to require renters to provide a much higher security 
deposit and to use those funds to offset increased costs involved in main-
taining a disinfected common area could motivate compliance. If this five-
unit building were managed in a jurisdiction with laws capping security 
deposits at two times monthly rent, those funds would not even represent 
one month’s disinfection expenses. Of course, current laws do not allow 
security deposits to be used for such expenses,75 and, even if such use were 
permitted, the housing provider would no longer have funds available to 
use for any unpaid rents or unit damage.

As a result of the current regulatory landscape, renters do not have the 
option to seek housing at a property that will immediately remove ten-
ants found to have breached public-health best practices. Frequently, state 
laws entitle hotel guests to tenancy protections after they stay in a hotel 
for a certain number of consecutive days.76 Thus, a group of tenants living 
over the long term at a “pandemic safety” hotel would face the same safety 
challenges given that guests violating the rules after thirty days would not 

74. This example assumes $500 per week in costs, 4.33 weeks in a month, and five 
tenants each paying $1,000 per month in rent and taking full, and equal, responsibility 
for the added maintenance payments. The additional $2,165 in costs represents 43.3% of 
rent. The range of possibilities is too broad to make a more exact estimate of costs, given 
that ensuring disinfection when a noncompliant neighbor shares common-area access is 
nearly impossible.

75. See, e.g., Conn. Gen. Stat. § 47a-21(d) (noting that the landlord may deduct from 
the amount returned to the tenant “the value of any damages that any person who was 
a landlord of such premises at any time during the tenancy of such tenant has suffered 
as a result of such tenant’s failure to comply with such tenant’s obligations”). However, 
the landlord’s interest in maintaining a virus-free property is not damage that a court is 
likely to recognize.

76. “A tenant shall include . . . a resident, not including a transient occupant, of one 
or more rooms in a hotel who has been in possession for thirty consecutive days or lon-
ger.” N.Y. Real Prop. Acts. Law § 711, https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws 
/RPA/711#:~:text=A%20tenant%20shall%20include%20an,thirty%20consecutive%20
days%20or%20longer (noting grounds where landlord-tenant relationship exists).
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be subject to removal because they would enjoy tenancy protections. The 
fact that some innovators might succeed by requiring guests to move out 
before the limit on consecutive days was reached demonstrates how hard 
it is to create housing that might satisfy a renter looking for more operator 
control.77 Furthermore, requiring vulnerable tenants seeking protection to 
stay elsewhere every certain number of nights could introduce some of the 
risks that these tenants would be seeking to avoid.

Many hotels across the United States that closed due to pandemic-
related travel concerns are unlikely to reopen. Perhaps hotels offer promise 
as long-term housing options for certain population types. Retirees,78 low-
income individuals,79 and young professionals might appreciate the flex-
ibility and cost structure offered by hotels.80 Yet the terms of hotel stays and 
the control enjoyed by hotel operators do not lend themselves to guests 
making long-term plans to work and invest in the community. Room prices 
can be changed, and guests can be asked to leave with almost no notice—
important factors undermining basic elements of stable housing and com-
munity participation. It can be encouraging to know that a neighbor who 
poses a health risk can be removed from their unit without trouble. But it 
can be unsettling and discouraging to know that anyone (or everyone) on 
site can be removed as well.

There may still be room for innovation, especially during dangerous 
times or in dangerous areas when tenants live in fear. Currently, certain 
tenancy laws apply to hotel stays, usually triggered after a guest stays in 

77. Some state laws specifically prohibit such a practice. See, e.g., Cal. Civ. Code 
§ 1940.1(a) (“No person may require an occupant of a residential hotel, as defined in Sec-
tion 50519 of the Health and Safety Code, to move, or to check out and reregister, before 
the expiration of 30 days occupancy if a purpose is to have that occupant maintain tran-
sient occupancy status pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 1940. Evi-
dence that an occupant was required to check out and reregister shall create a rebuttable 
presumption, which shall affect solely the burden of producing evidence, of the purpose 
referred to in this subdivision.”); see also Soroka v. Extended Stay, Inc., No. CIV. 2:10-2883 
WBS, 2011 WL 445834, at *2 (E.D. Cal. Feb. 8, 2011) (plaintiff alleging that, for five years, 
Extended Stay required a new agreement to be signed within every thirty-day period, 
and, due to his failure to comply with certain rules, he was locked out over ninety-five 
days over the five-year period). 

78. “With his senior discount, free breakfast, and happy hour offerings, Robison cal-
culates that stays at the [Holiday Inn] hotel chain would run him $59.23 per night as 
opposed to his other calculation of the $188/day cost of an average nursing home. . . .” 
Jesse Tabit, Man Figures out How to Live out His Retirement at a Hotel, Fodor’s Travel (Feb. 
27, 2019), https://www.fodors.com/news/hotels/genius-figures-out-how-to-live-out 
-his-retirement-at-a-hotel. As rare as this widely reported case study might be, great 
value is offered by hotels for those positioned to benefit. 

79. See Leslie A. Brownrigg, People Who Live in Hotels: An Exploratory Overview (U.S. 
Census Bureau Stat. Rsch., Working Paper No. 23, 2006), https://www.census.gov 
/content/dam/Census/library/working-papers/2006/adrm/ssm2006-03.pdf.

80. Hotels require no security deposit, no utilities deposit, no extended lease require-
ment, and may even include Internet and breakfast. 
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the room for a certain number of consecutive days.81 Changes in the law 
to allow guests to waive the automatic shift to tenant status are one exam-
ple of a shift that could allow hotels, or even other housing providers, to 
provide long-term housing with more robust protections from third-party 
harm than are currently offered in traditional residential rental properties. 
Perhaps the coronavirus pandemic offers lawmakers an opportunity to 
experiment with new models for as long as the public health crisis con-
tinues. Allowing housing options for tenants seeking safer spaces might 
provide a lifeline for certain vulnerable populations.

III. Tenant Protection Laws Even Limit the Ability of Housing 
Providers to Enforce Emergency Pandemic-Related Laws

Recommendations and orders from all levels of government in response 
to the coronavirus pandemic impact multifamily property with common 
areas. Yet the structure of tenancy protections makes housing providers 
almost powerless to help with enforcement. Although housing providers 
may have the teams and knowledge to notify, warn, and even carry out 
an eviction of an aggressively noncompliant tenant, it would be very diffi-
cult for them to do so. For example, the city of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
issued an order to require individuals entering common areas of multifam-
ily property to maintain at least six feet of distance from any other person 
and, if the distance cannot be maintained, to “wear a mask or cloth face 
covering which covers both the mouth and nose at all times while in such 
Common Areas.”82 The extent of housing provider cooperation required 
by the order is limited to posting “signage at entrances and in or about 
Common Areas informing residents and other individuals that the above 

81. For example, Airbnb’s guidance to hosts considering long term guests provides: 

In most states and localities in the United States, guests who stay in a home or apart-
ment for one month or longer—the exact number of days depends on jurisdiction—
may establish rights as a tenant. Generally, this means that local tenancy laws could 
protect them, and you may not be able to remove them from your property without 
proceeding through required eviction processes in court. For example, in California, 
Illinois, and New York, a residential tenancy may be created after 30 consecutive days 
of occupancy. Someone who stays with you for fewer than 30 days generally does 
not have the rights of a tenant unless there is a written agreement to the contrary, but 
every state is different. Local laws may differ from state laws regarding residential 
tenancies. We encourage you to review your local rules and regulations before accept-
ing a long-term reservation. 

What Are Some Things I Should Consider Before Hosting Long-Term Guests?, Airbnb Help 
Center, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/805/what-are-some-things-i-should 
-consider-before-hosting-longterm-guests (last visited Sept. 1, 2020).

82. City of Cambridge, Mass., Amended Temporary Emergency Order Requiring 
the Wearing of Masks or Cloth Face Coverings in All Public Places, Businesses, and in 
Common Areas of Residential Buildings (June 23, 2020), https://www.cambridgema 
.gov/-/media/Files/citymanagersoffice/COVID19/covid19_facecoveringsorder 
_amended_042820.pdf. 
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requirements must be met at all times while in or about such Common 
Areas.”83

The White House’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again recom-
mended that vulnerable individuals—elderly individuals and individuals 
with serious underlying health conditions—“should continue to shelter 
in place,” and “[p]recautions should be taken to isolate from vulnerable 
residents.”84 Although no specific guidance exists for housing providers in 
the document, employers are encouraged to consider special accommoda-
tions for vulnerable personnel and to close common areas or enforce strict 
social distancing protocols.85 Of course, vulnerable individuals often need 
help to distance and isolate from others and cannot just rely on total com-
pliance by others. Mistaken, or negligent,86 lapses in distancing practices 
can be a death sentence for vulnerable individuals who become infected. 
Preferences for laws offering rights to the individual tenant and for a capa-
cious suite of space enjoyment rights puts the onus on tenants to fend for 
themselves. This is difficult for tenants most vulnerable to the coronavirus, 
among other harms, and housing providers are limited in their ability to 
get involved. Moreover, tenant protections serve as obstacles to housing 
professionals and investors interested in using their capital and experience 
to produce novel housing offerings that promise increased protections 
from third-party harms.

Finally, even to the extent that housing providers can stop certain prac-
tices by residents or remove them from the premises in order to reduce 
coronavirus-related risks, many arms of the government necessary to 
enforce these actions are operating under new protocols. For example, 
although the Federal Housing Administration has made clear that land-
lord access rights in the standard U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development lease87 continue to be valid even if a tenant refuses on 

83. Id.
84. Press Release, White House, Guidelines: Opening up America Again (2020), 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica.
85. Id.
86. Among countless other examples of bold violations of recommended protocols, 

see Hayley Munguia, California Birthday Party Had a Coughing Guest Without a Mask. 
Now At Least 5 People Are Infected with Coronavirus, E. Bay Times (May 10, 2020), https://
www.eastbaytimes.com/2020/05/09/pasadena-identifies-at-least-5-coronavirus 
-cases-from-single-birthday-party.

87. “The Landlord agrees to enter the unit only during reasonable hours, to pro-
vide reasonable advance notice of his/her intent to enter the unit, and to enter the unit 
only after receiving the Tenant’s consent to do so, except when urgency situations make 
such notices impossible. . . . The Tenant consents in advance to the following entries 
into the unit: The tenant agrees to permit the Landlord, his/her agents or other persons, 
when authorized by the Landlord, to enter the unit for the purpose of making reason-
able repairs and periodic inspections . . .” U.S. Dep’t Hous. & Urb. Dev., Model Lease 
for Subsidized Programs ¶ 20 (2017), https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO 
/documents/90105a.pdf.
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grounds of pandemic fears,88 the question is whether management teams 
will force compliance in the current environment and whether the police 
will be interested in helping. Similarly, although hotels have broad powers 
to remove guests, they may have difficulty if police departments were to 
be directed not to help with removing coughing and sneezing guests from 
hotels.89 

In Louisiana, for example, people residing at hotels, motels, or camp-
sites may be removed, along with their belongings, as long as certain con-
ditions are met: no lengthy eviction process is required.90 However, this 
removal, by the appropriate lawful authority, “shall not apply in case of 
serious medical emergency requiring the continued use of the room or 
campsite.”91 While this protection, among others, provides a lifeline to 
those facing eviction—especially for those infected with the coronavirus—
for the neighbors, this law may result in imminent threat to health or life. 
While hotel operators are incentivized to protect their guests and to pro-
vide safe, secure, and comfortable experiences, they may not be able to 
remove the infected resident from the premises.92

IV. Conclusion

Tenant protection statutes and doctrine provide tenants with substantial 
freedoms to use their rented space as they wish. Sometimes these free-
doms can encroach on the safety or comfort of others, a situation more 
likely when rented premises include shared common areas used by all 
residents and their guests. However prepared a housing provider might 
be to monitor a property for potential harms to tenants, tenant protections 
limit the ability of management to remove harms caused by other tenants. 
Laws related to evictions and to invitee use of premises, among others, 
favor the rights of each tenant to use their property freely but do so at a 
cost to the multifamily property community. 

While housing providers face these limitations when responding to a 
range of potential harms caused by tenants, the coronavirus has presented 

88. Fed. Hous. Admin., Coronavirus (COVID-19): Questions and Answers for 
Office of Multifamily Housing Stakeholders (Mar. 16, 2020), https://www.hud 
.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/MF_Corona_QA_FINAL_3-12-20.pdf.

89. See, e.g., Fla. Stat. §509.141(1) (“The operator of any public lodging establish-
ment or public food service establishment may remove or cause to be removed from such 
establishment, in the manner hereinafter provided, any guest of the establishment who, 
while on the premises of the establishment . . . in the opinion of the operator, is a person 
the continued entertainment of whom would be detrimental to such establishment.”).

90. See La. Stat. Ann. § 21:75.
91. Id. § 21:76.
92. The regulatory landscape facing nursing homes might be a worthwhile area for 

further study to compare and contrast with housing and hotel law. Considering the great 
extent to which nursing homes bore the brunt of pandemic-related fatalities, the extent to 
which nursing home operators can (and cannot) protect residents should support a more 
comprehensive policy discussion.
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a particularly relevant challenge to housing managers interested in improv-
ing tenant safety. Although hotels usually enjoy a framework that allows 
for increased control, that flexibility might be reduced in emergency situ-
ations. Multifamily property, however, will continue to face safety issues 
relating to common areas shared by tenants. As long as tenants cannot 
sign away certain rights93 in exchange for a more powerful set of assur-
ances by housing management, vulnerable tenants may be well-advised 
to avoid properties with common areas. It is true that renters often have a 
housing experience shaped by their landlords. But in a multifamily com-
plex, tenants may not be insulated from potential harms from other tenants 
and their invitees despite numerous government regulations, broad police 
powers, and even when a capable landlord is eager to help.

93. Such rights might include bringing guests into the building, entering the com-
mon areas without a mask, and entering the building despite traveling domestically or 
internationally.
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Implications of Dodd-Frank  
for Housing Counselors

Rita W. Green

This year marks the tenth anniversary of landmark legislation that was 
passed in the wake of the Great Recession of 2008, which was marked by 
a mortgage crisis, spurred by an overextension of credit and foreclosures, 
that have consequences still being felt by families, the financial industry, 
and the global economy (Gerecke, 2016). It is important that housing pol-
icy achieves the goal of increasing homeownership rates without encour-
aging irresponsible borrowing and lending to accomplish that objective. 
Wall Street reform and consumer protection are the two areas that the 
2010 Dodd-Frank Act (DFA) was intended to address. The purpose of this 
paper is to raise awareness about a provision of this law that is designed 
to address protection for consumers: requiring housing counselors to be 
individually certified.  

Housing counseling was authorized by law with the passage of the 1968 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Act (HUD, n.d.). Legislation in 
1971 was implemented to establish a system to approve housing counsel-
ing agencies in the aftermath of litigation against HUD because of higher 
foreclosure rates for Section 235 loans that were fifteen percent higher than 
rates on other Federal Housing Administration Loans (FHA) loan prod-
ucts (Wachter, 1980). Section 235 provided a low-interest down-payment 
subsidy on FHA loans offered through private institutions (Colton, 2003). 

Counseling programs have traditionally been geared primarily toward 
first-time homebuyers, minority families, and other populations whose 
homeownership rates fall below the national average. However, their role 
has greatly expanded to address foreclosure prevention and renting. “OHC 
estimates that the current 2650 HUD-approved housing counseling agen-
cies, employing an estimated 8000 newly certified housing counselors, will 
assist a total of 2 million renters and owners to obtain, maintain, or pre-
serve their homes” (Delgadillo, 2016, p. 86). Consumers need the services 
of housing counselors now, more than ever, given an anticipated evic-
tion crisis and potential foreclosures due to the increase in unemploy-
ment as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.

Section 1442 of the DFA established the Office of Housing Counseling 
within HUD (Derr-Castiglione, 2011). The mission of the Office of Out-
reach and Capacity Building, in HUD’s Office of Housing Counseling is to 
train and certify housing counselors based on a common set of standards 
and increase public awareness of HUD’s housing counseling programs to 

Rita W. Green, Ed.D. (rita.green@memphis.edu) is an instructor at the School of 
Accountancy, University of Memphis.
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enable all families to access safe, healthy, and affordable housing (HUD 
Office of Housing Counseling, n.d.). Housing counselors are now required 
to demonstrate competency by successfully passing a certification exam. 
Despite the evolution of housing counseling since the 1960s, the industry 
was fragmented because of different counseling models and delivery as 
well as sources of funding (Quercia & Wachter, 1996).  The final rule for 
housing counseling certification was published in the federal register in 
December 2016 and  implements statutory requirements for professional 
certification of all counseling required under or in connection with all 
HUD programs (HUD Exchange, n.d.). Approved counseling agencies are 
listed on the HUD website. 

Agency certification and approval is still required by HUD in order to 
qualify to receive HUD funded grants. In October 2019, “HUD awarded 
$42.8 million in housing counseling grants to help approximately one mil-
lion Americans make more informed housing choices, keep their current 
homes, or receive assistance to help them avoid foreclosure” (HUD Pub-
lic Affairs, 2019). The housing counseling statute was amended by DFA to 
improve the effectiveness of the program (HUD, n.d.). The changes now 
require that individual counselors, as well as agencies, be certified by HUD 
as competent to provide housing counseling services. Only staff who pro-
vide housing counseling to clients at HUD-approved agencies require indi-
vidual professional certification. Individual certification by HUD requires 
passing an exam in addition to working for a HUD certified agency. 

To earn the designation, HUD Certified Housing Counselor, all individu-
als working with an HUD-approved counseling agency must demonstrate 
competency by passing an examination. A website about the exam has 
been established and includes information about online preparation for the 
exam in addition to a downloadable study guide. The exam will cover six 
major areas of housing counseling: 

•	 Financial management

•	 Property maintenance

•	 Homeownership and tenancy responsibilities

•	 Fair housing laws/requirements

•	 Housing affordability

•	 Avoidance of, and responses to, rental/mortgage delinquency and 
avoidance of eviction/mortgage default. 

The examination score is based on a range from 200 to 800, similar to 
the scaling method used for the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT). A scaled 
score of 500 or more must be achieved to pass the HUD housing counselor 
certification examination (HUD Exchange, n.d.). 

Housing counselor certification launched in August 2017 with an 
August 2020 deadline for compliance. After the President’s declaration of 
a national emergency in March 2020 because of the outbreak of COVID-19, 
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all of the HUD housing counselor certification testing centers closed by 
April 2020, and not all counselors had access to the technology necessary 
to take the exam online. By June 2020, approximately forty-five percent 
of housing counselors participating in HUD programs still needed certi-
fication. The original date of compliance has recently been amended and 
extended for another year since adherence to the original deadline would 
have likely caused more challenges because of increased demand on hous-
ing counseling services by consumers experiencing economic hardship 
(Housing Counseling Program, 2020). The threat of evictions and fore-
closures due to staggering levels of unemployment in this pandemic era 
underscores the importance of the role of housing counseling agencies in 
helping consumers secure and maintain adequate housing.  It is hoped that 
the extension of the deadline for compliance to the rule will provide agen-
cies with the additional time necessary for counselors to study, prepare, 
and pass the certification exam. 

An individual must successfully pass the HUD certification test only 
once to become certified, and currently there is no limit to the number 
of times a counselor may sit for the exam. After successfully passing the 
exam, the second step to certification is employment by a certified HUD 
agency. Exam results must be transferred to the Federal Housing Admin-
istration Connection (FHAC) system, where counselors must apply for 
certification and have their employment validated by the agency FHAC 
application coordinator (HUD Exchange, n.d.). 

The following graphic illustrates the process:

Figure 1. Housing Counselor Certification Exam and  
Application Process. From “HUD Certified Housing Counselor 

Application Process: FHA Connection Navigational Guide”  
(HUD, November 2019, p. 2).
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Before passage of the final rule regarding HUD counselor certification, 
feedback from organizations and individuals who responded to HUD’s call 
for comments about the requirement revealed concerns that may impact 
the future of housing counselors as well as consumers who rely on their 
services (Housing Counseling Program, 2013). Those concerns include 
potential unintended consequences:

•	 Compliance costs for obtaining and maintaining certification which 
adds a financial burden for nonprofit counseling agencies 

•	 Barrier of entry into the housing counseling profession created by this 
rule

•	 Challenges for counselors in passing the exam; i.e., for those who do 
not speak English as a first language 

•	 Potential reduction of counseling services due to compliance costs

•	 Additional regulatory burden for agencies that have to follow state 
guidelines 

These potential outcomes will have to be addressed as counseling agen-
cies determine how to strike a balance between meeting the needs of cli-
entele, even as the demand for services dramatically increase during the 
current pandemic, while ensuring that their counselors are compliant with 
the provision of DFA that requires certification. It is clear, however, from 
the passage of this law with various provisions that address counseling, 
illustrated in the following table, that housing counseling is considered 
beneficial and necessary. 

Table 1. Counseling Provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. Adapted from 
“Counseling Gets a Boost” (Derr-Castiglione, July 2011, p. 35).

Counseling Provisions (sections) of the Dodd-Frank Act 

1442 Establishment of the Office of Housing Counseling within HUD

1433 Requirement for pre-loan counseling for High-Cost Mortgage Loans

1414 Requirement for first-time homebuyers obtaining loans with negative 
amortization

1204 Availability of financial counseling in how to conduct transactions and man-
age accounts

1418 Disclosure of counseling availability for hybrid ARMs six-months prior to 
rate reset

1420 Disclosure of counseling availability in monthly periodic statements for 
residential mortgages

1450 Disclosure of list of homeownership counseling providers with early RESPA 
disclosures for all RESPA-covered loans

1451 Disclosure of Home Inspection Counseling
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Research also supports the effectiveness of housing counseling. A semi-
nal study on the effectiveness of housing counseling by Hirad and Zorn 
(2001) revealed that borrowers receiving counseling through individual pro-
grams experienced a thirty-four percent reduction in delinquency rates. The 
Mayer and Temkin (2016) study of NeighborWorks America’s pre- purchase 
counseling found that clients who are counseled are one-third less likely to 
experience a ninety-day delinquency within twenty-four months of loan 
origination compared with similar borrowers who were not counseled. 
Housing counseling is also effective because agen cies are forbidden by HUD 
regulations from steering consumers into a particular product or from profit-
ing personally from the consumer (Gerecke, 2016). Counseling is wholistic 
and does not just focus on housing, but on the factors that affect housing 
affordability like sustainable budgets and credit management. 

The resolution of housing challenges can be settled in court, although 
often on terms that are not favorable for the consumer, especially in evic-
tion or foreclosure proceedings. It is not uncommon for borrowers to seek 
relief or assistance in court by filing for bankruptcy, for example, to save 
a home. Housing counseling represents an important tool of intervention 
that can often be used to resolve housing challenges and possibly avoid the 
expense and stress of legal proceedings. It has been a decade since the DFA 
was passed, and now we find ourselves on the potential brink of another 
housing crisis as a result of a national pandemic. As the U.S. economy 
struggles to regain its footing, housing counselors are also being called to 
the front lines to provide advice and even negotiate and mediate on behalf 
of residents. Housing is a fundamental need, and housing counselors are 
doing their part to help residents have access to safe, affordable places to 
live.  We can play a part in helping our neighbors and clients by spreading 
the word about this valuable resource in our communities. 
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“Nobody gives anybody a birthright to live anywhere. . . . They are 
given a birthright for the opportunity to earn a right to live anywhere.”1

Daniel Katz, a commissioner on the Town of Westport, Connecticut’s Plan-
ning and Zoning Commission, made this statement in 1985 in response to a 
letter written by William Collins, mayor of neighboring Norwalk, in which 
Collins accused Katz and Westport of creating a “zoning wall of exclu-
sion” to keep out less affluent residents.2 Despite generating 5,130 new jobs 
between 1970 and 1980, Westport only added 616 new housing units over 
this same time period.3 Mayor Collins said that this disparity forced many 
younger and low- and moderate-income workers to move to Norwalk, 
which put a strain on its housing supply.4 Katz retorted that the town “[did 
not] have to provide housing for every I.B.M. secretary making $24,000 a 
year who commutes to Westport.”5

Fast-forward 34 years and the sentiment of some town officials remains 
the same. In his February 2019 State of the Town Address, Westport First 
Selectman Jim Marpe emphasized the need to build Westport’s “brand” as 
“one of the most attractive communities in the region” while continuing to 
“respect and preserve Westport’s charm and small-town character.”6 The 
“brand” of which he spoke does not leave much room for affordable hous-
ing. After touting how Westport recently celebrated the tenth anniversary 
of its ordinance banning single-use plastic bags, he noted how he sought to 
support the town’s “tradition as a single-family home community[,]” stat-
ing that “increasing diversification of [Westport’s] housing offerings” poses 
challenges to, among other things, “the character of neighborhoods.”7

In 1985, the year Mayor Collins called out Westport for not having 
enough affordable housing, the average home price in the town was around 
$250,000.8 The average sales price of the 387 single-family homes that sold 

1. David Paulin, Debate on Westport Housing, N.Y. Times, June 23, 1985, at CN8.
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Jim Marpe, First Selectman, Town of Westport, Conn., Rotary State of the Town 

Address (Feb. 10, 2019), https://www.westportct.gov/home/showdocument?id=17197.
7. Id.
8. Paulin, supra note 1.
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between November 2018 and November 2019 was around $1,300,000.9 In 
2018, an individual would have had to make about $46 per hour to afford 
to rent the average two-bedroom apartment in town.10

Westport is, by most measures, a town in which many families would 
aspire to settle and raise children. It is also a microcosm of Connecticut in 
the ways that it is economically and racially segregated from the cities in 
its region. For example, in 2013, the Washington Post mapped America’s 
zip codes by income and college education, deeming the areas with the 
highest levels as “Super Zips.” 11 It placed Westport’s zip code in the 99th 
percentile.12 Just two municipalities over, two of the City of Bridgeport’s 
six zip codes are in the second and fifth percentiles.13 Only 0.5 percent of 
Westport’s residents identify as Black and 4.2 percent identify as Latino.14 
In Bridgeport, these totals are 35.3 percent and 40 percent, respectively.15

Westport is not unique in its desire to protect its “brand.” Connecticut 
towns are notorious for using zoning to exclude the types of residents that 
they think would tarnish their reputations.16 What makes Westport stand 
out, however, is that it is one of a handful of Connecticut towns that have 
received four-year moratoria allowing their planning and zoning commis-
sions to more easily deny applications for multifamily developments with 
affordable units. Westport achieved this moratorium in spite of its history 
of weaponizing zoning to make its housing stock unaffordable.

This paper discusses how Conn. Gen. Stat. § 8–30g, Connecticut’s 
Affordable Housing Land Use Appeals Act, operates, along with the events 
leading up to its enactment. Next, it focuses on why the Connecticut Gen-
eral Assembly amended § 8–30g to allow towns to receive temporary relief 
from the statute’s requirements. It then provides a brief background of 
Westport’s zoning practices, explains how it achieved its first moratorium 

 9. Westport, Conn. Market Tracker, William Pitt, https://www.williampitt.com 
/community-real-estate/fairfield-county/westport-ct/market-report (last visited Dec. 
15, 2019).

10. Emilie Munson et al., Demand for Affordable Housing Far Outstrips the Supply, CT 
Post (Dec. 24, 2018, 10:51 AM), https://www.ctpost.com/local/article/Demand-for 
-affordable-housing-far-outstrips-the-13488633.php.

11. Ted Mellnik & Carol Morello, Washington: A World Apart, Wash. Post (Nov. 9, 2013), 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/local/2013/11/09/washington-a-world-apart/.

12. Id.
13. Id.
14. U.S. Census Bureau, QuickFacts: Westport CDP, Conn., https://www.census 

.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/westportcdpconnecticut/POP060210 (last visited Jan. 17, 
2020).

15. U.S. Census Bureau, QuickFacts: Bridgeport City, Conn., https://www.census 
.gov/quickfacts/bridgeportcityconnecticut (last visited Jan. 17, 2020).

16. See, e.g., Conn. Fair Hous. Ctr., A Guide to Zoning for Fair and Open Commu-
nities 1 (2013), https://www.ctfairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/CFHC_Zoning 
_Guide.pdf (describing some of the zoning practices that have made Connecticut racially 
and economically segregated).
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in 2019, and discusses some of the town’s actions since it received the 
moratorium. Finally, this paper recommends how the Connecticut General 
Assembly can amend § 8–30g so that towns must meet a higher burden 
to achieve their first moratoria. Doing so will force towns to make greater 
efforts to meet the housing needs of low- and moderate-income people in 
their regions before receiving the benefit of temporary exemption from 
§ 8–30g. 

Historically, Connecticut has served as an example of what can occur 
when towns have nearly unfettered discretion to zone out multifamily 
affordable housing. But it is not alone. Communities across the country 
have used zoning in ways that maintain or exacerbate patterns of racial and 
socioeconomic segregation. In response to this problem, states like Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, and New Jersey have enacted statutes designed 
to curb these practices. When developing legislative solutions to combat 
exclusionary zoning, states should be wary of giving municipalities escape 
hatches like § 8–30g’s moratorium provision. Otherwise, they will incen-
tivize communities to do the minimum required to receive relief from their 
statutes’ requirements.

I. Background of Conn. gen. Stat. § 8–30g

Over time, some of Connecticut’s 169 municipalities have used the zon-
ing powers delegated to them under the state’s Zoning Enabling Act in 
ways that make homes unaffordable for many of the state’s residents. In 
1988, the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Commission produced a report docu-
menting how housing prices and rents increased rapidly during the 1980s 
and explained the reasons behind this trend.17 Chief among the Commis-
sion’s findings was that local planning and zoning commissions often used 
their authority to impose large minimum lot sizes for single-family homes 
while denying proposals to develop governmentally assisted and privately 
financed multifamily affordable housing.18 When they did approve of these 
developments, they often imposed costly requirements on developers.19 
When challenged, courts upheld many planning and zoning commissions’ 
denials of these applications because judges were required to give a high 
level of deference to local decision-making.20 These findings, along with 
the cases discussed below, demonstrated that towns’ exclusionary zoning 
practices were untenable and sometimes illegal. Together, they pressured 
Connecticut’s legislators to find a way to curb local power to zone out low- 
and moderate-income individuals. 

17. Conn. Blue Ribbon Comm’n on Hous., Report and Recommendations 1 (1988).
18. Id. at 16–19.
19. Timothy S. Hollister et al., The 2017 Amendments to the Affordable Housing Land 

Use Appeals Act, General Statutes § 8-30g (Public Act 17–170), Shipman & Goodwin (Oct. 
2017), https://www.shipmangoodwin.com/files/43602_REELU_Alert_Amendments 
_to_Affordable_Housing_100917.pdf.

20. Id.
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In 1989, the General Assembly’s Select Committee on Housing submit-
ted 17 legislative proposals to combat the state’s affordable housing cri-
sis, including the appeals procedure that the General Assembly ultimately 
enacted.21 At the same time, Connecticut faced a budget shortfall estimated 
to be as much as $882 million, which forced legislators to look for cost-
conscious solutions.22 The appeals proposal was attractive because it was 
procedural in nature and thus, did not cost much.23 Shortly after it was pro-
posed, the General Assembly enacted the Affordable Housing Land Use 
Appeals Act, more commonly known as § 8–30g, which was modeled after 
a similar Massachusetts’ law enacted in 1969.24

II. Cases Decided Prior to the Enactment of § 8–30g

Several cases in Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York signaled to Con-
necticut’s legislators that they needed curb municipalities’ exclusionary 
zoning practices. Otherwise, they risked federal and state courts stepping 
in to impose their own requirements about how these municipalities must 
work to incorporate affordable housing within their borders.

A. Builders Service Corp., Inc. v. Planning & Zoning Comm’n  
of Town of East Hampton

In 1988, the Connecticut Supreme Court outlawed non-occupancy based 
minimum floor area regulations after the East Hampton Planning and Zon-
ing Commission enacted a regulation requiring that single-family houses 
have a minimum floor area of 1,300 square feet.25 The regulation, which 
made no reference to occupancy, was not rationally related to the promo-
tion of public health, safety, convenience, or welfare and violated the Four-
teenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.26 The court added that C.G.S. 
§ 8–2, Connecticut’s Zoning Enabling Act, did not give the Commission 
the power to enact a minimum floor area requirement.27

Section 8–30g’s legislative history indicates that Builders Service Corp. 
served as the strongest impetus for legislators to enact a statute to combat 
exclusionary zoning. In his testimony before the General Assembly’s Plan-
ning and Development Committee, Terry Tondro, Co-Chair of the Land 
Use Subcommittee for the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Housing Commission, 
stated that this decision made clear that “affordable housing is part of the 
statutory law of Connecticut, applicable to all judges as well as to land use 

21. Paul Bradley, Legislature Urged to Ease Housing Costs, Hartford Courant, Jan. 
31, 1989, at B1I.

22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Conn. Blue Ribbon Comm’n on Hous., supra note 17, at 36–37.
25. Builders Service Corp., Inc. v. Planning & Zoning Comm’n of Town of East Hampton, 

208 Conn. 267 (1988).
26. Id. at 270.
27. Id. at 306
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agencies[.]”28 Richard Davis, the Director of the Home Builders Associa-
tion of Connecticut, testified that the legislative process had not served his 
industry well, which is why the organization chose to sue the Town of East 
Hampton, adding that he was “lining up a few more towns” to sue because 
of their exclusionary zoning practices.29 He stated that the bill provided 
“an opportunity to not have us get involved in Supreme Court action every 
time we want to build some affordable housing[.]”30 Thus, the General 
Assembly was keenly aware that the alternative to legislative inaction was 
for towns to engage in high-profile court battles like those in New Jersey 
and New York, which ultimately resulted in court-imposed remedies with 
which all towns were required to comply.

B. New Jersey and New York Cases
i. Mount Laurel Cases

In 1975, the New Jersey Supreme Court struck down the Township of 
Mount Laurel’s zoning regulations that made it “physically and economi-
cally impossible to provide low and moderate income housing . . . for vari-
ous categories of persons who need and want it[.]”31 The court held that 
these regulations were unconstitutional and ordered Mount Laurel take 
certain actions, including amending its zoning regulations, to fulfill its 
“fair share” of the regional need for low- and moderate-income housing.32 
In 1983, the New Jersey Supreme Court updated the Mount Laurel Doc-
trine by providing specific requirements municipalities to provide their 
“fair share” of affordable housing in the region.33 The court added that the 
steps that municipalities take must provide a “realistic opportunity” for 
this housing and that Mount Laurel’s actions fell far short of this require-
ment.34 While the court stated that it would prefer a legislative solution to 
this issue, it noted that a constitutional obligation to provide “decent hous-
ing for the poor” underlies the Mount Laurel Doctrine.35 These cases were 
the first in which a state supreme court found that it is unconstitutional 
for municipalities to use their land use powers to discriminate based on 
income, and to affirmatively require state and local governments to pro-
vide affordable housing opportunities for low-income residents.36 

Connecticut State Representative William Cibes referenced the Mount 
Laurel decisions in § 8–30g’s legislative history, stating that enacting the 

28. Hearing on H.B. 7270 Before the Planning and Dev. Comm., Joint Standing Comm. 
Hearings Part I 227, 256 (Conn. 1989) (statement of Terry Tondro).

29. Id. at 290 (statement of Richard Davis).
30. Id.
31. Southern Burlington Cty. N.A.A.C.P. v. Mount Laurel Twp., 67 N.J. 151, 173 (1975).
32. Id. at 192.
33. Southern Burlington Cty. N.A.A.C.P. v. Mount Laurel Twp., 92 N.J. 158 (1983).
34. Id. at 352.
35. Id.
36. Mount Laurel Doctrine, Fair Share Hous. Ctr. (last visited Jan. 17, 2020), http://

fairsharehousing.org/mount-laurel-doctrine/.
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statute would avoid the possibility that a judicial body would step in 
and make a “catastrophic solution” that would be less acceptable to leg-
islators.37 Mount Laurel’s influence was also visible in § 8–30g’s original 
requirement that at least 20 percent of a development’s units must be set 
aside as affordable to receive the benefits of the statute, a figure that has 
since increased to 30 percent.38 This provision appears to be modeled after 
Mount Laurel II’s “builder’s remedy,” which entitles developers to bring 
suits against municipalities to re-zone particular sites for affordable hous-
ing.39 To succeed, a developer must show that the municipality is not in 
compliance with Mount Laurel’s requirements and at least 20 percent of the 
development’s units are set aside as affordable.40

ii. Berenson v. Town of New Castle
In 1975, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that a New Castle ordinance 
that excluded multifamily housing as a permitted use in all of its zoning 
districts was unconstitutional.41 The decision, which became known as the 
Berenson Doctrine, sets out a two-part test in which towns are required to 
take stock of their current housing supply and consider regional housing 
needs when enacting zoning ordinances for future development.42 The 
court noted that towns should aim to create more balanced, integrated, 
and cohesive communities that will make efficient use of their available 
land, in part through encouraging the development of multifamily hous-
ing.43 New York courts have cited this case to invalidate zoning regulations 
that inhibit the development of affordable housing and thereby fail to meet 
local and regional housing needs.44

iii. Huntington Branch, NAACP v. Town of Huntington
In 1988, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that under the Fair 
Housing Act, a zoning regulation that served a legitimate governmental 
purpose can be overturned if it has a discriminatory effect, even if there is 
no discriminatory intent behind it.45 A regulation can stand, however, if a 
town can prove that it has no other way to address this purpose.46 The court 

37. House Floor Debate on H.B. 7270, Gen. Assemb. House Proceedings Vol. 32, Part 30 
10,572, 10,663 (Conn. 1989) (statement of Representative William Cibes).

38. H.B. 7270, Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Conn. 1989).
39. Mount Laurel II, 92 N.J. at 307–08.
40. Id.
41. Berenson v. Town of New Castle, 38 N.Y.2d 102 (N.Y. 1975).
42. Id. at 110–11.
43. Id. at 109.
44. See, e.g., Continental Bldg. Co. v. Town of N. Salem, 625 N.Y.S.2d 700 (N.Y. App. 

Div. 1995) (citing Berenson in holding that a landowner met its burden to prove a zoning 
ordinance was unconstitutionally exclusionary).

45. Huntington Branch, N.A.A.C.P. v. Town of Huntington, 844 F.2d 926 (2d Cir.), aff’d 
in part sub nom. Town of Huntington, N.Y. v. Huntington Branch, N.A.A.C.P., 488 U.S. 15 
(1988).

46. Id.
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reached this decision after the Town of Huntington refused to amend a zon-
ing regulation to allow for construction of subsidized multifamily housing 
on a site in a white neighborhood.47 Instead, the town opted to leave the 
regulation, which only permitted construction of multifamily dwellings 
inside of a predominantly non-white neighborhood, unchanged.48 

Unlike the aforementioned cases, which were heard in state courts, 
Huntington Branch was binding on Connecticut’s towns. With the realiza-
tion that plaintiffs could challenge exclusionary zoning practices under 
the Fair Housing Act, Connecticut’s legislators faced pressure from fed-
eral courts in addition to the Connecticut Supreme Court. In 1989, John 
Papandrea, Connecticut’s Housing Commissioner at the time, pointed to 
this case along with one involving the City of Yonkers to garner legislative 
support for the bill that would become § 8–30g.49 To quell fears that the 
bill would infringe upon the authority of local decision-makers, he told 
the General Assembly’s Planning and Development Committee that the 
proposed appeals process would protect Connecticut’s municipalities from 
federal lawsuits.50

III. How § 8–30g Operates

Connecticut’s Zoning Enabling Act grants municipalities the authority 
to enact zoning regulations that limit how property owners can use their 
land.51 Planning and zoning commissions primarily exercise this power 
by restricting certain classes of buildings, like multifamily apartment 
buildings, from being built in certain zones.52 In zones that do allow for 
multifamily housing, towns can still deny applications for multifamily 
developments based on public health, safety, and welfare concerns.53 Courts 
are normally required to give deference to planning and zoning commis-
sions when developers appeal commissions’ denials of their applications. 
To succeed on appeal, a developer must show that the commission acted 

47. Id. at 928.
48. Id.
49. Mark Pazniokas, Official Supports Easing Local Housing Guidelines, Hartford Cou-

rant, Feb. 24, 1989, at A9I.
50. Id.
51. See, e.g., Damick v. Planning and Zoning Comm’n of Town of Southington, 158 

Conn. 78, 83 (1969); State v. Huntington, 145 Conn. 394, 398 (1958); Town of Darien v. 
Webb, 115 Conn. 581, 585 (1932).

52. Webb, 115 Conn. at 585.
53. Wilson Point Prop. Owners Ass’n v. Connecticut Light & Power Co., 145 Conn. 

243, 249 (1958).
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illegally, arbitrarily, or abused its discretion.54 Towns often base their deni-
als of applications on infrastructure concerns such as traffic congestion.55

Section 8–30g applies in towns where fewer than 10 percent of hous-
ing units are affordable and makes it easier for developers to appeal deni-
als of applications to build developments with affordable housing.56 If a 
planning and zoning commission denies an application to build a multi-
family development in which at least 30 percent of units are set aside as 
affordable, the developer can appeal the denial to the Connecticut Superior 
Court.57 On appeal, the burden shifts to the planning and zoning commis-
sion.58 It must show that its denial was based on substantial public health 
and safety concerns that “clearly outweigh” the town’s need for affordable 
housing.59 Further, the commission must show that these public interests 
cannot be protected by making “reasonable changes” to the development.60 

Units cannot merely be below a certain monthly rent to be considered 
“affordable” under § 8–30g. Instead, the units must be within an “afford-
able housing development,” the statutory definition of which includes 
“assisted housing” and “set-aside developments.”61 The statute defines 
“assisted housing” as housing that is receiving, or will receive, financial 
assistance from the government for the construction or substantial reha-
bilitation of low- and moderate-income housing and any housing occupied 
by people who receive state or federal rental assistance.62 Set-aside devel-
opments are those in which at least 30 percent of units are deed restricted 
for at least 40 years after initial occupancy.63 Specifically, 15 percent of units 
must be deed restricted to households earning 60 percent or less of the 
lesser of the area or state median income, and 15 percent must be restricted 
to households earning 80 percent of this figure.64 Thus, as many as 70 per-
cent of a development’s units can be market-rate.

As of 2017, developers have appealed around 120 application denials 
using § 8–30g and have succeeded roughly 75 percent of the time.65 Courts 
generally uphold denials that are based on documented health, safety, 

54. See, e.g., Zenga v. Zebrowski, 170 Conn. 55, 61 (1975); Malafronte v. Planning & 
Zoning Board of City of Milford, 155 Conn. 205, 209, 210 (1967); Gagnon v. Municipal 
Planning Comm’n of City of Ansonia, 10 Conn. App. 54, 57 (1987).

55. See, e.g., Zenga, 170 Conn. at 61 (citing traffic congestion as a concern in denying 
plaintiff’s planning and zoning application).

56. Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 8–30g(b)(1)(k) (West 2019).
57. Id. § 8–30g(g).
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id. § 8–30g(a)(1).
62. Id. § 8–30g(a)(3).
63. Id. § 8–30g(a)(6).
64. Id.
65. Shipman & Goodwin, supra note 19.
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lack of infrastructure, or environmental reasons.66 As discussed in Section 
VI, Westport is currently defending a developer’s appeal of an affordable 
housing development by arguing that there are safety concerns regarding 
pedestrian access and other infrastructure constraints.67

A. Addition of Moratorium
Immediately after the General Assembly enacted § 8–30g, developers like 
the Home Builders Association formed coalitions with housing and civil-
liberties advocates to submit a slew of plans to build multifamily hous-
ing in suburban towns.68 One developer noted that the law “enhance[d] 
the only market left for developers.”69 Town officials became concerned 
that developers would target smaller towns with plans to build large 
multifamily developments and use the law as leverage to receive zoning 
approval.70 For example, in 1990, Harwinton’s Planning and Zoning Com-
mission approved a plan for a 114-unit housing complex that it had previ-
ously denied after the developer threatened to build a larger development 
using § 8–30g.71 John Byrnes, then-Chairperson of the Commission, said 
that the law “could make [officials] lose control of [their] towns.”72 Others 
complained that the statute’s definition of “affordable” was too restrictive 
because it only counted deed-restricted, government assisted units.73 In 
2000, then-Senator Tom Herlihy estimated that while only three percent of 
Simsbury’s housing stock met the statutory definition of “affordable,” as 
much as 12 percent would count if the legislature broadened the definition 
to include non-deed-restricted and non-government assisted units.74

In 1999, the Blue Ribbon Commission to Study Affordable Hous-
ing released a report containing recommendations on how to improve 
the affordable housing appeals procedure and help towns comply with 
§ 8–30g.75 In response to the Commission’s findings, the General Assem-
bly enacted a bill that inserted four provisions into the statute. The first 
added a requirement that developers submit affordability plans with their 
applications for affordable housing projects detailing sales prices and rents 

66. Id.
67. Complaint at 1, Summit Saugatuck LLC v. Westport Planning & Zoning Comm’n, 

HHD–CV19–6120090–S (Conn. Super. Ct. Oct. 8, 2019).
68. Ray Routhier, Towns, Developers Caught on Opposite Sides of Law, Hartford Cou-

rant, Dec. 24, 1990, at C5C.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. Rachel Gottlieb, Housing Project Faces Legislative Hurdles, Hartford Courant, 

Jan. 7, 2000, at B1.
74. Id.
75. Conn. Blue Ribbon Comm’n on Hous., Report and Recommendations 1 (1999).
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for deed restricted units.76 The second increased the minimum percentage 
of units required in set-aside affordable housing developments from 25 
to 30 percent.77 The third created the moratorium provision.78 The fourth 
clarified the Act’s review process and burden of proof for when developers 
challenge denials of their affordable housing applications.79 Together, these 
provisions created a “balanced compromise” between § 8–30g’s supporters 
and critics so that it would remain in place for years to come.80

Shortly before the General Assembly passed the bill, Senator Herlihy 
wrote an editorial in the Hartford Courant detailing how developers were 
abusing § 8–30g to make denser, more profitable developments.81 The Blue 
Ribbon Commission, he noted, recognized that the statute was not always 
used in the manner it was intended and that its recommendations served 
to fix some of these issues.82 He argued that the moratorium provision 
would provide towns with relief from developers that might seek to skirt 
local zoning regulations for their own gain,83 like in Harwinton. 

This perceived danger still exists in towns without moratoria, as devel-
opers are, to an extent, allowed to bypass certain zoning requirements that 
would otherwise permit towns to deny their applications for affordable 
developments. However, as explained in the following subsection, the 
moratorium provision allows towns that incrementally grow their afford-
able housing stock to temporarily prevent developers from using § 8–30g’s 
burden-shifting provision to convince planning and zoning commissions 
to acquiesce to their plans. The opportunity for relief that the bill provided 
served to quell the fears of suburban planning and zoning officials whose 
towns were light-years away from having at least 10 percent of their units 
designated as affordable under the statute.

Then-Senator Eric Coleman commented that the Planning and Devel-
opment Committee, of which he was a member, submitted the bill to the 
General Assembly “with the full recognition and understanding that none 
of [the committee members] completely like everything that is in the bill.”84 
The bill’s legislative history makes clear that the moratorium provision 
was an imperfect compromise to which there was opposition on both sides. 

76. Senate Floor Debate on S.B. 172, Gen. Assemb. Senate Proceedings Vol. 24, Part 8 
2600, 2601 (Conn. 2000) (statement of Senator Eric Coleman).

77. Id. at 2601–02.
78. Id. at 2602.
79. Id.
80. House Floor Debate on H.B. 5107, Gen. Assemb. House Proceedings Vol. 43, Part 14 

4637, 4642 (Conn. 2000) (statement of Representative Brian Flaherty).
81. Tom Herlihy, The Affordable Housing Law is Being Abused, Hartford Courant, Jan. 

25, 2000, at A7.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Senate Floor Debate on S.B. 172, Gen. Assemb. Senate Proceedings Vol. 24, Part 8 

2600, 2612 (Conn. 2000) (statement of Senator Eric Coleman).
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On one hand, some thought that it did not offer towns enough relief. For 
example, then-Representative T.R. Rowe of Trumbull, who believed that 
§ 8–30g should be repealed entirely, said he would have liked the morato-
rium to last for longer than three years or be permanent.85 In his testimony 
before the Select Committee on Housing, Brian Miller, who served as the 
Director of Development Services for the Town of Berlin, stated that he 
thought that the moratorium “should have been longer or easier to get.”86 

On the other hand, some who participated in drafting the Blue Ribbon 
Commission’s report thought that the provision should not have been 
included in the bill at all. Raphael Podolsky, who served as a member of 
two of the Commission’s subcommittees, testified that measuring points, 
rather than units, made it easier for towns to get moratoria and added 
that although he was against the provision, he thought it was “acceptable 
within the framework of the act.”87 Jeffrey Freiser, who served as Execu-
tive Director of the Connecticut Housing Coalition and as a member of one 
of the Commission’s subcommittees, found the provision “objectionable” 
because it would allow towns that had “fought affordable housing tooth 
and nail” to be rewarded.88 Like Podolsky, Freiser recognized that the it 
was a necessary part of the bill, adding that if legislators picked apart the 
compromise, the bill would lose its support.89

B. Process for Receiving a Moratorium Under § 8–30g
Towns in which fewer than 10 percent of units are affordable can apply for 
four- or five-year moratoria that temporarily exempt them from § 8–30g’s 
burden-shifting requirement.90 To receive a moratorium, a town must 
show that it has achieved a total number of housing unit-equivalent (HUE) 
points equal to two percent of all dwelling units as reported in the most 
recent U.S. Census.91 For example, a town with 10,000 dwelling units must 
achieve 200 HUE points to receive a moratorium. 

Each affordable unit within a qualifying development receives a certain 
number of HUE points based on factors such as its level of affordability 
and classification as an owned or a rented unit. Family units must be deed 
restricted to households earning no more than 80, 60, or 40 percent of the 
median income.92 The statute defines “median income” as, after adjusted 
for family size, the lesser of the statewide or areawide median income as 

85. House Floor Debate on H.B. 5107, Gen. Assemb. House Proceedings Vol. 43, Part 14 
4637, 4654–55 (Conn. 2000) (statement of Representative T.R. Rowe).

86. Hearing on S.H.B. 5107 Before the Select Comm. on Hous., Joint Standing Comm. 
Hearings Part I 7, 44 (Conn. 2000) (statement of Brian Miller).

87. Id. at 32 (statement of Raphael Podolsky).
88. Id. at 42 (statement of Jeffrey Freisure).
89. Id.
90. Moratoria lasted for three years when the amendment was first passed.
91. C.G.S.A. § 8–30g(l)(4)(A) (towns with fewer than 2,500 units must achieve 50 HUE 

points).
92. Id. § 8–30g(l)(6).
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determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.93 
For example, a unit in a wealthier area that is deed restricted to families 
making under 60 percent of the statewide median income will receive two 
HUE points.94

The chart below shows the number of HUE points available for each 
type of unit that § 8–30g recognizes as affordable.

https://www.cga.ct.gov/2017/rpt/pdf/2017-R-0158.pdf

Notably, when applying for its first moratorium, a town can include 
all of the units it has designated as affordable since 1990.95 When a town 
thinks it has accrued a sufficient number of HUE points, it must submit an 
application to and receive approval from the Connecticut Department of 
Housing (DOH).96 When applying for subsequent moratoria, towns must 
start anew by showing that since receiving their last moratoria, they have 
achieved a number of HUE points equal to two percent of their total num-
ber of dwelling units.97 Towns with at least 20,000 dwelling units that have 
previously qualified for moratoria can receive subsequent moratoria for 
five-year periods98 and only need to achieve a number of HUE points equal 
to 1.5 percent of all dwelling units.99 

The chart below lists towns that have achieved moratoria along with 
the percentage of affordable units in these towns as documented in DOH’s 
Annual Report for the 2017–18 fiscal year.

93. Id. § 8–30g(a)(6).
94. Id. § 8–30g(l)(6).
95. Id. § 8–30g(l)(4)(B)(7).
96. Id. § 8–30g(l)(4)(A).
97. Id. § 8–30g(l)(1).
98. Id.
99. Id. § 8–30g(l)(4)(A).
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Town
Expiration Date of 
First Moratorium

Expiration Date of 
Second Moratorium 
(if any)

Percentage of 
Affordable Units 
as of 2018

Berlin 2012 2017 9.23%

Brookfield 2021 5.36%

Darien 2014 2020 3.56%

Farmington 2020 7.88%

Milford 2014* 2023 5.28%

New Canaan 2021 3.44%

Ridgefield 2018 2.96%

Trumbull 2005 2009** 4.50%

Westport 2023 3.37%

Wilton 2019 4.00%

*One-year legislatively-granted moratorium.
**Four-year provisional moratorium.

Because of the formulaic nature of the HUE point system, towns with 
small percentages of affordable housing can receive four-year reprieves 
from § 8–30g without getting close to the statute’s goal of ensuring that 10 
percent of all towns’ housing units are affordable.

IV. Exclusionary zoning in Westport

Westport and its residents have used zoning along with certain other 
measures to maintain its exclusivity as a coastal enclave replete with 
single- family homes. While the town’s zoning regulations allow for the 
development of multifamily affordable housing in a select few areas, devel-
opers must go through a cumbersome process to receive a special permit 
from the Planning and Zoning Commission. Thus, even when there is land 
available, the lengthy zoning approval process, backlash from neighbors, 
and potential for litigation likely scare developers away from pursuing 
projects that include affordable housing.

A. Westport’s Zoning Regulations
Large swaths of Westport’s land, including almost the entire northern half 
of the town, are zoned for single-family residential use as either AA or AAA 
districts, which require minimum lot sizes of one and two acres per home, 
respectively.100 Requiring such large lot sizes increases home prices and has 
made much of the town’s land unavailable for other types of housing. By 

100. Westport, Conn., Official Building Zoning Map (2018).
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some estimates, Westport is almost 99 percent built and land can cost as 
much as $1,000,000 per acre.101

A number of Westport’s zoning regulations make it difficult to build 
multifamily housing of any kind, regardless of price point. The town is one 
of many Connecticut municipalities that does not allow for construction of 
multifamily housing as of right in any zone. Instead, a developer must get 
a special permit from the Planning and Zoning Commission by showing 
that the site itself and the proposed buildings thereon will meet certain 
requirements. One regulation states that the total number of multifamily 
units in town cannot exceed 10 percent of the total number of single-family 
homes.102 Units preserved as affordable, however, are exempt from this 
requirement.103 In 2016, Westport estimated that there was only potential 
for an additional 97 market-rate multifamily units under this regulation.104 

Section 19 of Westport’s zoning regulations establishes two affordable 
housing zones. In both of these zones, applicants are required to show that 
their developments will comply with § 8–30g’s affordability requirements 
when applying for special permits.105 

The first zone, which is coded as R–AHZ, requires a minimum lot size 
of two acres and allows for a maximum density of eight dwelling units per 
acre.106 Each unit can have a maximum of two bedrooms.107 Further, build-
ings can cover a maximum of 25 percent of the net lot area and each build-
ing can have a maximum of 5,000 square feet of floor area.108 The district 
must have access to public water and sewer, abut one of the town’s com-
mercial districts, and have frontage on an arterial road.109

The second zone, which is coded as R–AHZ/W, allows for a maximum 
density of seven dwelling units per acre110 and lot sizes between one and 
four acres.111 Each unit can have a maximum of three bedrooms and 2,000 
square feet of interior floor area.112 Like in the other zone, the buildings 
themselves can be a maximum of 5,000 square feet113 and building coverage 
cannot exceed 25 percent of the lot area.114 The lot must be contiguous to 

101. D.J. Simmons, New Westport Affordable Housing Plan Earns Cautious Support, West-
port News (Jan. 10, 2020, 5:10 PM), https://www.westport-news.com/news/article 
/New-Westport-affordable-housing-plan-earns-14966026.php.

102. Westport, Conn., Zoning & Subdivision Regulations § 4–5 (2019).
103. Id. § 4–5(1).
104. Westport, Conn., Plan of Conservation & Dev. § 10.2 (2017).
105. Westport, Conn., supra note 102, § 19–3.2. 
106. Id. § 19–7.
107. Id. § 19–7.1.
108. Id. § 19–8.
109. Id. § 19–2.
110. Id. § 19A–4.
111. Id. § 19A–3.
112. Id. § 19A–4.
113. Id.
114. Id. § 19A–6.
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or directly across the street from a non-residential zone,115 have frontage on 
an arterial street,116 and have access to public water and sewer lines.117 The 
regulations state that the town can only allow for a maximum of two Resi-
dential Affordable Housing/Zone Workforce developments and that these 
developments must be at least one mile apart from each other.118 Westport’s 
current zoning map shows that there is currently one R–AHZ/W zone,119 
which leaves room for only one more.

It is understandable that Westport wants denser housing to have access 
to public water and sewers and be located near commercial districts. Given 
that there are so few commercial districts, however, developers are limited 
in where they can build affordable units within the town. If they do find 
suitable parcels of land, they are limited to constructing buildings that are 
a maximum of 5,000 square feet. In comparison, the average single-family 
home sold in Westport over the past year is around 3,385 square feet.120

B. Westport’s Plan of Conservation and Development
In 2017, Westport published a Plan of Conservation and Development 
(the Plan) to guide the town for the next 10 years. Westport is commit-
ted to maintaining the residential character of the town by maintaining 
residential density patterns and protecting residential neighborhoods from 
“inappropriate uses.”121 It estimates that about one-half of all residential 
properties in the town are non-conforming in terms of lot size, and rec-
ommended that the town adopt a density regulation that would prevent 
additional subdivisions of lots in these areas beyond what is currently 
allowed.122 By maintaining lot sizes that are already large, the town will 
keep single-family home prices high and prevent the construction of some 
new housing.

In the Plan, Westport touts its successes in adding housing at different 
levels of affordability, including those that do not qualify as affordable 
under § 8–30g.123 The town implies that despite its desire to add units that 
count under § 8–30g, it would like to do so on its own terms, rather than 
those “dictated by private developers.”124 The Plan misleadingly states 
that § 8–30g sometimes allows qualifying developments to be “exempt 

115. Id. § 19A–3.
116. Id.
117. Id. § 19A–15.1.
118. Id. § 19A–17.
119. Westport, Conn., supra note 100.
120. William Pitt, supra note 9 (to get this figure, I divided the average sales price of 

the 387 single-family homes that sold in Westport between November 2018 and Novem-
ber 2019 ($1,300,000) by the average price per square foot ($384)).

121. Westport, Conn., supra note 104, § 10.2.
122. Id. § 10.3.
123. See id. § 10.5 (stating that “a lot of the affordable housing units in Westport are 

not counted in the State reporting of affordable housing”).
124. Id. § 10.5.
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from local zoning rules.”125 Further, it adds that “Westport would prefer to 
address local housing needs in ways that maintain its town character” and 
that the town’s experiences with § 8–30g indicate that these developments 
do not always comport with that character.126

Westport does acknowledge that the demand for affordable housing 
outstrips its supply and that it must continue to address its need for below 
market-rate housing.127 The Plan, however, makes it clear that Westport 
is more committed to keeping the conditions in place that make housing 
unaffordable.

C. Zoning in Practice
Recent incidents demonstrate how town officials and residents alike come 
together to oppose affordable housing developments. This opposition has 
caused developers to change or abandon their plans and, in some cases, 
sue the town using § 8–30g.

i. ProPublica Article
In 2018, ProPublica published an article entitled, “Segregated by Design: 
How Some of America’s Richest Towns Fight Affordable Housing,” which 
focuses on Westport’s exclusionary zoning practices and how these prac-
tices have barred many Black and Latino residents of surrounding munici-
palities from living there. One of the most egregious examples in the article 
details the town’s reaction when, starting in 2014, a developer sought zon-
ing approval to build single- and multifamily housing on a 2.2-acre par-
cel, which would accommodate up to 12 families and be more affordable 
because of its density.128 

Residents responded by picketing outside of Commission meetings and 
accusing commissioners of “selling out Westport.”129 A commissioner who 
voted against the plan remarked that by putting dense housing on what he 
deemed to be a “little area,” the developer was “ghettoizing” the town.130 
It took the developer four years to receive zoning approval for its revised 
plan to build two duplexes and five single-family homes, which will be 
listed at around $1.2 million each.131

ii. 122 Wilton Road
Another instance, which the ProPublica article does not mention, demon-
strates how Westport’s residents attempted to act on their own to keep 
affordable housing out of their neighborhood. On February 4, 2016, the 

125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Id.
128. Jacqueline Rabe Thomas, Separated by Design: How Some of America’s Richest Towns 

Fight Affordable Housing, ProPublica (May 22, 2019, 5:00 AM), https://www.propublica 
.org/article/how-some-of-americas-richest-towns-fight-affordable-housing.

129. Id.
130. Id.
131. Id.
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Planning and Zoning Commission unanimously rejected a developer’s 
application to build a six-story, 48-unit apartment building on a vacant 1.1-
acre lot, citing environmental, traffic, safety, and procedural concerns.132 
At least 30 percent of these units would have been considered affordable 
under § 8–30g.133 Around the same time, a group of Westport residents 
sought to add the property to the Cable’s Landing Ext. Kings Highway 
North Local Historic District.134 Their aim was to make the lot ineligible for 
this type of development even if a developer created a plan that was more 
palatable to the Commission.

The petitioners stopped pursuing the action only after the Ludwig Cen-
ter for Community and Economic Development at Yale Law School and 
the Open Communities Alliance sent a letter demanding that they with-
draw the proposal.135 Professor Anika Singh Lemar, who penned the letter, 
noted that because the parcel was a vacant lot without historical signifi-
cance, its inclusion in the historic district was “incongruous with Connecti-
cut’s historic district law[.]”136 She added that third-party neighbors can be 
held liable under the Fair Housing Act for making a dwelling unavailable 
based on race, color, or family status.137

Garden Homes sued the Commission using § 8–30g, but lost after a 
judge found that the Commission properly reviewed the proposed devel-
opment’s environmental impact and gave sufficient reasons to support its 
denial of the application.138 The judge noted that cooperation and compro-
mise could have led to a more favorable resolution for both the developer 
and the community.139 Garden Homes responded by scaling back its plan, 
proposing to instead build 19 units on the lot.140 The Commission again 
denied Garden Homes’ application and the developer sued a second time 
using § 8–30g.141

iii. Other Examples
One does not need to look far to find other times when Westport has pre-
vented the construction of affordable housing. For example, in 2015, the 
Commission re-zoned a parcel of town-owned land as open space, which 
prevented the development of a 165-unit elderly housing complex with 

132. Chris Marquette, Suit Filed Against P&Z Rejection of Wilton Road Apartment Plan, 
Westport News (Feb. 27, 2016, 4:23 AM), https://www.westport-news.com/news 
/article/Suit-filed-against-P-Z-rejection-of-Wilton-Road-6855011.php.

133. Id.
134. Letter from Anika Singh Lemar et al., Professor, Yale Law School, to Joseph 

McCartin et al., Resident of Westport, Conn. (on file with author).
135. Id.
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Garden Homes Mgmt. Corp. v. Westport Planning & Zoning Comm., HHD–

CV16 –6067291–S, at *25 (Conn. Super. Ct. May 25, 2017).
139. Id.
140. Complaint at 2, Garden Homes Mgmt. Corp. v. Westport Planning & Zoning 

Comm., HHD–CV19–6107573–S (Conn. Super. Ct. Jan. 28, 2019).
141. Id. at 1.
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affordable units.142 In the same year, a developer withdrew its plan to rede-
velop the Westport Inn into a 200-unit apartment building with affordable 
units after zoning officials found deficiencies in the initial application.143 
Rather than revising its application, the owner sold the property to a devel-
oper that will continue to operate the property as a hotel.144 Garden Homes 
alleged that First Selectman Jim Marpe and then-Planning and Zoning 
Chair Chip Stephens helped facilitate this deal after multiple meetings 
with the buyers.145

iv. Backlash Lengthens Construction Process
Together, planning and zoning commissioners and residents alike can 
throw sand in the gears to slow down development. For example, Sum-
mit Saugatuck, LLC, the developer of the Hiawatha Lane development dis-
cussed in Section VI, started pursuing multifamily redevelopment of the 
parcel in August 2014.146 As far back as 2005, Summit requested to extend 
the sewer line to accommodate this type of development, only to be met 
with opposition and formal denial from town agencies.147 It took until 2018, 
when a judge reversed this denial, for the developer to move forward with 
other aspects of the process such as studying environmental impact and 
getting site plan approval.148 

After consulting with these agencies and going before the Planning and 
Zoning Commission on numerous occasions, the Commission still denied 
Summit’s application in June 2019, forcing Summit to sue the Commission 
to obtain relief. Such incidents likely deter developers from doing business 
in Westport because even with § 8–30g in place, they can foresee that the 
town will make life difficult for them.

V. Westport’s Moratorium

On February 25, 2019, the Connecticut Department of Housing (DOH) 
issued Westport a Certificate of Affordable Housing Project Completion, 
which entitles the town to a four-year moratorium.149 Given Westport’s 
documented hostility toward affordable housing and multifamily hous-
ing generally, it is odd that the town would be worthy of this distinction. 
Because of § 8–30g’s HUE point formula, however, Westport’s addition of 
a small number of affordable units over a long period of time allowed it to 
meet the statute’s minimum requirements.

142. Marquette, supra note 132.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Complaint at 3, Summit Saugatuck LLC v. Westport Planning & Zoning Comm., 

HHD–CV19–6120090–S (Conn. Super. Ct. Oct. 8, 2019). 
146. Id.
147. Id.
148. Id. at 3–6.
149. Letter from Michael Santoro, Acting Comm’r, Conn. Dep’t of Hous., to James 

Marpe, First Selectman, Town of Westport, Conn. (Feb. 25, 2019) (on file with Conn. Dep’t 
of Hous.).
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A. Findings
DOH’s HUE point calculation in its letter approving Westport’s morato-
rium application reveals that the town only created 100 new units that 
meet § 8–30g’s definition of “affordable.” Of these units, 82 are for fami-
lies, 10 are supportive,150 and eight are age-restricted for elderly individu-
als.151 Since the statute enables municipalities to include units designated 
as affordable in 1990 or later, Westport included units from as far back as 
1999. The chart below shows the units to which DOH awarded HUE points.

Development year
40% 
SMI

60% 
SMI

80% 
SMI

Old 
Units

HUE 
Points

Rotary Centennial 
House 2008     6 9.00

Bradley Commons 2018     4 4.00

Saugatuck Center 2011     5 7.50

Bedford Square 2015     5 7.50

20 Cross Street 2002     3 4.75

Coastal Point 2016     2 3.00

1177 Greens Farms 2017   15 14 67.25

Sasco Creek* 2014 12 29 −35 21.00

Hale’s Court* 2010 27   33 −40 49.00

Hidden Brook* 1999     39 −19 30.00

Bonus HUE Points 7.75

Total: 39 15 140 210.75

       

  Net New Affordable: 100

150. Although there is no statutory definition of “supportive housing,” DOH’s letter 
approving Westport’s moratorium application indicates that “supportive” units are those 
that are reserved for individuals with disabilities.

151. Section 8–30g(l)(6)(F) states that HUE points can be awarded for units reserved 
for elderly individuals whose income is equal to or less than 80 percent of the statewide 
or areawide median income.
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*Some units in these developments were considered “old” units and ceased being afford-
able on or after July 1, 1990. Therefore, DOH assigned them demolition HUE points, 
which DOH subtracted from the total number of HUE points for that development.

Between 1999 and 2018, Westport added 194 units that meet § 8–30g’s 
definition of “affordable.” Pursuant to § 8–30g(l)(8), DOH subtracts HUE 
points for any affordable unit, which, “on or after July 1, 1990, was affected 
by any action taken by a municipality which caused such dwelling unit to 
cease being counted as an affordable unit.” DOH determined that a total of 
94 units in the Sasco Creek, Hale’s Court, and Hidden Brook developments 
were “‘old’ family rental units” and assigned these units demolition HUE 
points, which it then subtracted from the total number of HUE points for 
each development.152 Thus, after accounting for the units that ceased to be 
affordable, Westport has added a net of 100 new affordable units.

A large majority of the 194 total affordable units included in Westport’s 
application are available to families making up to 80 percent of the median 
income as calculated by DOH. At the time Westport received its morato-
rium, the area in which it is located had an areawide median income of 
$134,900, which was higher than Connecticut’s statewide median income 
of $96,300.153 Pursuant to § 8–30g(a)(6), Westport must use the lesser of 
these two totals. Thus, a large majority of Westport’s affordable units are 
available to families making up to $77,040.

B. Developments Since Westport Received the Moratorium
i. Administrative Challenge

On June 4, 2019, two developers seeking to utilize § 8–30g to obtain zoning 
approval for their developments petitioned DOH to issue a declaratory rul-
ing on the legality of Westport’s moratorium. The developers challenged 
the issuance of the moratorium on the grounds that DOH erred in some 
of its factual, procedural, statistical, and legal conclusions.154 Among other 
things, they argued that Westport’s application did not provide evidence of 
the units’ ongoing compliance with § 8–30g’s affordability requirements.155 

The developers also alleged that DOH made a mathematical error by 
granting 30 HUE points for the Hidden Brook development when Westport 
only claimed six points on its application.156 Hidden Brook, which is com-
prised of 35 market-rate and four income-restricted townhomes, was con-
structed in 1999 to replace a mobile home park with 35 units.157 Westport 

152. Santoro, supra note 149, at 7–13.
153. Id. at 3.
154. Petition for Declaratory Ruling Pursuant to General Statutes § 4–176 Regarding 

Legality of Moratorium from General Statutes § 8–30g, As Issued to the Town of West-
port by the Connecticut Department of Housing, March 2019 1, 2 (June 4, 2019), https://
portal.ct.gov/-/media/DOH/Petition-for-Declaratory-Ruling--June-4-2019.pdf?la=en.

155. Id. at 10.
156. Id. at 10–11.
157. Id. at 18.
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did not claim any points for the 35 market-rate townhomes because it 
viewed them as “replacements” for the 35 demolished units.158 DOH, 
however, stated that only 19 units were demolished, and thus awarded an 
additional 24 HUE points for the development.159 The agency based its cal-
culations on “records of the Department” that it did not disclose for public 
comment.160

On July 29, 2019, DOH denied the developers’ petition, stating that 
they did not have standing to request a declaratory ruling.161 DOH rea-
soned that because both developers submitted their zoning applications 
before the agency issued the moratorium, they could still utilize § 8–30g 
if Westport denied these applications and therefore were not aggrieved by 
its issuance.162 Even if the developers had standing, DOH stated that the 
issues they identified were not appropriate for a declaratory ruling under 
C.G.S. § 4–176.163

ii. Denial of Hiawatha Lane Development Application
Summit Saugatuck, LLC, one of the two petitioners that sought the declar-
atory ruling from DOH, is the fee owner of ten single-family home lots 
on which it has proposed to build a multifamily housing complex with 
130 market-rate and 57 affordable units.164 On June 20, 2019, Westport’s 
Planning and Zoning Commission unanimously denied a text amendment 
that would have created a new zoning district that would allow Summit 
to build a multifamily affordable development.165 The Commission then 
denied the corresponding map amendment and site plan based on traf-
fic and pedestrian concerns.166 The Commission cited a 2009 conservation 
easement that prevents Summit from building a secondary access road, 
arguing that the existing road has inadequate firefighter access and would 

158. Id.
159. Id.
160. Id.
161. Denial of Petition for Declaratory Ruling Pursuant to General Statutes § 4–176 

Regarding Legality of Moratorium from General Statutes § 8–30g, As Issued to the 
Town of Westport by the Connecticut Department of Housing, March 2019 1, 2 (July 29, 
2019), https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DOH/Denial-of-Petition-for-Declaratory-Ruling 
.pdf?la=en.

162. Id. at 3–4.
163. Id. at 2.
164. Lynandro Simmons, Hiawatha Lane Development Gets Another Chance, Westport 

News (July 23, 2019, 5:11 PM), https://www.westport-news.com/news/article/Hiawatha 
-Lane-development-gets-another-chance-14117570.php.

165. Lynandro Simmons, Commission Denies Hiawatha Lane Development, West-
port News (June 21, 2019, 2:22 PM), https://www.westport-news.com/news/article 
/Hiawatha-Lane-development-denied-14028551.php.

166. Id.
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become congested with the addition of multifamily housing.167  On Octo-
ber 8, 2019, Summit appealed these denials to the Connecticut Superior 
Court.168

In May 2019, Danielle Dobin, a planning and zoning commissioner who 
has since been appointed Chair, stated that the proposed affordable units 
“are unnecessary” and that, “[t]his commission and the commission before 
[it] have been very successful in creating so much more affordable housing 
in Westport.”169 In an article about the application denial, then-Chair Paul 
Lebowitz said, “[w]e have hit and exceeded the moratorium[.]”170 Together, 
these statements suggest that local decision-makers feel that Westport’s 
moratorium signifies that the town has created enough affordable housing 
and that they should not go out of their way to provide for more than the 
bare minimum required by § 8–30g.

iii. Dispute with Shipman & Goodwin
Tim Hollister, an attorney at the law firm of Shipman & Goodwin, is repre-
senting Summit in its suit against the Commission and has spent much of 
his career fighting housing segregation in Connecticut. Shipman & Good-
win has represented the Westport Board of Education for over 30 years 
and receives over $200,000 annually from the town.171 The aforementioned 
ProPublica article features a quotation from Hollister in which he calls out 
Westport for using coded language to “prevent development that would 
bring up a more economically and racially diverse housing population,” 
adding that “[t]hey don’t use the overt racial terms, but it’s absolutely clear 
to everybody in the room that’s what they’re talking about.”172 In response 
to Hollister’s comments, town leaders voted to request that the Board ter-
minate its contract with the firm.173 Proponents of the move argued that 
Shipman & Goodwin’s representation of both the Board and Summit con-
stituted a conflict of interest, even though the town and the Board are sepa-
rate legal entities.174 

Hollister has since apologized and, to salvage its relationship with 
Westport, the firm decided that it will seek written permission from town 
leaders whenever it wants to represent a client challenging the town’s land 

167. James Lomuscio, P&Z Denies Hiawatha Lane Development, Suit Expected, Westport 
Now (June 21, 2019, 1:59 AM), https://westportnow.com/index.php?/v3/comments 
/pz_denies_hiawatha_lane_development_suit_expected/.

168. Summit Saugatuck, HHD–CV19–6120090–S at 1.
169. Rabe Thomas, supra note 128.
170. Simmons, supra note 165.
171. Id.
172. Jacqueline Rabe Thomas, This Lawyer Fought Housing Segregation. Now Wealthy 

Suburbanites Want to Fire His Firm., ProPublica (Sept. 25, 2019, 5:00 AM), https://www 
.propublica.org/article/this-lawyer-fought-housing-segregation-now-wealthy 
-suburbanites-want-to-fire-his-firm.

173. Id.
174. Id.
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use decisions.175 Threatening Shipman & Goodwin in this manner is indica-
tive of Westport’s hostility toward outside actors seeking to make the town 
more accessible to low-income individuals who are disproportionately 
Black and Latino. Further, the town has effectively prohibited Connecti-
cut’s preeminent attorney for § 8–30g cases from helping developers gain 
zoning approval going forward.

iv. 900 Post Road E. Development
Since receiving its moratorium, Westport has taken some initiative to build 
more affordable housing, but not necessarily for altruistic reasons. At a 
Planning and Zoning meeting on January 9, 2020, Dobin announced West-
port’s plan to request a portion of the Connecticut Department of Transpor-
tation’s maintenance lot at 900 Post Road E. in order to build a townhome 
community.176 If approved, the Westport Housing Authority will oversee 
the project and between 80 and 90 percent of the units will be affordable.177 

Dobin cited § 8–30g for this decision, noting that because of the law, the 
“[b]uilding and creation of substantially more affordable housing in West-
port is not optional.”178 She went on to state that the town “need[s] to create 
actual affordable housing to meet [its] next potential moratorium applica-
tion[,]” warning that without a moratorium, developers could construct 
buildings that do not fit the character of the town.179 

At a meeting the next day, Dobin reiterated this concern, urging that 
the town must ensure “there is no lapse in time” between its current and 
future moratoria.180 Stevens, who still serves on the Commission, lamented 
that the state does not count many of the units in town that he thinks are 
affordable, yet do not meet § 8–30g’s affordability requirements.181 Like 
their statements about the Hiawatha Lane development, these statements 
illustrate town officials are more motivated to comply with § 8–30g’s mini-
mum requirements rather than to create a mixed-income, racially inte-
grated community.

VI. Policy Recommendations

When the General Assembly added the moratorium provision in 2000, 
32 of Connecticut’s 169 municipalities met § 8–30g’s goal that at least 10 

175. Id.
176. D.J. Simmons, Westport Looks to Add More Affordable Housing, Westport News 

(Jan. 9, 2020, 10:39 PM), https://www.westport-news.com/news/article/Zoning 
-commission-looks-to-proactively-address-14963863.php.

177. D.J. Simmons, New Westport Affordable Housing Plan Earns Cautious Support, West-
port News (Jan. 10, 2020, 5:10 PM), https://www.westport-news.com/news/article 
/New-Westport-affordable-housing-plan-earns-14966026.php.

178. Simmons, supra note 176.
179. Id.
180. Simmons, supra note 177.
181. Simmons, supra note 176.
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percent of their dwelling units satisfy the statute’s affordability require-
ments.182 In 2018, just 29 municipalities met this goal.183 Section 8–30g alone 
will not solve the state’s self-created issues with housing affordability and 
segregation. It is, however, a tool that developers can use in conjunction 
with other incentives to build affordable units. By granting moratoria to 
towns like Westport that manage to satisfy the statute’s requirements by 
adding few units of affordable housing, the state takes this tool from the 
parties that are best positioned to build these units. 

At minimum, the General Assembly should amend the statute to 
require more of towns applying for their first moratoria. One way of doing 
so would be to only allow towns to include in their applications units that 
they have made affordable within four years of submitting their applica-
tion. Westport, for example, would have had to show that it added the 
100 new affordable units in its application since 2015, rather than 1999. As 
more time passes, it will become easier for towns to gain their first morato-
ria because they can reach as far back as 1990 when applying.

Another change would be to adopt a “fair share” model when calcu-
lating the number of HUE points towns must achieve to get moratoria. 
HUE points can serve as a straightforward measure of a town’s progress in 
adding affordable units. Some may argue that it is the fairest way to mea-
sure this progress because it is applied uniformly to each town. In practice, 
however, several of the towns that have received moratoria had, and still 
have, a relatively low percentage of affordably units. Thus, the statute can 
reward historically low achievers for making a slight bit of progress. 

Instead of having a blanket requirement that towns achieve a number 
of HUE points equal to two percent of their number of dwelling units, the 
formula should be adjusted to create higher minimums for towns with 
lower percentages of affordable housing. The formula need not be complex 
and instead can include a sliding scale whereby HUE point minimums 
decrease as a town gets closer to the 10 percent threshold. For example, a 
town in which three percent of units are affordable might need to achieve a 
number of HUE points equal to four percent of its total number of dwelling 
units, while a town in which seven percent of units are affordable can use 
the current figure of two percent to calculate its minimum number of HUE 
points. Therefore, towns like Westport would need to do their “fair share” 
to account for years of failing to keep up with their regions’ demand for 
affordable units.

A. 2017 Amendments to § 8–30g
Unfortunately, legislators appear unlikely to make it harder for towns to 
receive moratoria. Every year since 1990, legislators have introduced bills 
to weaken or repeal § 8–30g.184 For example, since 1995, state legislators 

182. Herlihy, supra note 81.
183. Conn. Dep’t of Hous., Ann. Rep.: Fiscal Year 2017–2018 (2019).
184. Shipman & Goodwin, supra note 19.
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representing the neighboring town of Fairfield, including State Senators in 
the 28th District, which includes part of Westport, have introduced or co-
sponsored 23 of these bills.185

In 2017, the General Assembly amended § 8–30g to, among other things, 
make it easier for 64 towns with fewer than 3,750 dwelling units and six cit-
ies with more than 20,000 units to get moratoria.186 It is worth nothing that 
this amendment did not make it easier for Westport to get its moratorium. 
Legislators also amended the HUE point formula so that the City of Mil-
ford would be able to count its existing mobile home units when applying 
for a moratorium.187 Then-Governor Dannel Malloy vetoed the bill with a 
statement criticizing the legislature for “[taking] affordable housing policy 
in the wrong direction.”188 The General Assembly then overrode Governor 
Malloy’s veto by one vote, sending the broader message that there is bipar-
tisan support among suburban legislators to weaken § 8–30g.189 Shortly 
after, the Connecticut Law Tribune wrote an editorial condemning legislators 
for “[taking] a giant step backward in housing equality in Connecticut” 
and regarding the override with “shame and regret.”190

In the 2019 ProPublica article, Lisa Tepper Bates, senior coordina-
tor for housing and transit-oriented development for current Governor 
Ned Lamont, said that the administration is not seeking any changes to 
§  8–30g.191 Instead, Governor Lamont has shown a willingness to defer to 
local decision-makers on the issue of exclusionary zoning, stating that his 
goal is to “work collaboratively with the locals in terms of what they want 
and what they are not willing to take[,]” adding that communities “will 
probably take the lead in making that choice.”192 

VII. Conclusion

Connecticut remains highly segregated and unequal because of exclusion-
ary zoning practices. Moratoria can serve as a means of encouraging towns 
to incrementally add affordable housing. Towns like Westport, however, 
have managed to meet minimum requirements to achieve a moratorium 
by adding relatively few units of affordable housing over a long period of 
time. All the while, these towns can continue some of the zoning practices 

185. Freedman, A History of Affordable Housing in Fairfield, Conn. 1, 56–61 (2017) (copy 
on file with author).

186. Shipman & Goodwin, supra note 19.
187. Id.
188. Letter from Dannel P. Malloy, Governor, State of Conn., to Denise W. Merrill, 

Sec’y of State, State of Conn. (July 7, 2017), https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/Malloy 
-Archive/Press-Room/20170707-veto-message-HB-6880.pdf?la=en.

189. Shipman & Goodwin, supra note 19.
190. Editorial Board, Shame on Legislature, Rich Towns for Promoting Housing Segrega-

tion, Conn. Law Tribune (July 27, 2017).
191. Rabe Thomas, supra note 128. https://www.propublica.org/article/how-some 

-of-americas-richest-towns-fight-affordable-housing
192. Id.
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that have made their towns unaffordable to begin with. The moratorium 
provision as it is currently drafted frustrates the purpose of the law by 
rewarding some of the towns that have worked the hardest to keep out 
low- and moderate-income residents. The Connecticut General Assem-
bly should amend it in a manner that requires towns to do their fair share 
before reaping its benefits. 

Imperfect as § 8–30g may be, states can use it as a model for their own 
legislation. Since states delegate zoning authority to municipalities they 
have a responsibility to ensure that zoning boards do not abuse the dis-
cretion they possess. These states should recognize the hazards of giving 
communities that have perpetuated housing segregation the opportunity 
to receive a period of respite from its requirements. Otherwise, any incre-
mental progress that the statute aims to achieve could be minimal in the 
communities most in need of affordable housing.
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I. Introduction

“Sue the bastards”—the slogan used by the National Neighbors advo-
cacy campaign after the passage of the Fair Housing Act (FHA) of 19681—
embodies the primary method by which minorities have been able to 
fight for greater access to housing opportunities for the past fifty years.2 
But today, when housing discrimination is more implicit and subtle, a 
rule that holds landlords, lenders, and governments responsible for the 

1. Richard H. Sander, Yana A. Kucheva & Jonathan M. Zasloff, Moving toward 
Integration 143 (2018).

2. See id. at 409 (noting that fair housing policy since the passage of the FHA has 
primarily focused on litigating housing discrimination).
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discriminatory effects of their policies is necessary to further fair housing 
goals and racial integration.3

In 2015, the Supreme Court ruled in Texas Department of Housing and 
Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project (ICP) that plaintiffs could 
sue for housing discrimination under the FHA under a theory of disparate 
impact.4 Modeled off of employment discrimination precedent, disparate 
impact theory prohibits practices and policies that disproportionately 
affect a protected class under the FHA, even if the practice or policy is not 
on its face discriminatory or there is no discriminatory intent.5

Interpretation of ICP is a critical issue today. Under the Trump admin-
istration, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is 
attempting to roll back enforcement of fair housing laws,6 while the Depart-
ment of Justice has dramatically reduced the number of cases against real-
tors and landlords for housing discrimination under the FHA.7 The federal 
government’s lack of FHA enforcement coincides with the persistence of 
housing discrimination, often in the form of subtle discrimination against 
renters.8 Housing availability for extremely low-income renters is a partic-

3. See Brentin Mock, 2018 Was Just 1968 All Over Again, City Lab (Dec. 31, 2018), 
https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/12/martin-luther-king-1968-james-baldwin 
-housing-policing/579154/. The FHA applies to discrimination in all forms of hous-
ing transactions, including for-sale housing and mortgage lending. See 42 U.S.C. § 3604 
(2019). However, this comment will primarily focus on policies that concern discrimina-
tion in connection with the rental of housing.

4. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 
S. Ct. 2507, 2518–22 (2015).

5. See Michael W. Skojec, Esq. & Michael P. Cianfichi, Esq., Disparate Impact and 
Fair Housing, Backgrounder, 4 (October 2017), https://www.naahq.org/sites/default 
/files/disparate_impact_and_fair_housing_developments-legal_summary-1017-final 
.pdf (explaining that there are two theories of liability under the FHA—disparate treat-
ment, which occurs when a policy is on its face discriminatory against a protected class, 
and disparate impact, which occurs when a policy seems neutral but has a discriminatory 
effect against a protected class). The FHA, as amended, protects persons from denial of 
housing based on race, color, religion, national origin, sex, handicap, or familial status. 
See 42 U.S.C. § 3604 (2019). 

6. See Kriston Capps, Is the Fight for Fair Housing Over?, City Lab (Aug 22, 2018), 
https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/08/is-the-fight-for-fair-housing-over/568090/. 
See also Adam Serwer, Trump is Making it Easier to Get Away with Discrimination, The Atlan-
tic (Jan. 4, 2019), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/01/disparate 
-impact/579466/. 

7. See Joseph P. Williams, Segregation’s Legacy, U.S. News & World Rep. (April 20, 
2018, 6:00 AM), https://www.usnews.com/news/the-report/articles/2018-04-20/us-is 
-still-segregated-even-after-fair-housing-act.

8. Kelsey E. Thomas, This is What Housing Discrimination in the U.S. Looks Like, Next 
City (April 20, 2017), https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/housing-discrimination-us 
-report (citing Shanti Abedin, et al., National Fair Housing Alliance, The Case 
for Fair Housing: 2017 Fair Housing Trends Report (2017), which estimated that 
more than four million cases of housing discrimination occur yearly). A recent 
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ular challenge even without discrimination—for every hundred extremely 
low-income renter household, there exist only thirty-seven affordable and 
available units in the United States.9 For low-income minority renters, 
housing options are often restricted to low-income, minority neighbor-
hoods, thereby perpetuating residential segregation.10 

Housing segregation and housing discrimination are two separate 
ideas;11 however, these ideas are intertwined. The purpose of the FHA, 
as noted by the Court in ICP, is to prohibit practices that reinforce hous-
ing segregation patterns,12 and new research shows that the passage of 
the FHA did relieve housing segregation in some metropolitan areas.13 

investigation found that real estate agents in Long Island treated minorities unequally 
40% of the time compared with white people. Ann Choi, Keith Herbert, Olivia Winslow 
& Arthur Browne, Long Island Divided, Newsday (Nov. 2019), https://projects.newsday 
.com/long-island/real-estate-agents-investigation/. Long Island is “one of the nation’s 
most racially segregated suburbs” in the United States. Id.

 9. Andrew Aurand, Ph.D., MSW, et al., The Gap: A Shortage of Affordable Rental Homes, 
Nat’l Low Income Housing Coalition (March 2018), https://reports.nlihc.org/gap. 
“Extremely low-income” households are determined based on area median income in a 
particular geographic area. See id.

10. The low-income housing tax credit is the largest affordable housing development 
program in the United States. Will Fischer, Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Could Do More 
to Expand Opportunity for Poor Families, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y Priorities, 1 (2018), 
https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/8-28-18hous.pdf. The afford-
able housing units produced by this program “are disproportionately concentrated in 
poorer, racially concentrated neighborhoods.” Id. at 3. This problem could be addressed 
through the housing choice voucher program, the largest rental assistance program, 
because it gives families the choice of where to live. See Alicia Mazzara & Brian Knudsen, 
Where Families with Children Use Housing Vouchers: A Comparative Look at the 50 Largest Met-
ropolitan Areas, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y Priorities, 1 (2019). However, in practice only 
5% of metropolitan families with housing vouchers live in “high-opportunity” neighbor-
hoods, even though some housing opportunities in these neighborhoods do exist. See id. 
at 2.

11. Housing discrimination involves denying housing opportunities on the grounds 
of race, sex, or another protected class under the FHA. 42 U.S.C. § 3604 (2019). Housing 
segregation is the physical separation of groups of people based on race, which then 
results in school segregation and a widening wealth gap between Black and white 
Americans. See Richard Rothstein, The Color of Law 179–80 (2017). See id. at 261 n.39 
for a description of how housing segregation is measured.

12. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 
S. Ct. 2507, 2521–22 (2015).

13. See Sander et al., supra note 1, at 9–10, 411–12 (describing the effects of the FHA 
in the 1970s, including “largely end[ing] collective practices of discrimination by brokers 
and other real estate institutions, and along with private litigation and changes in social 
norms, dramatically lower[ing]—but certainly did not end[ing]—private discrimination.” 
This resulted in higher Black mobility but subsequent decreases in segregation varied 
among urban areas depending on if Black mobility “was diffused among outlying 
neighborhoods and a diverse range of border areas, or whether it was disproportionately 
concentrated in a few border areas.”)
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These fair housing laws are also instrumental to achieving greater social 
outcomes.14 Metropolitan areas that have lower levels of segregation have 
decidedly better outcomes for Black families in measures such as employ-
ment, median earnings, and mortality than areas with high levels of 
segregation.15 

HUD recently proposed new disparate impact regulations aimed at 
codifying the Supreme Court decision in ICP.16 The proper interpretation 
of ICP is therefore critical. This comment will discuss how to apply the 
disparate impact liability standard under the ICP framework. Section III.A 
will discuss how lower courts have interpreted the Supreme Court deci-
sion, analyzing the circuit split regarding the application of ICP’s causation 
requirement.17 Section III.B will attempt to resolve this circuit split by argu-
ing that under ICP a prima facie case of disparate impact liability is based 
on a burden-shifting analysis whereby a plaintiff must identify a specific 
policy that, based on sufficient statistical data, either (1) has a disparate 
impact on a protected class, or (2) creates a segregative effect by generally 
perpetuating segregation in a community.18 If the plaintiff is successful, 
the defendant can rebut by pointing to a legitimate reason for the policy.19 
Then, the plaintiff can establish a prima facie case only if they can provide 
an alternative policy that achieves the specified, legitimate goal without 
the discriminatory effect.20 Section IV will apply this standard of liability 
to two potential causes of action under disparate impact theory: a private 
owner’s policy disallowing housing vouchers and a governmental regula-
tion that results in the decrease of housing supply.21

II. Historical Background

Congress first enacted legislation prohibiting housing discrimination in 
the United States in 1866 under a Civil Rights Act which forbid actions 

14. See Sander et al., supra note 1, at 1–4.
15. See id. 
16. The proposed regulations articulate a burden-shifting framework where the 

disparate effect must be “directly caused” by the challenged policy, which suggests 
there must be a strong causal connection between the policy and the disparate effect. See 
HUD’s Implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s Disparate Impact Standard, 84 Fed. 
Reg. 160 (proposed August 19, 2019) (to be codified at 24 C.F.R. pt. 100). The proposed 
rule notes, “[t]his rule follows a June 20, 2018, advance notice of proposed rulemaking, in 
which HUD solicited comments on the disparate impact standard set forth in HUD’s 2013 
final rule, including the disparate impact rule’s burden-shifting approach, definitions, 
and causation standard, and whether it required amendment to align with the decision of 
the Supreme Court in [ICP].” Id.

17. See infra Section III.A.
18. See infra Section III.B.
19. See id.
20. See id.
21. See infra Section IV.
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that perpetuated “the characteristics of slavery.”22 However, the Act did 
not give the government any powers of enforcement.23 This power was 
not realized until 1968 when Congress adopted the FHA,24 which, as later 
amended, protects persons from denial of housing based on race, color, 
religion, national origin, sex, handicap, or familial status.25 By this time, 
however, racial segregation in housing was pervasive throughout the 
United States,26 and largely remains so today.27

A. Housing Discrimination and Segregation Pre-FHA
Prior to the passage of the FHA in 1968, a combination of migration pat-
terns, private discrimination, and government policies resulted in over-
crowded “urban slums” inhabited by Black residents, often because there 
was no other housing available for Black would-be homeowners or rent-
ers.28 In the 1880s, these urban, racially segregated slums did not exist 
because Blacks made up only a small percentage of urban populations, 
often not more than 2% of any city.29 However, as more Blacks migrated to 
urban areas, largely a result of increased manufacturing during World War 
I, segregation reached “ghetto” levels in many cities in the North by 1930.30 

22. Rothstein, supra note 11, at VIII.
23. See id. at IX. The Civil Rights Act of 1866 relied on the enforcement clauses of 

the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments. See Peter Irons, A People’s History of 
the Supreme Court 213 (2nd. ed. 2006). However, in what came to be called the Civil 
Rights Cases, the Supreme Court read the Thirteenth Amendment as applicable only to 
slavery itself, and the Fourteenth Amendment as applicable only to state action, rather 
than private discrimination. See id. at 213–14 (citing United States v. Stanley, 109 U.S. 3 
(1883)). Not until 1968 did the Supreme Court read the Thirteenth Amendment as giving 
Congress the power to prohibit housing discrimination under the Thirteenth Amendment 
as an “incident” of slavery. See id. at 213.

24. See Rothstein supra note 11, at IX.
25. 42 U.S.C. § 3604 (2019). 
26. See generally Sander, et al., supra note 1.
27. See generally Shanti Abedin, et al., Making Every Neighborhood a Place of Opportu-

nity: 2018 Fair Housing Trends Report, Nat’l Fair Housing Alliance (2018), https://
nationalfairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/NFHA-2018-Fair-Housing 
-Trends-Report_4-30-18.pdf.

28. See Rothstein, supra note 11, at 17–19 (arguing that federal public housing policy 
in the early twentieth century “herd[ed] African Americans into urban ghettos.”) See also 
Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 83–84.

29. See id. at 40.
30. Id. at 43–53 (noting that “Black populations in major cities doubled or nearly dou-

bled between 1915 and 1920”). “Over the past few decades, we have developed euphe-
misms to help us forget how we, as a nation, have segregated African American citizens. 
We have become embarrassed about saying ghetto, a word that accurately describes a 
neighborhood where government has not only concentrated a minority but established 
barriers to its exit. We don’t hesitate to acknowledge that Jews in Eastern Europe were 
forced to live in ghettos where opportunity was limited and leaving was difficult or 
impossible. Yet when we encounter similar neighborhoods in this country, we now 
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This migration pattern was largely a result of new arrivals “choosing” to 
live in Black neighborhoods due to a restricted set of housing options amid 
public zoning and private discrimination practices.31 

As Black populations grew in urban areas, individual landowners used 
racial restrictive covenants to disallow future Black buyers from purchas-
ing the land or living on the property.32 These restrictions curtailed Black 
expansion into white neighborhoods.33 By 1920, it was common for resi-
dential subdivision developers to use racial restrictive covenants when cre-
ating new subdivisions by inserting restrictions into each deed of sale that 
no owner could sell or rent to a non-white person.34 Throughout the early 
twentieth century, racial restrictive covenants prevented many Black fami-
lies from moving out of urban ghettos.35 These private land use controls 
also resulted in high costs and over-occupation of housing in Black neigh-
borhoods where high demand—a result of not being able to live anywhere 
else—greatly exceeded supply.36 Overcrowding in these neighborhoods 
then resulted in the deterioration of the housing quality.37

After the Supreme Court unanimously declared racial restrictive cov-
enants unconstitutional in Shelley v. Kramer,38 Black homebuyers and rent-
ers were able to begin to enter into previously all-white neighborhoods.39 

delicately refer to them as inner city, yet everyone knows what we mean.” Rothstein, 
supra note 11, at xvi.

31. Of course, the decision of where to live was not a choice when restricted to only 
a few options. See id. See also Mary Jo Wiggins, Race, Class, and Suburbia: The Modern Black 
Suburb as a ‘Race-Making Situation”, 35 U. Mich. J. L. Reform 749, 756–57 (noting that 
exclusionary zoning restricted housing options for Blacks by making homes in white 
neighborhoods unaffordable or unattractive to these would-be residents); infra notes 
44–48 and accompanying text. 

32. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 58. Racial restrictive covenants were not 
only used to keep Blacks out of white neighborhoods. See Irons, supra note 23, at 373. 
Homeowners also inserted covenants into their property deeds to bar the sale or lease of 
the property to Jews or Asians. See id. The first Supreme Court challenge to this practice 
came in Corrigan v. Buckley, where the Court held that private individuals could enter 
into contracts regarding the “control and disposition of their own property.” Id. (citing 
Corrigan v. Buckley, 271 U.S. 323 (1926)). 

33. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 58.
34. See id. at 58–61 (explaining that it was much easier to import racial covenants into 

new subdivisions, common in many northern cities, rather than in white neighborhoods 
that already existed). These subdivisions were also dependent on government-
administered financing by the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans 
Administration, which originally were only available to white homebuyers. See id.

35. See id.
36. See id. at 61. 
37. See id. 
38. See Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 22 (1948) (holding “[t]he Constitution confers 

upon no individual the right to demand action by the State which results in the denial of 
equal protection of the laws to other individuals.”).

39. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 80.
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Data suggests that removing these restrictive covenants precipitated many 
Black families to move into inner-city white neighborhoods that bordered 
Black ghettos.40 During this time, however, suburban areas were expand-
ing and many whites left inner-city areas for the suburbs, a phenomenon 
known as white flight.41 

This pattern of housing migration led to exploitation by real estate bro-
kers in a practice known as “blockbusting.”42 Real estate agents targeted 
white neighborhoods adjacent to Black areas and “sow[ed] panic” among 
white owners by warning that Blacks were moving into the neighborhood, 
which would make housing prices collapse.43 When white homeowners 
sold their homes to the brokers, often at a discount, the brokers would then 
sell to Black buyers at a premium.44  These stories of Blacks moving into 
white neighborhoods and causing prices to collapse became “very pow-
erful urban legends” in the mid-twentieth century, and shaped negative 
views about the central city and fair housing laws.45 

Public housing policies further concentrated poverty into inner-city 
slums, which perpetuated stereotypes about Black inner-city neighbor-
hoods.46 As middle-class Blacks were able to move into nearby white 
neighborhoods following Shelley, those who were too poor to move were 
left behind.47 The construction of public housing in these urban ghettos fur-
ther concentrated poverty and reinforced economic segregation within the 
Black community.48

While private discrimination and public housing policy played a large 
role in creating segregated communities, local governments also often 
maintained racial segregation through zoning by designating separate 

40. See id. 
41. See id. Data suggests that rather than moving into a “vacuum” left by whites 

leaving for the suburbs, it is likely that suburbanization instead eased the consequences 
of the Shelley decision, allowing Blacks to compete for housing in white communities near 
Black districts. See id. 

42. Id. at 81. 
43. Id. Many real estate agents also engaged in a practice called “panic peddling,” 

whereby agents would send hostile communications and push unsolicited offers for 
homes in areas that were racially changing. Wiggins, supra note 26, at 762. Agents would 
also “deliberately create unpleasant conditions in a suburb and then cite those situations 
as reasons why Whites ought to flee.” Id. 

44. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 81 (explaining that real estate agents were able 
to demand a premium because there was a shortage of housing for Black families within 
urban ghettos).

45. See id. 
46. See id. at 92. See also Rothstein, supra note 11, at 17 (arguing that public housing 

programs “herd[ed] African Americans into urban ghettos.”)
47. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 92.
48. See id.
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areas where Black and white families were allowed to live.49 Even after 
the Supreme Court held that zoning by race was unconstitutional,50 many 
cities ignored the Court’s decision and continued to use racial zoning 
maps or other forms of exclusive zoning to effectively keep neighborhoods 
segregated.51  

Though explicit racial zoning practices eventually faded and restrictive 
covenants were “mortally wounded” by Shelley, private housing discrimi-
nation by real estate agents, lenders, landlords, and home sellers remained 
pervasive throughout the 1960s.52 Additionally, exclusive zoning practices, 
though on their face racially neutral, often effectively excluded Black fami-
lies from moving into predominantly white neighborhoods.53 

White Americans during the Civil Rights Era largely favored civil rights 
on the whole, particularly outside the South; however, there remained 
strong opposition to the idea of fair housing.54 Opposition was in part due 
to the stereotypes created by the housing conditions that preceded the 
FHA.55 Despite public opinion, large progressive cities and Northeastern 
states began to pass fair housing laws during the 1950s and 1960s; how-

49. See Rothstein, supra note 11, at 44. See also Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 31–32 
(showing in Table 1.1 the thirteen cities that in 1910 had both a numerically large and 
proportionately substantial Black population. Of the thirteen cities, eleven adopted racial 
zoning ordinances between 1910 and 1917).

50. See Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60, 82 (1917).
51. See Rothstein, supra note 11, at 46, 48 (noting that many cities either asserted that 

their rules were different than the rules at issue under Buchanan, and therefore the Court’s 
prohibition did not apply, or promoted zoning ordinances that restricted neighborhoods 
to single-family residential houses to keep out low-income families who would not be 
able to afford them). See also Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 54.

52. Id. at 103. “Redlining” was a process by which the Home Owners’ Loan Cor-
poration put neighborhoods into four categories based largely on their racial compo-
sition, with majority-minority neighborhoods marked in red and considered to be 
high-risk for mortgage lenders, making it extremely difficult for Black families to take 
out a mortgage. See Camila Domonoske, Interactive Redlining Map Zooms in on Ameri-
ca’s History of Discrimination, NPR (Oct. 19, 2016), https://www.npr.org/sections 
/thetwo-way/2016/10/19/498536077/interactive-redlining-map-zooms-in-on-americas 
-history-of-discrimination. But see Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 253-54 (arguing that 
lending discrimination largely came in the form of lenders simply refusing to issue loans 
to minorities trying to buy into white neighborhoods, not based on refusing to lend in 
certain neighborhoods that were predominantly Black).

53. See generally Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 233–50.
54. See id. at 121.
55. “Most civil rights questions were seen as largely Southern problems, and large 

majorities of Northern whites favored dismantling Jim Crow. But housing segregation, 
and the issue of transitioning neighborhoods, existed in virtually all of urban America. To 
many whites in the North and South, African-American arrival in a neighborhood often 
meant eventual displacement of the white population.” Id. Additionally, “[a] federal open 
housing law would bring tens of millions of homeowners under the umbrella of potential 
civil rights enforcement, compared to the much smaller number of government officials 
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ever, these laws often had only modest effects on housing opportunities 
due to their limited scope or weak enforcement provisions.56

B. Passing the FHA
In response to “social unrest” created by the mid-1960s Civil Rights Move-
ment, President Johnson commissioned the National Advisory Commis-
sion on Civil Disorders, which found that “[o]ur nation is moving toward 
two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.” 57 Unless Con-
gress passed a law banning discrimination in the sale or rental of hous-
ing on the basis of race, creed, color, or national origin, the Commission 
warned that the country would face a “system of apartheid.”58

Despite lukewarm public support, Congress eventually undertook 
the Commission’s recommendation to pass the Fair Housing Act in 1968, 
which banned discrimination of housing opportunities on the basis of race, 
color, religion, or national origin.59 Congress later amended the FHA in 
1974 to prevent discrimination based on sex, and again in 1988 by adding 
certain exemptions from liability and adding familial status and disability 
as protected classes.60

C. After the FHA
Passage of the FHA did not eradicate residential segregation, largely 
because residential segregation is so difficult to remedy.61 At first, blatant 
racial discrimination in housing subsided as realtors were wary of poten-
tial liabilities.62 However, strong opposition to housing integration per-
sisted at the neighborhood level.63 In the decades that followed the FHA, 

and business owners directly regulated by the two earlier civil rights measures.” Id. at 
131.

56. See id. at 122–24. 
57. Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 S. 

Ct. 2507, 2516 (2015) (citing Exec. Order No. 11,365, 3 C.F.R. § 674 (1966-1970)). The 1960s 
saw uprisings including the 1965 Watts riot in Los Angeles, the Newark and Detroit riots 
in the summer of 1967, and nationwide unrest in almost every American city follow-
ing the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. See Dylan Matthews, How Today’s Pro-
tests Compare to 1968, Explained by a Historian, Vox (June 2, 2020), https://www.vox.com 
/identities/2020/6/2/21277253/george-floyd-protest-1960s-civil-rights.

58. Id. 
59. Fair Housing Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 73 (1968), amended by 42 U.S.C.S. § 3604 (2019). 
60. 42 U.S.C.S. § 3604 (2019). See also Understanding the Fair Housing Amendments Act, 

United Spinal Association (2004), https://www.unitedspinal.org/pdf/fair_housing_
amendment.pdf.

61. See Rothstein, supra note 11, at 179–80 for a discussion on why residential seg-
regation is so difficult to reverse, including generational income and wealth disparities 
between white and Black families. 

62. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 159–61 (describing the evolution of the National 
Association of Real Estate Boards from actively campaigning against fair housing laws to 
changing their code of ethics to prohibit discrimination based on race).

63. See Rothstein, supra note 11, at 147.
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opposition to integration sometimes even culminated into violence when 
Black families moved into white neighborhoods.64 

Until recently, two narratives dominated the academic discussion of 
housing segregation following the passage of the FHA.65 The first narrative, 
explained in American Apartheid by Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton, 
held that racism “continues to force most Blacks and an increasing propor-
tion of Hispanics into ghettos,” and therefore fair housing laws have had 
only a marginal effect on housing discrimination.66  The other narrative, 
promulgated in the 1970s and 1980s by Richard Muth and William Clark, 
held that since the passage of fair housing laws, segregation today results 
from “white avoidance of integrated neighborhoods and insufficient Black 
demand for housing in predominantly white neighborhoods,” rather than 
active discrimination against Blacks.67 

However, new and improved data on housing segregation that focuses 
on neighborhood-level migration patterns rather than aggregate segre-
gation has led to a shift in view on the effectiveness of fair housing laws 
in combating segregation.68 This research shows that the FHA and local 
fair housing laws were successful in many metropolitan areas in creating 
greater access to housing opportunities.69 Many of the successes of the FHA 
come from judicial recognition of disparate impact under the FHA.70 By the 
time ICP reached the Supreme Court in 2015, all Courts of Appeal held that 
the FHA recognized disparate impact claims.71 

Regulations implemented by HUD in 2013 also reflect the view that 
disparate impact liability is cognizable under the FHA.72 The regulations 
stipulate that a burden-shifting analysis is appropriate in determining 
whether a policy or practice violates the FHA.73 A plaintiff may establish 

64. See id. (noting that although the FHA made violence to prevent integration a 
federal crime, attacks on Black families who attempted to move into white neighborhoods 
continued to occur well into the 1980s).

65. See Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 7.
66. Id. (citing Douglas S. Massey & Nancy A. Denton, American Apartheid 

(1998)). 
67. See id. 
68. Id. at 8. 
69. See id. See also Margery Austin Turner, et al., Housing Discrimination Against Racial 

and Ethnic Minorities 2012, The Urban Institute xix–xxii (June 2013), https://www 
.huduser.gov/portal/Publications/pdf/HUD-514_HDS2012.pdf (describing trends in 
rental discrimination).

70. NFHA Disparate Impact Information, Nat’l Fair Housing Alliance, https://
nationalfairhousing.org/disparateimpact/ (last visited Dec. 18, 2019) (stating that 
“[d]isparate impact theory safeguards the right to a fair shot for everyone.”).

71. See Texas Department of Housing & Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communi-
ties Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 S. Ct. 2507, 2519 (2015), for a list of all Courts of Appeal cases 
that recognized disparate impact liability.

72. See 24 C.F.R. § 100.500 (2019).
73. See id. 
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a prima facie case by showing that the contested practice causes “or pre-
dictably will cause” a discriminatory effect.74 Then, the defendant has the 
opportunity to prove that the practice is necessary to achieve a substan-
tial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interest or interests.75 If this burden is 
met, the plaintiff must then prove that the defendant’s interests “could be 
served by another practice that has a less discriminatory effect.”76

D. The Inclusive Communities Decision
In 2015, the Supreme Court affirmed the unanimous circuit court view that 
disparate impact liability is cognizable under the FHA.77 In ICP, the Inclu-
sive Communities Project, a nonprofit organization that helps low-income 
families find affordable housing units, filed suit against the Texas Depart-
ment of Housing and Community affairs, alleging that the distribution of 
low-income housing tax credits largely in low-income, minority neighbor-
hoods violated the FHA under a theory of disparate impact.78 

Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion affirming disparate impact liability 
rests on the FHA’s results-oriented language, the Supreme Court’s previ-
ous interpretation of similar language, Congress’s passage of FHA amend-
ments in 1988, and the FHA’s statutory purpose.79 

1. Results-Oriented Language of the FHA
Justice Kennedy begins the majority’s analysis of the FHA by considering 
two antidiscrimination statutes that came before it: Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 
1967 (AEDA).80 The Court first recognized disparate impact liability when 
analyzing Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits racial 
discrimination in employment.81 In Griggs v. Duke Power Company, the 
plaintiffs challenged an employer’s policy requiring a high school educa-
tion or the passage of a general intelligence test to work at the company.82 

74. Id. § 100.500(c)(1) (2019).
75. Id. § 100.500(c)(2) (2019).
76. Id. § 100.500(c)(3) (2019).
77. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 

S. Ct. 2507, 2518–22 (2015).
78. See id. at 2513–14. The low-income housing tax credit is the largest affordable 

housing development program in the United States. Will Fischer, Low-Income Housing Tax 
Credit Could Do More to Expand Opportunity for Poor Families, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y Pri-
orities, 1 (2018), https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/8-28-18hous 
.pdf. HUD distributes federal tax credits to developers for the construction or rehabilita-
tion of housing that is largely reserved for families with incomes that are 60% of the area 
median income or below. See id. 

79. See id. at 2516–22.
80. See id. at 2516–17.
81. See id. Although the Fair Housing Act was passed in 1968, plaintiffs did not begin 

filing suits under a theory of disparate impact until the twenty-first century. See Sander 
et al., supra note 1, at 237.  

82. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2516–17 (citing Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971)).
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The plaintiffs pointed to evidence that showed Black workers were signifi-
cantly less likely to meet these requirements than white workers; therefore, 
the policy had a disparate impact on Black workers.83 

In that case, the Court reasoned that recognizing disparate impact lia-
bility furthers Title VII’s purpose by recognizing the discriminatory con-
sequences of facially neutral employment practices in addition to overt 
discrimination. 84 In order for a plaintiff to establish a prima facie case of 
employment discrimination, the Court held that a burden-shifting analy-
sis—where the defendant can rebut a showing of disparate impact by 
pointing to a legitimate reason for the policy, and the plaintiff can over-
come such a legitimate reason by pointing to a less discriminatory pol-
icy that achieves that goal—was an appropriate measure to establishing 
a prima facie case.85 Importantly, however, the Court limited disparate 
impact liability by holding that “business necessity” constitutes a defense 
to disparate impact claims, meaning Title VII does not prohibit hiring crite-
ria with a “manifest relationship” to job performance.86 

The Supreme Court similarly recognized disparate impact liability 
under the Age Discrimination Employment Act in Smith v. City of Jackson, 
using similar reasoning.87 The ADEA prohibits discrimination against an 
employee on the basis of age.88 In Smith, the Court interpreted the stat-
ute to be analogous to Title VII because both statutes prohibit employers 
from depriving “any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise 
adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual’s’ race 
or age.”89 The Smith plurality noted that the text in both statutes “focuses 
on the effects of the action on the employee rather than the motivation for 
the action of the employer,” compelling recognition of disparate impact 
liability under these statutes.90

In light of the majority opinion in Griggs and the plurality opinion in 
Smith, the Court in ICP reasoned “antidiscrimination laws must be con-
structed to encompass disparate-impact claims when their text refers to the 
consequences of actions and not just to the mindset of actors, and where 
that interpretation is consistent with statutory purpose.”91 Sections 804(a) 
and 805(a) of the FHA contain analogous results-oriented language that 

83. See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 426 (1971).
84. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2517 (noting that under the facts of Griggs the Court ruled that 

the employer violated Title VII because the employer could not prove that having a high 
school diploma or passing a general intelligence test were related to the job performance 
of its employees). 

85. See Griggs, 401 U.S. at 431.
86. Id. at 432.
87. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2510–11. 
88. See id. at 2517.
89. Id. at 2517–18 (quoting Smith v. City of Jackson, 544 U.S. 228, 235 (2005)). 
90. Id. (quoting Smith v. City of Jackson, 544 U.S. 228, 235 (2005)). 
91. Id. at 2518. 
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implies Congress intended to encompass the consequences of an action.92 
Section 804(a) states that it shall be unlawful “to refuse to sell or rent . . . or 
otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of race, 
color, religion, sex, familial status, or national origin.”93 The “otherwise 
make available” language is equivalent to “otherwise adversely affect” 
language in Title VII and the ADEA because the text is looking to results as 
“catchall phrases looking to consequences, not intent.”94 

In light of employment discrimination precedent and HUD’s 2013 regu-
lations, the Court similarly stipulated that a burden-shifting framework 
is appropriate. The defendant may be able rebut a showing of disparate 
impact by pointing to “practical business choices” or an “analogous public 
interest.”95 Then, the plaintiff then has the burden to prove there is an alter-
native means to achieve that end that has “less disparate impact and serves 
the [entity’s] legitimate needs.”96

2. 1988 Amendments to the FHA
In 1988, Congress passed substantive amendments to the FHA, adding 
three exemptions from liability. The ICP Court reasoned that because Con-
gress passed these amendments knowing that all Courts of Appeal recog-
nized disparate impact liability, Congress implicitly adopted or accepted 
disparate impact liability.97 

Additionally, the amendments themselves suggest that Congress 
accepted disparate impact liability. The first amendment exempted real 
property appraisers from liability who consider factors other than race, 
color, religion, national origin, sex, handicap, or familial status.98 The sec-
ond amendment provided “nothing in [the FHA] prohibits conduct against 
a person because such person had been convicted by any court of compe-
tent jurisdiction of the illegal manufacture or distribution of a controlled 
substance.”99 Lastly, Congress provided that the FHA does not prohibit rea-
sonable restrictions on the maximum number of persons permitted to live 

92. See id. 
93. 42 U.S.C. § 3601 (2019) (emphasis added). 
94. Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 S. 

Ct. 2507, 2519 (2015). Justice Kennedy also argued that the language is slightly different 
in the FHA compared to employment discrimination laws because this exact language 
would have been unclear in the housing context, noting “[it] would be grammatically 
obtuse, difficult to interpret, and far more expansive in scope than Congress likely 
intended.” Id. 

95. See id. at 2518.
96. Id. (quoting Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 587–89 (2009)). 
97. See id. at 2520–21.
98. See id.
99. Id. (explaining that certain criminal convictions are associated with sex and race; 

therefore, by adding this exemption Congress recognized that disparate impact liabil-
ity existed and wanted to ensure it would not be actionable in case where a landlord 
excludes a tenant with such convictions).
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in a dwelling.100 Justice Kennedy explained, “the exemptions embodied in 
these amendments would be superfluous if Congress had assumed that 
disparate-impact liability did not exist under the FHA . . . none of these 
amendments would make sense if the FHA encompassed only disparate 
treatment claims.”101 Therefore, Congress ratified disparate impact liability 
when they passed these amendments.102

3. Statutory Purpose of the FHA and Robust Causality
Finally, the ICP Court reasoned that disparate impact claims are “consis-
tent with the FHA’s central purpose.”103 Like Title VII and the ADEA in the 
employment context, the FHA was passed in order to prohibit discrimi-
nation in housing.104 In light of past public and private discrimination in 
housing, the recognition of disparate impact liability under the FHA “has 
allowed private developers to vindicate the FHA’s objectives and to pro-
tect their property rights by stopping municipalities from enforcing arbi-
trary and, in practice, discriminatory ordinances barring the construction 
of certain types of units.”105

However, Justice Kennedy warned that there are limitations on dis-
parate impact liability. The Court emphasized that recognizing disparate 
impact liability only requires the “removal of artificial, arbitrary, and 
unnecessary barriers” in housing, and is not meant to force reordering of 
housing priorities.106  Therefore, the Court asserted that the plaintiff must 
prove “robust causality,” which “ensures that ‘[r]acial imbalance . . . does 
not, without more, establish a prima facie case of disparate impact’ and 
thus protects defendants from being held liable for racial disparities they 
did not create.”107 It is this robust causality language that has sparked a 

100. Id. Localities often limit the occupancy of homes to a certain number of people, 
sometimes based on the relationship among occupants. Daniel P. Selmi, et al., Land 
Use Regulation: Cases and Materials 749 (Rachel E. Barkow et al. eds., 5th ed. 2017). 
Prior to the FHA Amendments, the Supreme Court ruled on challenges to these types 
of laws under the Fourteenth Amendment. See Village of Belle Terre v. Boras, 416 U.S. 1 
(1974) (holding that a law restricting one-family dwellings to no more than two people 
unrelated to each other was constitutional). But see Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 
U.S. 494 (1977) (holding that an ordinance that restricts occupancy to members of a fam-
ily, but which narrowly defined family so as to not include a grandmother and her grand-
son, violated the Fourteenth Amendment). However, it is possible that such a policy 
could have a disparate impact on members of a protected class; therefore, by establishing 
that the FHA does not apply to these types of ordinances, Congress implicitly recognized 
disparate impact claims.

101. ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2520–21.
102. Id. 
103. Id. 
104. See id.
105. Id. at 2522.
106. See id. 
107. See id. at 2523 (quoting Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Antonio, 490 U.S. 642, 653 

(1989)).
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circuit split on how to analyze disparate impact cases under the FHA, and 
will be discussed below.108

III. Interpreting ICP

The Courts of Appeal have varied interpretations of the Supreme Court’s 
decision in ICP.109 The deviations between the circuits surround two ques-
tions. The first is the degree of causality required to establish a prima facie 
case.110 The second is whether disparate impact liability encompasses both 
the traditional disparate impact analysis as well as segregative effects 
claims.111  

Section III.A will argue that the Court affirmed the traditional burden- 
shifting framework as applied to employment discrimination cases and 
codified in the 2013 HUD regulations, articulating a robust causality 
requirement in order to ensure that plaintiffs are challenging a specific law 
or policy as opposed to a one-time decision.112 Section III.B argues that two 
different theories of liability are applicable to disparate impact under the 
FHA—policies that have a discriminatory effect on a protected class, and 
policies that perpetuate segregation within a community.113

A. The Robust Causality Requirement
Some lower courts have viewed ICP as the Supreme Court’s adop-
tion of HUD regulations promulgated in 2013, which implemented a 

108. See infra Section III.A.
109. See Ellis v. City of Minneapolis, 860 F.3d 1106, 1113–14 (8th Cir. 2017) (holding 

that low-income housing developers who claimed that the city’s increased enforcement 
of housing code standards had a disparate impact on minorities by removing affordable 
housing units from the market failed to plead a prima facie case for failure to point to 
point to a specific city policy that creates the disparate impact); see also City of L.A. v Bank 
of America, 691 Fed. Appx. 464, 565 (9th Cir. 2017) (finding that although statistical data 
showed that “minority borrowers were two to three times more likely to receive high cost 
loans than similarly situated white borrowers,” the plaintiffs failed to point to a policy by 
the defendants that caused the disparate impact on minority borrowers). But see Inclusive 
Cmtys. Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d 890, 902 (5th Cir. 2019) (stating “we read 
the Supreme Court’s opinion in ICP to undoubtedly announce a more demanding test 
than that set forth in the HUD regulation.”).

110. See Inclusive Communities Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Property Co., 920 F.3d 890, 
919–24 (5th Cir. 2019) (W. Eugene Davis, concurring in part and dissenting in part) for 
a discussion on the varying views of robust causality. While most have interpreted the 
robust causality standard to require the plaintiff to point to a specific policy that causes 
a disparate impact, the Fifth Circuit majority interpreted ICP as requiring a stricter 
standard. See Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 903. 

111. The traditional disparate impact analysis is analogous to employment 
discrimination cases and asks whether the practice has a disproportionate effect on a 
protected class, and segregative effects claims analyze whether the policy harms the 
community generally by perpetuating segregation. See, e.g. id. at 913. 

112. See infra Section III.A.
113. See infra Section III.B.
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burden-shifting analysis similar to employment discrimination cases and 
require only that the challenged policy “caused or predictably will cause a 
discriminatory effect.”114 The Fifth Circuit, however, has interpreted robust 
causality to require the plaintiff to show direct causation between the policy 
and the discriminatory effect or racial disparity.115 This section will argue 
that the Fifth Circuit’s strict causation standard is incorrect and that the 
Court affirmed the HUD regulations with the caveat that the plaintiff must 
point to a specific policy rather than a one-time decision. Therefore, to plead 
a prima facie case, the plaintiff must provide sufficient data to prove that 
a challenged policy, rather than a discretionary decision, caused or pre-
dictably will cause a discriminatory effect.116 The plaintiff does not need to 
prove the policy directly caused the racial disparity.117 

Although the Court’s language of “robust causality” suggests a strict 
causal standard, the existing burden-shifting framework is supported by 
three components of ICP. First, the Court relied on Supreme Court prec-
edent in employment discrimination cases, which do not require an exact-
ing causation standard, thereby implicitly accepting the analogous HUD 
regulations passed in 2013.118 Second, the Court inserted the robust causal-
ity requirement because it was concerned with the unique facts of the case 
presented—namely, whether the plaintiff was challenging a specific policy 
or simply challenging a discretionary decision by the housing authority.119 
Finally, the Court recognized that the central purpose of the FHA is to pre-
vent housing discrimination, including subtle forms not recognized by the 
traditional discriminatory intent analysis,120 and a stricter causality stan-
dard would defeat this central purpose of the FHA.121  

1. The Burden-Shifting Framework and the Case Presented
As noted above, disparate impact theory was first recognized in employ-
ment discrimination cases under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.122 Under 
the employment discrimination framework, a plaintiff must point to a 
policy that causes a disparate impact.123 Then, in order to ensure that 
businesses with a legitimate “business necessity” would not be punished 

114. 24 C.F.R. § 100.500(c)(1) (2019). 
115. See Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 903. 
116. See 24 C.F.R. § 100.500(c)(1) (2019).
117. For example, the Fifth Circuit held that because the plaintiff did not prove that 

the defendant’s policy to refuse housing vouchers caused the voucher population to be 
heavily minority, the plaintiff did not establish a prima facie case. See infra notes 153–55 
and accompanying text.

118. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 
S. Ct. 2507, 2516–19 (2015). 

119. See id. at 2523.
120. See id. at 2521–22.
121. See infra Section III.A.2.
122. See supra notes 73–83 and accompanying text.
123. See id.
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for discriminatory effects, the defendant may rebut the assertion by stat-
ing a sufficient business necessity for the policy.124 Before ICP, all Courts 
of Appeal recognized a similar burden-shifting framework for disparate 
impact cases under the FHA, which was later codified under HUD regula-
tions in 2013.125 

The Court in ICP implicitly accepted the HUD regulations as then codi-
fied. The regulations state that the plaintiff has the burden of proving that 
“a challenged practice caused or predictably will cause a discriminatory 
effect.”126 Once proven, the defendant may rebut with a showing that the 
“challenged practice is necessary to achieve one or more substantial, legiti-
mate, nondiscriminatory interests.”127 The plaintiff then may be able to 
establish a prima facie case by proving these interests could be met through 
a different practice that will have less of a discriminatory effect.128 The FHA 
authorizes the Secretary of HUD to administer the act and make the rules 
related to carrying out the purpose of the FHA.129 Courts must defer to 
HUD’s reasonable interpretation of the legislation, unless the language in 
the legislation is unambiguous.130 The Court did not disaffirm language in 
the FHA as unambiguous so as to disallow HUD from implementing its 
own regulations.131 

Although the ICP Court accepted the HUD framework, the Court stated 
that a robust causality requirement is necessary to “protect defendants 
from being held liable for racial disparities they did not create.”132 The 
majority had concerns that disparate impact liability, if not properly lim-
ited, would create a “double bind of liability” whereby housing authorities 
or developers would be liable “merely because some other priority might 
seem preferable.”133 

The Court relied on Ward’s Cove Packing Company v. Antonio, an employ-
ment discrimination case, for the proposition that a robust causality 
requirement is necessary.134 The facts in Wards Cove will therefore provide 

124. See id.
125. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 

S. Ct. 2507, 2519 (2015), for a list of all Courts of Appeals cases that recognized disparate 
impact liability. See 24 C.F.R. § 100.500 (2019).

126. Id. § 100.500(c)(1) (emphasis added).
127. Id. § 100.500(c)(2).
128. Id. § 100.500(c)(3).
129. See 42 U.S.C. § 3608 (2019).
130. See Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842–43 

(1984) (noting that courts must defer to the agency’s reasonable interpretation unless “the 
intent of Congress is clear.”).

131. See generally Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. 
(ICP), 135 S. Ct. 2507 (2015). 

132. Id. at 2523.
133. Id. at 2524. 
134. See id. at 2523 (quoting Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc. v. Antonio, 490 U.S. 642, 

653 (1989)).
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an example of what the Court meant by robust causality. In Wards Cove, the 
plaintiffs were employees of a salmon cannery that worked in “cannery 
jobs,” which were largely unskilled jobs predominantly held by minori-
ties and paid significantly less than “noncannery jobs,” which were skilled 
positions held predominantly by whites.135 The plaintiffs alleged that the 
defendants’ hiring and promotion practices resulted in a disparate impact 
against minority workers due to the statistical disparity between cannery 
workers and noncannery workers.136 

In that case, the Court was concerned that solely relying on statistical 
imbalances would result in litigation whenever there was racial imbalance 
in a workforce, and lead to racial quotas in hiring.137 Therefore, the Court 
held that statistical disparities can result in a finding of disparate impact, 
but only if the plaintiff “isolat[es] and identif[ies] the specific . . . practices 
that are allegedly responsible for any observed statistical disparities.”138 
Rather than focusing on a direct causal relationship between the defen-
dant’s practices and the disparate impact, the Court focused its inquiry 
into whether the employer had a specific practice or policy that resulted or 
predictably would result in a disparate effect on a protected class.

The Court in ICP was similarly concerned that race would be used in 
every housing decision simply because of statistical disparities in housing. 
Therefore, the Court implemented the robust causality standard to ensure 
that plaintiffs points to a specific policy rather than a one-time housing 
decision. The Court noted, “a plaintiff challenging the decision of a private 
developer to construct a new building in one location rather than another 
will not easily be able to show this is a policy causing a disparate impact 
because such a one-time decision may not be a policy at all.”139 The causa-
tion requirement is therefore related not to whether the agency or private 
entity directly caused racial disparities complained of, but whether there is 
a specific policy—rather than a one-time decision—that creates artificial, 
arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to housing.140

135. See Wards Cove, 490 U.S. 647–48 (1989).
136. See id. at 647–48.
137. See id. at 652.
138. Id. at 656 (emphasis added).
139. Id. at 2524–25. The Court also notes “[i]t may also be difficult to establish causation 

because of the multiple factors that go into investment decisions about where to construct 
or renovate housing units.” Id. The Court here is saying that because a developer could 
have many legitimate reasons to support a decision about where to build housing, the 
plaintiff must point to a specific policy rather than a one-time decision.

140. See City of L.A. v. Bank of America, 691 F. Appx. 464 (9th Cir. 2017) for an example 
of a plaintiff’s reliance on statistical data without pointing to a specific policy. In that case, 
the Ninth Circuit dismissed the plaintiff’s claim that Bank of America’s lending practices 
created a disparate impact on minority borrowers, who were two to three times more 
likely to receive high cost loans than were similarly situated white borrowers. See id. at 
465. The court held that the city fell short of showing robust causality because there was 
no connection between this disparity and a specific Bank of America policy. See id. 
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The Court in ICP additionally remanded the case in order to determine 
only whether the plaintiff pointed to a specific policy, not whether the plain-
tiff showed causation between the policy and the discriminatory effect.141 
In ICP, the plaintiffs argued that the local housing agency’s distribution 
of low-income housing tax credits created a disparate impact by concen-
trating affordable housing units in low-income, minority neighborhoods, 
thereby restricting minority renters’ access to high opportunity, predomi-
nantly white neighborhoods.142 The Court noted that the plaintiff’s claim 
involved a “novel theory of liability” that ultimately might be challenging 
one of two reasonable housing decisions.143 The Court was concerned that 
the plaintiff was not challenging a specific policy by the housing agency 
but was rather challenging a one-time decision to allocate credits in one 
neighborhood over another.144 The Court did not state a concern that the 
plaintiff could not prove housing conditions in the Dallas area were caused 
by the housing authority’s allocation of low-income housing tax credits, 
and in fact recognized that segregation in housing existed long before the 
challenged policy began.145

On remand, the lower court ultimately dismissed the plaintiff’s claim 
on the grounds that the plaintiff did not point to a policy but rather relied 
on the cumulative impact of the defendant’s discretionary decisions.146 The 
lower court determined that “ICP cannot rely on this generalized policy of 
discretion to prove disparate impact.”147 The lower court therefore deter-
mined that the Supreme Court’s inquiry into robust causation involved a 
concern over whether there is a specific policy, not whether there is a direct 
causal link between such a policy and the disparate impact.

In the Fifth Circuit’s view, robust causality requires a strict showing of 
causation between the defendant’s policy and the discriminatory effect, 
and is therefore a stricter burden-shifting approach than the HUD regu-
lations.148 This comment will refer to the Fifth Circuit’s interpretation of 
robust causality as a “strict causal standard.” In that case, Inclusive Com-
munities Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Property Company, a housing nonprofit 
brought suit against the owners and management company of several 
apartment buildings in Dallas.149 The plaintiff claimed defendants’ policy 
not to accept housing choice vouchers violated the FHA by preventing 
minority voucher-holders from living in higher opportunity areas that 

141. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2514.
142. See id.
143. Id. at 2512.
144. See id. at 2523.
145. See generally id. 
146. Inclusive Cmty. Project, Inc. v. Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs, 2016 U.S. 

Dist. LEXIS 114562, at *20 (N.D. Tex. Aug. 2016).
147. Id.
148. See id. at 895–96. 
149. See id. at 895.
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are predominantly white and forcing them to live where vouchers are 
accepted, which are neighborhoods characterized by high poverty rates 
and are predominantly minority.150  

To support their claim, the plaintiff presented statistical data from HUD, 
which showed that families with housing vouchers in the Dallas area are 
87% Black and 94% minority, and on average these households live in 74% 
minority census tracts.151 The defendants own or manage apartment build-
ings located in “high opportunity areas” that are predominantly occupied 
by white tenants.152 The Fifth Circuit held that the plaintiffs failed to estab-
lish robust causality because the data supplied by the plaintiff did not show 
causation between the no-voucher policy and the disproportionate num-
ber of Black voucher holders; nor did it show that the defendants “bear 
any responsibility for the geographic distribution of minorities throughout 
the Dallas area prior to the implementation of the ‘no vouchers’ policy.”153 
In other words, because the owners’ no-voucher policy did not create a 
disproportionate share of Black voucher holders in the Dallas metro area, 
and because the defendants’ policy did not cause the current level of segre-
gation in Dallas, the plaintiffs did not satisfy the robust causation require-
ment under a strict causal standard.154 

The Fifth Circuit relied in part on the Eleventh Circuit’s analysis in 
Oviedo Town Center II v. City of Oviedo to support this strict causal stan-
dard.155 In Oviedo, owners of an apartment complex with affordable 
housing units challenged the City’s utility rate increase, arguing that the 
increase effectively eliminated profitability from the property, thereby 
disproportionately affecting minorities because tenants of the apartment 
complex were predominantly minority.156 The Eleventh Circuit held that 
“in order to show disparate impact, the plaintiff must provide evidence 
comparing members of the protected class affected by the ordinance with 
non-members affected by the ordinance.”157 In this case, although the 

150. See id. at 896. Housing choice vouchers are a governmental program funded by 
HUD and administered by local housing authorities whereby recipients can choose to 
live in any housing unit eligible under the program—as long as the landlord accepts 
the voucher—and the government will subsidize the tenant’s rent payment. See Hous-
ing Choice Vouchers Fact Sheet, Dep’t of Hous. and Urban Dev., https://www.hud.gov 
/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/hcv/about/fact_sheet (last vis-
ited Dec. 18, 2019). See infra Section IV.A. for more information about the housing choice 
voucher program.

151. See Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d 890, 897 (5th Cir. 
2019). 

152. See id. at 897–98.
153. Id. at 907.
154. See id.
155. See Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 907.
156. See id. at 830.
157. See id. at 835 (quoting Schwarz v. City of Treasure Island, 544 F.3d 1201, 835 (11th 

Cir. 2008)). 
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plaintiffs pointed to a specific policy, they failed to provide statistical data 
comparing the percentage of minorities occupying multifamily properties 
in the City of Oviedo affected by the policy compared to the percentage 
of non-minorities affected. Without this statistical information, the appel-
lants could not show that the policy “caused or predictably will cause a 
discriminatory effect” on a protected class.158

The Fifth Circuit similarly determined that the plaintiffs in Lincoln 
Property Company did not establish robust causation because they did not 
provide data on how the policy itself impacted the rental opportunities 
for minority tenants.159 However, the Fifth Circuit incorrectly relied on the 
Oviedo decision to support this determination. In Oviedo, the plaintiffs did 
not satisfy robust causation because, although they pointed to a specific 
policy, they did not provide any data that would show a plausibility that 
the policy creates or predictably would create a disparate impact because 
they did not show that minorities were more likely to be affected by the 
policy than non-minorities.160 In Lincoln Property Company, however, the 
plaintiffs did provide statistical data connecting the policy and the impact 
by providing data on the voucher population in Dallas, which is made up 
of predominantly Black voucher-holders, compared to data on the non-
voucher population, which is a predominantly white population.161 This 
comparative data is sufficient to satisfy a claim of disparate impact because 
it produces plausibility that the no-voucher policy functions to exclude 
Black renters from defendants’ properties while not having the same effect 
on white renters. 

Recent decisions by the Fourth, Ninth, and Eighth Circuits support the 
foregoing analysis. In cases where the Courts of Appeal found that the 
plaintiff did not establish a prima facie case, it was not due to causation but 
rather because the plaintiff failed to point to a specific practice or policy that 
caused the disparate impact.162 Conversely, in Reyes v. Waples Mobile Home 
Park the Fourth Circuit found that a policy requiring mobile park residents 
to provide documentation of their legal status had a disparate impact on 

158. 24 C.F.R. § 100.500(c)(1) (2019) (emphasis added). This result is similar to a D.C. 
circuit case which found that the plaintiffs did not sufficiently support a claim that the 
closure of a homeless shelter affected a greater proportion of disabled individuals than 
non-disabled individuals, noting that the plaintiffs did not allege that disabled homeless 
persons are more likely to rely on the shelter than non-disabled homeless persons. See 
Boykin v. Fenty, 650 Fed. Appx. 42, 45 (D.C. Cir. 2016).

159. See Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 895–96.
160. See Oviedo Town Center II v. City of Oviedo, 759 Fed. Appx. 828, 835–36 (11th 

Cir. 2018).
161. See Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 987.
162. See City of L.A. v. Bank of America, 691 F. Appx. 464, 465 (9th Cir. 2017) (dismiss-

ing plaintiff’s claim for failure to show robust causality between the disparate impact 
and a specific Bank of America policy). See also Ellis v. City of Minneapolis, 860 F.3d 1108, 
1113–14 (8th Cir. 2017) (dismissing plaintiff’s claim for failure to point to a specific policy 
regarding housing inspections that resulted in a disparate impact). 
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Latinos, even without a strict causal showing between the policy and the 
disparate impact.163 The court held that the plaintiffs demonstrated robust 
causality between the park’s policy and the disparate impact because there 
was a plausibility that the policy had a disproportionate effect on Latino 
residents compared to non-Latino residents.164 A showing that the policy 
created the statistical disparity between Latinos and non-Latinos was not 
required.165

Through robust causation the Court in ICP ensured that disparate 
impact cases require the plaintiff to point to a specific policy, as opposed 
to a “one-time decision”; however, there is no requirement that the plain-
tiff demonstrate strict causation between the policy and the impact.166 As 
noted above, this finding is supported by the Court’s analysis of employ-
ment discrimination precedent, deference to the HUD regulations, and 
facts presented in ICP. The purpose of the FHA, central to the Court’s deci-
sion in ICP, also supports this finding.

2. The Purpose of the FHA
In ICP, the Court emphasized that disparate impact claims are “consistent 
with the FHA’s central purpose” by eradicating practices “that function 
unfairly to exclude minorities from certain neighborhoods without any 
sufficient justification.”167 Recognizing disparate impact claims also makes 
it easier for plaintiffs to expose discriminatory intent by “prevent[ing] 
segregating housing patterns that might otherwise result from covert and 
illicit stereotyping.”168 Under the standard set forth by the Fifth Circuit, 
where the plaintiff must prove the defendant’s policy directly caused racial 
disparities in housing, it would be impossible for a plaintiff to prove dis-
parate impact in most, if not all, cases because racial disparities in housing 

163. See Reyes v. Waples Mobile Home Park, 903 F.3d 415, 432 (4th Cir. 2018).
164. See id. at 430.
165. See generally id. In Inclusive Communities. Project v. Lincoln Property Company, the 

Fifth Circuit relies in part on the dissent in Reyes. See 920 F.3d 890, 904 (5th Cir. 2019). 
The dissent reasoned that all residents in the park are required to comply with the policy 
regardless of whether they are Latino, and not all Latinos are impacted by the policy; 
therefore, “the defendants’ policy disproportionately impacts Latinos not because they 
are Latino, but because Latinos are the predominant subgroup of undocumented aliens in 
a specific geographical area.” Reyes, 903 F.3d at 434 (Keenan, J., dissenting). 

166. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 
S. Ct. 2507, 2523 (2015).

167. Id. at 2522.
168. Id. See also Huntington Branch, NAACP v. Huntington, 844 F.2d 926, 935 (2d Cir. 

1988) (noting that “clever men may easily conceal their motivations” and that disparate-
impact analysis is needed because “[o]ften, such [facially neutral] rules bear no relation 
to discrimination upon passage, but develop into powerful discriminatory mechanisms 
when applied”). 
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have existed for decades.169 This result is adverse Congress’s intent in pass-
ing the FHA.170

In ICP, the Court relied on three disparate impact cases that support an 
inference that refute the Fifth Circuit’s strict causal standard: Huntington 
v. Huntington Branch NAACP; United States v. City of Black Jack; and Greater 
New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center v. St. Bernard Parish.171 The Court in 
ICP relied on these three cases as the clear examples of disparate impact 
cases that “reside at the heartland of disparate-impact liability” because 
they further the purpose of the FHA.172 Without disaffirming or question-
ing the holdings in each, the Court could not have been trying to articulate 
a strict causal standard. 

In Huntington, the Supreme Court held that an ordinance restricting 
the construction of multifamily housing to an area of the town where 52% 
of the residents were minorities—when thirty of forty-eight census tracts 
were at least 99% white—had a disparate impact on the Black popula-
tion.173 The plaintiffs in Huntington Branch did not point to evidence that 
the zoning restrictions caused the existing segregation; rather, the Supreme 
Court found that the statistical disparity was sufficient to support a prima 
facie case without a legitimate, non-discriminatory governmental reason 
for the ordinance.174 

169. Housing segregation was caused by decades of private and public discrimination. 
See supra Section II.A. Therefore, today’s policies that perpetuate this segregation cannot 
be said to have caused them, which is why many disparate impact claims are based on the 
theory that the policy perpetuates segregation generally. See infra Section III.B. 

170. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2521. “The wisdom of disparate-impact liability under the 
FHA is that it addresses local government’s (as well as other government’s) historical 
racism and the continuing persistence of housing segregation not by interjecting 
racial quotas at the end of municipal zoning decisions, but rather by ensuring that 
municipalities making such decisions will base them on legitimate objectives rather 
than on discriminatory reasons, conscious or otherwise. Moreover, when such decisions 
may still cause a disparate impact, the municipality and the developer are instructed 
to attempt to minimize that impact by determining whether there is an alternative that 
accommodates both the city’s legitimate objective and the developer’s legitimate goals.” 
Ave. 6E Investment LLC v. City of Yuma, 818 F.3d 494, 510 (9th Cir. 2016). 

171. See ICP, 135 S. Ct. at 2521 (citing Huntington v. Huntington Branch, NAACP, 488 
U.S. 15 (1988); U.S. v. City of Black Jack, 508 F.2d 1179 (8th Cir. 1974); Greater New Orleans 
Fair Hous. Action Ctr. v. St. Bernard Par., 641 F. Supp. 2d 563 (ED La. 2009)). See Joseph 
D. Rich, The Robust Causality Requirement in Disparate Impact Claims Under the Fair Housing 
Act, Civ. Rts. Insider, (Fed. B. Ass’n Civ. Rts. L. Sec. Newsl., Arlington, Va.), Winter 2018, 
at 7, https://nationalfairhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Robust-Causality 
-Requirement.Jan_.2018.pdf. 

172. ICP 135 S. Ct. at 2521–22. 
173. See Huntington v. Huntington Branch, NAACP, 488 U.S. 15, 16–18 (1988). In 

this case, because the appellants “conceded the applicability” of disparate impact, the 
Supreme Court did not evaluate whether disparate impact was the correct standard. Id. 
at 18.

174. See id.
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Similarly, in Black Jack, the Eighth Circuit relied on the burden-shifting 
analysis under a theory of disparate impact.175 In that case, the lower court 
determined an ordinance that prohibited new construction of multifam-
ily housing had no discriminatory effect because it “had no measurably 
greater effect on blacks than on whites.”176 The Eighth Circuit reversed, 
noting that the district court did not consider the “ultimate effect” of the 
ordinance or its “historical context.”177 The court noted “[t]he ultimate 
effect of the ordinance was to foreclose 85 percent of the blacks living in 
the metropolitan area from obtaining housing in Black Jack, and to fore-
close them at a time when 40 percent of them were living in substandard 
or overcrowded units. The discriminatory effect of the ordinance is more 
onerous when assessed in light of the fact that segregated housing in the 
St. Louis metropolitan area was ‘in large measure the result of deliberate 
racial discrimination in the housing market by the real estate industry and 
by agencies of the federal, state, and local governments.’”178 Certainly the 
restriction of new multifamily buildings in Black Jack did not cause racial 
disparities in the St. Louis metropolitan area, but it did perpetuate existing 
segregation patterns and have a disparate effect on Black residents. 

The ICP Court also relied on Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action 
Center as a model for disparate impact litigation.179 In that case, the lower 
court determined that an ordinance placing a moratorium on the construc-
tion of buildings with more than five housing units violated the FHA on a 
theory of disparate impact.180  The court found that the moratorium had a 
disparate impact on Blacks, which were 85% more likely to live in apart-
ment buildings with more than five units.181 Additionally, because Blacks 
were twice as likely as whites to live in rental housing, and because over 
90% of buildings with more than five units were rental properties, Blacks 

175. “Once the plaintiff has established a prima facie case by demonstrating racially 
discriminatory effect, the burden shifts to the governmental defendant to demonstrate 
that its conduct was necessary to promote a compelling governmental interest.” U.S. v. 
City of Black Jack, 508 F.2d 1179, 1185 (8th Cir. 1974) (citing United Frameworkers of 
Florida Housing Project, Inc. v. Delray Beach, 493 F.2d 799, 809 (5th Cir. 1974)). 

176. See id. at 1183 and 1186.
177. See id. at 1186.
178. See id. (quoting U.S. v. City of Black Jack, 372 F. Supp 319, 326 (ED Mo. 1974) rev’d, 

508 F.2d 1179 (8th Cir. 1974)).
179. Greater New Orleans Fair Hous. Action Ctr. v. St. Bernard Par., 641 F. Supp. 2d 

563, 567 (ED La. 2009).
180. See id. The case stems from a consent order issued after St. Bernard Parish passed 

a “blood relative” ordinance following the destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina. The 
ordinance prevented persons from rental or occupancy of a residence other than a blood 
relative of the owner, the stated purpose being to “maintain the demographics” of the 
parish, which was overwhelmingly white. The Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action 
Center sued, arguing that the law violated the FHA because it effectively prevented 
Blacks from renting in the parish. See id. at 569–70. 

181. See id. at 567.
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were disproportionately affected by the reduction in supply of rental 
units.182 Lastly, Black families were much more likely to fall within the 
income ranges associated with the proposed affordable housing develop-
ments that were put on hold as a result of the moratorium.183 The plaintiffs 
in this case similarly did not need to provide evidence that the moratorium 
caused residential segregation or income inequality. The plaintiffs only 
needed to show that the population adversely affected by the policy was 
disproportionately Black in order to establish a prima facie case.184

However, the Fifth Circuit interpreted ICP as requiring a strict causal 
standard.185 In that case, the court held that the plaintiffs failed to estab-
lish that the no-voucher policy caused a disproportionate number of Black 
voucher holders or caused the segregation in the Dallas area.186 This inter-
pretation of ICP frustrates the purpose of the FHA. By focusing on whether 
the defendant’s policy caused the segregation in the Dallas metro area, the 
Fifth Circuit ignored whether the policy has a disproportionate effect on 
Black voucher holders based on existing demographics. The strict causal 
standard would defeat the purpose of the FHA, which is to expose and 
eliminate discrimination in housing by prohibiting practices that adversely 
affect protected classes.187 Under this standard of disparate impact liabil-
ity, a plaintiff could likely only prevail under a theory of discriminatory 
treatment because, based on current housing patterns, no one current prac-
tice is causing the segregation of communities.188 Under the Fifth Circuit’s 
standard, the plaintiffs in Huntington Branch, Black Jack, and Greater New 
Orleans Fair Housing Action Center, all cases that the Court in ICP regarded 
as central to disparate impact liability, would have failed to establish a 
prima facie case.189

182. See id.
183. See id. at 568 (describing the demographics of the various income levels for 

which affordable housing units would be available to tenants).
184. See generally id.
185. See Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d 890, 903 (5th Cir. 

2019).
186. See id. at 907.
187. The Senate Judiciary Committee stated the purpose of the FHA “is to strengthen 

the capability of the Federal Government to meet the problem of . . . interference, for 
racial or other discriminatory reasons, with a person’s free exercise of civil rights.” S. 
Rep. No. 90-721, at 1 (1968), as reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1837, 1838. See also Tex. 
Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 S. Ct. 2507, 221 
(2015) (noting that “[t]he FHA, like Title VII and the ADEA, was enacted to eradicate 
discriminatory practices within a sector of our Nation’s economy.”). 

188. See, e.g., Rothstein, supra note 11, at XV (arguing that “[m]ost segregation does 
fall into the category of open and explicit government sponsored segregation). See also 
Sander et al., supra note 1, at 12–13 (noting that discrimination and personal preferences 
play a role in current housing segregation patterns, but the evidence “strongly suggests” 
that the actual causes of housing segregation are more complex than these theories alone).

189. See supra note 172 and accompanying text.
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In Lincoln Property Company the Fifth Circuit also confused two theories 
of disparate impact liability that the circuit courts recognized prior to ICP190 
and which the Court in ICP did not resolve—whether plaintiffs can sue on 
disparate impact liability under a theory that the defendant’s policy per-
petuated existing segregation patterns. As discussed below, recognizing 
the different theories of disparate impact is important because it informs 
the type of statistical data necessary to establish a prima facie case.191 

B. Disparate Impact: Two Theories of Liability
Prior to ICP, several Courts of Appeal held that disparate impact liability 
can be used to target discriminatory housing policies under two theories. 
The first theory, discussed above, is that a practice has a disparate impact 
if it produces a discriminatory effect upon a protected class.192 The second 
theory is that a policy has a disparate impact if it perpetuates housing seg-
regation generally within a community.193 In ICP, the Court affirmed that 
disparate impact liability is cognizable under the FHA but did not explicitly 
state that a disparate impact claim can be based on segregative effects.194 

Although the segregative effects theory was not mentioned in the ICP 
decision, the Court implicitly accepted that disparate impact claims can 
be based on segregative effects because the issue presented in ICP was a 
segregative effects claim. In ICP, the plaintiff alleged that the defendant 
“continued segregated housing patterns” by allocating low-income hous-
ing tax credits predominantly in low-income neighborhoods.195 The Court 
did not take issue with the plaintiff’s theory, focusing instead on robust 
causality—whether the plaintiff pointed to a specific policy that created a 
disparate impact.196 Additionally, the Court seemed to implicitly accept the 
segregative effects approach by noting that “the FHA aims to ensure that 

190. In a successful FHA claim, ‘[a] plaintiff can demonstrate discriminatory effect in 
two ways: it can demonstrate that [a defendant’s] decision has a segregative effect or that 
it makes housing options significantly more restrictive for members of a protected group 
than for persons outside that group.” Hallmark Developers, Inc. v. Fulton Cty., 466 F.3d 
1276, 1286 (11th Cir. 2006). See also Huntington Branch, NAACP v. Huntington, 844 F.2d 
926, 937 (2d circuit 1988).

191. See infra Section III.B.
192. See Huntington Branch, NAACP, 844 F.2d at 937. These claims are analogous to 

disparate impact claims under employment discrimination cases.
193. See id.
194. See generally Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. 

(ICP), 135 S. Ct. 2507 (2015).
195. Id. at 2514. To support its assertion, the plaintiff relied on statistical evidence 

that showed the defendants approved tax credits for almost 50% of non-elderly units in 
areas that were 0 to 10% white, and less than 40% in areas that were 90 to 100% white. See 
id. Plaintiffs also pointed to evidence that more than 92% of these affordable units were 
located in census tracts with less than 50% white residents. See id.

196. See supra notes 132–38 and accompanying text. 
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those priorities can be achieved without arbitrarily creating discriminatory 
effects or perpetuating segregation.”197 

The Fifth Circuit’s decision in Lincoln Property Company demonstrates 
why the distinction between the two theories of disparate impact is impor-
tant.198 In that case, the plaintiffs asserted both types of disparate impact 
claims, arguing first that the defendants’ no-voucher policy has an adverse 
effect on Black renters, and second that the policy perpetuates racial segre-
gation by excluding voucher holders, who are predominantly Black, from 
predominantly white census tracts.199 

The distinction between the two theories of liability is important because 
classification helps inform what statistical data is necessary under the cau-
sality requirement. Under the first approach, the plaintiff must point to 
the adverse effects of the policy on the protected class compared to the 
effects of the policy on the non-protected class. Under this theory the plain-
tiff in Lincoln Property Company needed only to show that the policy has a 
more significant impact on Blacks because voucher holders in Dallas are 
predominantly Black. The plaintiffs in this case supported their claim by 
pointing to statistical evidence that voucher holders in the Dallas metro-
politan area are 90% minority, and the voucher holders in the City of Dallas 
are 87% Black.200 Therefore, a policy excluding voucher holders predictably 
will have a disproportionate effect on a protected class under the FHA.

In contrast, under a segregative effects claim, the plaintiff needs to pro-
vide evidence that shows the challenged policy perpetuates residential 
segregation within the community.201 The plaintiff in Lincoln Property Com-
pany supported its segregative effects claim by relying on data that showed 
voucher households in the City of Dallas used vouchers in neighborhoods 
located in census tracts that were 88% minority.202 By excluding a dis-
proportionately Black voucher population from their properties in white 
neighborhoods, it is plausible that the defendants’ policy perpetuated seg-
regation within the Dallas metropolitan area.203 

197. Id. at 2534.
198. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d 890 (5th Cir. 2019).
199. See id. at 913 (Davis, J. concurring in part and dissenting in part).
200. See id. at 897.
201. See Huntington Branch, NAACP v. Huntington, 844 F.2d 926, 937 (2d Cir. 1988).
202. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d at 897. 
203. However, by focusing on the strict causal standard, the Fifth Circuit held that 

because the plaintiff did not prove the no-voucher policy caused the underlying segrega-
tion in the Dallas area, rather than simply perpetuating it, they did not establish a prima 
facie case. See id. at 906–09. (noting that “it is entirely speculative whether the ‘no vouch-
ers’ policy, as opposed to some other factor, not attributable to Defendants-Appellees, 
caused there to be less minority habitation in individual census tracts after the policy 
was implemented. Without that information, any landlord who did not accept vouchers 
would be vulnerable to a disparate impact challenge any time a less than statistically 
proportionate minority population lived in that landlord’s census tract.”)
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This case shows that distinguishing between these two theories of 
liability is important because it determines the type of data necessary to 
establish a prima facie case.204  Therefore, it is crucial that courts correctly 
identify not only the proper causation requirement but also the appropri-
ate standard of liability under disparate impact.

IV. Implications of Disparate Impact Liability on Housing Policy

Under the foregoing analysis, what are the implications for fair housing 
advocates, local governments, developers, and residential property own-
ers under the FHA? This Section will argue that potential liability will be a 
fact-dependent inquiry, demonstrated by looking at two policies that could 
be challenged under a disparate impact theory. The first is a policy by own-
ers of apartment buildings that disallows the use of housing vouchers, the 
scenario presented in the Fifth Circuit case above.205 The second is a local 
government policy or regulation that artificially inflates the cost of hous-
ing, which might have a disparate effect on minorities.

A. Housing Choice Vouchers: Re-litigating Lincoln Property Company
The housing choice voucher program is a federal government program 
administered by local housing authorities.206 A family with a housing 
voucher pays 30% of their income towards rent, and the government pro-
gram pays the difference between the tenant’s payment and the total rent 
to the landlord.207 Families may choose to live anywhere that accepts hous-
ing vouchers as long as rent does not exceed “fair market rent,” which is 

204. Under a segregative effects claim, the plaintiff will need to provide census tract 
data while a discriminatory effects claim can be based on the effect of the policy on the 
protected class compared to the effect on a non-protected class. 

205. See supra Section III.A.1.
206. See Housing Choice Vouchers Fact Sheet, Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment, https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/hcv 
/about/fact_sheet (last visited Dec. 18, 2019).

207. See Frederick J. Eggers, Characteristics of HUD-Assisted Renters and Their Units in 
2013, U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev. Off. of Pol’y Dev. & Res., 1 (2017), https://
www.huduser.gov/portal/publications/Characteristics-HUD-Assisted.html.
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calculated for each metropolitan area.208 The law does not require landlords 
to accept vouchers.209 

In Lincoln Property Company, the plaintiffs challenged property man-
agement company’s policy that disallowed housing vouchers.210 The Fifth 
Circuit majority argued that the plaintiff failed to establish a prima facie 
case because they did not satisfy a strict causal standard between the no-
voucher policy and the disparate effect.211 However, as outlined above, the 
plaintiff in that case did satisfy robust causality by pointing to a specific 
policy—the policy to not accept housing vouchers—and presented suffi-
cient statistical data to prove that this policy caused or likely caused a dis-
parate effect on minorities and perpetuated segregation generally.212 It does 
not follow, however, that all policies disallowing voucher tenants create a 
disparate impact.

In a disparate impact claim against a no-voucher policy, the location and 
qualities of the property itself are critical to support a prima facie case. 
To establish that the policy has a disparate impact on a protected class or 
generally perpetuates segregation, the apartment building must be located 
in a predominantly white, high-opportunity neighborhood otherwise inac-
cessible to minority renters—otherwise, the policy would not have a dispa-
rate impact on minority voucher holders. The plaintiffs also must establish 

208. See Fair Market Rents, U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev. Off. of Pol’y Dev. & 
Res.,  https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html (last visited Dec. 19, 2019). 
However, in practice, many voucher recipients choose to live in lower-income neighbor-
hoods. See Alicia Mazzara & Brian Knudsen, Where Families with Children Use Housing 
Vouchers: A Comparative Look at the 50 Largest Metropolitan Areas, Ctr. on Budget & Pol’y 
Priorities, 1 (2019). “Landlords who could easily rent their units at market price to regu-
lar tenants disliked the vouchers, mostly because of the need to deal with a government 
agency for part of the rent, but also because negative stereotypes could be easily attached 
to the voucher recipients. In contrast, landlords in low-income neighborhoods love 
vouchers, both because they could often finagle a ‘fair market rent’ that was higher than 
the rent they could normally charge, and because voucher holders provided a more reli-
able rental stream than many other poor tenants. Thus, even though vouchers in theory 
provided great mobility for recipients, the operation of landlord incentives could tend to 
funnel the recipients into poor neighborhoods.” Sander, et al., supra note 1, at 318.

209. See HCV Landlord Resources, U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev., https://www 
.hud.gov/groups/landlords. Prior to ICP, the Seventh and Second Circuits held that 
because the program is voluntary landlords cannot be held liable for refusal to accept 
voucher holders under a disparate impact theory. See Knapp v. Eagle Prop. Mgmt. Corp., 
54 F.3d 1272, 1275 (7th Cir. 1995); see also Salute v. Stratford Greens Garden Apartments, 
136 F.3d 293, 295 (2d Cir. 1998). However, it is possible that these decisions have been 
abrogated by ICP. Maia Hutt, This House is Not Your Home: Litigating Landlord Rejections 
of Housing Choice Vouchers Under the Fair Housing Act, 51 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs. 391 
(2018). 

210. See Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. v. Lincoln Prop. Co., 920 F.3d 890, 895–96 (5th 
Cir. 2019).

211. See supra text accompanying notes 145–53.
212. See id.
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that voucher holders would be able to rent units in the apartment build-
ing through the voucher program.213 If the plaintiff cannot establish that 
voucher holders would be able to rent units in the property, the policy 
itself would not have a disparate effect on a protected class because the 
same effect would occur absent the policy. A policy disallowing vouchers 
would therefore stand, for example, in a city with little racial segregation 
or a racially proportionate share of voucher holders compared to the popu-
lation as a whole. A no-voucher policy would also stand if the property in 
question were located in a neighborhood that was relatively integrated, 
or if the market rent at that property were above fair market rent for the 
metropolitan area. 

Furthermore, under the burden-shifting framework, the defendants 
would have the opportunity to rebut a disparate impact claim by pointing 
to a legitimate reason for this policy.214 If successful, however, the plain-
tiff could then counter with an alternative policy that would achieve these 
stated goals.215 

In ICP, the Court was concerned that allowing a broad interpretation of 
disparate impact liability would mandate local governments and private 
housing owners and developers to consider race in every housing deci-
sion.216 In this hypothetical, the plaintiff must satisfy several steps in order 
to meet a prima facie case of disparate impact. The plaintiff first must point 
to a policy that disallows housing vouchers entirely, rather than a one-time 
decision not to accept a tenant with a housing voucher. The plaintiff must 
also provide neighborhood-level residential and economic data that sug-
gests the no-voucher policy has a disparate effect on a protected class or 
perpetuates segregation in the community. The subject property must be 
located in a mostly white and high-income neighborhood relative to the 
local population but with rent not larger than fair market rent. Still, the 
defendant can rebut with a legitimate reason for the policy. The required 
elements in such a claim suggest that the foregoing disparate impact stan-
dard is not overly plaintiff-friendly.

Despite the many requirements necessary to establish a prima facie 
case, a landlord policy not to accept housing choice vouchers could be a 
target of disparate impact litigation. The outcome will be largely depen-
dent on the facts and circumstances of the subject property, makeup of the 
voucher and non-voucher populations, and data on neighborhood segre-
gation and income where the property is located. The Fifth Circuit case 

213. Each year, HUD compiles a list of fair market rent for metropolitan areas 
throughout the country, and a voucher holder cannot rent a unit priced above fair market 
rent. See Fair Market Rents, U.S. Dep’t of Housing & Urb. Dev. Off. of Pol’y Dev. & Res.,  
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html (last visited Dec. 19, 2019). 

214. See supra notes 65–69 and accompanying text.
215. See id.
216. See supra notes 127–33 and accompanying text.
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described above, for instance, likely does meet all these requirements.217 A 
policy that results in the artificial increase in housing costs could also have 
a disparate impact on a protected class; however, the analysis is similarly 
restricted to the underlying facts.

B. Artificial Increase of Housing Costs
Another potential cause of action under disparate impact liability is a claim 
that a local government’s land use policy has the effect of artificially rais-
ing the cost of housing by restricting the housing supply of low-rent units. 
This result could have a disparate effect on minority families who might 
be disproportionately low-income renters. A locality’s zoning policy could 
also concentrate higher-density residential land uses into low-income, 
minority neighborhoods and exclude such multifamily housing in more 
affluent white neighborhoods, thereby perpetuating segregation generally 
by effectively excluding minority renters from these neighborhoods.218

Prior precedent and the Court’s decision in ICP support a finding that 
these types of cases can result in disparate impact liability. As noted above, 
the Court in ICP relied on three cases to support the recognition of dispa-
rate impact liability, all of which involved a local government restriction on 
housing development.219 In each case, the courts held these restrictions on 
development were sufficient to establish disparate impact.220 

The Court in ICP emphasized that “zoning laws and other housing 
restrictions . . . function unfairly to exclude minorities from certain neigh-
borhoods without any sufficient justification” and that “[s]uits target-
ing such practices reside at the heartland of disparate impact liability.”221 
Therefore, similar policies that aim to control growth in a community 
through planning, zoning, or other regulatory land use tools could also be 
targeted under a similar theory of disparate impact.222

217. See supra notes 149–53 and accompanying text.
218. See Scott Beyer, The Verdict is In: Land Use Regulations Increase Housing Costs, 

Forbes (Sep. 30, 2016), https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottbeyer/2016/09/30/the 
-verdict-is-in-land-use-regulations-increase-housing-costs/#474e212d4162 (noting that 
housing is expensive due to restrictive zoning, bureaucratic delay, and other land use 
regulations). 

219. See supra note 167 and accompanying text. 
220. See supra notes 169–80 and accompanying text.
221. Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 S. 

Ct. 2507, 2521–22 (2015). 
222. “[V]arious regulations, such as zoning, rent control, and urban growth 

boundaries, have been found demonstrably to increase housing costs. And because 
certain groups—such as African Americans—have lower median incomes, these 
regulations have a ‘disparate impact’ on them, often driving them from select cit-
ies.” Scott Beyer, Could the Fair Housing Act be Used to Abolish Restrictive Zoning?, 
Forbes (Dec. 2, 2016), https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottbeyer/2016/12/02/could 
-the-fair-housing-act-be-used-to-abolish-restrictive-zoning/#13cb473f2d33.
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Recent cases in the Ninth and Second Circuits support this result. In Ave-
nue 6E Investments, LLC v. City of Yuma, two real estate developers brought 
suit against the City for refusal to rezone land to permit higher-density 
development, which allegedly disproportionately affected Hispanic resi-
dents and perpetuated segregation.223 The Ninth Circuit agreed, holding 
that the failure to rezone the property resulted in a disparate impact.224 
However, the court noted that the FHA does not require automatic approval 
of all rezone requests involving higher density for housing.225 The denial 
of a zoning change that disproportionately affects a protected class or per-
petuates segregation can stand if it is supported by a sufficient government 
interest.226 

Similarly, in Mhany Management, Inc. v. County of Nassau, the Second Cir-
cuit held that a rezone to lower-density residential use can be challenged 
under a theory of disparate impact.227 However, the underlying circum-
stances are similarly important. In that case, the local Board of Trustees 
initially approved multifamily zoning for a specific parcel, which would 
have made an affordable housing development financially feasible.228 The 
rezone was later changed to allow only townhomes after public outcry 
against the affordable housing. 229 Under this context, the Second Circuit 
held that the rezoning created a disparate impact; however, a rezone with-
out proof of racial or class animus might not be enough to rebut a legiti-
mate government rationale.230 

Of course, fact-intensive inquiries will likely lead to an increase in liti-
gation. However, a plaintiff will still have to point to a specific policy that 
causes a disparate impact, and the defendant will be able to rebut with a 
legitimate rationale for the policy, before a prima facie case is established. 

223. See Ave. 6E Invs., LLC v. City of Yuma, 818 F.3d 493, 497–502 (9th Cir. 2016).
224. See id. at 512–13. In this case, the district court held that because there was “an 

adequate supply of comparably-priced and similarly-modeled homes in the area” there 
was no disparate impact. Id. at 511. However, the Ninth Circuit held that this theory 
“overlooks the potential for the for the purposeful creation of majority areas from which 
minorities may be excluded or of minority areas with few, if any, white homeowners. 
Such segregated areas, when cased on consciously or unconsciously biased decisions that 
disproportionately, and needlessly, affect minorities, are the antithesis of what the Fair 
Housing Act stands for.” Id. 

225. Id. at 512.
226. The Ninth Circuit notes, “municipalities that have good cause for denying 

zoning changes may do so, unless motivated by conscious or unconscious racial bias. 
When a developer shows by statistical data that a zoning denial will have a disparate 
impact on minorities, the city’s obligation is to establish a legitimate and credible basis 
for its decision. This is not an unreasonable burden.” Id. at 513.

227. See Mhany Management, Inc. v. County of Nassau, 819 F.3d 581, 617–20 (2d Cir. 
2016).

228. See id. at 592.
229. See id. at 591–98
230. See id. at 620.
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While the foregoing disparate impact standard might seem to push local 
housing policy determinations to the courts, robust causality and the 
burden- shifting framework will likely curtail excess litigation. In addition, 
some threat of litigation is likely desirable in fair housing cases—the fear 
of litigation successfully rooted out many cases of housing discrimination 
after the FHA was initially enacted.231

V. Conclusion

There are other, better means to achieve higher levels of housing integration 
than through disparate impact liability.232 However, the FHA was designed 
to slow the effects of decades of private and public discrimination,233 and 
disparate impact liability is an important tool that can be used to target 
policies that result in the perpetuation of segregation.234 The FHA is also a 
consistent expression of public condemnation of housing discrimination, 
and recognizing disparate impact liability under the foregoing framework 
further condemns policies that result in discriminatory and segregative 
effects within our communities.

Many housing policies today—both private and public—disguise racial 
animus, making disparate impact liability an important tool to expose 
discrimination, whether intentional or not.235 After ICP, disparate impact 
liability can be used to target local regulatory and land use barriers that 
artificially raise the cost of housing, thereby disproportionately affecting 
Black renters and homebuyers.236 Disparate impact liability can be used 
as a tool for housing developers to combat restrictive zoning and increase 
much-needed housing stock.237 Disparate impact liability can also be used 
to target discriminatory policies of private parties such as landlords.238 The 

231. See Sander et al., supra note 1, at 160–61 (describing the change in policies of the 
National Association of Realtors shortly after the FHA was passed due to the threat of 
FHA litigation).

232. See id. at 423–41; see also id. at 444 (noting “we should not over estimate disparate 
impact litigation’s potential efficacy, for practical reasons”).

233. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 
S. Ct. 2507, 2521 (2015) (noting that “[t]he FHA, like Title VII and the ADEA, was enacted 
to eradicate discriminatory practices within a sector of our Nation’s economy.”).

234. See supra Section II.B.
235. See Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc. (ICP), 135 

S. Ct. 2507, 2511–12 (2015).
236. See Sander et al., supra note 1, at 442.
237. See Ave. 6E Investment LLC v. City of Yuma, 818 F.3d 494 (9th Cir. 2016). 

However, “[o]ne problem with the use of litigation as a means of enforcing housing 
obligations is that few developers are willing to underwrite litigation against a 
community . . . Neighborhood groups or homeowner associations, even if supportive of 
affordable housing, generally will not have the resources to hire competent, experienced 
lawyers to pursue what can be intractable litigation.” Daniel P. Selmi, et al., Land Use 
Regulation: Cases and Materials 702 (Rachel E. Barkow et al. eds., 5th ed. 2017). 

238. See supra Section IV.A.
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result could be increased awareness by local governments and private par-
ties of potential liability, leading to policies that are more inclusive to low-
income and minority renters.

Proper interpretation of the precedent set by ICP is therefore critical, 
and the proposed HUD regulations that aim to codify the ICP decision 
must be administered under the standard articulated by the Court .239 
Under ICP, the plaintiff can bring suit under a theory of disproportionate 
or segregative effect, satisfying robust causation as long as the plaintiff can 
point to a specific policy rather than a one-time decision. A defendant then 
must point to a sufficiently legitimate reason for the policy; then, the bur-
den shifts to the plaintiff to prove that a different policy could meet these 
interests with less discriminatory effect.240 This standard opens the door for 
fair housing advocates and developers to expose policies that dispropor-
tionately impact minorities or perpetuate residential segregation. 

239. See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
240. See 24 C.F.R. § 100.500(c) (2019).
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